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This interactive electronic textbook, comprising an overview and six chapters, in the form of a worksheet for
symbolic mathematics with Maple software presents an introduction to Fourier transformation and its
applications in chemistry. After a concise outline of the principles of Fourier transformation and related topics,
the treated applications include electron diffraction of a gaseous sample, xray diffraction of crystalline and
powder samples, microwave spectra of a gaseous sample, mid-infrared and Raman spectra of a liquid sample
and nuclear-magnetic-resonance spectra of liquid samples. In each application, simulations are generated to
demonstrate the physical principles and practical applications to determine the molecular structure or structural
aspects of exemplary substances.
The entire content of this book is designed for didactic purposes; although its employment in a course on
molecular structure is an obvious mechanism and application for its utilisation, the interactive nature of this
book readily lends itself to self learning whereby one reads the text and executes the Maple commands to
progress through the derivations and applications. If this book be read interactively as a Maple worksheet, threedimensional plots can be expanded and rotated to present varied aspects of the plotted object; words printed in
green and underlined can also be searched in the Maple dictionary. If access to this book be in a form like a
printed document, those activities are precluded, but their applications are still feasible with external sources. In
either case the coverage of the topics includes in each case a summary of the pertinent theory and applications
of Fourier transforms through simulations to enable an acquisition of knowledge about current methods of
deriving information about the structure of molecules and their properties.

0 Overview and principles
> restart:
introduction
The structure of molecules and materials is a prime concern of chemistry and chemists: for organic
chemistry the major structural aspects are the qualitative order of connexion between atomic centres in some
sequence or ring, the conformations of molecules incorporating their functional groups and the configuration
about asymmetric centres, but quantitative aspects such as that a single bond between carbon atoms within a
molecule is longer than a double bond that is still longer than a triple bond, according to traditional notions of
bond roder, are also of interest; for physical chemistry the emphasis lies in the determination of lengths of
bonds, or other interatomic distances, and the angles between these bonds. The most valuable methods of
deriving such quantitative structural information involve either diffraction of selected particles in a beam or
analysis of optical spectra from radio-frequeny to xray regions; in either case Fourier transforms might be
intensively involved. The interaction of molecular matter with beams of electrons, neutrons or xrays causes
absorption and scattering; the particles scattered from the beam generate patterns of which the Fourier
transforms yield direct structural information, as discussed for electron and xray diffraction in chapters 2 and 3
respectively. Although in some cases the direct absorption or emission spectra of molecules or materials as
recorded with a spectrometer, containing a dispersive optical element such as a prism or diffraction grating in
transmission or reflexion, might yield some pertinent structural information, the collection of data with an
interferometer might bestow advantages of speed and enhanced resolution or accuracy of wavenumber, with the
obtained interferogram being converted to a specrum through a Fourier transformation, as described in chapters
4, 5 and 6 for separate spectral regions. The spectral methods yield structures of molecules according to the
particular states between which the spectral transitions are recorded, whereas the diffraction methods yield
structures averaged over the spectral states populated at the temperature of the experiments. One should bear in
mind that, although most molecular structures have been deduced from xray diffaction of crystalline samples,
the purported structure of a molecule that is thereby derived from the solid state might differ from the actual

structure of that free molecule in the gaseous phase;for instance in biphenyl the two phenyl rings are twisted by
o
44 in the free molecule in the gaseous phase whereas the two rings are coplanar in the crystalling phase, as is
planar urea in its crystalline state whereas pyramidal arrangements at the nitrogen atoms persist in the gaseous
π
phase; as an inorganic example, in the gaseous phase B 2 Cl 4 has its two BCl 2 groups twisted by
rad whereas
2
in the crystalline phase all atomic centres are coplanar .
Fourier transformation is hence widely used throughout chemistry, most notably in relation to production of
spectra in the mid-infrared region and in nuclear magnetic resonance in the radio-frequency region, and in
analysis of xray diffraction patterns in crystallography, but also in electrochemistry. As an aspect of Fourier
analysis, a Fourier transform is a linear integral transform of a particular type that one can view as an extension
of a Fourier series, which we recall first, as the period of the function being expanded tends to infinity. As in
other general applications, one employs a transformation as a mathematical tool to alter a problem into one that
is more readily solvable. A Fourier transform provides a means for one to derive the variation of a quantity as a
spectral function, i.e. plotted against frequency, from its variation as a temporal function, i.e. plotted against
time, and vice versa; each spectral signal in the temporal domain is characterized with three parameters -- initial
intensity, rate of oscillation and rate of decay:
> plot(cos(60*t)*exp(-t), t=0..3, resolution=1000, colour=red,
title="signal in temporal domain", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
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here the initial intensity is one unit, the distance between adjacent maxima or minima depends on the rate of
oscillation, and the decrease of successive maxima from the initial intensity marks the rate of decay. Under
transformation, that signal becomes a feature in the frequency domain characterized with parameters position
along the frequency axis or central frequency, width and area: (Middle C on a musical instrument corresponds
to 261.626 Hz; the frequency below corresponds to more than two octaves below middle C, so 50 Hz is
between G at 49 Hz and G#.at 52 Hz.)
> plot((1/Pi)/((f-50)^2 + 1), f=0..100, resolution=1000, colour=red,
axes=frame,
title="feature in frequency domain", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
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As a fourth possible attribute, the maximum intensity, as the stature of the signal above the zero level or base
line, of the spectral line is implied by the area and the width according to a known profile of the line. Between
the parameters in the two sets, the initial intensity in the temporal domain correlates with the area under the
curve in the frequency domain, the rate of oscillation to the position of the spectral line, and the rate of decay to
the width of the line;
temporal domain
frequency domain
initial intensity
area under curve
rate of oscillation
position of spectral line
rate of decay
width of spectral line
the full width is defined as the difference of positions of points on the curve corresponding to half the
maximum displacement from the base line or stature. There is no particular relation between the two preceding
plots, but in the latter plot the position of the line is 50 units, the width is 2 units and the area is 1 unit because
the maximum intensity corresponds to 0.32 units. Through these correlations we see that the greater is the rate
of oscillation in the former plot, the farther is the position of the spectral line from the origin, or zero frequency,
in the latter plot; the more rapid is the decay in the former plot, the broader is the latter line, and a greater initial
intensity in the former plot implies a greater area of the latter line. Only an ideal geometric line has no width; a
spectral or other line has a finite width. An actual spectrum generally comprises multiple lines, and the
corresponding time series becomes complicated through constructive and destructive interference between
curves for the various rates of oscillation, first recognised by Thomas Young.
Instead of transforming between a function of frequency, having dimension reciprocal time, and of time, or
vice versa, one might equally well transform between a function of wavenumber, having dimension reciprocal
distance, and of distance, or vice versa, or between other conjugate quantities expresed in terms of other
reciprocal variables or variables with reciprocal units. A Fourier transform relates the amplitude and
distribution of phase in a diffraction pattern of an optical or other radiation system to the amplitude and phase
patterns of the associated spatial distribution across a diffracting object in a linear measure of wave length. In
other cases a Fourier transform relates the intensity of a signal to a complex function, i.e. varying in both
amplitude and phase over a spectrum.
Fourier series
As aspects of Fourier analysis, a Fourier transform is a linear integral transform of a particular type that
one can view as an extension of a Fourier series, which we recall first. Such a transform provides a means for
one to derive the variation of a quantity as a spectral function, i.e. plotted against frequency, from its variation
as a temporal function, i.e. plotted against time, and vice versa; in other general applications one employs a
transformation as a mathematical tool to convert a problem into one that is more readily solvable. Instead of
transforming between a function of frequency, having dimension reciprocal time, and of time, or vice versa, one

might equally well transform between a function of wavenumber, having dimension reciprocal distance, and of
distance, or vice versa, or between conjugate quantities expresed in terms of other reciprocal variables or
variables with reciprocal units. A Fourier transform relates the amplitude and distribution of phase in a
diffraction pattern of an optical or other radiation system to the amplitude and phase patterns of the associated
spatial distribution across a diffracting object in a linear measure of wave length. In other cases, a Fourier
transform relates the intensity of a signal to a complex function, i.e. varying in both amplitude and phase over a
spectrum.
The conditions, attributed to Dirichlet, on the production of a Fourier series to represent a given function
f x include
• that f x be defined from x = KN to x = N and be periodic with period L,
L L
• that f x be well defined and singly valued in interval [K ,
] with maxima and minima in one period
2 2
numbering finitely,
v
L L
• that f x and its derivative
f x be continuous in the interval (K ,
), except at possibly step
vs
2 2
discontinuities of finite number,
L
2

• that an integral of

f x

over one period converge, i.e.

K

f x e
K

2 ki πx
L

dx ! N .

L
2

Such a function that obeys those four conditions is expressible as a Fourier series, so that an expansion into an
infinite sum of sine and cosine, or exponential, terms be practicable.
A general mathematical problem is a synthesis of an arbitrary function f by means of particular
basis functions in suitable linear combinations. A periodic function is one that conforms to a condition
f x = f x Ck p with x as a distance variable, in which k is a positive or negative integer and p is the period
or minimum length over which the function repeats. For two periodic functions f x and g x , their inner
product f g is defined as
N

( f, g) =

f x g x dx ,
KN

or over another range of integration. These two functions f x and g x are orthogonal if and only if their
inner product is zero,
N

f x g x dx = 0 .
KN

For an odd function, f Kx = Kf x whereas for an even function f Kx = f x for all x in a particular
N

domain; for an odd function

f x dx = 0. To represent a periodic function f x in one dimension in a
KN

L L
domain [K ,
], hence of length L, we might thus use a Fourier series f x in this sum of exponential
2 2
forms,
N

f x =

>ce

k = KN

2 i kπx
L

k

in which i = K1 and complex amplitude coefficients ck, KN < k < N, are defined according to this
integral over one period of length L,
ck =

2
L

L
2
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L
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If a functional series, such as a Fourier series, converge within some interval, it is uniformly convergent therein
if it converge with at least a certain fixed rate of convergence in the entire interval; according to the possesion
of that property, the result of operating on the series is the same as the result of operating on the individual
terms and then summing the resulting series. This property of uniform convergence is a necessary condition for
the formula to evaluate coefficients ck according to the integral above.
A Fourier series is generally expressed in terms of circular trigonometric functions cosine and sine, for
instance to represent a periodic function f t of time with a frequency ν of repetition:
N
a0
f t =
C2
ak cos 2 π k ν t Cbk sin 2 π k ν t
2
k= 1
in which ak and bk are the amplitudes of cosine and sine components of frequency k ν, respectively, and are
real quantities if f t be real. This formula is merely an expansion of the exponential formula above, involving
Euler's formula eix = cos x Ci sin x . Frequency ν is called the fundamental frequency of the system; f t is
analyzed into harmonic components, at integer k multiples of that fundamental frequency, with coefficients ak
and bk as the amplitudes of these harmonic components. With a truncated Fourier series, f x is approximated
with only terms of finite number in the sums; this approximation of f t therefore differs from f t ; the extent
of approximation generally decreases with increasing number of terms. At each point t0 at which f t has a
step discontinuity, the Fourier series tends to converge to a mean of the limiting values of f t as that point is
approached from either side of the discontinuity;
lim f t0 Ce Clim f t0 Ke
e/0
e/0
.
2
About that step discontinuity, a truncated Fourier series overshoots about the true value of the formula f t ;
this oscillation near a point of discontinuity is called the Gibbs phenomenon.
x
Cosine functions cos x are even but sine functions sin x are odd, whereas e and ln x are neither even
nor odd. Coefficients ak and bk are calculated with these integrals,

>

1
ak =
π

π

f x cos k x dx , k > 0,
Kπ

1
bk =
π

π

f x sin k x dx ,
Kπ
π

1
a0 d

f x dx
Kπ

π
for which f x is defined on open interval ]Kπ, π[, i.e. excluding the end points. For an even function, all
bk = 0 yielding only a Fourier cosine series, whereas, for an odd function f x , all ak = 0 yielding only a
Fourier sine series.
For an arbitrary function of formula f x defined on interval [0, L], its Fourier series can be made to
comprise only cosine terms if that function be extended to be even on an interval [KL, L], and analogously an
extension to comprise only sine terms if extended to be odd on [KL, L].
For a complex number z = a Cb i, a and b are real and i = K1 ; a complex variable is defined as
z = x Ci y with x and y real. For such complex numbers,

N

>αe

i kx

f x =

k

k = KN

with
cC2 π

1
Ki k x
αk =
f x e
dx .
2π c
Even for a real function of formula f x , coefficients αk are in general complex. For a Fourier spectrum, a
complex Fourier series,
N

>αe

i kω t

f t =

k = KN

k

has f t in a temporal domain, but coefficients αk
αk =

ω

π
ω

2π
K

f t eKi k ω t dt

π
ω

1
(ak Ci bk) , αk* is complex conjugate of αk
2
pertain to the frequency domain; αk that become the complex amplitudes of the harmonic components of the
αKk = αk* =

ω
constitute a discrete complex amplitude spectrum.
2π
For a Fourier series with variable time t, function f t is analyzed into an infinite sum of harmonic
components at multiples of a fundamental frequency f0 ; coefficients equivalent to ak, bk, αk are the amplitudes
of these harmonic components. Fourier synthesis is a process to construct a wave form on adding together a
fundamental frequency and its overtones or harmonics of various amplitudes; Fourier analysis is the inverse
process, to extract from a composite signal the various frequencies and amplitudes present. According to this
exponential representation, f x and ck might be complex functions of real variables. At each point at which
f t is continuous, the Fourier series converges uniformly to f t . For a truncated Fourier series, such that
f t be represented with terms of only finite number, this approximation differs from f t ; the approximation
generally improves with terms of increasing number. At each point t0 at which f t has a step discontinuity, its
Fourier series converges to the mean of the limiting values of f t as the point is approached from each side.
1
( lim t Ce + lim t0 Ke )
e/02 e/0C 0
About a step discontinuity, a truncated Fourier series overshoots at both sides near the step, and oscillates about
the true value of f t , a behaviour known as the Gibbs phenomenon. Coefficients αk are complex amplitudes
fundamental frequency

of the harmonic components at frequencies fk = k f0 = k τ in which τ is the period of function f t . Complex
amplitudes αk as a function of the corresponding frequencies fk constitute a discrete complex amplitude
spectrum.
integral transform
For a function lacking periodicity, the summations become replaced with integrations and the magnitude of
the frequency step tends to zero; k ω0 becomes replaced with ω, and the summation becomes replaced with an
integration. According to the above discussion of Fourier series,

f t =

ω0
2π

π
ω
0

N

>

Ki k ω t
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f t e
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K
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dt e
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ω

corresponds to the period of the periodic function. Letting that period --> N so that
2π
its reciprocal ω/0, we obtain
in which the quantity

N

N
Ki ω t

f t =

f t e
KN

iωt

dt e

dω

KN

We interpret this double integral as

N

F ω ei ω t dω

f t =
KN

with

***

N

f t eKi ω t dt

F ω =
KN

according to which a formula or function f t in the temporal domain becomes transformed into a formula or
Ki ω t

function F ω in the frequency domain. In this Fourier transform we regard e
as an integral kernel.
Functions f t and F ω connected with the preceding equations constitute a Fourier transform pair. Whether
the Fourier transform or the inverse Fourier transform has a negative sign in the exponent of the kernel is an
arbitrary choice, but commonly the Fourier transform is chosen to incorporate a negative sign and the inverse
transform a positive sign.
A general linear integral transform of a function f x is hence
b

f x κ s, x dx

F s =
a

in which integral transform F s of f x depends on the nature of the integral kernel κ s, x that is a function
of both variables; the operation of such a transform maps a function of, in this case, one variable x into the
domain of another variable s. These integral transforms are pertinent.
• For κ s, x = e2 π i s x, which is a helicoid that forms a helix of f x , arises a Fourier transform;
Ks x

• for κ s, x = e
transform;

arises a Laplace transform; a Laplace transform is hence a special case of a Fourier

• for κ s, x = x J n, s x with Bessel's function J n, s x of the first kind and order n arises a Hankel
transform;
• for κ s, x = xs K 1 arises a Mellin transform;
• a Hilbert transform of a formula f x has a form
N

f x
1
Hi s =
dx
π KN x Ks
in which only the Cauchy principal value of the integral is to be taken.
• a ztransform that is equivalent to a Laplace transform of a discrete signal has applications in electronics and
processing of signals.
The Hankel transform is equivalent to a two-dimensional Fourier transform with a radially symmetric integral
kernel, which has various applications in physics and engineering, such as in the solution of differential
equations including that of Schroedinger. Of transforms other from those above and of Abel, applied in the
analysis of spherically or axially symmetric functions, and of Weierstrasse, intimately related to the heat

equation, a Hartley transform is defined below. In some cases in which a Fourier transform of a function does
not exist, a Laplace transform might be useful; for instance, the Fourier transform of unity is Dirac's δ function,
and a step function Heaviside has no Fourier transform, but both functions have Laplace transforms.
conditions on a Fourier transform
For function f x to be aperiodic is equivalent to an indefinitely large interval on the entire real axis; the
problem involves resolving a single pulse or a wave packet into sinusoidal waves. As shown above, for a
Fourier series in exponential form to represent a periodic function of period L, for which
N

f x

>ce

=

k = KN

2 i kπx
L

k

,

if we let L become increasingly extended without bound, the values of

2πk
become correspondingly closer
L

2πk
, in a limit as L/N, s becomes a continuously variable quantity if k/N in an
L
appropriate manner. At this limit an exponential Fourier series becomes an integral, called accordingly a
Fourier integral or a Fourier transform. A Fourier transform might have one of two basic forms depending
whether the independent variable, x in f x , be continuous -- like a real line, or discrete -- such as taking only
integer values: in the former case, neglecting details of convergence in the limit as L/N, a Fourier series
becomes a continuous Fourier transform F s , according to these formulae in which an integral replaces a
summation in the Fourier series to generate a synthesis function,
together; letting s =

N

f x e2 π i s x dx

F s =
KN

and for the inverse Fourier transform that regenerates the function f x from its transform F s to generate an
analysis function,
N

F s eK2 π i s x ds

f x =
KN

In these integrals, including 2 π in the exponent eliminates a scaling factor before the integrals. Under these
conditions f x and F s become a Fourier-transform couple (or, less rigorously, pair); coefficient ck in the
exponential Fourier series hence becomes a function F with formula F s . Alternative to synthesis and
analysis functions, in many applications, the independent variable represented with x above might be time t; the
conjugate variable represented with s must then be frequency ν so that their product is dimensionless. Under
these conditions, f t might be called a signal, and f ν a spectrum; a single point in the spectrum then
corresponds to a single exponential wave in the signal, and vice versa. The signal in the temporal domain is
typically real, but the spectrum in the frequency domain might still be complex. Because these Fourier integrals
are improper integrals, as at least one bound of integration is infinite, formulae f x and F s must have
properties such that these integrals converge; for this purpose this integral
N

f x

2

dx

KN

must converge, which implies that f x must be square-integrable with f x --> 0 as x/N and x/KN, and
an analogous property for F s . A composition of the transform couple, as F f x , is defined to be the
identity transformation. Such a Fourier transform F s exists if function f x be at least piecewise continuous
and absolutely integrable, i.e. if
N

f x dx
KN

exist. The variables x and s that are the domains of the transform are conjugate variables with mutually
reciprocal units for which the products of units are dimensionless, such as time and radial frequency (not
angular frequency if 2 π be present in the exponents), or length and wavenumber, or aperture x and diffraction
sin θ
angle p =
, involving division by wave length, in diffraction theory; in each case a product of units
λ

remains dimensionless. In quantum mechanics, for position x and momentum p that lack mutually inverse
p
1
units, division of p by Planck's constant, i.e.
, enables a Fourier transform to be effected with
as
h
h
weighting factor in the integral. The effect of a Fourier transform is thus to map the description of a physical
system from one in a space or domain of one variable of a conjugate couple to that of the other. The formula
above for F s produces the Fourier transform of a function f x , and the corresponding formula for F s
produces the inverse Fourier transform of a function f x . Even if original function f x or a physical signal
be real, its Fourier transform contains in general complex values because of the multiplicative complex
exponential e2 π i s x. A function, in general complex, has a Fourier transform, in general also complex, if it
fulfill these conditions, attributed to Dirichlet:
N

• F s and f x must be square-integrable, such that

f x

2

dx remains finite, for which purpose f x -

KN

-> 0 as x/N and x/KN;
• F s and f x are single-valued;
• F s and f x are piecewise continuous: each function might comprise separate segments, between which
there might be isolated discontinuities, but the functions within each segment between two adjacent
discontinuities must be continuous;
• F s and f x have lower and upper bounds; this condition is sufficient, but possibly unnecessary;
although Dirac's δ function that is rigorously a generalized function or distribution, for which δ x = 0
N

unless x = 0 and δ 0 = N with

δ x dx = 1, fails this condition, it is usable and useful; for instance,
KN

according to a quantum-mechanical view, an electron might be treated as a point charge, thus corresponding
to an infinite density of charge but an exact, finite and discrete value for the total charge at that point;
• the integral of the product of a function and the complex conjugate of a second function equals the integral
of the product of the transform of the function and the complex conjugate of the transform of the second
function;
• according to the convolution theorem, for convolution, or folding or composition, of two functions f x
and g x , represented as f x `*` g x with explicit *, of the same variable x that have Fourier transforms
F s and G s respectively, to produce a convolution integral
N

f u g x Ku du,

h x =
KN

N

F u G s Ku du. Function f x might be

the Fourier transform of the product f x `*` g x is
KN

considered an object function that is convolved by the other, convolving, function g x ; for a convolving
function that is strongly peaked, the effect of convolution is to smear the object function. The product resulting
from the convolution is invariably broader or smoother than either function in that product. Convolution with
Dirac's δ x yields δ x * f x = f x . The Fourier transform of the product of two functions is the
convolution of the two separate Fourier transforms of these two functions; the Fourier transform of the
convolution of two functions is the product of the two separate Fourier transforms. Further discussion about
convolution appears at the end of this overview and in chapter 1.
δ x
Other properties of Dirac's δ function, here recalled, are that δ Kx = δ x , x δ x = 0, δ c x =
for c >
c
d
1
0,
δ x = K δ x , and f x δ x Kx0 = f x0 δ x Kx0 .
dx
x
Fourier cosine and sine transforms
For the particular conjugate variables frequency ν and time t, the Fourier transform in exponential form,

N
2 πi νt

f ν e

F t =

dν

KN

is expressible in trigonometric functions on expanding the exponential factor:
N

N

f ν cos 2 π ν t dν Ci

F t =
KN

f ν sin 2 π ν t dν

*

KN

For the inverse transform, analogously

N

F t eK2 π ν t dt

f ν =
KN

or in trigonometric form,

N

N

F t cos 2 π ν t dt Ci

f ν =

F t sin 2 π ν t dt

KN

KN

If F t be an even function, for which F t = F Kt , the sine term vanishes; in that case the forward transform
is symmetrically equivalent to the inverse transform. The cosine transform Fc t of a function f ν is defined
as
N

f ν cos 2 π ν t dν

Fc t = 2
0

which is the same as the Fourier transform if f ν be an even function, and which takes no account of f ν
for ν ! 0. The sine transform Fs t is analogously
N

f ν sin 2 π ν t dν

Fs t = 2
0

which is the same as the Fourier transform if f ν be an odd function. In either case the factor 2 ensures
consistency with the full Fourier transform. For both the cosine and sine transforms, each transformation is
identical to its inverse.
F t = Fc t Ci Fs t
The sine transform of the odd part of f ν is a product of i = K1 and the odd part of the Fourier transform
of f ν ; the cosine transform of the even part of f ν is the even part of the Fourier transform of f ν . The
Fourier transform of f ν is accordingly equal to the difference of the cosine transform of the even part
Ev ν of that function and a product of K1 and the sine transform of the odd part Od ν of that function:
F t = Fc Ev ν K K1 Fs Od ν
If f ν = 0 for ν ! 0,
1
1
Fc ν K
K1 Fs ν = F f ν H ν
2
2
in which H ν is the Heaviside function or step function: H ν = 0 for ν ! 0 and H ν = 1 for ν > 0.
The amplitude spectrum is
F t =

F t =

Fc t 2 CFs t

2

and the phase spectrum is
φ t = Karctan

Fs t
Fc t

π
π
%φ %
. The power spectrum F t 2 of signal f ν , which is the square of
2
2
the amplitude spectrum F t above, is equal to the inverse Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function.
For the real part of the function of time, we rewrite the former formula as
which is valid for only K

N

Freal t =

N

f ' ν cos 2 π ν t dν C
KN

f " ν sin 2 π ν t dν
KN

in which the coefficients are expressed as f '(ν) and f "(ν) to emphasize their close relation. Comparison of the
latter formula with that marked with an asterisk * above yields the result
f ν = f '(ν) Ki f "(ν)
in which f '(ν) and f "(ν) thus represent the magnitudes of the real and imaginary components, respectively, of
π
the complex amplitude f(ν), but these quantities are also the real amplitude in phase and the real amplitude
2
out of phase, respectively, that together compose a complex wave form. This aspect is important in
spectrometry because two modes -- dispersion and absorption, respectively -- of representing spectra
correspond to components f '(ν) and f "(ν) of the complex refractive index and the complex spectrum f ν .
The propagation of an electromagnetic wave in an absorbing medium is ruled by the complex refractive index,
η ν = nr ν Ki κ ν , in which nr is the refractive index and κ is an absorptivity, both functions of
frequency; this complex refractive index is directly related to molecular properties such as the frequency of a
transition between molecular states, the electric dipolar moment and the lifetime of an excited state. In a region
of a frequency spectrum in which a sample absorbs radiation, the refractive index hence varies with frequency,
described as anomalous dispersion. For this reason, dispersion f '(ν) or absorption spectra f "(ν) are obtainable
from F t on performing a cosine or sine transform on F t ; in spectrometry this mathematical link between f '
(ν) and f "(ν) constitutes the relation of Kramers and Kronig, and pertains to a Hilbert transform, also
available, with its inverse, in Maple, as discussed in chapter 5.
properties of continuous Fourier transforms
Continuous Fourier transforms have the following properties.
• additivity For two functions f x , with Fourier transform F s , and g x , with Fourier transform G s ,
the Fourier transform is a linear operation: a sum of f x and g x yields the sum of the separate Fourier
transforms F s and G s .
N

N

f x Cg x

eK2 π i s x dx =

KN

N

f x eK2 π i s x dx +
KN

g x eK2 π i s x dx = F s CG s
KN

• shift of origin For a function f x with Fourier transform F s , the transform of f x Ca is F s e2 π i a s ,
K2 π i a s

or of f x Ka is F s e
. The Fourier transform of a shifted function is hence a product of the Fourier
transform of the unshifted function and an exponential wave or phase factor.
• scaling or similarity A contraction of the coordinates in one domain yields an expansion of coordinates in
1
x
the other domain; the Fourier transform of f a x is
F
.
a
a
• compactness The smoother is a function f x , the more compact is its Fourier transform F s .
• modulation For function f x with Fourier transform F s , with a cosine factor cos 2 π s0 x , the Fourier
N

integral
KN

cos 2 π s0 x e2 π i s x dx evaluates to

1
( F s Cs0 CF s Ks0 ).
2

• derivative For function f x with Fourier transform F s and derivative
transform of that derivative is 2 π I s F s ; for derivative
2 πIs

k

F s , or for derivative

dk

K2 π i x

dk
dxk

d
f x = f '(x), the Fourier
dx

f x of order k, the Fourier transform is

k

f x . This property allows Fourier transforms to
ds
be useful in the solution of differential equations, like Laplace transforms that are their special cases,
because Fourier transformation converts differentiation into an algebraic operation, but problems of
convergence occur in particular cases.
k

F s

=

• symmetry This table indicates the symmetry properties of couples of Fourier transforms.

function f x
Fourier transform F s
real and even
real and even
real and odd
imaginary and odd
imaginary and even
imaginary and even
imaginary and odd
real and odd
even
even
odd
odd
real even plus imaginary odd
real
real odd plus imaginary even
imaginary
complex and even
complex and even
complex and odd
complex and odd
real and asymmetric
complex and hermitian
imaginary and asymmetric
complex and antihermitian
real even plus imaginary odd
real
real odd plus imaginary even
imaginary
For both a function f x and its Fourier transform F s to have a finite extent is impossible: at least one of
these must extend to +N, but a condition that both be small elsewhere relative to values in a region of interest
is practicable, for instance with gaussian functions. This effect can be seen by writing eI s x as
cos s x Ci sin s x ; for an even function i sin(s x) in the Fourier integral vanishes.
• Parseval's theorem Integrals of a squared function and its squared Fourier transform over all space are
N

equal to each other:

N

f x

2

dx =

KN

F s

2

ds.

KN

• involution The Fourier transform of a Fourier-transformed argument recovers the original argument:
F F f t
= f t , a property known as involution, provided that the original function include no null part.
1
If f t be discontinuous, F F f t
=
( f t `C` Cf t `-` ), in which each function with a sign
2
indicates an approach to a discontinuity from one or other side.
For various applications of Fourier transforms in chemistry and physics, f x is real but neither even nor
odd; as any function is expressible as a sum of even and odd functions, its transform is expressible as a sum of
a real and even function and an imaginary and odd function.
If f x be an even function such that f Kx = f x , its Fourier transform is expressible as
N

Fc s =

N

f x cos 2 π s x dx = 2
KN

f x cos 2 π s x dx
0

whereas if f x be an odd function such that f Kx = Kf x , its transform is expressible as
N

N

Fs s =

f x sin 2 π s x dx = 2
KN

f x sin 2 π s x dx
0

These formulae result from the expression of an exponent of an imaginary quantity as a sum of sine and cosine
terms, according to Euler's formula:
> exp(2*Pi*I*s*x) = convert(exp(2*Pi*I*s*x), trig);
e2 I π s x = cos 2 π s x CI sin 2 π s x
(1.1)
Hartley transforms
In our real world we encounter only real numbers as a direct result of a measurement or experiment.
Contrary to human experience, Fourier's coefficients are inevitably complex quantities: such complex numbers
are a construct of a human mind rather than of nature. A method of avoiding these complex aspects of Fourier
transforms whilst retaining the powerful function involves use instead of a transform developed by Hartley; it is
related to a Fourier transform in that the kernel of the former transform is cas s x = cos s x Csin s x , rather
than eI s x = cos s x CI sin s x in the Fourier transform. The corresponding formula for Hartley's transform
ψ s according to his definition is

ψ s =ψ f x

N

1

=

f x cas s x dx

2π
and for Hartley's inverse transform is
f x =f ψ s

N

1

=

ψ s cas s x ds

2π
Because the external factor

KN

KN

1

might be inconvenient, by convention we incorporate that factor in the
2π
argument of the kernel, so generating the Hartley transform H s ,
N

H s =H f x

f x cas 2 π s x dx

=
KN

and its inverse Hartley transform,

N

f x =f H s

H s cas 2 π s x ds

=
KN

As K1 appears nowhere in its defining expression above, this transform, which in either form possesses the
property involution, converts a real function into a real function. According to that definition, this Hartley
transform is a real, linear operator, symmetric and hermitian, unitary and orthogonal. The symmetric nature of
this transform implies that the Hartley transform of an even or odd function is correspondingly even or odd,
respectively. By virtue of that definition, such that
π
π
cas θ = cos θ Csin θ = 2 sin θ C
= 2 cos θ K
,
4
4
π
a plot of cas θ is equivalent to a plot of sin θ or cos θ multiplied by 2 and with its phase shifted +
4
rad, respectively.
Any function might be separated uniquely into even and odd parts, from which, if known, the original
function is reconstituted uniquely. For H f x = Ev f x COd f x , these even Ev f x and odd
Od f x are thus
N
H f x CH f Kx
Ev f x =
=
f x cos 2 π s x dx
2
KN
N
H f x KH f Kx
Od f x =
=
f x sin 2 π s x dx
2
KN
Because the latter two integrals, called the Fourier cosine transform and Fourier sine transform, are available in
Maple's package inttrans as fouriercos and fouriersin, respectively, a Hartley transform is directly calculable
with these Maple functions provided that the corresponding integrals are solvable. When appropriate factors are
present in both kernels, a Hartley transform is thus the real part of the corresponding Fourier transform minus
the imaginary part, if any, whereas a Fourier transform is the even part of the Hartley transform minus K1
times the odd part.
As an alternative to sine and cosine functions that constitute the basis of Fourier series and Fourier
transforms in trigonometric form, one can define functions that have values either +1 or K1 rather than varying
continuously between these limits, called Cal for even functions and Sal for odd functions; the theory of
orthogonal functions is directly applicable to such Walsh functions, which are usable in a manner analogous to
discrete Fourier transforms. Originally applied to infrared spectrometry, Hadamard transforms involving these
Walsh functions instead of trigonometric functions have been extended to Raman, nuclear-magnetic-resonance
and photoelectron spectra.
Fourier transforms that arise in chemistry
Applications of Fourier transforms in chemistry include, but are not limited to, the following experiments:
• diffraction of xrays by crystalline samples; an xray diffraction pattern is a sample at specific points of the
Fourier transform of the content of a single unit cell, whereas the content of each unit cell as density of
electronic charge is representable as a Fourier series in three dimensions; the reflexions are thereby not

entirely separate and independent entities but might be related in various ways, as shown in chapter 3;
• diffraction of electrons by gaseous samples; examples of this application appear in chapter 2;
• scattering of electromagnetic radiation; for N scatterers of size small relative to the wave length of the
N

radiation, the scattering is F s =

>

2 πi R s
j

fj e

, in which R is the vectorial position of a scatterer referred to

j=1

some origin, relative to a scatterer at the origin of unit scattering power; s is called the scattering vector, and
fj is the scattering power of scatterer j. When light scattered from an object enters a lens from each region
of that object, that lens forms an image of the object, such that the scattering corresponds to an inverse
Fourier transform and the recombination with a lens corresponds to a Fourier transform. A combination of
these two processes yields the original object. The scattering amplitude is complex, having both amplitude
and phase, but the lens combines all contributions with the correct phases to yield a real image.
• spectrometry at radio frequencies based on nuclear magnetic resonance, discussed at length in chapter 6, and
nuclear quadrupole resonance; for nuclear magnetic resonance a chemical sample is typically irradiated with
a pulse, or set of pulses, of radiation of controlled duration and range of frequencies; the decay of free
induction is recorded in the temporal domain, of which the Fourier transform yields a spectrum in the
frequency domain.
Spectrometry with nuclear magnetic resonance might be applicable to the direct determination of molecular
structure for compounds of which molecules are stable in liquid-crystalline environments. The molecules of
liquid-crystalline substances are locally aligned relative to one another in small regions of space. In an
externally applied magnetic or electric field, the direction of alignment becomes the same for all regions of the
sample; as the molecules align, they force any dissolved molecules to become also aligned. This effect then
allows the observation of direct couplings through space between atomic nuclei that are averaged to zero in a
randomly oriented isotropic liquid phase in which a tumbling motion is rapid; the corresponding coupling
parameters depend on the degree of alignment of the molecules and thus on the distance between the nuclei,
hence providing structural information. This method is applicable for the determination of the structure of
particularly small, fairly rigid, organic molecules, especially having cyclic moieties, yielding precise values of
1
, but it yields
parameters, best for hydrogen, carbon, fluorine and other light elements with nuclear spin
2
ratios of distances rather than absolute values, such that one distance must be assumed. The measured
distances, for example the three distinct C-H distances in chlorobenzene, are separate and uncorrelated, but
heavy nuclei, because of anisotropic indirect coupling denoted with parameter J, and vibrational effects are
complications.
• microwave spectrometry of gases, of which examples appear in chapter 4; this application and that in
nuclear-magnetic-resonance spectrometry work in an identical manner; moreover, experiments with twodimensional correlation spectroscopy with nuclear magnetic resonance have been extended to pure rotational
spectrometry and electron paramagnetic resonance. The traditional measurement of microwave spectra of
gases required use of a reflex klystron, in which an electron beam interacts with waves of radio frequency up
to several hundred GHz as it passes through a resonant cavity, a metal box along the length of a tube; when
the electrons are made to oscillate they radiate light at a frequency dependent primarily on the dimensions of
the cavity but secondarily on tuning the reflector voltage through a narrow band. A portion of the radiation
is released from the cavity to pass along a wave guide of rectangular cross section, typically 0.01 m x 0.025
m and length 2 or 3 m, that contains a gaseous sample at a total pressure of order 10 N mK2 to avoid
broadening of absorption lines; a detection system at alternating frequency typically 100 kHz served to avoid
drift of a base line that occurred with a non-alternating system. Use of a Stark septum to provide an electric
field of square wave on and off had an advantage of enabling the evaluation of electric dipolar moments of
freely rotating molecules within the sample. These instruments with wave guide for the sample, which are
formally not spectrometers because only one frequency is produced at a time and scanning over of frequency
over a large range is tedious, have been largely replaced with large Fabry-Perot cavities between spherical
mirrors of solid aluminium of diameter of order 0.4 m and radius of curvature of order 0.8 m, with separation
variable between 0.5 and 0.7 m apart, but the evaluation of electric dipolar moment with such an instrument
is difficult.

• infrared spectrometry and Raman spectrometry of samples of all types in absorption, emission, reflexion and
scattering, of which examples appear in chapter 5; a Michelson interferometer generates a sequence of data
as the path difference in a distance domain between two optical arms of the instrument is varied in discrete
and constant steps, and the Fourier transform of that interferogram becomes a spectrum in a wavenumber
domain, cf discrete Fourier transform below; through an analysis of the line shape or profile, the Fourier
transform of a spectral line yields molecular dynamic information, for instance about the temporal evolution
of molecular interactions;
In an optical interferometer of Michelson type applicable to generation of an infrared or Raman spectrum, a
parallel beam is split and then recombined after reflexion from two mirrors at distances d1 and d2 from the
beam splitter. If an interferogram f 2 d1 Kd2 be recorded at appropriate and exactly constant intervals of
path difference 2 d1 Kd2 that are generally defined by reference to light from a laser, such as a helium-neon
laser, the density of spectral power is recoverable from the Fourier transform, most readily if the sampling
region include a zero path difference. As the data are collected at discrete intervals, a discrete Fourier
transform is applicable, for which Cooley and Tukey developed an efficient algorithm. Such interferometry has
been extended to the microwave region, and even -- with modulation of pseudorandom noise -- to multiplex
chromatography, on modulating a sample introduced onto a column instead of a conventional single injection.
• dielectric spectra, sensitive to relaxation processes with characteristic times over a range 10K12 -- 105 s.
• mass spectrometry based on ion cyclotron resonance;
An ion of mass m and charge z moving at velocity v in a magnetic field of flux density B experiences a
force
F = q v xB
that acts in a direction perpendicular to that field in accordance with that vectorial product; the particle moves
m v2
v
zB
in a circular orbit of radius r. Application of Newton's second law yields q v B =
or
=
that
r
r
m
represents the frequency of rotation or the cyclotron frequency. This frequency of gyration is thus directly
m
proportional to the density B of magnetic flux and inversely proportional to the ratio
of mass to charge. An
z
m
oscillating electric field excites ions of a particular ratio
of mass to charge, increasing the radius of the orbit
z
so that a cyclotron describes that path of circular motion. Only ions having a particular frequency are excited
by an applied electric field of the same frequency, establishing a resonance phenomenon. When two electrodes
placed on either side of the orbit sense the orbiting packet of ions of a particular mass, a small current is
generated in an external circuit at the same cyclotron frequency, proportional to the number of ions in a packet.
Cyclotron frequencies are measurable with great precision, yielding measurements of mass with great accuracy
and resolution. In a mode of operation involving a subsequent Fourier transformation of data, the attenuation
over time following a brief pulse of electric field in a range of radio frequencies is transformed from the
temporal domain into the frequency domain, and yields a mass spectrum. In contrast with spectrometry due to
nuclear magnetic resonance that involves an interaction of nuclear magnetic dipoles and an external magnetic
field, mass spectrometry based on ion-cyclotron resonance involves an interaction of electric charges of ions,
injected into the cyclotron as a result of ionization according to a selected mechanism, with a magnetic field.
• electrochemical applications in kinetics and mechanisms, transient behaviour and double-layer properties;
A mechanism to investigate chemical kinetics of reactions at electrodes involves perturbing the cell with an
alternating signal of small magnitude and observing the manner in which the system reacts to the perturbation;
such an approach is based on an analogy between an electrochemical cell and resistors and capacitors in a
network that is chosen to resemble the electrical characteristics of the cell. A prototypical experiment involves
measurement of faradaic impedance Zf ω ,
Af ω =

1
Zf ω

=

If ω
V ω

in which appear the inverse faradaic admittance Af ω , faradaic current If ω and imposed potential V ω all

2C

at frequency ω; a cell contains a solution with a couple in both oxidised and reduced forms, such as Eu
(1
K3
3C
K3
K3
mol m ) and Eu (1 mol m ) in a solution of NaClO4 (1000 mol m ). Charge transport of three kinds
control this admittance -- through the bulk solution mainly through an ohmic resistance, virtually at the
interface between solution and electrode due to capacitance of the electrical double layer, and actually at that
interface associated with electrolysis. A variant of this impedance method is alternating-current voltammetry
or, with a dropping-mercury electrode, alternating-current polarography: in such experiments with a cell
containing three electrodes, a programmed potential is imposed on the working electrode as a mean value of
direct current scanned slowly (temporally) plus a sinusoidal component, of amplitude typically 5 mV peak to
peak; the measured responses are the magnitude of the alternating-current component of the current at the
frequency of the sinusoidal component and its phase angle with respect to that component -- such an experiment
is equivalent to a measurement of the faradaic impedance. To overcome the tedious nature of such
measurements with frequencies over two or three decades and potentials ranging over 0.1 V, one can employ
excitation signals concurrently of all desired frequencies, which generates a complicated wave form rather than
a pure sinusoid; Fourier transformation of the two measured transients -- potential and current -- yields a
distribution of harmonics that comprise the signals; varying the direct-current potential then provides the
distribution of potential. Fourier transformation attracts particular interest in electrochemistry because direct
conversion of analogue measurements to digital signals is convenient in the frequency range up to 10 MHz,
because test signals and input waveforms are readily tailored for particular purposes, because electrochemical
response patterns are weakly structured such that great resolution is unnecessary and because the nature of the
electrochemical response is applicable to an investigation of kinetics and mechanisms, transient behaviour and
properties of the electrical double layer.
• statistical treatment of data.
By means of a Fourier transform one might smooth or filter data to suppress instrumental noise, through
smoothing, so as to increase the ratio of signal to noise. If a signal in the temporal domain from experimental
measurements contains information at a few small frequencies but random fluctuations (noise) at large
frequencies, transformation of the signal to the frequency domain enables setting to zero the amplitudes of
frequencies at the latter large frequencies; inverse transformation then yields smoothed data in the temporal
domain. Such transformation is useful also for a purpose of deconvolution, and to eliminate known
irregularities in an excitation wave form. In general, the object of deconvolution is to find the solution of a
convolution equation of the form f * g = h. Generally h denotes some recorded signal, and ƒ some signal that
we wish to recover but that has been convolved with some other signal g before being recorded. Function g
might represent the transfer function of an instrument or a driving force that is applied to a physical system; if
we know g, or at least its form, we can perform deterministic deconvolution, but if g is not known in advance
we must estimate it, commonly using methods of statistical estimation.
Other fields that apply Fourier transformation include those employing techniques in which a pulsed signal
is applied to generate an interference response, such as in spectrometry involving nuclear quadrupole
resonance, dielectric response, microwave response, electron paramagnetic resonance and muon spin rotation.
The benefits of Fourier transformation of spectral data in one domain into another and conjugate domain result
from multiplexing, or Fellgett's advantage, whereby a single detector measures simultaneously all signals so that
noise from that detector is shared equally among all recorded signals, and the throughput, or Jacquinot's,
advantage, whereby the detector receives signals at a greater level than in a comparable dispersive instrument
so that the detector operates at a greater ratio of signal to noise. The former advantage increases as the square
root of the number of sampling points in a discrete Fourier transform.
discrete Fourier transform
In an optical interferometer of Michelson type applicable to generate an infrared or Raman spectrum, a
parallel beam is split and then recombined after reflexion from two mirrors at distances d1 and d2 from the
beam splitter. If an interferogram f 2 d1 Kd2 be recorded at appropriate and exactly constant intervals of
path difference 2 d1 Kd2 that are generally defined by reference to wave lengths of light from a laser, such
as a helium-neon laser, the density of spectral power is recoverable from the Fourier transform, most readily if
the sampling region include a zero path difference. As the data are collected at discrete intervals, a discrete
Fourier transform is applicable, for which Cooley and Tukey developed an efficient numerical algorithm that
requires the points to be acquired at equal intervals and the number of points in the sample to equal 2 to an
integer power, such as

10

2 = 1024; the former condition is only a slight practical restriction, readily
implemented, and the latter condition is satisfied by filling with zero if necessary. The method of rapid Fourier
transform devised by Cooley and Tukey hence converts a time series or equivalent signal that is sampled at
discrete intervals into a pseudo-continuous signal in the conjugate domain. Such interferometry has been
extended to the microwave region, and even -- with modulation of pseudo-random noise -- to multiplex
chromatography, on modulating a sample introduced onto a column instead of a conventional single injection.
In many experimental conditions for which only finite measurements at discrete intervals are practicable in one
domain, such as at integer values xn of an independent variable x, the above Fourier integrals become replaced
by these sums,
N K1

F sm =

>f

n= 0
N K1

2 πi s x
m n

xn e

K2 π i s x

1
m n
f xn =
F sm e
N n=0
so resembling Fourier series. If measurements be made at N discrete points with evenly spaced interval ∆
between them,
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N K1

Fm = ∆
1
fn =
N
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N K1
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K
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A fundamental distinction between the continuous and discrete cases is that the exponential function eK2 π i f n is
a function periodic in f with unit period for each fixed integer n:
K2 π i f C 1 n
K2 π i f n K2 π i n
K2 π i f n
=e
e
= e
for all real f
e
K2 π i n
because e
= 1 for n integer. For a spectrum of a function of time, this periodicity in the discrete case
enables one to restrict consideration to only a single period of its argument in the Fourier analysis.
The rate of sampling is an important property of a discrete Fourier transform; this rate establishes the range,
or upper limit, of the observed frequencies or displacements. According to the formula N = 2 s τ for the number
of acquired data points, s is the upper limit of observed frequency and τ is the duration of the sampling; for
instance, for N = 1000 data points sampled within τ = 1 s, the maximum frequency is thus 500 Hz. Frequencies
greater than this value set by this Nyquist frequency are subject to folding back or aliasing. A signal that
comprises data of discrete points of finite number must contain less information than an infinitely long and
continuous signal, which condition produces distortions from truncation, because the signal is not infinitely
long, and the discrete nature of sampling, which produces a spectrum repeated at intervals equal to the inverse
of sampling period related to the Nyquist frequency.
In chapters to follow on applications of Fourier transforms in chemistry, we apply only a continuous
Fourier transform through symbolic integration; in most standard applications to spectrometry a discrete Fourier
transform is implemented for practical reasons, because a numeric integratiion of a function involving N points
miglht involve N 2 multiplications, whereas the rapid transformation of Cooley and Tukey requires only
N log2 N multiplications. Information on implementation of discrete Fourier transforms in Maple is available
at Fourier.
classification of transform
A typical application of Fourier transforms in chemistry or physics involves a function f x of real
variables that is defined for only positive values of the independent variable; the function f x , thus
asymmetric, has hence as Fourier transform a complex function of a real variable. A function that obeys the
Dirichlet conditions above is expressible as a sum of symmetric fs x and antisymmetric fa x parts, for which
f x Cf Kx
fs x =
, with its transform fs s being real and composed of cosine functions, and
2

f x Kf Kx
, with its transform fa s being imaginary and composed of sine functions. When these
2
functions are expressed in exponential form, the same principles apply. We define three transforms as follows:
fa s
• phase transform, arctan
,
fs s
fa x =

fs s 2 Cfa s

• modular transform, or magnitude spectrum, f s =
• energy transform, also called a power spectrum, P s
2

freal s Cfimag s

=2 f s

2

=

2

, and

2
fs s Cfa s

2

2

=

2

, involving symmetric or antisymmetric, real or imaginary parts. To make this sum of
2
squared sine and cosine values into a spectrum of which the stature of a feature is proportional to a
concentration, the square root yields the magnitude spectrum, but forcing all noise to be positive introduces a
1
bias into this spectrum. The power spectrum of a Hartley transform is
( H s 2 C H Ks 2 ).
2
Each transform has its practical applications, but the inverse might lack uniqueness.
Apart from a power spectrum to combine the real and imaginary parts of a discrete Fourier transform, a
general procedure for this purpose is called phase correction; here phase implies the proportions of sine and
cosine components at each frequency, and is expressed in radians. If the sampled wave form begin at any point
other than a maximum (or crest) of a cosine signal and zero crossing of a sine signal, even a pure cosine signal
produces both cosine and sine contributions to the transform; the proportions of real and imaginary components
in the transform indicate how far the sampling is from the crest of the cosine signal. Phase correction is a
necessary operation in the production of a reliable spectrum from a discretely sampled wave form.
For an interferogram F x arising from an optical interferometer with x as the displacement from the null
condition, the intensity I ν of absorption or emission in the spectrum as a function of wavenumber ν is
obtained from the Fourier transform,
N

I ν =

2 F x cos 2 π ν x dν
0

the dispersion -- the variation of refractive index n ν with wavenumber ν -- is
N

nr ν =

2 F x sin 2 π ν x dν
0

whereas the full complex spectrum involving the complex refractive index nr (ν) is
N

F x e2 π i ν x dν

nr (ν) =
0

In amplification of convolution, introduced above, for every function g x for which the integral
N

f u g x Ku du

h x =
KN

exists for a given f x , the function h x = f x `*` g x exists, which becomes a functional of the function
f x or g x . The value of h x at any value of x is equal to the area comprising the product of the two
functions f u and g x Ku at x = u; the form of h x results from the product of the two functions as x is
shifted by an amount u. Convolution is commutative, associative under multiplication -- provided that all
convolution integrals exist, and distributive under addition. Although this convolution involves no Fourier
transformation, the form of the integral clearly resembles a Fourier transform; this topic is conveniently
discussed at this point. Convolution of two functions is a signficant effect in various physical measurements
that describes a blurring or spreading of a signal; in a spectrum recorded with a dispersive spectrometer,
convolution of a spectral line with a slit function, which limits the resolving power of the instrument to less
than the effective dispersion provided by the prism or diffraction grating, broadens that line and thereby

decreases the effective resolution of the instrument. Such a slit function might have a gaussian or lorentzian or
other profile, but is commonly approximated with a triangular distortion for which the intensity is distributed
across a triangle of base width ∆ such that an element of signal at νi produces a contribution at νj according to
1 1K
f νi Kνj =

νi Kνj
∆

for νi Kνj % ∆ or zero otherwise; the Fourier transform of such a triangular
∆
2π∆t
sin x
function is sinc
in which sinc x implies
. In practice a slit function might be evaluated on
x
2
measurement of the apparent intensity at a displacement from the frequency of a source, such as a gaseous
laser, that emits an isolated line much narrrower than the expected effect of the slit function.
By means of convolution two separate transforms are combined into a further transform. The convolution
of two functions F1 and F2 , as F1 y `*` F2 y , is defined as an integral
N

F12 s

=
KN

F1 y F2 s Ky dy

that has a functional dependence upon s; that quantity F12 s is the Fourier transform of a product f1 x f2 x
in which F1 s is the Fourier transform of f1 x and F2 s the Fourier transform of f2 x . As a Fourier
transform in one direction is almost equivalent to that in the other direction, an analogous convolution
N

=

f12 t

KN

f1 s f2 t Ks ds

is the Fourier transform of a product F1 s F2 s .
N

For two transforms F1 s =

KN

K2 π i x s
1

f1 x1 e

N

dx1 and F2 s =

KN

K2 π i x s
2

f2 x2 e

dx2 , the transform

F s resulting from a product of these two transforms is
N

N

F s =
KN KN

2 πi x Cx s
1
2

f1 x1 f2 x2 e

dx1 dx2

With x1 and x2 as independent variables, we take x = x1 Cx2 and its differential is dx = dx1 . The preceding
integral becomes
N

N

e2 π i x s

F s =
KN

KN

f1 x1 f2 x Kx1 dx1 dx

in which we denote the inner integral as f x .
The convolution of two gaussian functions, for instance,
K
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yields another gaussian function
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so that function f1 x becomes broadened with f2 x or vice versa.
In a physical context, convolution describes an action of an observing instrument on its taking a weighted
mean of some physical quantity, such as intensity in a spectral experiment, over a narrow range of some
independent variable, such as frequency in that experiment. Convolution thus acts as a smoothing function but
also spreads the quantity over a greater range of that independent variable; the recovery of the original signal
f x from the measured convoluted function h x according to a known or estimated convoluting function
g x is called deconvolution.
If f2 x = δ x Kx0 with the latter as Dirac's delta function, the result is
f1 x δ x Kx0 = f1 x Kx0 ,
which has the effect of shifting the origin by x0 .
The self convolution of a function f with itself, f u `*` f u , is accordingly this integral.
N

f u f x Ku du
KN

If before multiplication and integration we refrain from reversing one factor we obtain
N

f u f u Cx du
KN

For f x a real function, the latter integral is an even function of x, which fails to hold generally for a
convolution integral. Therefore,
N

N

f u f u Kx du =
KN

f u f u Cx du
KN

For a general case f x as a complex function, the self convolution is conventionally expressed as
N

f u f u Cx du
KN

or

N

f u f u Cx du
KN
N

Normalization on division by the central value

f u f u du yields a quantity
KN
N

f x f u Cx du
γ x =

KN
N

f x f u du
KN

known as an autocorrelation function γ x of f x ; in cases in which normalization is unimportant, the
numerator of γ x alone might serve as the autocorrelation function. For the normalized case, γ 0 = 1.
This autocorrelation function commonly arises in relation to functions representing observable data, in
particular data exhibiting randomness to some degree. Autocorrelation is an irreversible process: as a recovery
of the original function from an autocorrelation function from which it was derived is impracticable, a loss of
information occurs in this process. An example arises in xray diffraction of crystalline substances, in which the
phase of the diffracted radiation is lost during the measurement.
According to the convolution theorem, a Fourier transformation of the experimental signal is the
convolution of the true signal with an instrument function that causes distortion of the signal. A practical
procedure for deconvolution of a measured signal to remove the distortion caused by an apparatus or instrument

function, such as a slit function in a dispersive spectrometer, consists of first calculating a Fourier transform of
the observed signal and separately a Fourier transform of the instrument function; as the Fourier transform of
the observed signal is a convolution of the true signal and the instrument function, division of the Fourier
transform of the observed signal by the Fourier transform of the instrument function yields in principle a
quantity of which the inverse Fourier transform yields the true signal. In general, for two functions multiplied
in a single space, their Fourier transforms convolute, or vice versa for two functions that convolute in one space
their Fourier transforms multiply.
In this chapter we are hence concerned with Fourier transformation and related topics. Maple provides a
package Discrete Transforms that contains two commands, FourierTransform that computes a discrete Fourier
transform of complex input data, input as a Vector or Array, and InverseFourierTransform that computes a
discrete inverse Fourier transform of complex input data, likewise provided as a Vector or Array; in both cases
the type of input data must be entirely numeric -- no symbolic entries are acceptable, and the transform is
undertaken in floating-point arithmetic at the current setting of Digits. If the number of data equal 2 to some
power as a positive integer, two other commands FFT and iFFT generate the forward Fourier transform and
inverse Fourier transform of data provided as separate arrays of real and imaginary parts of numerical values of
that number. Although the latter procedures implement an algorithm known as fast Fourier transform, they are
both obsolescent but not yet entirely superseded and thus still available, but FourierTransform and
InverseFourierTransform in package DiscreteTransforms are recommended to replace them.
For further information, see Transform Techniques in Chemistry, ed. P. R. Griffiths, Plenum Press, New
York USA, 1978; R. P. Wayne, Chem. Brit. 23, 440 - 446, 1987; L. Glasser, Fourier Transforms for Chemists,
J. Chem. Ed. 64 (1987) A228 - A233, A260 - A266, A306 - A313; Fourier Transforms in NMR, Optical and
Mass Spectrometry by A. G: Marshall and F. R. Verdun, Elsevier, Amsterdam Netherlands, 1990; R. N.
Bracewell, The Fourier Transform and its Applications, McGraw-Hill, New York, USA, 1978; R. N.
Bracewell, The Hartley Transform, Clarendon, Oxford UK, 1986; R. C. Jennison, Fourier Transforms and
Convolutions for the Experimentalist, Pergamon, Oxford UK, 1961; J. Kauppinen, J. Partanen, Fourier
Transforms in Spectroscopy, Wiley-VCH, Berlin Germany, 2001

1 continuous transform
1.01 Fourier transform
A Fourier transform contains a helical function eI$2 π f t in which I = K1 , which we plot here with unit
frequency, f = 1.
> restart:
> f := 1;
plots[spacecurve]([t, Im(exp(I*2*Pi*f*t)), Re(exp(I*2*Pi*f*t))], t=0.
.6,
numpoints=700, orientation=[-50,30], axes=normal, thickness=3);
fd1

A vector with its tail on axis t traces a circle that, moving forward along axis t, becomes a spiral or helix, and
here rotates in a direction called a positive phase sequence. A pure helix occurs in a spiral spring and as a
position of a point on a rotating shaft when plotted in three dimensions, as above, to form a spatial spiral that
has here a constant radius and pitch.
Maple's package inttrans,
> with(inttrans);
'nops'(inttrans) = nops(%);
addtable, fourier, fouriercos, fouriersin, hankel, hilbert, invfourier, invhilbert, invlaplace, invmellin,
laplace, mellin, savetable, setup
nops inttrans = 14

(2.1)

provides functionality for not only a Fourier transform, and its inverse, but also other integral transforms -those of Laplace, Hankel, Hilbert and Mellin, and their respective inverses -- are available, but are not of direct
interest here. The Fourier transform invoked through fourier, and its inverse transform invoked through
invfourier, involve transforms from exponential integrals, unlike fouriercos and fouriersin transforms,
described in the preceding overview, for which there is provided no explicit inverse. For the integrals in those
Fourier transforms, the range of integration is KN..N, whereas for most physical processes we work in only
the positive domain of a variable of measurement. For this reason we form our Fourier transform according to
this arrow function in which we multiply the function to be transformed with a Heaviside function, which has
this form.
> plot(Heaviside(x), x=-1..2.5, -0.05..1.05, title="Heaviside function",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], axes=frame, colour=red, scaling=
constrained);
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In this way we effectively restrict the domain of integration to positive values of the independent variable
whilst retaining the full range KN..N of Maple's integral. Here is an appropriately modified definition of
function fourier that we apply when the region of interest is only that along the positive axis; otherwise we
apply the original definition with a doubly infinite domain.
> Fourier := (f, t, s) -> fourier(Heaviside(t)*f, t, s);
Fourier d f, t, s 1 fourier Heaviside t $f, t, s
(2.2)
> invFourier := (f, s, t) -> invfourier(Heaviside(s)*f, s, t);
invFourier d f, s, t 1 invfourier Heaviside s $f, s, t

(2.3)

According to the definition in the USA NIST Handbook of Mathematical Functions, the Fourier transform
of a real- or complex-valued function f t is calculated as
N
1
ist
F x =
f t e dt
2 π KN
N

If f t be absolutely integrable on (KN, N), which means that

f t

2

dt < N, F x is continuous, F(x) -

KN

-> 0 as x --> + N and F x

<

1
2π

N

f t dt . If f t be absolutely integrable and
KN

d
f t be
dt

continuous on (KN, N),
N

F x ei t x dx

f t =
KN

We present some formal Fourier transforms and their inverses as follows, according to the definition of the
Fourier transform in Maple, which differs from the above definition:
N

f t eKI x t dt

F x =
KN

N

1
f t =
F x eI t x dx
2 π KN
Plotting the specified function before the transform and after the inverse transform proves the correctness, or
otherwise, of the transformations.
> f := piecewise(abs(t)<a, 1, 0);

F := fourier(f,t,x);
ff := invfourier(F,x,t) assuming a>0;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-5..5, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
fd
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Both variables f and ff obviously have the same value. This result demonstrates the recovery of a function after
applying in succession its Fourier transform and its inverse Fourier transform; this property, similar to
involution, is general for Fourier transformation.
> f := exp(-a*abs(t));
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := invfourier(F,x,t) assuming a>0;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-5..5, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
f d eKa t
Fd

2a
a Cx2
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> f := t*exp(-a*abs(t));
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := invfourier(F,x,t) assuming a>0;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-5..5, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
f d t eKa t
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> f := abs(t)*exp(-a*abs(t));
F := simplify(fourier(f,t,x)) assuming a>0;
ff := invfourier(F,x,t) assuming a>0;

plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-5..5, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
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> f := 1/sqrt(abs(t))*exp(-a*abs(t));
F := simplify(fourier(f,t,x)) assuming a>0;
eKa t
fd
t
Fd

KI
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I ln
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(2.4)
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An attempted execution of the Fourier transform of f above takes a protracted period and yields an unduly
complicated result. The following steps enable a simplification of the result and a proof that the imaginary part
of the result is zero..
> fp := convert(f,piecewise);
F := simplify(fourier(fp,t,x)) assuming a>0;
F1 := evalc(F);
F1im := evalc(Im(F1));
simplify(F1im) assuming a>0,x>0;
simplify(F1im) assuming a>0,x<0;
eval(F1im, x=0);
simplify(%) assuming a>0;
ea t
fp d

t!0

Kt
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t
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(2.5)

0
This result is correct,
> F := Pi^(1/2)/(a^2+x^2)^(1/2)*(2*(a^2+x^2)^(1/2)+2*a)^(1/2);
Fd

π

2

a2 Cx2 C2 a
a2 Cx2

(2.6)

but Maple fails to calculate the inverse transform.
> ff := invfourier(F,x,t) assuming a>0;
ff d

π FK1

2

2

a Cx C2 a

2

2

, x, t

2

a Cx

> f := sinh(a*t)/sinh(Pi*t);
F := simplify(fourier(f,t,x)) assuming a>-Pi, a<Pi;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>-Pi, a<Pi;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-5..5, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
sinh a t
fd
sinh π t
t πKa

F dKF

e

e2 π t K1
ff d
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e
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> f := cosh(a*t)/cosh(Pi*t);
F := simplify(fourier(f,t,x)) assuming a>-Pi, a<Pi;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>-Pi, a<Pi;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-5..5, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
cosh a t
fd
cosh π t
FdF

et
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(2.7)
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> f := exp(-a*t^2);
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>0;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-5..5, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
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> f := sin(a*t^2);
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>0;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-5..5, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
2
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> f := cos(a*t^2);
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>0;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-5..5, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
f d cos a t2
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Although Maple yields a result for a Fourier transform of this trigonometric function,
> f := sin(a*t);
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>0;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-7..7, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
f d sin a t
F d I π Dirac x Ca KDirac Kx Ca
ff d sin a t
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it is incorrect because sin t is not absolutely integrable.
> int(abs(sin(t)), t=-infinity..infinity);
N
If, by means of a product with Heaviside functions, we convert
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t

(2.8)

sin t into a related function that is absolutely
integrable,
> int(abs(sin(t)*(Heaviside(t) - Heaviside(t-2*Pi))), t=-infinity..
infinity);
6
(2.9)
a meaningful transform is obtainable.
> f := sin(a*t)*(Heaviside(t) - Heaviside(t-2*Pi));
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>0;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-2..7, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
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Likewise, for function cosine,
> f := cos(a*t)*(Heaviside(t) - Heaviside(t-2*Pi));
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>0;
plot([subs(a=1,f),subs(a=1,ff)], t=-2..7, colour=[red,blue],
thickness=[1,2], scaling=constrained);
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K1

and an exponential function that is equivalent to a complex sum of sine and cosine functions;
> f := exp(I*a*t);
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>0;
f d eI a t
F d 2 π Dirac Kx Ca
ff d eI a t

(2.10)

whereas with Heaviside functions to restrict the region of amplitude of this function, we obtain meaningful
results. We plot separately the real and imaginary parts of this complex result of this Fourier transform.
> f := exp(I*a*t)*(Heaviside(t) - Heaviside(t-2*Pi));
F := fourier(f,t,x) assuming a>0;
ff := simplify(invfourier(F,x,t)) assuming a>0;
plot([Re(subs(a=1,f)),Re(subs(a=1,ff))], t=-2..7, colour=[red,cyan],
thickness=[1,4], scaling=constrained, title="real parts",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,16]);
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> plot([Im(subs(a=1,f)),Im(subs(a=1,ff))], t=-2..7, colour=[red,yellow],
thickness=[1,4], scaling=constrained, title="imaginary parts",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,16]);
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This product of a step function with zero amplitude for the variable < 0 and greater than 2 π has the effect of
converting a Fourier transform into a Laplace transform involving an imaginary variable, which becomes a
special case of a Fourier transform. We test this procedure with a constant quantity, 1 for x > 0, and 0 for
x ! 0,
> f := 1;
'Fourier'(f, x, s) = Fourier(f, x, s);
fd1
Fourier 1, x, s = π Dirac s K

I
s

(2.11)

which yields,
> 'fourier'(Heaviside(x), x, s) = fourier(Heaviside(x), x, s);
I
F Heaviside x , x, s = π Dirac s K
s

(2.12)

the same result as use of the Heaviside function in the original integration, although we find the transform of
unity or 1 throughout the entire domain, KN..N.
> 'fourier'(1, x, s) = fourier(1, x, s);
F 1, x, s = 2 π Dirac s

(2.13)

For a function that is even, such that for both x > 0 and x < 0 the function to be transformed has the same value,
unity in the above case, we obtain a real result of the transform, whereas for an asymmetric function, of which
K1
values are 0 for x < 0 and non-zero for x > 0, we obtain a complex result -- π Dirac s K
that contains a
s
Dirac delta function, consistent with the table in overview 14.0. We seek information about this δ function,
known as Dirac in Maple, that appears in both cases.
> FunctionAdvisor(Dirac);

Dirac
describe
Dirac = Dirac delta function
definition
a ! x0 ox0 ! b

f1 x0
b

Dirac x Kx0 f1 x dx =
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f1 x0

x0 = a nx0 = b oa ! b

2
0
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dx0n
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dx0n
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a ! x0 ox0 ! b

x0 = a nx0 = b oa ! b
otherwise

classify function
piecewise_related
symmetries
Dirac Kx = Dirac x
periodicity

Dirac n, Kx = K1
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No periodicity

singularities
Dirac x
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branch points
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No branch points
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Dirac n, x

No branch cuts
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sum form
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N

Dirac n, x =
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2π
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n
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N
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We calculate the Fourier transform of the Dirac δ function directly,
> 'fourier'(Dirac(x), x, s) = fourier(Dirac(x), x, s);
F Dirac x , x, s = 1

(2.14)

which yields unity; the Fourier transform of a function that is constant everywhere along a positive abscissal
axis has hence as its Fourier transform a function that is zero everywhere except at one point, and vice versa.
The square of this Dirac δ function is not defined. We test the inverse Fourier transform of this result.
> 'invfourier'(rhs(%), x, s) = invfourier(rhs(%), x, s);
FK1 1, x, s = Dirac s
(2.15)
Two interpretations of this Dirac δ function, which is a distribution known as an improper function because of
its properties, follow. For this rectangular function, which we plot first, that extends into the negative domain
along the abscissal axis,
> f := piecewise(x<-1/2, 0, x>-1/2 and x<1/2, 1, x>0, 0);
x !K

0
fd

1
0

K

1
2

1
1
!x !
2
2
0 !x

> plot(f, x=-1..1, -0.05..1.05, title="rectangular function",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], axes=frame, colour=red);

(2.16)
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we employ the original definition of Fourier transform because this f x has a value not zero both above and
below x = 0.
> 'fourier'(f, x, s) = fourier(f, x, s);
1
0
x !K
s
2
2 sin
2
F
1
1 , x, s =
(2.17)
1
K ! x and x !
s
2
2
0

0 !x

sin x
.
x
> plot(rhs(%), s=-100..100, -0.5..1.05, title="sinc function",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], axes=frame, colour=red);
which is known as the sinc function, having as general form
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Both the rectangular function and the sinc function yield Dirac's δ function in appropriate limits: as the area
under the non-zero segment of the rectangular function is one unit, if we decrease the length of that segment
and retain that unit area thereunder, in the limit as the length approaches zero Dirac's δ function results;
likewise, if we take the sinc function with a coefficient of x having a numerical value much greater than unity,
here 20 -- expand the lateral scale to improve the viewing,
> plot(20*sin(20*s)/s, s=-20..20, axes=frame, title="20*sin(20*s)/s",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], numpoints=1000, colour=red);
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we find that the amplitude of the central maximum increases greatly and its width decreases greatly, and that
much area is under the central maximum; again, in the limit as the numerical coefficient increases, the resulting
curve might resemble a Dirac δ function, specifically δ 0 . The net area under this curve is
> Int(2*sin(x/2)/x, x=-infinity..infinity)
= int(2*sin(x/2)/x, x=-infinity..infinity);

N

x
2

2 sin

dx = 2 π

x

(2.18)

KN

and the area under the central maximum is about
> Int(2*sin(x/2)/x, x=-infinity..infinity)
= int(2*sin(x/2)/x, x=-0.23..0.23);
N
x
2 sin
2
dx = 0.4596621618
x

(2.19)

KN

the inverse Fourier transform of this sinc function is
> 'invfourier'(2*sin(s/2)/s, s, x) = invfourier(2*sin(s/2)/s, s, x);
1
2 sin
s
2
1
1
K
1
F
, s, x = Heaviside
Cx KHeaviside K Cx
s
2
2

(2.20)

hence recovering our original piecewise function, which we plot.
> plot(rhs(%), x=-3..3, axes=frame, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="inverse Fourier transform of sinc function", colour=red);
inverse Fourier transform of sinc function
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A gaussian function having unit area, called a normalized gaussian function, also has the form of a Dirac
delta function in the limit of zero width,
K

f x =

1

e

x2
2 σ2

2π σ
This gaussian function,
> f := exp(-x^2/(2*sigma^2))/(sqrt(2*Pi)*sigma);

K

e

fd

x2
2 σ2

2

(2.21)

π σ

2

which we prove to be normalized to unit area,
> Int(f, x=-infinity..infinity)
= int(f, x=-infinity..infinity) assuming sigma > 0;
N

K

e

x2
2 σ2

2

(2.22)

dx = 1

π σ

2
KN

has a remarkable property of being nearly its own Fourier transform,
> 'fourier'(f, x, s) = fourier(f, x, s) assuming sigma > 0;
K

F

1 e
2

1 x2
2 σ2

2

K

, x, s = e

s2 σ2
2

(2.23)

π σ

> invfourier(rhs(%),s,x) assuming sigma > 0;
K

e

x2
2 σ2

2

2

(2.24)

π σ

but is not exactly its own Fourier transform even in the simplest case,
> 'fourier'(exp(-x^2), x, s) = fourier(exp(-x^2), x, s);
K

Kx2

F e

, x, s = e

s2
4

π

(2.25)

such that the narrower is the original gaussian curve, the broader is its transform, and vice versa. The latter
quantity is not normalized,
> Int(rhs(%), s=-infinity..infinity)
= int(rhs(%), s=-infinity..infinity) assuming sigma > 0;
N

K

e

s2
4

π ds = 2 π

(2.26)

KN

such that the area under the curve of the transformed function is not unity but depends on the value of σ,
N

contrary to Parseval's theorem according to which

N

f x
KN

2

dx =

fourier f x , x, s

2

ds because of the

KN

distinction between normalization of f x and of f x 2 . Plotting the original gaussian function that is
normalized, with σ taking three values,
> plot([seq(exp(-x^2/(2*sigma^2))/(sqrt(2*Pi)*sigma), sigma=1..3)],
x=-8..8, title="gaussian function", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
numpoints=1000, colour=[red,blue,green], axes=frame,
legend=["sigma=1","sigma=2","sigma=3"]);
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and its Fourier transform for σ having the same three values and maintaining consistency of colours between
these plots,
> plot([seq(exp(-s^2*sigma^2/2), sigma=1..3)], s=-8..8,
axes=frame, title="Fourier transform of gaussian function",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], numpoints=1000,
colour=[red,blue,green],legend=["sigma=1","sigma=2","sigma=3"]);
Fourier transform of gaussian function
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shows that each curve for the transformed function has instead the same and unit maximum stature. To
emphasize this point, we plot these functions for two values of σ, with each function and its transform of the
same colour.
> plot([op(eval([1/2*1/sigma*2^(1/2)/Pi^(1/2)*exp(-1/2*x^2/sigma^2),
exp(-1/2*s^2*sigma^2)],[sigma=1,s=x])),

op(eval([1/2*1/sigma*2^(1/2)/Pi^(1/2)*exp(-1/2*x^2/sigma^2),
exp(-1/2*s^2*sigma^2)],[sigma=2,s=x]))],
x=-7.5..7.5,
colour=[blue,blue,red,red], linestyle=[1,3,1,3], titlefont=
[TIMES,BOLD,13],
title="gaussian functions and their Fourier transforms",
legend=["gaussian, sigma=1","transform, sigma=1",
"gaussian, sigma=2","transform, sigma=2"]);
gaussian functions and their Fourier transforms
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N

A quantitative measure of the width of such a curve is an integral, |∆x| =

f x

2 2

x dx . We find the

KN

normalization factor for fourier f x , x, s .
> Int(fourier(f,x,s),s=-infinity..infinity) = int(fourier(f,x,s), s=infinity..infinity) assuming sigma>0;
N

K

e
KN

s2 σ2
2

ds =

π

2
σ

(2.27)

We calculate the width of the gaussian function.
> `Delta x` := sqrt(int(f*x^2, x=-infinity..infinity)) assuming sigma>0;
Delta x d σ
(2.28)
We apply the reciprocal of that result to calculate the width of the Fourier transform of the gaussian formula.
> `Delta s` := sqrt(sigma/sqrt(2*Pi)*int(fourier(f,x,s)*s^2, s=infinity..infinity)) assuming sigma>0;
1
Delta s d
(2.29)
σ
Their product is
> '`Delta x`*`Delta s`' = simplify(`Delta x`*`Delta s`, symbolic);
(2.30)

(2.30)

Delta x Delta s = 1

Providing that proper normalization is applied, algebraic analysis of these conjugate widths at half maximum
stature shows that ∆ x ∆ s = 1; these relations resemble Heisenberg's principle of indeterminacy in quantum
mechanics. Depending on the nature of the conjugate variables, the product of these conjugate widths might
1
also be
.
2π
N n
s ψn x
The Hermite-gaussian functions ψn x can be formed from a generating function f s, x =
of
n!
n= 0

>

Ks2 C 2 s x K

form e

x2
2

. The Fourier transform of f s, x is

> 1/sqrt(2*Pi)*Int(exp(-s^2+(2*s-I*k)*x-x^2/2),x=-infinity..infinity)
= 1/sqrt(2*Pi)*int(exp(-s^2+(2*s-I*k)*x-x^2/2),x=-infinity..
infinity);
N

2

Ks2 C 2 s K I k x K

e

x2
2

dx

KN

k2
s2 K
K2 Iks
2

=e
2

(2.31)

π

which shows that the Fourier transform of ψn x is Ki

n

ψn x . Because of phase factor Ki n , in general

Hermite-gaussian functions in linear combinations are not eigenfunctions of the Fourier transform (we thank
Professor Jyhpyng Wang for this example).
Apart from the gaussian function and Hermite-gaussian functions, which are products of Hermite
K

j k x2
2 q2

2 x
e
, the hyperbolic secant function under Fourier
w z
transformation becomes another hyperbolic secant function; in this sense, gaussian, Hermite-gaussian and
hyperbolic secant functions might be considered to be eigenvectors of the Fourier transform operator; only sech
(x) has this property: the transform of sech(a x ) does not generate the same form.
> f := sech(x):
'fourier'(f, x, s) = fourier(f, x, s);
'invfourier'(rhs(%), s, x) = invfourier(rhs(%), s, x);
πs
F sech x , x, s = π sech
2

polynomials with gaussian functions of form Hn

FK1 π sech

1
π s , s, x = sech x
2

> 'fourier'(sech(a*x), x, s) = fourier(sech(a*x), x, s) assuming
positive;
sπ
π sech
2a
F sech a x , x, s =
a
We test next hyperbolic cosecant functions.
> f := csch(x):
'fourier'(f, x, s) = simplify(fourier(f, x, s)) assuming a>0;
'invfourier'(rhs(%), s, x) = simplify(invfourier(rhs(%), s, x));

(2.32)

(2.33)

πs
2

F csch x , x, s = KI π tanh

1
1
π s , s, x = KI π FK1 tanh
π s , s, x
2
2

FK1 KI π tanh

(2.34)

> plot([sech(x),csch(x)], x=-5..5, colour=[red,blue], titlefont=[TIMES,
BOLD,13],
title="hyperbolic secant and cosecant functions", thickness=[2,
2]);
hyperbolic secant and cosecant functions
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We calculate the Fourier transform of an exponential decay, f x = e , with a > 0, which is meaningful for
1
only positive values of variable x; its coefficient
, with a having the same units as x, is meaningful only for
a
a > 0.
> 'Fourier'(exp(-x/a), x, s) = Fourier(exp(-x/a), x, s) assuming a>0;
K

Fourier e

x
a

, x, s =

a
I s a C1

(2.35)

which yields a complex inverse function, whereas for the complex exponent,
> 'Fourier'(exp(-I*x/a), x, s) = Fourier(exp(-I*x/a), x, s) assuming
a>0;
Fourier e

KI x
a

, x, s = π Dirac s C

1
a

Ia
s a C1

K
K

(2.36)

x
a

the transform produces also a Dirac delta function. As this f x = e
be not symmetric about x = 0, its
Fourier transform F s is complex, as in preceding cases. An associated property of such an exponential decay
is its energy spectrum, which we obtain either through squaring its absolute value to obtain a real quantity,
> rhs('%%')^'2' = simplify(evalc(abs(rhs(%%))^2));
(2.37)

2

2

a
I s a C1

=

2

a
2 2
s a C1

(2.37)

or by multiplying it by its complex conjugate,
> 'conjugate'(rhs(%%%))*rhs(%%%) = simplify(evalc(conjugate(rhs(%%%))*
rhs(%%%)));
a
a
2
I s a C1
a
= 2 2
(2.38)
I s a C1
s a C1
which yield the same result. Taking a = 1, we plot this result that is called a Lorentz function or a lorentzian
profile or distribution.
> plot(eval(rhs(%), a=1), s=-10..10, title="lorentzian profile",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=red);
lorentzian profile
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This distribution is notable for having infinite moments, but it can be normalized.
> Int((a^2/(1+s^2*a^2))^2, s=-infinity..infinity)
= int((a^2/(1+s^2*a^2))^2, s=-infinity..infinity) assuming a>0;
N

a4
KN

s2 a2 C1

2

a3 π
ds =
2

(2.39)

We take the Fourier transform of a lorentzian profile displaced +30 units from the origin,
> FT := 'fourier'(a^2/(1 + a^2*(x-30)^2), x, s)
= fourier(a^2/(1 + a^2*(x-30)^2), x, s) assuming a>0;
FT d F

a2
1 Ca2 x K30

K30 I s

2

, x, s = a e

s
a

K

π Heaviside Ks e CHeaviside s e

s
a

We plot separately the real and imaginary parts of this Fourier transform.
> plot(eval(Re(rhs(FT)), a=1), s=-6..6, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="real part of Fourier transform", numpoints=500, colour=

(2.40)

red);
real part of Fourier transform
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> plot(eval(Im(rhs(FT)), a=1), s=-6..6, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
colour=blue,
title="imaginary part of Fourier transform", numpoints=500);
imaginary part of Fourier transform
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These curves have the form of cosine, for the real and symmetric part, and sine, for the imaginary and
antisymmetric part, curves damped with exponential decays on either side of zero. An inverse Fourier
transform regenerates the original formula.
> 'invfourier'(rhs(FT), s, x)
= simplify(invfourier(rhs(FT), s, x)) assuming a>0;

FK1

K30 I s

ae

s
a

K

π Heaviside Ks e CHeaviside s e

s
a

a2
, s, x =
1 Ca2 x K30

2

(2.41)

> plot(eval(rhs(%), a=1), x=0..50, title="lorentzian profile at x=30",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=red);
lorentzian profile at x=30
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We take the Fourier transform of two lorentzian profiles displaced +30 and +40 units from the origin,
> FT := 'fourier'(a^2/(1+a^2*(x-30)^2) + b^2/(1+b^2*(x-40)^2), x, s)
= fourier(a^2/(1+a^2*(x-30)^2) + b^2/(1+b^2*(x-40)^2), x, s)
assuming a>0, b>0;
FT d F

a2
1 Ca2 x K30

2

b2
C
1 Cb2 x K40

K40 I s C

Cb π Heaviside Ks e

s
b

K40 I s K
2

, x, s = b π Heaviside s e
K30 I s C

Ca π Heaviside Ks e

s
a

s
b

(2.42)
K30 I s K

Ca π Heaviside s e

s
a

We plot separately the real and imaginary parts of this Fourier transform, first over the entire domain of
significant signal, taking values a = 2, b = 1,
> plot(eval(Re(rhs(FT)), [a=2, b=1]), s=-10..10, numpoints=800, colour=
red,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="real part of Fourier transform");

real part of Fourier transform
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> plot(eval(Im(rhs(FT)), [a=2,b=1]), s=-10..10, numpoints=800, colour=
blue,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="imaginary part of Fourier
transform");
imaginary part of Fourier transform
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then separately on an expanded scale near the origin,
> plot(eval(Re(rhs(FT)), [a=2, b=1]), s=0..3, numpoints=800, colour=red,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="real part of Fourier transform");

real part of Fourier transform
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> plot(eval(Im(rhs(FT)), [a=2,b=1]), s=0..3, numpoints=800, colour=blue,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="imaginary part of Fourier
transform");
imaginary part of Fourier transform
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and together for comparison.
> plot([eval(Re(rhs(FT)), [a=2,b=1]), eval(Im(rhs(FT)), [a=2,b=1])],
s=0..3, title="real and imaginary parts of Fourier transform",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=[red,blue], numpoints=800,
legend=["real part","imaginary part"]);
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These curves have the form of cosine, for the real and symmetric part, and sine, for the imaginary and
antisymmetric part, curves damped with exponential decays on either side of 0. An inverse Fourier transform
regenerates the original formula,
> 'invfourier'(rhs(FT), s, x)
= simplify(invfourier(rhs(FT), s, x)) assuming a>0, b>0;

FK1

K40 I s K

b π Heaviside s e

s
b

K30 I s K

Ca π Heaviside s e

K40 I s C

Cb π Heaviside Ks e
s
a

, s, x =

s
b

K30 I s C

Ca π Heaviside Ks e

1 C 2 x2 K140 x C2500 b2 a2 Cb2
1 Ca

2

x K30

2

1 Cb

2

x K40

2

which we plot with a = 2, b = 1.
> plot(eval(rhs(%), [a=2,b=1]), x=0..50, -0.05..4.1, axes=frame,
title="lorentzian profiles at x=30 and x=40",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=red);
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a

(2.43)
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We test next this inverse formula.
> f := 1/(x^2 + a^2):
'fourier'(f, x, s) = simplify(fourier(f, x, s)) assuming a>0;
'invfourier'(rhs(%), s, x) = simplify(invfourier(rhs(%), s, x))
assuming a>0;
KHeaviside s eKs a Ces a Heaviside s K1 π
1
F 2
, x, s = K
a
a Cx2

FK1 K

KHeaviside s eKs a Ces a Heaviside s K1
a

π

, s, x =

1
a Cx2
2

(2.44)

Even though the next formula violates the Direchlet condition of being unbounded as x/N,
> f := x:
'fourier'(f, x, s) = simplify(fourier(f, x, s));
'invfourier'(rhs(%), s, x) = simplify(invfourier(rhs(%), s, x));
F x, x, s = 2 I π Dirac 1, s

FK1 2 I π Dirac 1, s , s, x = x

(2.45)

the integration succeeds. Although functions Heaviside, sine or cosine and Dirac possess formally no Fourier
transform, because the integral of the absolute value of such a function does not exist, in that on an interval
b

f x dx ! N
a

for lower bound a and upper bound b of that interval, or any discontinuity that is finite, they are considered to
have a transform in an appropriate limit. A constant function such as Heaviside corresponds physically to
infinite energy: its integral does not exist, but its transform by definition yields a function with an infinite
discontinuity that is defined only in a limit.
> f := Heaviside(x):
'fourier'(f, x, s) = simplify(expand(fourier(f, x, s)));
'invfourier'(rhs(%), s, x) = simplify(invfourier(rhs(%), s, x));

F Heaviside x , x, s = π Dirac s K
FK1 π Dirac s K

I
s

I
, s, x = Heaviside x
s

(2.46)

For comparison with the Fourier sine and Fourier cosine functions, we test Fourier transforms of sine and
cosine, and their inverse transforms.
> f := sin(x):
'fourier'(f, x, s) = simplify(expand(fourier(f, x, s)));
'fouriersin'(f, x, s) = simplify(fouriersin(f, x, s));
'invfourier'(rhs(%%), s, x) = simplify(invfourier(rhs(%%), s, x));
F sin x , x, s = I π Dirac s C1 KDirac s K1

F sin x , x, s =

2

s

π Dirac s K1
2

FK1 I π Dirac s C1 KDirac s K1 , s, x = sin x

(2.47)

> f := cos(x):
'fourier'(f, x, s) = simplify(expand(fourier(f, x, s)));
'fouriercos'(f, x, s) = simplify(fouriercos(f, x, s));
'invfourier'(rhs(%%), s, x) = simplify(invfourier(rhs(%%), s, x));
F cos x , x, s = π Dirac s C1 CDirac s K1

F cos x , x, s =
c

2

π Dirac s K1
2

FK1 π Dirac s C1 CDirac s K1 , s, x = cos x
The next test involves a gaussian function displaced from the origin,
> f := exp(-(x-x0)^2/a^2):
which we plot with x0 = 10 and a = 1.
> plot(eval(f, [x0=10,a=1]), x=0..20, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="gaussian function displaced from origin", colour=red);

(2.48)
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We calculate its Fourier transform and the corresponding inverse Fourier transform.
> 'fourier'(f, x, s) = simplify(expand(fourier(f, x, s))) assuming a>0,
x0>0;
'invfourier'(rhs(%), s, x) = simplify(invfourier(rhs(%), s, x))
assuming a>0, x0>0;
K

F e

x K x0 2
a2

K

FK1 a

π e

K

, x, s = a

1
s a2 s C 4 I x0
4

π e

s a2 s C 4 I x0
4

K

, s, x = e

x K x0 2
a2

(2.49)

For this reciprocal formula, the Fourier exponential, Fourier sine formulae follow, and the inverse Fourier
transform of the former.
> f := 1/x:
'fourier'(f, x, s) = fourier(f, x, s);
'fouriersin'(f, x, s) = fouriersin(f, x, s);
'invfourier'(rhs(%%), s, x) = simplify(invfourier(rhs(%%), s, x));
1
F
, x, s = I π 1 K2 Heaviside s
x

F
s

1
, x, s =
x

π

2
2

FK1 I π 1 K2 Heaviside s , s, x =

1
x

We plot the coefficient of K1 in this Fourier transform, and the Fourier sine transform.
> plot([rhs(%%%)/I,rhs(%%)], s=-3..3, colour=[red,blue],
title="Fourier and sine transforms of 1/x", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
legend=["Fourier transform of 1/x", "sine transform of 1/x"]);

(2.50)

Fourier and sine transforms of 1/x
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Note that a calculation of the Fourier transform of sin x or cos x through a direct integration according to
the defining formula fails,
> f := sin(x);
F := 'fourier'(f, x, s) = int(f*exp(2*Pi*I*t*s), t=-infinity..
infinity);
f d sin x
F d F sin x , x, s = sin x Dirac s
> fourier(sin(a*x),x,s) assuming a>0;
I π Dirac s Ca KDirac Ks Ca

(2.51)
(2.52)

> f := cos(x);
F := 'fourier'(f, x, s) = int(f*exp(2*Pi*I*t*s), t=-infinity..
infinity);
f d cos x
F d F cos x , x, s = cos x Dirac s
> fourier(cos(a*x),x,s) assuming a>0;
π Dirac s Ca CDirac Ks Ca

(2.53)
(2.54)

in accordance with the Dirichlet conditions, whereas the corresponding invocations of Maple's procedure
succeeded, because the latter functions are treated as special cases subject to additional rules embedded in
Maple's procedure.
If desired, we can add further transforms that Maple fails to calculate directly. For instance, for this formula,
which we plot,
> f := exp(-abs(x)/a):
plot(eval(f, a=1), x=-5..5, colour=red,
title="exp(-abs(x)/a) with a=1", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);

exp(-abs(x)/a) with a=1
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> 'fourier'(f, x, s) = fourier(f, x, s);
K

F e

x
a

K

, x, s = F e

x
a

(2.55)

, x, s
N

f x e2 π i s x dx ,

To evaluate the Fourier transform, if we revert to the fundamental definition, F s =
KN

> Int(f*exp(2*Pi*I*x*s), x=-infinity..infinity) =
simplify(int(f*exp(2*Pi*I*x*s), x=-infinity..infinity)) assuming
a>0;
N

K

e

x
a

e2 I π x s dx =

2a

(2.56)

2 2 2

4 π a s C1

KN

we obtain a result, but an assumption that a > 0 is necessary. We add the latter result to the table within Maple.
> addtable(fourier, f, rhs(%), x, s);
With this expanded table, we retry the transform that would have failed above without the assumption on a,
> 'fourier'(f, x, s) = fourier(f, x, s) assuming a>0;
K

F e

x
a

, x, s =

2a
s a C1

(2.57)

2 2

> 'invfourier'(rhs(%), s, x)
= simplify(invfourier(rhs(%), s, x)) assuming a>0;
x

FK1

x

x

K
2a
a
,
s,
x
=
Heaviside
x
e
Ke a Heaviside x Ce a
2 2
a s C1

which results reproduces the original formula even though expressed in a different manner.
> plot(eval(rhs(%), a=1), x=-5..5, colour=red);

(2.58)
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Because an exponential decay is so important in chemical and physical applications, naturally for only
positive values of time, we add another entry for specifically this case.
> f := piecewise(t<0, 0, t>0, exp(-t/a));
plot(eval(f, a=1), t=-2..4, -0.05..1.05, axes=frame, colour=red,
title="for t>0, exp(-t/a) with a=1", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
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for t>0, exp(-t/a) with a=1
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> 'fourier'(f, t, s) = fourier(f, t, s) assuming a>0;
(2.59)

t !0

0

F

K

e

, t, s =

t
a

0 !t

a
I s a C1

(2.59)

This transform with the Maple procedure fails unless we specify an assumption on a, but the direct integration
anyhow succeeds,
> Int(f*exp(2*Pi*I*t*s), t=-infinity..infinity) =
simplify(int(f*exp(2*Pi*I*t*s), t=-infinity..infinity)) assuming a>0;
N

t!0

0
K

e

t
a

2 Iπt s

e
0 !t

dt = K

a
2 I π s a K1

(2.60)

KN

and we add the result to the table.
> addtable(fourier, f, rhs(%), t, s);
Accordingly, we obtain
> 'fourier'(eval(f,t=x), x, s) = fourier(eval(f,t=x), x, s);
0
x!0
a
x
, x, s =
F
K
K2 I π s a C1
a
0 !x
e

(2.61)

Other functions have Fourier transforms and their inverses calculated analogously.
The USA NIST Handbook of Mathematical Functions presents Fourier transforms for only these functions:
• Heaviside function,
• eKa t , t eKa t , t eKa t ,

eKa t

, all with a > 0,

t
•

sinh a t
sinh π t

,

cosh a t
cosh π t

, both with Kπ ! a < π,

2

• eKa t , sin a t2 , cos a t2 , all with a > 0.
> 'fourier'(exp(-a*abs(x)),x,s) = fourier(exp(-a*abs(x)),x,s) assuming
a>0;
2a
F eKa x , x, s = 2 2
(2.62)
a Cs
> 'fourier'(x*exp(-a*abs(x)),x,s) = fourier(x*exp(-a*abs(x)),x,s)
assuming a>0;
K4 I a s
F x eKa x , x, s =
2
a2 Cs2

(2.63)

> 'fourier'(abs(x)*exp(-a*abs(x)),x,s) = fourier(abs(x)*exp(-a*abs(x)),
x,s) assuming a>0;
2 a Ks a Cs
F x eKa x , x, s =
(2.64)
2
2 2
a Cs
This calculation is slow,

> 'fourier'(exp(-a*abs(x))/sqrt(abs(x)),x,s) = fourier(exp(-a*abs(x))
/sqrt(abs(x)),x,s) assuming a>0;
N

2

signum s K_U1

π

2

2

F

eKa x

_U1
C1
a2
2π

a
, x, s =

KN

x

d_U1

s K_U1
(2.65)

but on converting from absolute value to Heaviside function we obtain an answer.
> 'fourier'(exp(-a*abs(x))/sqrt(abs(x)),x,s) =
fourier(convert(exp(-a*abs(x))/sqrt(abs(x)), Heaviside), x, s)
assuming a>0;
Ka x

F

e

, x, s =

a CI s C a KI s

π

2

x

For this transform of

eKa x

a Cs

the result in the NIST table is

a2 Cs2

aC
2

x
expression divided by

(2.66)

2

, which is equivalent to the latter

2

a Cs

2 π as demonstrated in this plot.

> plot([eval(sqrt(a+sqrt(a^2+s^2))/sqrt(a^2+s^2),a=1),eval(rhs(%)/sqrt
(2*Pi),a=1)],
s=-5..5, colour=[red,blue], linestyle=[2,4], title="Fourier
transform",
thickness=[3,2], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
Fourier transform
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> 'fourier'(sinh(a*x)/sinh(Pi*x),x,s) = fourier(sinh(a*x)/sinh(Pi*x),x,
s) assuming a>-Pi, a<Pi;
(2.67)

F

For this transform of

Ka x

sinh a x
, x, s = KF
sinh π x
sinh a x
sinh π x

ax

e

eπ x KeKπ x

, x, s C F
1

the result in the NIST table is

2π

e

eπ x KeKπ x

, x, s

(2.67)

sin a
cosh s Ccos a

> 'fourier'(cosh(a*x)/cosh(Pi*x),x,s) = fourier(cosh(a*x)/cosh(Pi*x),x,
s) assuming a>-Pi, a<Pi;
Ka x
ax
cosh a x
e
e
F
, x, s = F
, x, s C F
, x, s
(2.68)
cosh π x
eπ x CeKπ x
eπ x CeKπ x
a
s
cos
cosh
cosh a x
2
2
2
For this transform of
the result in the NIST table is
. Both this and
cosh
s
Ccos
a
cosh π x
π
the preceding result can be included with addtable.
> 'fourier'(exp(-a*x^2),x,s) = fourier(exp(-a*x^2),x,s) assuming a>0;
K

Ka x2

F e

, x, s = e

s2
4a

π
a

> 'fourier'(sin(a*x^2),x,s) = fourier(sin(a*x^2),x,s) assuming a>0;
s2
s2
π 2 cos
Ksin
4a
4a
F sin a x2 , x, s =
2 a
> 'fourier'(cos(a*x^2),x,s) = fourier(cos(a*x^2),x,s)assuming a>0;
2
2
s
s
π 2 cos
Csin
4a
4a
2
F cos a x , x, s =
2 a

(2.69)

(2.70)

(2.71)

That USA NIST Handbook contains also a table of sine transforms and a table of cosine transforms. We
undertake a few instances here.
> 'fouriercos'(1/(a^2+x^2),x,s) = fouriercos(1/(a^2+x^2),x,s) assuming
a>0;

F
c

1

, x, s =
a2 Cx2

2

π eKs a
2a

(2.72)

> 'fouriersin'(1/(a^2+x^2),x,s) = fouriersin(1/(a^2+x^2),x,s) assuming
a>0;
1
F
, x, s
(2.73)
2
s a Cx2

=

I
2

2

I sinh s a Ci KI s a CI sinh s a Ci I s a K2 cosh s a Ssi I s a Kcosh s a π
π a

> 'fouriercos'(exp(-a*x),x,s) = fouriercos(exp(-a*x),x,s) assuming a>0;
2 a
F eKa x, x, s =
(2.74)
c
π a2 Cs2

> 'fouriersin'(exp(-a*x),x,s) = fouriersin(exp(-a*x),x,s) assuming a>0;
2 s

F eKa x, x, s =
s

a2 Cs2

π

x1.1 example, indirect calculation of a Fourier transform
> restart:
We seek to calculate the Fourier transform of sech x .
> f := sech(x);
f d sech x

(2.75)

(3.1)

> g := Int(f*exp(-I*x*s),x=-infinity..infinity);
N

KI x s

gd

sech x e

dx

(3.2)

KN

> value(g);
N

sech x eKI x s dx

(3.3)

KN

> with(inttrans):
'fourier'(f,x,s) = fourier(f,x,s);

F sech x , x, s = π sech

sπ
2

(3.4)

As Maple before release 19 is unable to compute that transform, either directly as an integral or through
commands in package inttrans, we try an alternative method, avoiding integration around poles in the complex
plane, following G. J. Fee. As
> 'sech'(-x) = sech(-x);
sech Kx = sech x
(3.5)
KI x s

this formula is even, we separate e
parts
> q1 := exp(-I*x*s);

into its real and imaginary parts, and break them into even and odd

q1 d eKI x s

(3.6)

q2 d cos x s KI sin x s

(3.7)

> q2 := evalc(q1);
> q2even := Re(q2) assuming real;
q2even d cos x s

(3.8)

> q2odd := 1/2*(q2-eval(q2,x=-x));
q2odd d KI sin x s

(3.9)

The integral of an odd formula from KN to +N is 0; the integral of an even function is twice the value of the
integral in the positive domain.
> q3 := 2*f*q2even;
q3 d 2 sech x cos x s
(3.10)
> q4 := Int(q3, x=0..infinity);
(3.11)

N

q4 d

2 sech x cos x s dx

(3.11)

0

> q5 := q3/cos(x*s);
q5 d 2 sech x

(3.12)

q6 d

4
Kx
e Ce

(3.13)

q7 d

4

> q6 := convert(q5, exp);
x

> q7 := expand(q6);
x

eC

(3.14)

1
ex

> q8 := subs(exp(x)=expx, q7);
q8 d

4
1
expxC
expx

> q9 := asympt(q8, expx, 9);
4
4
4
4
1
q9 d
K
C
K
CO
3
5
7
expx
expx
expx
expx
expx9
We examine term n in this series, ignoring alternating signs.
> q10 := 4*exp(-(2*n-1)*x)*cos(x*s);
q10 d 4 eK 2 n K 1 x cos x s
> q11 := int(q10, x);
4 K2 n C1 e K2 n C 1 x cos x s
4 s e K2 n C 1 x sin x s
q11 d
C
K2 n C1 2 Cs2
K2 n C1 2 Cs2
> limit(q11, x=infinity) assuming n>=1;
0

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

> q12 := -eval(q11, x=0);
q12 dK

4 K2 n C1
K2 n C1

2

Cs2

We replace the alternating sign, so that odd terms become positive and even terms negative.
> q13 := subs(n=2*m-1,q12) - subs(n=2*m,q12);
4 K4 m C3
4 K4 m C1
q13 dK
C
2
2
K4 m C3 Cs
K4 m C1 2 Cs2

(3.20)

(3.21)

> q14 := normal(q13);
q14 d

8 16 m2 Ks2 K16 m C3
16 m2 Cs2 K24 m C9 16 m2 Cs2 K8 m C1

(3.22)

We sum all above terms for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, ...
> q15 := sum(q14, m=1..infinity);
(3.23)

π

q15 d

1 CI s π
4

2 sin

cos

1 CI s π
4

(3.23)

> q16 := combine(q15,trig);
q16 d

π

(3.24)

sπ
cosh
2

> q17 := convert(q16, sech);
q17 d π sech

sπ
2

(3.25)

The Fourier transform of sech x is proved to be essentially another hyperbolic secant formula.
> 'fourier'(f,x,s) = %;

F sech x , x, s = π sech

sπ
2

(3.26)

1.02 Hartley transform
> restart:
> with(inttrans):
The Hartley transform and its inverse conform to these definitions, with
cas x = cos x Csin x :
N

H f x

=

f x cas x dx
KN

N

f x =

H f x

cas 2 π s x ds

KN

To relate the Hartley transform H f x to the Fourier cosine transform and the Fourier sine transform,
available in Maple's package inttrans as fouriercos and fouriersin, respectively, we divide an arbitrary function
into even, Ev f x , and odd, Od f x , parts; then H f x = Ev f x COd f x , as
N
H f x CH f Kx
Ev f x =
=
f x cos 2 π s x dx
2
KN
N
KH f Kx
Od f x =
=
f x sin 2 π s x dx
2
KN
With the latter two integrals, we alternatively calculate directly a Hartley transform through Maple functions
provided that the corresponding integrals exist; because of variations of definitions, further factors 2 π and

H f x

π
become incorporated into the implementation as follows:
2
π
fouriercos f x , x, 2 π s Cfouriersin f x , x, 2 π s
2
With appropriate factors present in both kernels, a Hartley transform is thus the real part of the corresponding
Fourier transform minus the imaginary part, if any, whereas a Fourier transform is the even part of the Hartley
transform minus K1 times the odd part.
> Fourier := (f, t, s) -> fourier(Heaviside(t)*f, t, s);
Fourier d f, t, s 1 fourier Heaviside t $f, t, s
(4.1)
H s

= H f x

=

> invFourier := (f, s, t) -> invfourier(Heaviside(s)*f, s, t);
invFourier d f, s, t 1 invfourier Heaviside s $f, s, t

(4.2)

We define function cas and the Hartley transform and its inverse according to the original definition, with the
Fourier transform and its inverse for comparison.
> cas := theta -> cos(theta) + sin(theta);
cas d θ 1 cos θ Csin θ
(4.3)
> H := (f, t, s) -> expand(simplify(int(f*cas(2*Pi*t*s), t=-infinity..
infinity)));
N

H d f, t, s 1 expand simplify

(4.4)

f$cas 2$π$t$s dt
KN

> iH := (f, s, t) -> expand(simplify(int(f*cas(2*Pi*t*s), s=-infinity..
infinity)));
N

iH d f, s, t 1 expand simplify

f$cas 2$π$s$t ds

(4.5)

KN

> Fo := (f, t, s) -> fourier(f, t, 2*Pi*s);
Fo d f, t, s 1 fourier f, t, 2$π$s

(4.6)

> iFo := (f, s, t) -> 2*Pi*invfourier(f, s, 2*Pi*t);
iFo d f, s, t 1 2$π$invfourier f, s, 2$π$t

(4.7)

We test this Hartley transform on a few formulae and compare results with the corresponding Fourier
transform, first this gaussian formula.
> f := exp(-Pi*x^2);
2

f d eKπ x

(4.8)

> expr := 'H'(f, x, s) = simplify(H(f, x, s)) assuming s::real;
2

2

expr d H eKπ x , x, s = eKπ s

(4.9)

> 'iH'(rhs(%), s, x) = simplify(iH(rhs(%), s, x));
2

2

2

2

iH eKπ s , s, x = eKπ x

(4.10)

> 'Fo'(f, x, s) = Fo(f, x, s);
Fo eKπ x , x, s = eKπ s

(4.11)

> 'iFo'(rhs(%), s, x) = iFo(rhs(%), s, x);
2

2

iFo eKπ s , s, x = eKπ x

(4.12)

In this case the Hartley and Fourier transforms, and their inverses, appear to yield equivalent results. We test
the alternative mechanism in Maple to form this Hartley transform through use of fouriercos and fouriersin.
> simplify(sqrt(Pi/2)*(fouriercos(f, x, 2*Pi*s) + fouriersin(f, x, 2*Pi*
s)));
2

K

eKπ s

I erf I π s K1
2

(4.13)

Even though this result appears more complicated than the direct application of a Hartley transform above, the
results should be equivalent,
> plot([rhs(expr),eval(%)], s=-5..5, colour=[red,blue], thickness=[2$2],

title="alternative Hartley transforms", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["through cas","fouriercos and fouriersin"]);
alternative Hartley transforms
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s

through cas

fouriercos and fouriersin

but they are not; the reason is likely an unpredictable operation of fouriercos and fouriersin. We henceforth
employ the direct definition for further transforms.
For this function sinc,
> f := sin(x)/x;
sin x
fd
(4.14)
x
> expr := 'H'(f, x, s) = simplify(H(f, x, s)) assuming s::positive;
1
I signum π s K
π KI π signum K2 π s C1
ln K2 π s C1
sin x
2
expr d H
, x, s =
C
x
2
4
I signum π s K
C

π K2 π signum 2 π s K1
K

4
I signum π s K

K

1
2

1
2

π

2

C

1
I
C
2
4

(4.15)

ln 2 π s K1
2

π

> iH(rhs(%), s, x) assuming positive;
undefined

(4.16)

> fo := Fo(f, x, s);
fo d π KHeaviside s K

1
2π

CHeaviside s C

1
2π

(4.17)

> iFo(fo, s, x);
sin x
x

(4.18)

the Hartley function appears to have imaginary components and a more complicated form than the Fourier

transform. We attempt to plot these transforms.
> plot([rhs(expr), fo], s=-2..2, colour=[red, blue], axes=frame,
title="graphic comparison of transforms", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
legend=["Hartley transform","Fourier transform"], linestyle=[dot,
dash]);
graphic comparison of transforms
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which are identical for s > 0, as expected. For the corresponding Fourier transform and its inverse,
> plot(fo, s=-1..1, -0.1..3.5, axes=frame, title="Fourier transform of
sin(x)/x",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=red);
Fourier transform of sin(x)/x

3

2

1

0
K1

K0.5

0

0.5

1

s

> iFo(fo, s, x);
(4.19)

sin x
x

(4.19)

the calculation of the inverse yields the original function, whereas the calculation of the inverse of the Hartley
transform failed. We apply the definition of the Hartley transform and apply the Fourier cosine and sine
transforms, and their inverses.
> fouriercos(2*Pi*f, x, s) + I*fouriersin(2*Pi*f, x, s);
3 2
s C1
π
2 Heaviside 1 Ks CI π 2 ln
(4.20)
s K1
> fouriercos(2*Pi*op(1,%), s, x) + I*fouriersin(2*Pi*op(2, %), s, x);
0
(4.21)
The problem arises with the second term that includes the Fourier sine transform, which apparently should
2

4 π sin x
evaluate to K
, yielding a net answer 0.
x
For this double exponential decay,
> f := exp(-2*abs(x));
f d eK2 x

(4.22)

> expr := 'H'(f, x, s) = H(f, x, s) assuming s::real;
1
K2 x
expr d H e
, x, s = 2
π s2 C1
> Hf := rhs(%):
> iHf := simplify(iH(Hf, s, x));
K2 csgn x
iHf d e

x

(4.23)

(4.24)

> Fof := simplify(Fo(f, x, s));
Fof d

1
2 2

(4.25)

π s C1

> iFof := iFo(%, s, x);
iFof d e2 x Heaviside Kx CeK2 x Heaviside x

(4.26)

the inverse Hartley formula reproduces the original formula, confirmed by plotting because an algebraic test
fails,
> is(f = iHf);
false
(4.27)
> plot([f, iHf], x=-5..5, colour=[red, blue], linestyle=[dot,dash],
title="comparison of formulae", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["original formula","inverse Hartley transform"], axes=
frame);
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and the Hartley and Fourier transforms are identical; their inverse transforms are also identical.
For this singly sided exponential decay,
> f := exp(-x)*Heaviside(x);
f d eKx Heaviside x

(4.28)

> 'H'(f, x, s) = H(f, x, s) assuming s::real;
2πs
1
Kx
H e Heaviside x , x, s =
C
2 2
2 2
4 π s C1
4 π s C1

(4.29)

> 'H'(f, x, s) = rationalize(H(f, x, s)) assuming s::real;
2 π s C1
H eKx Heaviside x , x, s =
2
4 π s2 C1

(4.30)

> iHsse := 'iH'(rhs(%%), s, x) = simplify(iH(rhs(%%), s, x));
2πs
1
eKcsgn x x
eKx
iHsse d iH
C
, s, x =
C
2
2
2
2
4 π s2 C1
4 π s2 C1

(4.31)

> 'Fo'(f, x, s) = Fo(f, x, s);
Fo eKx Heaviside x , x, s =

1
1 C2 I π s

(4.32)

> lhs('%') = rationalize(rhs(%));
Fo eKx Heaviside x , x, s =

K2 I π s C1
2

4 π s2 C1

> iFsse := 'iFo'(rhs(%%), s, x) = iFo(rhs(%%), s, x);
1
iFsse d iFo
, s, x = eKx Heaviside x
1 C2 I π s

(4.33)

(4.34)

> plot([rhs(iHsse), rhs(iFsse)], x=-2..2, colour=[red,blue], axes=frame,

titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="graphic comparison of
transforms",
linestyle=[dot,dash], legend=["Hartley transform","Fourier
transform"]);
graphic comparison of transforms
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the Hartley transform yields a real formula whereas the Fourier transform yields a complex result, as expected
because the formula is not even; the inverse Hartley transform fails to reproduce the original formula for x ! 0,
unlike the inverse Fourier transform that is correct, but in the physically meaningful domain for x > 0 the curves
coincide.
For this singly sided exponential decay offset along the positive abscissal axis, which we plot,
> f := exp(-x+1/2)*Heaviside(x-1/2);
Kx C

fde

1
2

Heaviside x K

1
2

> plot(f, x=0..5, -0.01..1, title="offset exponential decay",
axes=frame, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=red);

(4.35)
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x

we calculate the transforms, to find
> 'H'(f, x, s) = H(f, x, s) assuming s::real;
Hf := rhs(%):
Kx C

H e

C

1
2

Heaviside x K

1
2

, x, s =

2 cos π s π s
2 2

2 sin π s π s

K

C

2 2

4 π s C1

cos π s

(4.36)

2

4 π s2 C1

4 π s C1

sin π s
2

4 π s2 C1
As the inverse Hartley transform on the entire expression proceeds slowly, we attempt integration of each term
separately, which is still slow.
> iHf := add(iH(op(j,Hf), s, x), j=1..nops(Hf)) assuming x::real; #
1
1
1
1
signum x K
cosh x cosh
signum x K
sinh x sinh
2
2
2
2
iHf d
K
(4.37)
2
2
1
2

sinh x cosh
K

C

2
signum x K

C

cosh x sinh

1
2

cosh x sinh
2

1
2

2
1
2

signum x K
K

1
2

sinh x cosh

1
2

2

cosh x cosh
C

2

> iHf := simplify(iHf) assuming x>1/2;
1
1
iHf d cosh
Csinh
2
2

1
2

sinh x sinh
K

cosh x Ksinh x

1
2

2

(4.38)

> iHf := convert(%, exp);
iHf d e

1
2

eKx

This expression lacks the Heaviside product. For the Fourier transform,

(4.39)

> Ff := Fo(f, x, s);
KI π s

e
Ff d
1 C2 I π s

(4.40)

> simplify(expand(rationalize(Ff)));
KI π s

I π sK

2e
K

1
2

(4.41)

2 2

4 π s C1
> evalc(expand(convert(%, trig)));
cos π s
2 sin π s π s
2 cos π s π s
sin π s
K
CI K
K
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
4 π s C1
4 π s C1
4 π s C1
4 π s C1

(4.42)

the result contains imaginary terms, as expected relative to the Hartley transform.
> simplify(iFo(Ff, s, x));
Kx C

e

1
2

Heaviside x K

1
2

(4.43)

The inverse Fourier transform of the Fourier transform of this formula reproduces the formula directly, unlike
the corresponding operation with the inverse Hartley transform. The Hartley transform appears to have
difficulties with Heaviside formulae. The Hartley transform naturally contains no imaginary part, unlike the
Fourier transform according to its expected property; the latter imaginary parts correspond to odd parts of the
Hartley transform multiplied by K1. Although the inverse Hartley transform yields slowly a result undefined,
the inverse Fourier transform is rapidly and correctly calculated.
1.03 convolution and autocorrelation
> restart:
To illustrate the concepts of convolution and autocorrelation, we apply g instead of conventiional symbol γ
that implies Maple's Euler constant, and consider first the convolution between two truncated exponential
functions with distinct and positive decay coefficients,
f1 x = eKα x , f2 x = eKβ x for x > 0, but 0 for x ! 0,
> f[1] := x -> a*exp(-alpha*x);
f[2] := x -> b*exp(-beta*x);
f1 d x 1 a$eKα$x
f2 d x 1 b$eKβ$x

(5.1)

The practice of convolution, represented with operator &* in a Maple context, yields
N

f1 x f2 x =

KN

f1 u f2 x Ku du,

> 'f[1](x)&*f[2](x)' = Int(f[1](u)*f[2](x-u), u=-infinity..infinity);
N

f1 x &* f2 x =

a eKα u b eKβ

xKu

du

KN

which equals
x

f1 x Ku du

f1 x `*` f2 x = f2 x
0

(5.2)

> 'f[1](x)&*f[2](x)' = f[2](x)*int(a*exp(-(alpha*u-beta*u)), u=0..x);
Kβ x

f1 x &* f2 x = K

be

Kα x C β x

a e
α Kβ

K1

(5.3)

> 'f[1](x)&*f[2](x)' = expand(numer(rhs(%)))/denom(rhs(%));
ba
ba
K
C
αx
e
eβ x
f1 x &* f2 x =
α Kβ

(5.4)

> res := lhs('%') = simplify(rhs(%)) assuming positive;
Kα x

res d f1 x &* f2 x = K

Kβ x

b a e Ke
α Kβ

(5.5)

The result on the right side is thus a difference of two truncated exponential functions so that they have
amplitude along only the positive axis,
> pl1 := plot([[[0,0],[0,3/4]], [[0,0],[0,1]]], thickness=3, colour=
[green,blue]):
pl2 := plot(eval([f[1](x),f[2](x)], [a=1,b=3/4,alpha=3/5,beta=4/5]),
x=0..12, colour=[blue,green], title="truncated exponential
functions",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], view=[-0.5..10, -0.01..1], thickness=
[3$2],
axes=frame, legend=["first original function", "second original
function"]):
plots[display]([pl1,pl2]);
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The resulting convolution appears in this plot with a = 1, b =

3
3
4
, α= ,β=
and with a convoluting
4
5
5

function placed at x = 3.
> pl1 := plot(eval(f[1](u), [a=1,alpha=3/5]), u=0..12,

legend=["f1(x)"], thickness=3, colour=blue):
pl2 := plot([[[0,0],[0,1]],[[3,0],[3,3/4]],[[3,0],[12,0]]],
colour=[blue,green,green], thickness=3, legend=["","",""]
):
pl3 := plot(eval(b*exp(-(beta*x-beta*u)), [b=3/4,beta=4/5, x=3]),
u=0..3, legend=["f2(x)"], thickness=3, colour=green):
pl4 := plot(eval(rhs(res), [a=1,b=1,alpha=3/5,beta=4/5]), x=0..12,
-0.05..1.1, colour=[red], thickness=3, legend=["convolution"]):
plots[display]([seq(pl||j, j=1..4)], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
labels=["x",""], title="convolution of two functions",
axes=frame, view=[-0.5..12,-0.05..1]);
convolution of two functions
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The red curve results from a product of the blue curve with the green curve as that green curve, initially with its
vertical bar at x = 0, slides to the right along the positive abscissal axis. The original function f1 x becomes
clearly modified as a result of convolution with f2 x : the red curve becomes spread as a result of that
convolution of the blue curve with the green curve. The red curve resembles the curve of concentration of a
radioactive element that is itself produced as a result of radioactive decay of another element.
As an example of autocorrelation, we consider a function with a formula f x defined by
> f := x -> piecewise(x<0, 0, x<1, 1-x, x>1, 0);
0
x !0
fdx1

1 Kx

x !1

0

1 !x

> plot(f, -1..2, -0.01..1.05, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=red,
thickness=3, axes=frame, title="function for autocorrelation");

(5.6)

function for autocorrelation
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The autocorrelation function of that formula becomes
> g := Int(conjugate(f(u))*f(u+x), u=-infinity..infinity)/
Int(conjugate(f(u))*f(u), u=-infinity..infinity);
N

gd

0

u !0

0

u Cx ! 0

1 Ku

u %1

1 Ku Kx

u Cx ! 1

0

1 !u

0

1 ! u Cx

du

KN

(5.7)

N

0

u !0

0

u !0

1 Ku

u %1

1 Ku

u !1

0

1 !u

0

1 !u

du

KN

> g := value(%);
x ! K1

0

gd3

x3
4
K2 Cx Kx2 C1
C C
3
3
2
1 Kx
3

3

C

K2 Cx

1 Kx
2
0

Cx Kx 1 Cx

x !0
(5.8)

2

C1 Kx Kx 1 Kx

x !1
1 %x

which we plot.
> plot(g, x=-1.5..1.5, axes=frame, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
thickness=2, title="autocorrelation function of (1 - x)", colour=
red);
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For the domain of interest, K1 ! x < 1,
> g := eval(op(1, g)*expand(op(6, op(2, eval(g)))));
1 3
3
gd
x K
x C1
2
2

(5.9)

> Int(g, x=-1..1) = int(g, x=-1..1);
1
K1

1 3
3
x K
x C1 dx = 2
2
2

(5.10)

As a result of normalization, when x = 0, γ = 1. Because an autocorrelation function must be an even function,
we replace x by x in this result.
> g := subs(x=abs(x), g);
x3
3 x
gd
K
C1
(5.11)
2
2
The area under the autocorrelation function is
> Int(g, x=-1..1) = int(g, x=-1..1);
1

K1

x3
3 x
3
K
C1 dx =
2
2
4

(5.12)

whereas the area under the original function is
> Int(f(x), x=-1..1) = int(f, -1..1);
1

0

x !0

1 Kx

x !1

0

1 !x

dx =

1
2

(5.13)

K1

Although the area under the unnormalized autocorrelation function, the integral in the numerator in the original
equation defining γ above, is the square of the area of the chosen function with formula f x , the area under
the autocorrelation function so normalized with the denominator is increased through that normalization.
As a second example of autocorrelation, we choose an exponential decay.

> assume(alpha>0);
f := x -> piecewise(x<0, 0, x>0, exp(-alpha*x));
0
x!0
fdx1
Kα$x
e
0 !x

(5.14)

The autocorrelation function is
> g := int(conjugate(f(u))*f(u+x), u=0..infinity)/
int(conjugate(f(u))*f(u), u=0..infinity);
α~ x 2

Kα~ x

e
gd2

e
2 α~

x !0

α~

Kα~ x

e
2 α~

(5.15)

0 %x

which we plot with α = 2 for both f x and γ.
> plot([eval(f(x), alpha=2), eval(g, alpha=2)], x=-4..4, thickness=
[3$2], axes=frame,
title="autocorrelation function of exp(-2*x)", linestyle=[dot,
dash],
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=[red, blue], legend=["f(x)",
"gamma"]);
autocorrelation function of exp(-2*x)
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As is invariably the case, this function γ is even; we hence simplify its form by
> g := eval(op(1, g)*op(3,g)*op(4, op(2, eval(g))));
g d eKα~ x

(5.16)

and replace x by x .
> g := subs(x=abs(x), g);
g d eKα~ x

(5.17)

e1.01 exercise
For the Hartley kernel cas θ , show that cos θ Ksin θ = cas Kθ

=

d
cas θ .
dθ

e1.02 exercise
Employing formulae presented in the overview above, calculate and plot Hartley transforms of the following
formulae, and compare the results with the corresponding Fourier transforms:
Kα t
i) an exponential decay e
multiplied by a Heaviside function to eliminate a contribution at negative time;
1
1
ii) a rectangular pulse that has unit amplitude between t = K and t =
and zero amplitude elsewhere;
2
2
Kα t
multiplied by a Heaviside function to eliminate a contribution at
iii) a critically damped pulse of form t e
negative time.

2 electron diffraction of gas
2.01 diffraction of electrons by gaseous samples
> restart:
When a beam of electrons interacts with a gaseous beam of molecules in an otherwise evacuated space,
scattering of these electrons occurs. The intensity of electrons scattered at a particular angle arises from three
effects: incoherent scattering occurs when an electron excites a molecule to a state of increased energy;
coherent atomic scattering likewise diminishes monotonically and rapidly with scattering angle θ; the coherent
molecular scattering arises from the interaction of the electrons with the field of electric potential in the
molecule due to the atomic nuclei and their surrounding electrons.
When gaseous molecules in a beam from a nozzle scatter electrons of kinetic energy of order 40 eV, also in
a beam in a perpendicular direction in an otherwise evacuated chamber, according to a common arrangement
for this experiment (from http://www.ged.chem.ed.ac.uk),

incoherent scattering of electrons occurs according to the Compton effect that is significant at only small angles
of deflexion, whereas coherent scattering, according to this formula due to Raimund Wierl (1931) and Herman
Mark,
8 π me e2

2

>>

Zi Kfi s

Zj Kfj s

sin s rij

, i s j,
s2 s2 s rij
yields information useful for structural analysis. In this formula in which the sums containing products
I φ = I0

h

i

j

Zi Kfi s

Zj Kfj s

s2

s2

are taken over all atomic centres i and j except i = j, I0 is the intensity of the

r
with
L
distance r from the centre of the photographic plate that is perpendicular to the beam of electrons; distance L
between the nozzle and the plate (typically in a range 0.2 -- 0.75 m); me is the electronic rest mass, e is the
magnitude of the electronic charge, and h is the Planck constant; Zi and Zj are atomic numbers of atomic
undeflected beam, I φ is the intensity scattered through the total angle φ of deflexion; tan φ =

centres i and j, separated distance rij . Rather than φ as a measure of scattering angle, a variable
4 π sin
s=

φ
2

λ
is convenient, in which λ is the wave length associated with electrons accelerated to a particular energy; the
dimension of this quantity is inverse length. Unlike xrays, electrons transfer momentum to both atomic nuclei
and their associated electrons; in the terms Zi Kfi s and Zj Kfj s , the former contribution, Zi or Zj , arises from
the contribution of scattering by atomic nuclei, and the latter, fi s or fj s , by electrons, with opposite signs.
Atomic scattering functions fi s and fj s indicate the scattering of incident electrons by the electrons within
a molecule and must be taken into account for the most accurate work; as neglect of these terms for test
molecules OSCl 2 and SO2 Cl 2 yielded structural parameters within experimental error of more accurate values
when that neglect was not practised, and as coherent atomic scattering exhibits no maxima, we neglect them as
a working approximation. Because the electronic contribution decays more rapidly with angle φ than the
nuclear contribution, the scattering at large angle is due primarily to the atomic nuclei. The other multiplicand
in the formula,
sin s rij
,
s rij
is a sinc function; when i = j for the same atom, this function assumes its limiting value, unity, for rij = 0, but
this value is precluded from the sum; otherwise this term produces an oscillating pattern. Gaseous molecules
scatter xrays, as in the original experiment by P. J. W. Debye on tetrachloromethane, but the weak interaction
requires a duration of hours to obtain a diffraction pattern, in contrast with scattering of electrons that yields an
amply intense pattern in about 1 s; the interaction of xrays with molecules is much weaker than the interactions
of electrons with molecules..
> plot(sin(theta)/theta, theta = 0..150, thickness=2, colour=red,
title="sinc function, sin(theta) / theta", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14]);
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For a diatomic molecular species as sample for this experiment, the scattering curve is just such a sinc
function, superimposed on the rapidly decreasing background according to s5 . For a polyatomic molecule the
sinc functions associated with the various interatomic distances are subject to constructive and destructive
interference, which yields a complicated pattern of the scattering curve. That quantity s5 in the denominator of
Wierl's formula causes scattering to become rapidly diminished as angle φ of deflexion increases; imposition of
a rotating sector of appropriate contour, between the intersection of the beams of electrons and molecules and
the detector, attenuates this effect. The detector, traditionally a photographic plate, overcomes the otherwise
3
substantial effect of this quantity. A rotating sector is designed to attenuate the scattering roughly as s for the
Z Kf s
following reason: each function
increases with scattering angle or s, which mitigates somewhat the
s2
effect of s2 in the denominator; the result is a variation of the total amplitude roughly according to sK3 . A
typical distance between the rotating sector and the photographic plate is 4 mm; the current of the beam of
electrons might be about 1 µA for a duration 30 s of exposure. Before use of this rotating sector facilitated
analysis of scattering curves, incorrect structures for dinitrogen oxide, topology NON instead of NNO by Mark
and Wierl, and diborane, topology H 3 BBH3 instead of H2 BH2 BH2 by Bauer in Pauling's laboratory, were
reported. Even though such a rotating sector substantially increases the duration required to record a diffraction
pattern, durations typically less than 90 s are required, involving consumption of a sample compound to only a
small extent. Until almost the present time, the preferred medium for recording the diffraction pattern has been
a photographic film or plate; the latter was then rotated about the origin defined by the undeflected beam on a
microphotometer or microdensitometer to yield a curve for molecular scattering. In 1931 Debye recognised the
relation between that scattering curve and a Fourier transform of a radial distribution, which yielded, for
Pauling and Brockway, consequently both values of structural parameters with enhanced accuracy and
information about internal motions within the molecules of the gaseous sample. Partly due to the decreasing
availability of photographic films and plates, electronic array detectors serve at present to collect the diffracted
electrons.
p2
, in which appears linear momentum p = me v, as a result of
2 me
h
acceleration through an electric potential difference V such that Ek = e V , and wave length λ =
according to
p
de Broglie's formula, we obtain a formula that relates the de Broglie length of a wave associated with electrons
accelerated through a particular electric potential.
For free electrons of kinetic energy Ek =

> E[k] := p^2/(2*m[e]);
2

Ek d

p
2 me

(8.1)

h
λ

(8.2)

> p := h/lambda;
pd
> 'E[k]' = E[k];
Ek =

h

2

2

(8.3)

2 λ me

The kinetic energy of the electrons arises from being accelerated across potential difference V, which produces
energy e V.
> rhs(%) = 'e*V';
h2
=eV
(8.4)
2
2 λ me
> lambda := op(map(abs, {solve(E[k] = e*V, lambda)})) assuming positive;
2 h
λd
(8.5)
2 e V me
We provide values of fundamental constants implicitly in SI units, and ignore at first the distinction between
the rest mass of an electron and the mass of an electron accelerated through only a moderate electric potential.
> h := 6.6260693e-34:
e := 1.60217653e-19:
m[e] := 9.1093826e-31:
> lambda := unapply(lambda, V);
8.672140870 10K10$ 2
λdV1
V

(8.6)

For V = 40000 V, the effective wave length is thus
> `lambda` = evalf(lambda(40000), 3)*m;
λ = 6.12 10K12 m

(8.7)

or about 6 10K12 m or 6 pm, much less than a typical smallest internuclear distance in a stable molecule that is
of order 10K10 m or 100 pm. The variation of electronic mass m0 with velocity v,
m0
me =
,
2
v
1K 2
c
requires a correction -- a decrease of wave length, by about 1 per cent for electrons accelerated through an
electric potential difference 40,000 V -- that must be taken into account for accurate work. Because this wave
length is much smaller than internuclear distances, the molecular scattering curve fluctuates satisfactorily
rapidly with scattering variable s to yield convenient scattering curves within readily attainable experimental
geometries involving angle φ, as illustrated below.
In the gaseous phase at a small total density, free molecules have translational, rotational and vibrational

energy appropriate to the temperature of the sample, and thus random orientation, but the presence of
internuclear distances rij in the formula above for scattering causes a cylindrically symmetric pattern of
intensity on the detector, called molecular scattering function I φ , about the direction of electrons in the
undeflected beam. The scattering pattern has no angular dependence, only a radial dependence from the centre
of the pattern defined by the undeflected beam of electrons, because the molecules in the gaseous sample are
rotating freely and thus have random orientations with respect to the beam of electrons at the instant of a
collision that results in the scattering. A Fourier transform of this scattering function I φ as F s yields a
radial distribution f x , which resembles a spectrum of internuclear distances.
N
K2 π i s x

f x =

F s e

ds

KN

As illustrations, we simulate the scattering curves for electron diffraction of a few molecular species and
calculate the corresponding radial distributions, assuming that a rotating sector has entirely eliminated the decay
K5
according to s in the observed scattering curve.
> restart:
> with(inttrans):
> simplify_exp := proc(a)
local a1, a11, a12, a121, a122, id, lc, tc, va;
if type(a, specfunc(algebraic, exp)) then
a1 := op(1,a);
if type(a1, `*`) and nops(a1)=2 then
a11,a12 := op(a1);
if type(a12, `^`) then
a121,a122 := op(a12);
if a122=2 then
id := indets(a121);
if nops(id)=1 then
va := id[1];
if type(a121, linear(va)) then
lc := coeff(a121, va, 1);
tc := coeff(a121, va, 0);
exp(a11*lc^2*(va+tc/lc)^2);
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
elif type(a, {complex(numeric), name}) then
a;
else map(procname, a);
end if;

end proc:
> Fourier := proc(f, l, nu)
local a,i;
if type(f, `+`) then
a := add(int(op(i,f)*exp(-I*l*nu), l=-infinity..infinity), i=1..
nops(f));
else
a := int(f*exp(-I*l*nu), l=-infinity..infinity);
end if;
simplify_exp(a);
end proc:
For vibrational amplitudes much smaller than the corresponding internuclear separations, we represent the
distribution of internuclear separation with a gaussian function centred at x0 , denoted x0, and with root-meansquared amplitude lij at temperature T , denoted dx, in this arrow function.
> gf := (x0, dx) ->

1/(sqrt(2*Pi)*dx)*exp(-(x-x0)^2/(2*dx^2));
K

gf d x0, dx 1

e

x K x0 2
2$dx2

(8.8)
2$π $dx

According to Wierl's formula above for the molecular scattering, its intensity is directly proportional to the
number of internuclear distances of a particular type and to the product of atomic numbers of the atomic
centres, and inversely proportional to that average internuclear distance. The latter quantity we include in the
denominator of the preceding formula in the arrow function; the remaining factors we enter in this quantity for
tetrachloromethane CCl4 , which compound was the first investigated by H. Mark and R. Wierl with this
experiment about year 1931: there are four C-Cl interatomic distances of length RCCl = 1.7653 10K10 m and
root-mean-squared amplitude lCCl = 5.05 10K12 m and six Cl-Cl interatomic distances of length RClCl = 2.8864
10

K10

m and root-mean-squared amplitude lClCl = 6.96 10K12 m [3]. For accelerating potential difference 40,

000 V for the electrons to be scattered, the wavelength is about 6.1 10K12 m, which is smaller than, and thus
K10
sensitive to, the internuclear distances; we assume 10 m as an implicit unit of length for rij and for the wave
length implied in s.
> f1 := 4*(2*6*17)*gf(1.7653,0.0505) + 6*(2*17*17)*gf(2.8864,0.0696):
A factor 2 appears in each term here because in Wierl's formula there appears a double summation over all
couples of atomic centres in the scattering species, except i = j; if one count only the couples of atomic centres
1
of the distinct types, so that i > j, that factor 2 would be absent. Assuming the factor 5 to have been
s
completely suppressed through an appropriate rotating sector, we take the inverse Fourier transform of this
function to simulate the molecular scattering curve,
> if1 := invfourier(f1, x, s);
2

2

if1 d 129.8704335 e1.765300000 I s K 0.001275125000 s C551.9493425 e2.886400000 I s K 0.002422080001 s

and plot it.
> plot(Im(if1), s=3..50,-650..650, view=[0..60,-650..650], colour=red,
title="molecular scattering of CCl4", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);

(8.9)
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For this simulation, we generated the molecular scattering function from s = 0 to s = N; in any experiment, the
range of s less than about 3 is immeasurable because that range is too near the undeflected beam of electrons;
measurement of the scattering function beyond s = 50 or 60 is difficult. In the above plot of the molecular
scattering function of CCl4 , we thus restrict the curve to domain s = 3 ..50; in some experiments the
corresponding domain might be only s = 7.8 .. 35, depending on the distance from the region of interaction to
the centre of the detector. Because of this truncation for practical reasons, an error from truncation or
termination or the molecular scattering arises in the Fourier transform, which yields small and spurious
contributions to the radial distribution not evident in our simulations. This curve above for molecular scattering
from CCl4 shows a gradually decaying oscillatory pattern, of which we take the Fourier transform,
> ff1 := Fourier(if1, s, x);
ff1 d 6446.275260 eK196.0592099

x K 1.765300000 2

C19878.33086 eK103.2170696

x K 2.886400000 2

and plot the resulting formula to show the radial distribution.
> plot(ff1, x=0..4, -100..20000, title="radial distribution of CCl4",
thickness=2,
colour=red, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], axes=frame, labels=["r /
10^-10 m",""]);

(8.10)
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The latter curve clearly shows two significant features of which, according to a classical interpretation, the
distance at the maximum extent of each signal indicates an internuclear separation and the width at half
maximum stature indicates the root-mean-squared amplitude of vibration. These two attributes are the primary
results of this experiment involving diffraction of a gaseous sample by electrons of energy in the indicated
range. We recover these attributes from this radial distribution by differentiation of the curve to find the
maxima of the distribution, from the first derivatives, and the points of inflexion, from the second derivatives.
K10
For instance, for the first feature, the maximum/10
m occurs at
> CCl := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x)=0, x=1.8));
CCl d 1.7653
(8.11)
and its points of inflexion/10K10 m are at
> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x$2)=0, x=1.8));
1.8158

(8.12)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x$2)=0, x=1.7));
1.7148

(8.13)

> vaCCl := evalf[5]((%%-%)/2);
vaCCl d 0.05050

(8.14)

One internuclear distance/10K10 m is hence 1.7653, and its root-mean-squared amplitude/10K10 m is 0.0505.
For the second feature, the maximum occurs at
> ClCl := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x)=0, x=2.9));
ClCl d 2.8864
(8.15)
and its points of inflexion/10K10 m are at
> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x$2)=0, x=2.9));
2.9560

(8.16)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x$2)=0, x=2.8));
2.8168

(8.17)

> vaClCl := evalf[5]((%%-%)/2);
vaClCl d 0.0696

(8.18)

K10

K10

Another internuclear distance/10
m is hence 2.8864 and its root-mean-squared amplitude/10
m of
vibration is 0.0696.
If we know that the gaseous sample contains only tetrachloromethane CCl 4 in a form of separate molecules,
the curve of radial distribution indicates internuclear distances of only two values, thus pertaining to distances
of only two types; there are hence internuclear distances between only C and Cl of one type and Cl and Cl of
another type, as only these possibilities of internuclear distances exist according to a formula CCl 4 . We apply
the information in this plot to deduce that all distances between each two atomic centres of a particular type are
the same, that the less intense feature corresponds to an internuclear distance, of particular value RCCl =
(1.7675+0.0020) 10K10 m, between C and Cl because the atomic number of C is smaller than of Cl, that the more
intense feature thus corresponds to an internuclear distance, of particular value RClCl = (2.8864+0.0021)
10K10 m, between Cl and Cl; the uncertainties in these distances result from additional information from this
experiment that is not present in merely that radial distribution above. The angle between any two C-Cl
internuclear vectors, according to the cosine law
2
2
2
c = a Cb K2 a b cos acb ,
for which we solve for the cosine of the angle and from it obtain the angle, first in radians,
> alpha := arccos(solve(2.8864^2 = 1.7653^2 + 1.7653^2
- 2*1.7653*1.7653*c, c));
α d 1.914245765
(8.19)
then in degrees,
> evalf(%*180/Pi, 6)*deg;
(8.20)

109.679 deg
o

-- any slight difference of output values from tetrahedral angle 1.9106 rad or 109.47 might result not from
rounding or other experimental error but from a shrinkage effect, explained below; the molecule CCl4 has thus
a symmetric tetrahedral disposition of Cl atomic centres arranged about a central C atomic centre. We plot this
structure according to a model of spherical atoms slightly overlapping. Such a tetrahedral structure is most
readily generated from points at alternate corners of a cube; the diagonal of one face is the distance between Cl
and Cl; with the carbon atomic centre at the centre of the cube as the origin, the coordinate of Cl along each
axis must be
> evalf(sqrt(2.8864^2/2)/2);
1.020496506
(8.21)
so + 1.0205 10K10 m. In this plot we assume 10K10 m as a unit of distance.
> rC := 0.87: rCl := 1.30: cond := rCl, colour=green:
sC := plottools[sphere]([0,0,0], rC, colour=black):
sCl1 := plottools[sphere]([-1.0205,-1.0205,-1.0205], cond):
sCl2 := plottools[sphere]([1.0205,1.0205,-1.0205], cond):
sCl3 := plottools[sphere]([-1.0205,1.0205,1.0205], cond):
sCl4 := plottools[sphere]([1.0205,-1.0205,1.0205], cond):
plots[display]([sC,seq(sCl||j, j=1..4)], axes = normal,
scaling = constrained, view = [-2.4..2.4,-2.4..2.4,-2.4..2.4],
style = patchnogrid, axes = boxed, tickmarks = [2,2,2],
title="tetrachloromethane, C black, Cl green",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[-135,45]);

tetrachloromethane, C black, Cl green

Although in this plot we represent the atomic centres as overlapping or interpenetrating spheres, the electronic
distributions within the atomic centres within molecules are intrinsically aspherical; the profile of a feature in a
radial distribution is asymmetric because motions of atomic centres are not harmonic. An analysis of the
profile of a feature as a function of temperature can yield information about the anharmonic nature of the
vibrations.
Applying xrays of appropriate wave length instead of electrons for this diffraction experiment would yield
similar results, but an exposure of the photographic film or detector would require hours for xrays instead of 1 s
for electrons, or 30 s for electrons subjected to attenuation with a rotating sector, because the interaction of
electrons with the scattering centres is much more intense than for xrays.
For such an analysis, knowledge of the content of the sample, or of the nature of the scattering particles, is
essential: if a sample that interacted with electrons in the beam comprised liquid CCl 4 as micro-droplets
instead of separate molecules, the scattering curve would differ appreciably from that displayed above.
Analogously, if ozone O3 had as shape an equilateral triangle instead of an isosceles triangle, distinguishing
between trioxygen O 3 and dioxygen O2 would be impracticable on the basis of the molecular scattering
function or the corresponding radial distribution. If the molecules in the sample include isomers present in
thermal equilibrium at the temperature of the experiment, such as nitritomethane H 3 CONO present as s-cisoid
and s-transoid rotational isomers, the interatomic distances in both isomers contribute to the scattering curve and
confuse its interpretation.
Our next example is trichlorophosphorus, PCl 3 for which experiment might yield a curve for molecular
scattering resembling the following. The data and uncertainties on the molecular parameters are taken from the
literature cited.
> f1 := 3*(2*15*17)*gf(2.039,0.0501) + 3*(2*17*17)*gf(3.130,0.0834):
> if1 := invfourier(f1, x, s);
2

2

if1 d 243.5070629 e2.039000000 I s K 0.001255005000 s C275.9746712 e3.130000000 I s K 0.003477780000 s

(8.22)

We plot this curve.
> plot(Im(if1), s=3..50,-650..650, view=[0..60,-650..650], colour=red,
title="molecular scattering of PCl3", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
molecular scattering of PCl3
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On Fourier transformation,
> ff1 := Fourier(if1, s, x);
ff1 d 12183.26724 eK199.2023936

x K 2.039000000 2

C8294.555323 eK71.88493809

x K 3.130000000 2

that scattering curve yields this radial distribution.
> plot(ff1, x=0..4, -100..13000, title="radial distribution of PCl3",
thickness=2,
colour=red, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], axes=frame, labels=["r /
10^-10 m",""]);
radial distribution of PCl3
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(8.23)

The latter curve clearly shows two features of which, according to a classical interpretation, the distance at the
maximum stature of each signal indicates an internuclear separation; the width at half maximum stature
indicates the root-mean-squared amplitude of vibration. These two attributes are the primary results of this
experiment involving diffraction of a gaseous sample by electrons of energy in the indicated range. We recover
these attributes from this radial distribution by differentiation of the curve to find the maxima of the
distribution, from the first derivatives, and the points of inflexion, from the second derivatives. For instance,
K10
for the first feature, the maximum/10
m occurs at
> PCl := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x)=0, x=2.05));
PCl d 2.0390
(8.24)
K10

and its points of inflexion/10
m are at
> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x$2)=0, x=2.1));
2.0891

(8.25)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x$2)=0, x=2.0));
1.9889

(8.26)

> vaPCl := evalf[5]((%%-%)/2);
vaPCl d 0.05015

(8.27)

One internuclear distance/10K10 m is hence 2.0390, and its root-mean-squared amplitude/10K10 m is 0.05015.
For the second feature, the maximum occurs at
> ClCl := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x)=0, x=3.1));
ClCl d 3.1300
(8.28)
and its points of inflexion/10K10 m are at
> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x$2)=0, x=3.2));
3.2134

(8.29)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x$2)=0, x=3.1));
3.0466

(8.30)

> vaClCl := evalf[5]((%%-%)/2);
vaClCl d 0.0834

(8.31)

According to the cosine law we find the angle between the P-Cl bonds, first in radians,
> alpha := arccos(solve(3.130^2 = 2.0390^2 + 2.0390^2
- 2*2.0390*2.0390*c, c));
α d 1.749967558

(8.32)

then in degrees,
> evalf[4](%*180/Pi)*deg;
100.3 deg
With this information we plot the structure.
> rP := 1.40: rCl := 1.20: cond := rCl, colour=green:
sP := plottools[sphere]([0,0,0.9446], rP, colour=red):
sCl1 := plottools[sphere]([-1.807,0,0], cond):
sCl2 := plottools[sphere]([0.9035,1.565,0], cond):
sCl3 := plottools[sphere]([0.9035,-1.565,0], cond):
plots[display]([sP,seq(sCl||j, j=1..3)], axes = normal,
scaling = constrained, view = [-3.2..2.4,-2.9..2.9,-1.4..2.4],

(8.33)

style = patchnogrid, axes = boxed, tickmarks = [2,2,2],
title="trichlorophosphorus PCl3, P red, Cl green",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[-30,50]);
trichlorophosphorus PCl3, P red, Cl green

The major information from such an experiment of electron diffraction of a gaseous sample hence comprises
interatomic distances and the amplitudes of vibration. For such experiments, PCl3 was selected [K. Hedberg,
M. Iwasaki, Journal of Chemical Physics, 36 (3), 589 -598, 1962] because the atomic numbers of P, Z = 15, and
Cl, Z = 17, are similar, enabling a minimum error of phase shift; this molecule has a simple structure,
comprising only two interatomic distances according to the radial distribution, P-Cl and Cl-Cl, enabling an
accurate evaluation of the radial distribution and a minimum correlation of errors; the wavenumbers associated
with the fundamental modes of molecular vibrations lie in a range ν/mK1 18000 - 52000; these modes are ν/m
K1
ν1 (A 1 ) at 51,400, ν2 (A 1 ) at 25,600, ν3 (E) at 48,200, ν4 (E) at 18,400. Because these wavenumbers are
comparable with thermal energy at 300 K, equivalent to ~20,000 m K1 , excited vibrational states that can be
readily populated produce enhanced vibrational amplitudes. The analysis of the radial distribution obtained
from the experimental scattering curve obtained at T/K = 300 and 505 yielded this information about the
internuclear distances, angle between the bonds and root-mean-square amplitudes of vibration.
T/K
300
505
K10
rP K Cl /10
m
2.039+0.0014
2.045+0.0016
rCl K Cl /10 K10 m
L Cl-P-Cl / deg
lP K Cl /10 K10 m

3.130+0.0026
100.27+0.09
0.0501+0.0013

3.142+0.0048
100.40+0.16
0.0594+0.0017

lCl K Cl /10 K10 m

0.0834+0.0023

0.1097+0.00357

The distances obtained from the pure rotational transitions in the microwave region are rP K Cl /10 K10 m =

K10

2.043 and rCl K Cl /10
m = 3.134, in satisfactory agreement. From an analysis of the vibrational amplitudes
in conjunction with the known wavenumbers associated with the fundamental vibrational modes of PCl3 , these
principal force coefficients/N m
2V=
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K1

were derived for a full quadratic valence force field:
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K1

The values of the force coefficients/N m are fr = 282.9 + 37.4, frr = 58.9 + 29.8, fθ = 27.8 + 3.8, fθ θ = 45.5
+ 3.9, fr θ = 27.3 + 21.2, fr θ `'` = 7.1 + 28.0.
Because of the finite range of s for which measurements of I s were practicable and because of possible
K4
imperfection in the profile of the rotating sector to overcome the factor s , the molecular scattering curve thus
truncated from experiment typically fails to yield a radial distribution with flat regions between the putative
gaussian features, apart from random experimental error in the scattering curve due to statistical fluctuation of
intensity reflecting a finite duration of measurement. The radial distribution might hence contain weak and
spurious maxima, but, for satisfactory experimental conditions, the interpretation of the radial distribution for
simple molecular samples is direct. In practice, the values of molecular parameters are derived directly from
the molecular scattering curve according to a statistical fitting procedure based on trial structural parameters,
which are then adjusted to yield the best fit..
Our next example is carbon dioxide, for which experiment might yield a curve for molecular scattering
resembling the following. The data and uncertainties on the molecular parameters are taken from the literature
cited.
> f2 := 2*(2*6*8)*gf(1.1642,0.0348) + 1*(2*8*8)*gf(2.3249,0.042):
> if2 := invfourier(f2, x, s);
2

2

if2 d 30.55774906 e1.164200000 I s K 0.0006055200000 s C20.37183270 e2.324900000 I s K 0.0008820000001 s

(8.34)

> plot(Im(if2), s=3..50, -50..50, title="molecular scattering of CO2",
view=[0..60,-50..50], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=
red);
molecular scattering of CO2
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> ff2 := Fourier(if2, s, x);
ff2 d 2201.060856 eK412.8682785

x K 1.164200000 2

C1215.824092 eK283.4467120

x K 2.324900000 2

(8.35)

that scattering curve yields this radial distribution.
> plot(ff2, x=0..3, -10..2250, title="radial distribution of CO2",
thickness=2,
colour=red, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], axes=frame, labels=["x/10^-10
m",""]);
radial distribution of CO2
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We recover these attributes from this radial distribution by differentiation of the curve to find the maxima of the
distribution, from the first derivatives, and the points of inflexion, from the second derivatives. For instance,
K10
m occurs at
for the first feature, the maximum/10
> CO := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff2,x)=0, x=1.15));
CO d 1.1642
(8.36)
and its points of inflexion/10K10 m are at
> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff2,x$2)=0, x=1.2));
1.1990

(8.37)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff2,x$2)=0, x=1.12));
1.1294

(8.38)

> vaCO := evalf[4]((%%-%)/2);
vaCO d 0.0350

(8.39)

Hence the internuclear distance/10K10 m is 1.1642 and the root-mean-squared amplitude/10K10 m of that
internuclear distance is 0.0348. For the second feature, the maximum/10K10 m occurs at
> OO := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff2,x)=0, x=2.3));
OO d 2.3249
(8.40)
and its points of inflexion/10K10 m are at
> evalf[4](fsolve(diff(ff2,x$2)=0, x=2.35));
2.367

(8.41)

> evalf[4](fsolve(diff(ff2,x$2)=0, x=2.27));
2.283

(8.42)

> vaOO := evalf[4]((%%-%)/2);
vaOO d 0.042

(8.43)

K10

The corresponding internuclear distance / 10
m is hence R = 2.3249; the root-mean-squared amplitude/
K10
10
m of vibration of that internuclear distance is l = 0.042. The interbond angle in carbon dioxide must be
o
K10
π rad or 180 as the single O-O distance, ROO = (2.3249+0.0042) 10 m with its root mean squared amplitude
lOO = 4.20 10

K12

m, is essentially twice the C-O distance, RCO = (1.1642+0.0003) 10

K10

m with its root mean

squared amplitude lCO = 3.48 10K12 m [4]; the uncertainties result from the original authors, not from the data
K10

presented here. The slight discrepancy / 10
m, between the C-O distance and half the O-O distance,
> shrinkage := evalf[5](2.3249-2*1.1642);
shrinkage d K0.0035

(8.44)

(2.3249+0.042) K2 (1.1642+0.035) = K0.0035, which is smaller than the amplitudes of vibration, is attributed
to shrinkage [5]: on angular deformation during vibration, the atomic centres follow curvilinear paths, not
rectilinear or rigorously perpendicular to the equilibrium internuclear axis; this interpretation is consistent with
the dependence of the apparent internuclear distances on temperature: with increasing temperature causing an
increased extent of vibrational energy, the amplitude of vibration and the mean C-O distance increases, but the
O-O distance decreases as the amplitude of angular deformation increases [4]. When we evaluate the interbond
angle of CO2 according to the specific internuclear distances calculated above, we obtain, first in radians,
> alpha := evalf[5](arccos(solve(2.3249^2 = 1.1642^2 + 1.1642^2
- 2*1.1642*1.1642*c, c)));
α d 3.0319

(8.45)

then in degrees.
> evalf[5](evalf(%*180/Pi, 6))*deg;
173.72 deg

(8.46)

This value is apparently different from π rad or 180 o , which is an artefact of the shrinkage effect. If this
interbond angle were correct, the symmetry of CO2 would pertain to point group C 2 v, like that of water, but CO
2 is amply confirmed from other experimental information to have a collinear conformation of the atomic
centres at equilibrium. The effect of the shrinkage is hence to diminish the symmetry of the molecule in this
case. The first precise evaluations of mean vibrational amplitudes resulted from experiments on CO2 and CCl4
[5]. We plot this structure of CO 2 .
> rC := 0.67: rO := 0.8: cond := rO, colour=cyan:
sC := plottools[sphere]([0,0,0], rC, colour=black):
sO1 := plottools[sphere]([0,0,-1.1642], cond):
sO2 := plottools[sphere]([0,0,1.1642], cond):
plots[display]([sC,seq(sO||j, j=1..2)], axes = normal,
scaling = constrained, view = [-1..1,-1..1,-2.0..2.0],
style = patchnogrid, axes = boxed, tickmarks = [2,2,2],
title="carbon dioxide, C black, O cyan",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[-135,45]);

carbon dioxide, C black, O cyan

To demonstrate the nature of this shrinkage effect, we form a diagram to illustrate the paths of atomic
centres during an angular deformation of molecule CO2 ; the amplitudes of this vibration are exaggerated for
illustrative effect; the relative sizes of atomic centres are understated for the same reason.
> p1 := plottools[disk]([0,0], 0.2, colour=red):
p2 := plottools[disk]([-1.1642,0], 0.25, colour=cyan):
p3 := plottools[disk]([1.1642,0], 0.25, colour=cyan):
p4 := plottools[line]([-1.1642,-0.5], [-1.1642,0.5], colour=green,
linestyle=dash, thickness=2):
p5 := plottools[line]([1.1642,-0.5], [1.1642,0.5], colour=green,
linestyle=dash, thickness=2):
p6 := plottools[arc]([0, 0], 1.1642, -8/7*Pi..-6/7*Pi,
colour=green, thickness=3):
p7 := plottools[arc]([0, 0], 1.1642, -1/7*Pi..1/7*Pi,
colour=green, thickness=3):
p8 := plots[textplot]([1.05,0.54, "A"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,14]):
p9 := plots[textplot]([1.17,0.54, "A'"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,14]):
p10 := plots[textplot]([-1.05,0.54, "A"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,14]):
p11 := plots[textplot]([-1.17,0.54, "A'"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,14]):
p12 := plots[textplot]([-0.0,0.04, "C"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,18]):
p13 := plots[textplot]([-1.1642,0.04, "O"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,18]):
p14 := plots[textplot]([1.1642,0.04, "O"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,18]):
p15 := plot(0, -1..1,title="Atoms move on curvilinear, not

rectilinear, paths.",
titlefont=[TIMES,ROMAN,16]):
plots[display]([seq(p||j, j=1..15)], view=[-1.5..1.5, -0.55..0.55],
scaling=constrained);
Atoms move on curvilinear, not rectilinear, paths.
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The plot above shows the atomic centres in their relative equilibrium positions, and their paths for the angular
deformation, rectilinear and curvilinear.
> p1 := plottools[disk]([0,0], 0.2, colour=red):
p2 := plottools[disk]([-1.05,0.5], 0.25, colour=cyan):
p3 := plottools[disk]([1.05,0.5], 0.25, colour=cyan):
p4 := plottools[line]([-1.1642,-0.5], [-1.1642,0.5], colour=green,
linestyle=dash, thickness=2):
p5 := plottools[line]([1.1642,-0.5], [1.1642,0.5], colour=green,
linestyle=dash, thickness=2):
p6 := plottools[arc]([0, 0], 1.1642, -8/7*Pi..-6/7*Pi,
colour=green, thickness=3):
p7 := plottools[arc]([0, 0], 1.1642, -1/7*Pi..1/7*Pi,
colour=green, thickness=3):
p8 := plots[textplot]([1.05,0.54, "A"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,14]):
p9 := plots[textplot]([1.17,0.54, "A'"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,14]):
p10 := plots[textplot]([-1.05,0.54, "A"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,14]):
p11 := plots[textplot]([-1.17,0.54, "A'"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,14]):
p12 := plots[textplot]([-0.0,0.04, "C"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,18]):
p13 := plots[textplot]([-1.05,0.65, "O"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,18]):
p14 := plots[textplot]([1.05,0.65, "O"], font=[TIMES,ROMAN,18]):
p15 := plot(0, -1..1,title="Atoms move on curvilinear, not
rectilinear, paths.",
titlefont=[TIMES,ROMAN,16]):
plots[display]([seq(p||j, j=1..15)], view=[-1.5..1.5, -0.55..0.75],

scaling=constrained);
Atoms move on curvilinear, not rectilinear, paths.
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The plot above shows atomic centres O in their displaced positions along the curvilinear paths, relative to
atomic centre C at the origin. The distance between points A located at the atomic centres along the arcs of
circles centred at the origin is evidently less than the distance between points A' along straight lines
perpendicular to the internuclear axis, and consequently less than twice the distance between atomic centres C
and O in their relative equilibrium positions.
For C3 O2 with a nominally linear equilibrium conformation corresponding to O-C-C-C-O, the shrinkage
effects for the distance between the terminal atomic centres, both O, are much larger than for CO2 ; the
shrinkage/ 10K10 m of this O-O distance with temperature is determined from experiment to be 0.140 at 237 K
and 0.198 at 508 K, larger than the root-mean-squared amplitudes of vibration between the O atoms along the
internuclear axis, 0.078 in the same units at 237 K and 0.129 at 508 K, whereas the apparent C-C distance/
10K10 m increases from 1.2938+0.0015 to 1.2992+0.0010 over the same range of temperature [A. Almenningen,
S. P. Arnesen, O. Bastiansen, H. M. Seip, R. Seip, Chemical Physics Letters, 1 (12), 599-603, 1968]. That large
shrinkage effect is associated with a vibrational mode involving angular deformation described as the two CCO
groups bending at the central C atomic centre; that mode of fundamental vibration is associated with a
particularly small wavenumber, 1825.58 m K1 [J. vander Auwera, J. W. C. Johns, O. L. Polyansky, Journal of
1
Chemical Physics, 95 (4), 2299 - 2316, 1991], less than
of wavenumber, 66730 m K1 , for the mode of
36
fundamental vibration involving angular deformation of CO2 . The apparent angle between the OCC and CCO
groups at 237 K is
> alpha :=evalf[5]( arccos(solve(4.787^2 = 2.4618^2 + 2.4618^2
- 2*2.4618*2.4618*c, c)));
α d 2.6694
(8.47)
> evalf[4](evalf(%*180/Pi, 6))*deg;
152.9 deg

(8.48)

and at 508 K is
> alpha := evalf[5](arccos(solve(4.7356^2 = 2.4665^2 + 2.4665^2
- 2*2.4665*2.4665*c, c)));
α d 2.5739

(8.49)

> evalf[4](evalf(%*180/Pi, 6))*deg;
147.5 deg

(8.50)

whereas accurate spectral data and the lack of a net electric dipolar moment confirm that OCCCO has indeed a
linear equilibrium conformation.
Although this shrinkage is most clearly evident for linear molecules, it affects the determination of structure
of all molecules from experiments on electron diffraction. With this technique involving the diffraction of
electrons from randomly oriented molecules in a dilute gaseous sample, one measures the thermal average of
each internuclear distance; for this reason the apparent interbond angle differs from the equilibrium value, as
this shrinkage has the effect of increasing or decreasing internuclear distances relative to their equilibrium
2π
o
separations. For instance, for N(SiH 3 )3 , angle Si - N - Si appeared to be smaller than
rad or 120 ,
3
implying a structure pyramidal at N as in N(CH 3 )3 , from such an effect that decreases distance Si-Si; the heavy
atoms adopt a planar conformation in the equilibrium structure, unlike NF 3 . Just as for CO 2 and for C 3 O2 , the
effect of shrinkage is to make linear molecules appear non-linear; similar effects for planar molecules might
make them appear non-planar.
The next example involves thionyl bromide OSBr2 , first its scattering curve,
> f3 := 1*(2*16*8)*gf(1.448,0.029) + 2*(2*16*35)*gf(2.225,0.058) +
2*(2*8*35)*gf(3.022,0.082) + (2*35*35)*gf(3.408,0.098):
> if3 := invfourier(f3, x, s);
3.022000000 I s K 0.003362000000 s2

if3 d 178.2535362 e

2.225000000 I s K 0.001682000001 s2

C356.5070725 e

2

(8.51)
2

C389.9296104 e3.408000000 I s K 0.004801999998 s C40.74366543 e1.448000000 I s K 0.0004205000000 s

> plot(Im(if3), s=3..50, -600..600, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=
red,
title="molecular scattering of OSBr2", view=[0..60,-600..600]);
molecular scattering of OSBr2
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and then its radial distribution from the Fourier transform of the scattering curve.
> ff3 := Fourier(if3, s, x);
ff3 d 5448.967730 eK74.36049970

x K 3.022000000 2

C15407.42600 eK148.6325802

x K 2.225000000 2

(8.52)

K52.06164100 x K 3.408000000 2

C9973.557008 e

K594.5303211 x K 1.448000000 2

C3521.697372 e

> plot(ff3, x=0..4, -100..16000, title="radial distribution of OSBr2",
axes=frame,
colour=red, thickness=2, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], labels=
["x/10^-10 m",""]);
radial distribution of OSBr2
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Analysis of this curve, according to the procedure applied above for CO2 and CCl4 , indicates the following
structural parameters with S as the central atomic centre: S-O (1.448+0.004)10K10 m and l=2.9 10K12 m, S-Br
(2.225+0.005) 10K10 m with l = 5.8 10K12 m, Br-O (3.022+0.007) 10K10 m with l = 8.2 10K12 m, Br-Br
(3.408+0.008) 10K10 m with l = 9.8 10K12 m, angle Br-S-O (107.4+0.2)o and angle Br-S-Br (98.1+0.2)o . In the
radial distribution, lines for O-Br and Br-Br distances are slightly overlapped but still distinct [6]. We plot this
structure.
> sS := plottools[sphere]([0,0,0], 1.0, colour=yellow):
sO := plottools[sphere]([0,0,-1.448], 0.80, colour=cyan):
sBr1 := plottools[sphere]([1.704,1.2364,0.7200], 1.4, colour=violet):
sBr2 := plottools[sphere]([-1.704,1.2364,0.7200], 1.4, colour=violet):
plots[display]([sS,sO,sBr1,sBr2], axes = normal,
scaling = constrained, view = [-3.5..3.5,-1.2..2.8,-2.5..2.5],
style = patchnogrid, axes = boxed, tickmarks = [2,2,2],
title="thionyl bromide, Br violet, O cyan, S yellow",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[-60,-160]);

thionyl bromide, Br violet, O cyan, S yellow

This example involves sulfuryl chloride SO2 Cl 2 , first its scattering curve,
> f4 := 2*(2*16*8)*gf(1.418,0.029) + 2*(2*16*17)*gf(2.012,0.048)
+ 1*(2*8*8)*gf(2.494,0.073) + 4*(2*8*17)*gf(2.794,0.072)
+ 1*(2*17*17)*gf(3.087,0.082):
> if4 := expand(invfourier(f4, x, s)):
> plot(Im(if4), s=3..50, -280..280, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=
red,
title="molecular scattering of SO2Cl2", view=[0..60,-280..280]);

molecular scattering of SO2Cl2
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and then its radial distribution from the Fourier transform of the scattering curve. If numerical problems arise
with this Fourier transform, a Fourier cosine transform might succeed instead.
> fc := Fourier(if4,s,x);
fc d 699.5152308 eK93.82623382

x K 2.494000000 2

C2812.056561 eK74.36049970

C9042.691685 eK217.0138889

x K 3.087000000 2

x K 2.012000000 2

C6028.461123 eK96.45061728

x K 2.794000000 2

K594.5303210 x K 1.418000000 2

C7043.394737 e

> plot(Re(fc), x=0..4, -100..10000,title="radial distribution of
SO2Cl2", axes=frame,
colour=red, thickness=2, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], labels=
["x/10^-10 m",""]);
radial distribution of SO2Cl2
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(8.53)

Analysis of such a curve derived for this molecule indicates the following structural parameters with S as the
K10
K12
K10
central atomic centre: RSO = (1.418+0.003)10 m and lSO = 3.79 10 m, RSCl = (2.012+0.004) 10 m with
lSCl = 4.8 10

K12

lOCl = 7.2 10

K12

m, ROO = (2.494+0.006) 10

K10

m, RClCl = (3.087+0.007) 10
o

m with lOO = 7.3 10

K10

K12

m with lClCl = 8.2 10

m, ROCl = (2.794+0.006) 10

K12

K10

m with

o

m, angle O-S-O (123.5+0.2) , angle O-

o

S-Cl (108.0+0.1) and angle Cl-S-Cl (100.3+0.2) [8]. In the radial distribution, features for O-O, O-Cl and ClCl distances are overlapped but still distinguishable. We plot this structure.
> sS := plottools[sphere]([0,0,0], 1.0, colour=yellow):
sO1 := plottools[sphere]([0,-1.247,0.675], 0.80, colour=cyan):
sO2 := plottools[sphere]([0,1.247,0.675], 0.80, colour=cyan):
sCl1 := plottools[sphere]([1.544,0,-1.2906], 1.24, colour=green):
sCl2 := plottools[sphere]([-1.544,0,-1.2906], 1.24, colour=green):
plots[display]([sS,sO1,sO2,sCl1,sCl2], axes = normal,
scaling = constrained, view = [-3.0..3.0,-2.5..2.5,-2.7..1.5],
style = patchnogrid, axes = boxed, tickmarks = [2,2,2],
title="sulfuryl chloride, Cl green, O cyan, S yellow",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[65,75]);
sulfuryl chloride, Cl green, O cyan, S yellow

For molecules with more numerous atomic centres, the radial distribution might include severe overlapping
such that, for CrO2 F2 for instance, only two separate lines appear in that radial distribution -- one for Cr-O and
Cr-F distances together and another for O-O, O-F and F-F distances together [2]. In such a case, a model for
fitting, according to a criterion of least squares of residuals between observed and calculated scattering curves,
is necessary, but structural parameters are still derived with satisfactory accuracy; the radial distribution
nevertheless assists one to discover an appropriate initial model for the refinement, and eventually provides for

a reader a visual depiction of the quality of the fit. For O 3 Cl F, although signals in the radial distribution for
distances ClF and ClO are reasonably distinguishable, the signals for distances OF and OO overlap strongly; an
accurate evaluation of interbond angles is thus made difficult. Another problem arises, even for molecules
containing few atomic centres, in locating hydrogen atomic centres; because the area of a signal in the curve of
a radial distribution is approximately proportional to a product of atomic numbers, Z1 Z2 , for small Z such
signals might be obscured by artefacts of the experiment mentioned above. For SPHF2 for instance [9], the
signal corresponding to a PH distance is about 0.05 that of a PF distance. A combination of data from
measurements of electron diffraction with data of rotational parameters from microwave spectra of gaseous
samples or with direct dipolar coupling parameters from spectra due to nuclear magnetic resonance of solutes in
liquid-crystalline solvents is an effective approach to solve the structure of a complicated molecule.
A classical molecular structure deduced from measurements of the diffraction of electrons from a gaseous
sample might not coincide with that deduced from measurements of diffraction of xrays from a crystalline
specimen: for instance, in its crystalline form, the structure of B 2 Cl 4 is interpreted to be planar according to
point group D 2 h that implies three distinct Cl -- Cl distances, whereas in a gaseous sample the molecular
structure, according to the radial distribution of B2 Cl 4 there are only two Cl - Cl distances/10

K10

m at 3.01 and

π
rad with respect to the other, accordingly
2
belonging to point group D2 d , confirming deductions from vibration-rotational spectra of the gaseous
4.09, so interpreted in terms of one BCl 2 moiety twisted by

compound. In contrast, for B2 F4 there are three F - F distances/10K10 m at 2.245, 3.087 and 3.817,
K1

corresponding to a planar equilibrium conformation of point group D 2 h ; the deduced barrier/kJ mol to
internal rotation is, however, small -- only 1.76, in contrast to 7.74 for B 2 Cl 4 . As other instances, biphenyl (C
π
rad; of
4
gauche and anti rotational isomers as conformers of HSCH 2 CH2 SH in the gaseous and liquid phases, only the
anti form persists in the crystal according to an interpretation of the Raman spectrum [Indian Journal of
Physics (1971), 45(7), 337-8].
Measurements of the diffraction of electrons by atoms and molecules at small angles provide information on
the electronic distribution; the electronic density can be determined for atoms but not for molecules.
Diffraction of xrays by atoms and molecules in a gaseous sample likewise provides information about the
electronic density. Information from electron diffraction of gaseous samples combined with information from
microwave and infrared spectra of gaseous samples, or from spectra due to nuclear magnetic resonance of
solutes in liquid crystals, or with calculations of molecular electronic structure, provides a means to overcome
the practical limitations of electron diffraction for large molecules with overlapping features in the radial
distribution. The strength of interaction between radiation and molecular matter increases in the order neutron,
xray and electron; the penetration of electrons of only moderate energy in a beam into a crystal or a liquid
sample is hence slight; information obtained from such experiments pertains to only a superficial region. As
the constituents in such beams interact with distinct aspects of a sample, the information obtained from
experiments with beams of multiple types tends to be complementary, not primarily duplicatory.
I thank Professors K. Hedberg and D. W. H. Rankin for helpful information.
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x2.1 example, analysis of scattering curve from electron diffraction of gaseous methanal
> restart:
> with(inttrans):
> gf := (x0, dx) -> 1/(sqrt(2*Pi)*dx)*exp(-(x-x0)^2/(2*dx^2)):
If our experiment yielded a curve for molecular scattering resembling the following,
> f7 := 1*(2*6*8)*gf(1.208,0.0385) + 2*(2*6*1)*gf(1.116,0.0802)
+ 2*(2*8*1)*gf(2.032,0.0945) + 1*(2*1*1)*gf(1.8928,0.1283):
> if7 := invfourier(f7, x, s):
> plot(Im(if7), s=3..50, -25..25, title="molecular scattering of H2CO",
colour=red, view=[0..60,-25..25], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
molecular scattering of H2CO
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on Fourier transformation, according to the function defined in chapter 2,
> simplify_exp := proc(a)
local a1, a11, a12, a121, a122, id, lc, tc, va;
if type(a, specfunc(algebraic, exp)) then
a1 := op(1,a);
if type(a1, `*`) and nops(a1)=2 then
a11,a12 := op(a1);
if type(a12, `^`) then
a121,a122 := op(a12);
if a122=2 then
id := indets(a121);
if nops(id)=1 then
va := id[1];
if type(a121, linear(va)) then

60

lc := coeff(a121, va, 1);
tc := coeff(a121, va, 0);
exp(a11*lc^2*(va+tc/lc)^2);
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
elif type(a, {complex(numeric), name}) then
a;
else map(procname, a);
end if;
end proc:
> Fourier := proc(f, l, nu)
local a,i;
if type(f, `+`) then
a := add(int(op(i,f)*exp(-I*l*nu), l=-infinity..infinity), i=1..
nops(f));
else
a := int(f*exp(-I*l*nu), l=-infinity..infinity);
end if;
simplify_exp(a);
end proc:
> ff := Fourier(if7, s, x);
ff d 994.7651662 eK337.3250127

x K 1.208000000 2

C6.218897590 eK30.37502832

C119.3842235 eK77.73583500

x K 1.892800000 2

x K 1.116000000 2

C135.0915658 eK55.98947400

x K 2.032000000 2

that scattering curve yields this radial distribution.
> plot(ff, x=0..4, -10..1100, title="radial distribution of H2CO",
colour=red, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], axes=frame, labels=["x/10^-10
m",""]);

(9.1)

radial distribution of H2CO
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Assuming gaussian profiles, we solve for pertinent attributes.
> dOH := fsolve(diff(ff,x)=0, x=2.0);
dOH d 2.030065395

(9.2)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff,x$2)=0, x=2.1));
2.1256

(9.3)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff,x$2)=0, x=1.9));
1.9358

(9.4)

> vaOH := evalf[4]((%% - %)/2);
vaOH d 0.0950

(9.5)

> dCO := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff,x)=0, x=1.20));
dCO d 1.2067

(9.6)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff,x$2)=0, x=1.26));
1.2461

(9.7)

We estimate the vibrational amplitude of the C-O vibration as the difference between the distance at the
maximum and the point of inflexion at the larger distance.
> vaCO := % - %%;
vaCO d 0.0394

(9.8)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff,x$2)=0, x=1.17));
1.1691

(9.9)

> w := evalf[4]((%%% - %)/2);
w d 0.0385
We seek a point of inflexion near 1.10 10K10 m.
> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff,x$2)=0, x=1.10));
1.0658

(9.10)

(9.11)

On subtracting from the total radial function a gaussian function with maximum at 1.2067 10K10 m and width

K10

parameter twice 0.0394410
m between inflexion points and another gaussian function with maximum at
K10
K10
2.03 10
m and width parameter twice 0.09510
m between inflexion points, we try to locate two further
contributions to the calculated profile.
> ff1 := ff - eval(ff, x=dCO)*sqrt(2*Pi)*vaCO*gf(dCO, vaCO) - eval(ff,
x=dOH)*sqrt(2*Pi)*vaOH*gf(dOH, vaOH):
> plot(ff1, x=0..4, 0..200, title="partial radial distribution of H2CO",
colour=red, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], axes=frame, labels=["x/10^-10
m",""]);
partial radial distribution of H2CO
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In this way we locate approximately a maximum near
> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x)=0, x=1.09));
1.0959

(9.12)

and another maximum near
> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff1,x)=0, x=1.8));
1.8251

(9.13)

near 1.10 10K10 m and 1.83 10K10 m, with relative intensities, as integrated areas, roughly as expected
according to a ratio 12:1. Assuming a planar array of atomic centres with distances/10K10 m being H-C 1.10,
H-O 2.032, C-O 1.2067 and H-H 1.827, use of the cosine law yields angle H-C-O yields the cosine as
> evalf[4](solve(2.032^2=1.10^2 + 1.2067^2 - 2*1.10*1.2067*c));
K0.5511
(9.14)
of which the angle is in radians,
> evalf[4](arccos(%));
2.154
and in degrees.
> an := evalf[5](%*180/evalf(Pi));
an d 123.41

(9.15)

(9.16)

and to have cosine K0.551, for which the corresponding sine is 1 K0.5512 ; coordinates (x, y, z) of H are
thus 0, 1.10*sin(2.154), 1.10*cos(2.154) of that angle. The calculated distance H-H/10K10 m is
> evalf[5](sqrt(2*1.10^2-2*1.10*cos(Pi/180*113.32)));
1.8141
(9.17)
which is consistent with the estimate from the subtraction of the major contributions to the radial distribution,
but the small scattering power of the protons in the hydrogen atomic centres causes great difficulty in
K10
deconvoluting that feature from the much more intense feature at 2.03 10
m; the asymmetric nature of the
K10
K10
feature at 2.03 10
m such that there is some evidence of contribution to the distribution near 1.8 10
m,
indicates the existence of a further interatomic distance as a contribution to the total radial distribution, which
we have approximately located in two ways. We plot this structure.
> rC := 0.67: rO := 0.8: rH := 0.55:
sC := plottools[sphere]([0,0,0], rC, colour=black):
sO := plottools[sphere]([0,0,1.208], rO, colour=cyan):
sH1 := plottools[sphere]([0,0.9476,-0.5895], rH, colour=pink):
sH2 := plottools[sphere]([0,-0.9476,-0.5895], rH, colour=pink):
plots[display]([sC,sO,seq(sH||j, j=1..2)], axes = normal,
scaling = constrained, view = [-1.5..1.5,-2..2,-1.2..2.2],
style = patchnogrid, axes = boxed, tickmarks = [2,2,2],
title="methanal, C black, O cyan, H pink",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[-135,45]);
methanal, C black, O cyan, H pink

A contribution to the molecular scattering curve from H-H, which would correspond to a feature near 1.9
10K10 m in the distribution function, is too weak to be observable in the presence of the dominant contribution
from H-O. Note that, in determination of molecular structure in experiments on electron diffraction of gases,

the fit of a model structure is made directly to the curve for molecular scattering, not to the radial distribution as
above. The radial distribution from which the above scattering curve is defined is the following.
> f7 := evalf[5](1*(2*6*8)*gf(1.208,0.0385) + 2*(2*6*1)*gf(1.116,0.0802)
+ 2*(2*8*1)*gf(2.032,0.0945) + 1*(2*1*1)*gf(1.8928,0.1283));
K337.32 x K 1.208 2

f7 d 994.72 e

K77.735 x K 1.116 2

C119.38 e

K55.990 x K 2.032 2

C135.08 e

(9.18)

K30.375 x K 1.8928 2

C6.2185 e

e2.01 exercise
K10
Assuming gaussian profiles, predict the radial distribution curve for benzene, with distances/10
m for CC 1.3988 and C-H 1.0910, and root-mean-squared amplitudes for C1 KC2 0.0460, C1 KC3 0.0593, C1 KC4
0.0703, C1 KH1 0.0725, C1 KH2 0.1115,C1 KH3 0.114, C1 KH4 0.097, H1 KH2 0.1579, H1 KH3 0.1283
and H1 KH4 0.1179.
Include in the plot the contributions from various interatomic pairs and couples in distinct colours.
e2.02 exercise
Molecular scattering according to the following formula, with s having unit m K1 ,
2

2

61.11549813 e1.558 I s K 0.000764405 s C81.48733082 e3.109 I s K 0.00084872 s
was recorded in a standard experiment involving diffraction of electrons by molecules of carbon disulfide.
K13
K13
Assuming errors +3 10 m and +4 10 m in internuclear distances resulting from experimental uncertainties,
derive accurate structural parameters from this formula, discuss pertinent features, and plot the molecular
structure in a conventional depiction.
e2.03 exercise, thiazyl chloride
For a triatomic molecular species thiazyl chloride, containing one atomic centre of each of Cl, N and S, the
topology was uncertain -- is it SNCl or NSCl or NClS? Is the molecule linear or angular?
The scattering function, which must be used exactly as printed here -- so to be copied into an input line, is
2

2

86.58028903 e2.159000000 I s K 0.001393920000 s C35.65070725 e1.448000000 I s K 0.0007144199999 s
2

C37.87887642 e3.106000000 I s K 0.002933780000 s

Using 14 decimal digits in all calculations, determine quantitatively the structure of this triatomic molecule -internuclear distances and interbond angles, plot the structure in a conventional manner, deduce the root-meansquared amplitudes of vibration, and simulate the scattering curve to compare with that from the formula given
above.
> restart:
> with(inttrans):
Digits := 14:
> simplify_exp := proc(a)
local a1, a11, a12, a121, a122, id, lc, tc, va;
if type(a, specfunc(algebraic, exp)) then
a1 := op(1,a);
if type(a1, `*`) and nops(a1)=2 then
a11,a12 := op(a1);
if type(a12, `^`) then
a121,a122 := op(a12);
if a122=2 then
id := indets(a121);

if nops(id)=1 then
va := id[1];
if type(a121, linear(va)) then
lc := coeff(a121, va, 1);
tc := coeff(a121, va, 0);
exp(a11*lc^2*(va+tc/lc)^2);
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
else a;
end if;
elif type(a, {complex(numeric), name}) then
a;
else map(procname, a);
end if;
end proc:
> Fourier := proc(f, l, nu)
local a;
if type(f, `+`) then
a := add(int(op(i,f)*exp(-I*l*nu), l=-infinity..infinity), i=1..
nops(f));
else
a := int(f*exp(-I*l*nu), l=-infinity..infinity);
end if;
simplify_exp(a);
end proc:
> f := 86.58028903*exp(2.159000000*I*s-.1393920000e-2*s^2)+35.65070725*
exp(1.448000000*I*s-.7144199999e-3*s^2)+37.87887642*exp(3.106000000*I*
s-.2933780000e-2*s^2);
2

2

f d 86.58028903 e2.159000000 I s K 0.001393920000 s C35.65070725 e1.448000000 I s K 0.0007144199999 s

(12.1)

2

C37.87887642 e3.106000000 I s K 0.002933780000 s

> plot(Im(f), s=3..50,-650..650, view=[0..55,-120..120], colour=red,
title="molecular scattering of thiazyl chloride", titlefont=[TIMES,
BOLD,14]);

molecular scattering of thiazyl chloride
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> ff := Fourier(f, s, x);
ff d 4110.3144035667 eK179.35032139578

x K 2.1590000000000 2

(12.2)

K349.93421241706 x K 1.4480000000000 2

C2364.1024023729 e

x K 3.1060000000000 2

C1239.5334549037 eK85.214296913880

> plot(ff, x=0..4, -100..4500, title="radial distribution of thiazyl
chloride", thickness=2,
colour=red, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], axes=frame, labels=["r /
10^-10 m",""]);
radial distribution of thiazyl chloride
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>
> r1 := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff, x)=0, x=1.45));
(12.3)

r1 d 1.4480

(12.3)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff, x$2)=0, x=1.5));
1.4858

(12.4)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff, x$2)=0, x=1.4));
1.4102

(12.5)

> var1 := evalf[4]((%% - %)/2);
var1 d 0.0380

(12.6)

> evalf[3](int(ff, x=1.3..1.5));
205.

(12.7)

> r2 := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff, x)=0, x=2.16));
r2 d 2.1590

(12.8)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff, x$2)=0, x=2.2));
2.2118

(12.9)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff, x$2)=0, x=2.1));
2.1062

(12.10)

> var2l := evalf[4]((%% - %)/2);
var2l d 0.053

(12.11)

> evalf[3](int(ff, x=1.9..2.4));
544.

(12.12)

> r3 := evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff, x)=0, x=3.1));
r3 d 3.1060

(12.13)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff, x$2)=0, x=3.15));
3.1826

(12.14)

> evalf[5](fsolve(diff(ff, x$2)=0, x=3.05));
3.0294

(12.15)

> var3 := evalf[4]((%% - %)/2);
var3 d 0.078

(12.16)

> evalf[3](int(ff, x=2.7..3.4));
238.

(12.17)

For the published report of this work that yielded a conclusive proof of the structure, see W. C. Emken and K.
Hedberg, J. Chem. Phys. 58, 2195 - 2196, 1973.
To determine the nature of the central atom and the molecular structure in terms of two bond lengths and
the interbond angle, apply the following information.
radial distance/10K10 m
1.440
2.159
3.106
K10
root-mean-square amplitude/10 m
0.038
0.053
0.078
relative area under the curve
205
544
238
Comment on your results.
e2.04 exercise
According to an investigation of the pattern of electron diffraction of vapours above solid NaCl at 943 K
combined with other data, those vapours include a diatomic molecular species NaCl and a tetratomic molecular

species Na2 Cl 2 .
K1

i) From the following information for the molecular scattering curve of NaCl with s assumed to have unit m ,
calculate a radial distribution and the root-mean-squared vibrational amplitude, and plot a structure according to
that distribution.
2

NaCl
59.52395 eK0.005618 s C 2.3885 I s
K1
ii) From the following formula for the molecular scattering curve of Na2 Cl 2 with s assumed to have unit m ,
calculate a radial distribution and the root-mean-squared vibrational amplitude, and plot a structure according to
that distribution.
Na2 Cl 2
3.957 I s K 0.0202005 s2

2.566 I s K 0.013122 s2

3.165 I s K 0.030258 s2

91.9915571 e
C238.095795 e
C38.5155 e
For these calculations use 16 digits of decimal precision.
Assuming a proportion 0.27 of Na2 Cl 2 present at 943 K, form a composite radial distribution for NaCl and
Na2 Cl 2 , and comment on its form relative to the separate radial distributions.
reference P. D. McCaffery, R. J. Mawhorter, A. R. Turner, P. T. Brain and D. W. H. Rankin, J. Phys. Chem
A111, 6103 -- 6114, 2007

3 xray diffraction of crystal
3.01 diffraction of xrays from a crystalline sample
> restart:
> with(inttrans):
A sample of an elemental or compound chemical substance in crystalline form at a particular temperature
comprises typically a spatially repeating arrangement of atomic centres, although the electronic density across
any line from one side of a crystal to the other shows no point or surface at which the value is zero: there is
clearly thus no distinct and separate atom within that crystal, merely a continuously varying density of
electronic charge with embedded atomic nuclei. In terms of that electronic density, which is the quantity
relevant to an interaction of crystals with xrays, a crystal constitutes a periodic arrangement of electronic
density in three spatial dimensions, with maximum densities at or near those embedded atomic nuclei, that one
describes mathematically by means of a periodic function -- a Fourier series, as W. H. Bragg in Cambridge
suggested in 1915. According to a mathematical model of such a periodic structure, equivalent points in this
periodic arrangement constitute lattice points; the spatial distribution of these lattice points is describable with
three non-collinear vectors, conventionally denoted a, b and c, not necessarily orthogonal. A volume described
by joining lattice points along all those vectors and completing the parallelepiped is called a unit cell, which
therefore constitutes the region of space in the smallest unit that repeats according to translation in directions
along axes coincident with vectors a, b and c to generate the entire ideal structure. To describe completely a
crystal structure requires knowledge of the size and shape of the unit cell and a description of its contents. A
given lattice is describable with various unit cells; the smallest possible, which joins adjacent lattice points,
consistent with certain rules involving symmetry is called the primitive unit cell. The lengths of its edges,
conventionally denoted a, b and c, and the angles between them, conventionally denoted α, β and γ define a
unit cell.
When essentially monochromatic xrays interact with electronic charge in a periodic arrangement, coherent
scattering occurs, thus without alteration of wave length, and interference between the scattered xrays generates
a diffraction pattern: the crystal acts as a diffraction grating in three dimensions for the incident xrays.
Analysis of a such a pattern enables one to obtain information about a periodic arrangement of electronic
charge. With contemporary diffractometers, equipped with area detectors and routine computational power, a
few minutes or hours is a typical duration sufficient both to collect the diffraction data from a suitable crystal
that diffracts strongly and to complete an analysis of the diffraction data to produce a structure of the unit cell if
either not too complicated or containing not too many atomic centres; a much greater duration might be
required to prepare a suitable crystal! A suitable sample must be a single crystal, of dimensions typically about
0.5 mm in each direction.
A crystal has general a polyhedral shape bounded by flat faces; observations of those faces played a vital

role in the historical development of crystallography, but a definition of a crystal is preferable on a basis of its
internal structure. In three spatial dimensions, three points not collinear define a plane; by the nature of a
crystal that has a spatially repeating arrangement of atomic centres, any such plane has equidistant parallel
planes of uncountable number -- for an hypothetical crystal of infinite dimensions. Such a plane might
represent a layer of molecules, and each set of parallel planes would represent a stacking of these layers. The
faces of a crystal correspond to those planes that most favour the deposition of molecules, as a growing crystal
adds molecules more readily on some planes than on others; the corresponding crystal faces experience
enhanced development. The orientation of parallel planes in a particular set is specified with the intercepts of
one such plane on the three axes of the system of coordinates, not necessarily orthogonal. The natural
coordinate system of the crystal has axes along the edges of a unit cell. We specify the orientation of a crystal
plane according to its indices that are proportional to the reciprocals of the intercepts along those axes. A plane
1
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that intercepts axis a at
, axis b at
and is parallel to axis c -- the intercept is hence at N -- has reciprocals
2
3
3
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and 0, which consequently characterise that plane; clearing fractions yields (4, 3, 0). For a plane with
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intercepts , , 1, the indices are proportional to ( , , 1), or (14, 15, 1) after conversion to integers.
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Although for some planes integers for the indices might not be derived, for instance for intercepts ,
3
2
in which case no single factor converts all three numbers into integers, the planes that are important in crystals
are those for which the indices are rational numbers. Hauy deduced this law of rational numbers in 1784 from a
study of crystal faces; such a face is hence describable with three indices that are integers, and that further are
small integers for naturally growing crystals. The three integers that describe the orientation of a plane, denoted
with symbols h,k,l, are called Miller indices. Planes with rational intercepts pass through lattice points, of
which the surroundings of each lattice point are identical in each unit cell. A plane with Miller indices h,k,l
conforms to a relation
h x Ck y Cl z = 1
in which x,y,z are the coordinates within a unit cell; that equation has solutions for which x,y,z are integers
provided that h,k,l have no common factor. For instance, with h = 14, k = 15, l = 1, use of isolve yields solutions
for x = x', y = y' and z = 1 K14 x' K15 y'. Spacing d between planes with indices h,k,l in cubic, tetragonal and
orthorhombic unit cells, which have mutually perpendicular axes and edges of lengths a, b, c, is given as
h2
k2
l2
C
C
a2
b2
c2
For the most general case with angles α, β, γ between axes b and c, a and c and a and b respectively, for a unit
cell with volume V the spacing between planes is
1
=
d

d=V
h2 b2 c2 sin α

2

Ck2 a2 c2 sin β

2

2

Cl2 a2 b2 sin γ C2 h l a b2 c cos α cos γ Kcos β
1/2
C2 h k a b c2 cos α cos β Kcos γ C2 k l a2 b c cos β cos γ Kcos α
We define a reciprocal lattice on constructing a line from the origin perpendicular to planes in a given set; when
we place a point at distance d, the interplanar spacing as calculated above, from the origin along this line, that
point becomes the reciprocal lattice point corresponding to planes in that set. The set of all such points, one for
each set of parallel planes characterised by Miller indices in triplets of integers, constitutes a reciprocal lattice.
2 sin θ
The advantage of use of reciprocal distances is demonstrated on expressing Bragg's law as dK1 =
.
λ
The concept of a reciprocal lattice facilitates calculations in crystallography; for instance the value of dK1 is
calculable as the length of the vector of the reciprocal lattice with coordinates h,k,l referred to a system of
coordinates based on reciprocal axes.
The geometry of the crystal lattice and the geometry of the diffraction pattern are related in a reciprocal
fashion [1]. For each real lattice it is possible to construct a reciprocal lattice, as explained above, described by
three vectors, conventionally denoted a*, b* and c*. The direction of a* is perpendicular to the real lattice

plane containing b and c, b* is perpendicular to the real lattice plane containing a and c, and c* is perpendicular
to real lattice plane containing a and b. The magnitudes of the reciprocal lattice vectors, conventionally denoted
a*, b* and c*, are inversely proportional to the spacings of the real lattice planes; for instance, a* is inversely
proportional to the perpendicular spacing between adjacent planes bc in the real lattice, et cetera. The latter
perpendicular spacing equals the spacing between lattice points -- in this case, a -- only if the real lattice vectors
be orthogonal. Each point in the reciprocal lattice, denoted by indices hkl, referring to integral repetitions of a*,
b* and c* respectively, represents a set of perpendicular planes in the real crystal lattice. The well defined
geometric relation between the real and reciprocal lattices allows the dimensions of the real lattice to be
determined from the geometry of the diffraction pattern, and an appropriate unit cell can be chosen in real
space. The theoretical density of mass in a crystal with unit cells of parameters a, b and c for lengths of edges
and angles α, β and γ between those edges is
ZM
ρ x, y, z =
2
2
2
a b c sin α Csin β Csin γ K2 1 Kcos α cos β cos γ
in which appear molar mass M of a formula unit and number Z of formula units per unit cell; the denominator
calculates the volume of a parallelepiped.
The diffracted intensities are then manipulated to yield the relative coordinates of the location of centres, or
local maxima, of density of electronic charge, associated with positions of atomic nuclei within the unit cell.
This calculation is practicable because the scattering power at a particular point in a unit cell is proportional to
the electronic density ρ x, y, z at that point. An incident beam of xrays causes each electron in the crystal to
vibrate at the frequency of the xrays, and then to emit scattered xrays of the same wave length. The amplitude
of an xray beam diffracted along a particular direction is referred to as a structure factor, Fhkl, which is a
measure of the scattering power per unit cell and which depends on planes in the particular set involved; the
intensity of the beam is proportional to Fhkl 2 and depends also on the size of the crystal, but experimental
2

measurements of intensity are readily converted into relative values of Fhkl . The directions of the diffracted
beams are generally described as explained in this diagram (from internet),

according to Bragg's law,
2 d sin θ = n λ,
that signifies constructive interference or reinforcement of scattered intensity to occur when the path difference,
2 d sin θ , for reflexion of xrays from adjacent planes, distance d apart, equals an integer number, n, of
scattered xrays of wave length λ, as shown in the diagram above. One considers these diffracted xrays to arise
as a result of reflexion at angle θ from planes of the real lattice; the diffracted beam with Miller indices hkl
refers to reflexion from the set of real lattice planes that are represented by the reciprocal lattice point hkl. In
proper physical terms, the structure factor arises as the resultant of wavelets scattered from all elements of

electronic density in the unit cell. If no assumption be made regarding the distribution of that density, this
condition is expressed as
2 πi h xCkyCl z

ρ x, y, z e

Fhkl =

dV

unit cell

in which the integration is over the entire volume of the unit cell; x, y and z are fractional coordinates in terms
of a, b and c respectively. In crystals of chemical substances, the contents of the unit cell are generally
specified to be discrete atomic scatterers of finite number; the structure factor therefore arises as the resultant of
j waves scattered in the direction of reflexion hkl by j atoms in the unit cell,
Fhkl =

2 πi h x Cky Cl z
j
j
j

>
j

fj e

in which fj is the scattering factor of each atom j, depending on the number of electrons of that atom and the
angle of scattering. A combination of these two formulae yields this result:
1
K2 π i h x C k y C l z
ρ x, y, z =
Fhkl e
V h k l
The latter two formulae describe the relation of Fourier transformation. For a centrosymmetric case the latter
formula becomes
1
F cos 2 π h x Ck y Cl z
ρ x, y, z =
V h k l hkl
Introducing a phase angle α to produce a non-centrosymmetric case yields
1
ρ x, y, z =
F cos 2 π h x Ck y Cl z Kαhkl
V h k l hkl
in which
B
tan αhkl =
A
with
A = Fhkl cos αhkl ,
B = Fhkl sin αhkl
and Fhkl = Ahkl Ci Bhkl .

>>>

>>>

>>>

Under typical conditions implying a centrosymmetric structure, F h, k, l = F h, k , l , and these summations
are necessary over only half the reciprocal space; in fact F h, k, l is generally the complex conjugate of
F h, k , l . Not function ρ x, y, z but its Fourier transform directly presents the scattering properties of a
structure; experiments on scattering of xrays hence measure the transform of the particular structure, from
which the structure is deduced.
For an hypothetical crystal in one direct spatial dimension, or indeed along any particular line through a
distribution of electronic density in three dimensions, a distribution of electronic density ρ x is describable
with this Fourier series,
ρ x =

>c h

e2 π i h x

h

in which c h is a Fourier coefficient. The structure factor is expressible as
a

ρ x e2 π i h x dx

F h* =
0

in which integration is taken over the length a of the unit cell in one direct spatial dimension. Substitution of
the former formula into the latter yields
a

F h* =
0

>c h

e2 π i h x e2 π i h* x dx

h

which evaluates to zero unless h = h* so as to make the exponential terms vanish. Hence
a
F h
F h = c h dx or c h =
,
a
0
so that coefficients of the Fourier series are proportional to the corresponding structure factors. The formula for

ρ x above becomes
1
K2 π i h x
F h e
a h
If the structure within a unit cell be centrosymmetric, or even in one dimension, the imaginary part of the
exponential function vanishes:
1
ρ x =
F h cos 2 π h x
a h
For a non-centrosymmetric structure,
1
ρ x =
F h cos 2 π h x Ki sin 2 π h x
a
as above, we introduce a phase angle αh into the latter expression,
1
ρ x =
F h cos 2 π h x Kαh
a h
in which appears the amplitude F h of the structure factor. Extension of these formulae to three dimensions
yields the results presented above.
To conform with standard crystallographic practice as outlined above, the arrow function that we here define
to perform a Fourier transformation contains a factor K2 π with I = K1 in the exponent, to modify Maple's
conventional function for that purpose; the corresponding inverse transform, not otherwise used, is included for
consistency.
> Fourier := (f,x,s) -> fourier(f,x,-2*Pi*s);
InvFourier := proc(f,s,x)
local t;
invfourier(subs(s=t/(-2*Pi),f),t,x);
end proc;
Fourier d f, x, s 1 fourier f, x, K2$π$s

>

ρ x =

>

>

>

InvFourier d proc f, s, x local t; invfourier subs s = K1 / 2 * t / Pi, f , t, x end proc

(14.1)

We test that these relations are consistent with a simple formula of gaussian type,
> f := exp(-x^2);
'Fourier'(f,x,s) = eval(Fourier(f,x,s));
'InvFourier'(rhs(%),s,x) = InvFourier(rhs(%),s,x);
2

f d eKx

2 s2

2

Fourier eKx , x, s = eKπ
2 s2

InvFourier eKπ

π
2

π , s, x = eKx

(14.2)

which confirms also that the Fourier transform of a gaussian function generates another gaussian function of the
conjugate variable.
Dirac's delta function δ x is useful to model a crystal lattice in one dimension because the locations of
these δ functions along axis x at prospective local maxima of electronic density serve to approximate the
essential features of that density and thus to represent that lattice. An explicit and formal definition of the
Dirac delta function is given by its integral representation, constructed as an inverse fourier transform,
> FunctionAdvisor(definition, Dirac(x));

(14.3)

a ! x0 ox0 ! b

f1 x0
b

f1 x0

Dirac x Kx0 f1 x dx =

2

a

x0 = a nx0 = b oa ! b

0

(14.3)

otherwise

which is just this inverse Fourier transform of a constant, unity, in which we incorporate a factor 2 π because of
Maple's definition:
> 1/(2*Pi)*'invfourier'(1,x,2*Pi*s) = 1/(2*Pi)*invfourier(1,x,2*Pi*s);
FK1 1, x, 2 π s
Dirac s
=
(14.4)
2
2π
4π
Analogously, we evaluate Fourier transforms of a constant -- unity,
> 'fourier'(1,x,s) = fourier(1,x,s);
F 1, x, s = 2 π Dirac s

(14.5)

and of Dirac's δ function situated at the origin,
> 'fourier'(Dirac(x),x,s) = fourier(Dirac(x),x,s);
F Dirac x , x, s = 1

(14.6)

or at an arbitrary location a along axis x.
> 'Fourier'(Dirac(x-a),x,s) = Fourier(Dirac(x-a),x,s);
Fourier Dirac Kx Ca , x, s = e2 I a π s

(14.7)

As calculated above, the Fourier transform of a constant, taken here to be unity, is thus
N

2 πi s xKx
0

1e
KN

ds = 2 π δ x Kx0

i.e. just such a δ function, for which δ x Kx0 = 0 for x s x0 , δ x Kx0 ->N for x = x0 , and
N

KN

δ x Kx0 dx = 1,

> Int(Dirac(x-x_0),x=-infinity..infinity)
= int(Dirac(x-x_0),x=-infinity..infinity);
N

Dirac x Kx_0 dx = 1

(14.8)

KN

> Int(Dirac(x-x_0)*exp(-2*Pi*I*x*s), x = -infinity .. infinity)/(2*Pi)
= fourier(Dirac(x-x_0), x, 2*Pi*s);
N

Dirac x Kx_0 eK2 I π x s dx
KN

2π

= eK2 I x_0 π s

(14.9)

The bounds on the latter integral δ x Kx0 might be relaxed to represent a region of interest. We plot
separately the real and imaginary parts,
> plot([Re(eval(exp(-I*x_0*s), x_0=1)), Im(eval(exp(-I*x_0*s), x_0=1))],
s=-10..10, title="real and imaginary parts of exp(-I*s)",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],legend=["Re(exp(-I*s))","Im(exp(-I*s))"],
colour=[red,blue]);
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which are just cosine and sine functions, respectively, because
> 'convert'(exp(-I*x_0*s), trig) = convert(exp(-I*x_0*s), trig);
convert eKI x_0 s, trig = cos x_0 s KI sin x_0 s

(14.10)

A special case arises when x0 = 0,
> plot([Re(eval(exp(-I*x_0*s), x_0=0)),Im(eval(exp(-I*x_0*s), x_0=0))],
s=-10..10, -0.02..1.1,axes=boxed, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="real and imaginary parts of exp(-I*s)", colour=[red,blue],
legend=["Re(exp(-I*s))","Im(exp(-I*s))"]);
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such that function δ is located at the origin and thus becomes an even function: the imaginary part is hence
zero.
As function δ lacks an explicit algebraic expression, for some purposes it is convenient to represent that δ

function with another function. For a gaussian function,
1

f x =

xKx 2
0
K
2
2σ

e

σ 2π
in normalized form,
> Int(1/(sigma*sqrt(2*Pi))*exp(-(x-x[0])^2/(2*sigma^2)),
x=-infinity..infinity)
= int(1/(sigma*sqrt(2*Pi))*exp(-(x-x_0)^2/(2*sigma^2)),
x=-infinity..infinity) assuming sigma>0;
xKx 2
0
K
2
2σ

N

2 e

2σ

(14.11)

dx = 1
π

KN

when σ becomes small, the result is a narrow line. We might consider Dirac's delta function to represent the
limiting case for σ/0.
> plot(eval(1/(sigma*sqrt(2*Pi))*exp(-(x-x_0)^2/(2*sigma^2)),
[x_0=0, sigma=0.05]), x=-5..5, -0.1..9, axes=boxed, colour=red,
title="gaussian function", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
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With the ordinate axis even on a logarithmic scale the line is still narrow.
> plots[logplot](eval(1/(sigma*sqrt(2*Pi))*exp(-(x-x_0)^2/(2*sigma^2)),
[x_0=0, sigma=0.05]), x=-5..5, axes=boxed, colour=red,
title="gaussian function", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
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An alternative function for this purpose might be a sinc function, illustrated below.
Such a δ function thus graphs as a narrow line of infinitesimal width and unit area (in linear space) or
weight, located at x0 . The integral that yields a Fourier transform of a constant, displayed above, is expressible
as a limit,
p 2 πi s xKx
sin 2 π p x Kx0
0
lim
e
ds
=
lim
p/N
p/N
π x Kx0
Kp
in which the sinc function on the right side has a global maximum value 2 p at x = x0 , oscillates with a period
1
comparable with
, has subsidiary maxima of amplitude attenuated as x Kx0 increases, and has unit area for
p
any value of p. To illustrate these properties, we represent x Kx0 as y and take p = 20.
> plot(eval(sin(2*Pi*p*y)/(Pi*y), p=20), y=-2..2, numpoints=1000,
axes=boxed, colour=red, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="sinc function; expand this plot laterally");

sinc function; expand this plot laterally
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The plot shows an expected oscillatory character of this function. We evaluate the maximum value of this
function at x = x0 , represented here as x_0 .
> Limit(eval(sin(2*Pi*p*(x-x_0))/(Pi*(x-x_0)), p=20), x=x_0)
= evalf(limit(eval(sin(2*Pi*p*(x-x_0))/(Pi*(x-x_0)), p=20), x=x_0));
sin 40 π x Kx_0
lim
= 40.
(14.12)
x / x_0
π x Kx_0
That value is just 2 p. By varying the bounds of a search region, we solve for several local minima and
maxima, with a change of variable from x Kx0 to y.
> seq(fsolve(diff(eval(sin(2*Pi*p*y)/(Pi*y), p=20), y)=0, y=
0.0.08+0.025*j..0.11+0.025*j), j=1..10);
0.03575741633, 0.06147560082, 0.1119352146, 0.1621096782, 0.1871618562, 0.2122017174,

(14.13)

0.2622586111, 0.2872796239, 0.2372331655, 0.2622586111
With bounds beginning at x0 = 0.1 .. 0.2, we find successive maxima and minima at these values, such that the
1
period between successive maxima or minima is about 0.05, similar to
with p = 20 as set. We integrate the
p
area under the curve.
> Int(sin(2*Pi*p*y)/(Pi*y), y=-infinity..infinity)
= int(sin(2*Pi*p*y)/(Pi*y), y=-infinity..infinity) assuming p>0;
N

sin 2 π p y
KN

πy

dy = 1

> plot([x,sin(x)],x=0..0.5, colour=[red,blue],
legend=["x","sin(x)"]);

(14.14)
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This area is hence normalized, like that of the gaussian function above. Because sin x ~ x for x < 0.3,
> 'taylor'(sin(x), x, 4) = taylor(sin(x), x, 4);
1 3
taylor sin x , x, 4 = x K
x CO x5
(14.15)
6
we can for convenience replace denominator π x Kx0 with a corresponding function sin π x within that
range [2].
sin 2 π p x Kx0
sin 2 π p x Kx0
lim
-->
x/x
π x Kx0
sin π x Kx0
0
> coulditbe( limit(sin(2*Pi*p*(x-x_0))/(Pi*(x-x_0)), x = x_0) =
sin(2*Pi*p*(x-x_0))/sin(Pi*(x-x_0)));
true

(14.16)

Accordingly we simulate, with Dirac δ functions, a finite lattice comprising n = 2 k C1 functions at equal
intervals a; the electronic density is thus
k

ρn x =

> δ x Kj a

j = Kk

with j taking integer values in the indicated range [Kk, k]. With n = 13 or k = 6, the electronic density to
simulate this lattice is
> k := 6;
rho := add(Dirac(x - j*a), j=-k..k);
kd6
ρ d Dirac 6 a Cx CDirac 5 a Cx CDirac 4 a Cx CDirac 3 a Cx CDirac 2 a Cx

(14.17)

CDirac a Cx CDirac x CDirac Kx Ca CDirac 2 a Kx CDirac 3 a Kx CDirac 4 a
Kx CDirac 5 a Kx CDirac 6 a Kx
To plot a δ function directly is impracticable because it is an improper function. We simulate this sequence of
δ functions to represent a finite lattice with vertical lines; the stature of the lines has no significance -- these
lines simply mark the locations of delta functions in a lattice in one dimension.
> lat := [seq(plottools[line]([j,0],[j,1], colour=red), j=-k..k)]:

plots[display](lat, view=[-10..10,-0.02..1.1], axes=framed,
title="simulated centrosymmetric finite lattice, 13 lattice points",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
simulated centrosymmetric finite lattice, 13 lattice points
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We take the Fourier transform of this finite lattice that yields a structure factor F(s),
> F(s) := Fourier(rho,x,s);
F s d e2 I a π s CeK2 I a π s Ce6 I a π s CeK4 I a π s CeK12 I a π s Ce4 I a π s Ce12 I a π s C1 CeK10 I a π s Ce10 I a π s (14.18)
Ce8 I a π s CeK8 I a π s CeK6 I a π s
which simplifies to
> F(s) := simplify(F(s));
F s d 64 cos 2 a π s

6

C32 cos 2 a π s

5

K80 cos 2 a π s

4

K32 cos 2 a π s

3

C24 cos 2 a π s

2

(14.19)

C6 cos 2 a π s K1
Although this lattice is finite, comprising just 13 points at which delta functions are located, its Fourier
transform, comprising a sum of cosine functions, clearly extends infinitely. Although we do not prove directly
this trigonometric identity, we test that the latter sum is equal to a ratio of sine functions known as a sinc
function,
2 cos 12 π a s C2 cos 10 π a s C2 cos 8 π a s C2 cos 6 π a s C2 cos 4 π a s C2 cos 2 π a s C1 =
sin 13 π a s
sin π a s
in four ways, first by numerical sampling,
> coulditbe(F(s) = sin((2*k+1)*Pi*a*s)/sin(Pi*a*s));
true
(14.20)
second by converting both expressions to Taylor series, converted to polynomials, expanded about s = 0,
> convert(taylor(F(s), s=0, 13), polynom)
= convert(taylor(sin((2*k+1)*Pi*a*s)/sin(Pi*a*s), s=0, 15), polynom)
;
(14.21)
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(14.21)

> is(lhs(%) = rhs(%));
(14.22)

true
third by simplifying the difference between the original functions,
> combine(normal(F(s) - sin((2*k+1)*Pi*a*s)/sin(Pi*a*s)), trig);
0

(14.23)

s
, we plot both the transform and this sinc function for a particular value k =
a
6, so producing the corresponding number of maxima, 2 k C1 = 13, in a range 0..2.
> plot([eval(F(s),s=y/a), eval(sin((2*k+1)*Pi*a*s)/sin(Pi*a*s),s=y/a)],
y=0..4.01, -3..14, colour=[blue,red],linestyle=[2,4],thickness=[2,2],
title="Fourier transform and ratio of sine functions, 13 points",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
and fourth by plotting. With y =

Fourier transform and ratio of sine functions, 13 points
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K2

in which we plot the function over two periods, hence 0 .. 4, of the repeating pattern.
As is demonstrated when multiple values of k are taken in the above plot, first 6 and 7,
> plot([seq(sin(n*Pi*y)/sin(Pi*y), n=6..7)], y=0..2, -14..14,
colour=[green,magenta], numpoints=800,
title="ratio of sine functions", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["n=6","n=7"], axes=frame);
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n=6

n=7

then 10 .. 13,
> plot([seq(sin(n*Pi*y)/sin(Pi*y), n=10..13)], y=0..2, -14..14,
colour=[green,magenta,blue,red], numpoints=800,
title="ratio of sine functions", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["n=10","n=11","n=12","n=13"], axes=frame);
ratio of sine functions
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within a single period of the repeating patterns there are n K2 subsidiary maxima between the principal
2
maxima; each principal maximum has a width
and each subsidiary maximum (or minimum) has a width
n
1
; each feature hence becomes narrower as n increases. The centre of this repeating pattern exhibits a
n
maximum or minimum depending whether n be odd or even, respectively. The ratio of the amplitude of a
principal maximum to that of a subsidiary maximum increases with n. The red curve, for k = 6 or n = 13, in the
above graph corresponds to the Fourier transform of the finite lattice that is represented in the preceding plot.

For an infinite lattice in one dimension, as n/N, each feature in F s tends toward becoming a line of
n
infinitesimal width, precisely a δ function, at intervals s = . The Fourier transform of a finite lattice in one
a
direct dimension x with period a is thus another lattice, but of infinite extent, in one conjugate dimension x*
1
1
with period
and weight
.
a
a
As determined from a limit as y/j with integer j because numerator and denominator both vanish for
sin n π y
integer j, the value of f y =
is n for n odd; for n even -- which implies a sequence of δ
sin π y
1
1
functions from k K
to k C
in the plot and formula above, f y is equal to n if j be even or Kn if j be
2
2
odd.
> Limit(sin(n*Pi*y)/sin(Pi*y), y=1)
= simplify(limit(sin(n*Pi*y)/sin(Pi*y), y=1)) assuming n::integer;
sin n π y
lim
= K K1 n n
(14.24)
y / 1 sin π y
We plot the square of the structure factor, which might in a general case be complex.
> plot(eval(conjugate(F(s))*F(s), s=y/a), y=0..4, 0..175, colour=red,
title="square of structure factor -- centrosymmetric finite
lattice",
numpoints=2000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
square of structure factor -- centrosymmetric finite lattice
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For contrast with the period, in the above plot for lattice points of odd number, that appears to be 1 unit
rather than 2, we test another case with δ functions in our simulated lattice of even number, below,
corresponding to that above for the ratio of sine functions. We form a lattice with 12 δ functions.
> k := 5;
rho := add(Dirac(x - j*a), j=-k-1/2..k+1/2);
kd5
(14.25)

ρ d Dirac

11 a
9a
7a
5a
3a
Cx CDirac
Cx CDirac
Cx CDirac
Cx CDirac
2
2
2
2
2

Cx CDirac

a
a
3a
5a
7a
Cx CDirac
Kx CDirac
Kx CDirac
Kx CDirac
2
2
2
2
2

Kx CDirac

9a
11 a
Kx CDirac
Kx
2
2

(14.25)

for which plot we simulate with vertical lines, numbering 14.
> lat := [seq(plottools[line]([j,0],[j,1], colour=red),j=-k-1/2..k+1/2)]
:
plots[display](lat, view=[-8..8,-0.02..1.1], axes=framed,
title="simulated centrosymmetric finite lattice, 12 points",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14] );
simulated centrosymmetric finite lattice, 12 points
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We take the Fourier transform of this finite lattice that yields a structure factor F(s),
> F(s) := Fourier(rho,x,s);
F s d 4 cos 3 a π s cos 6 a π s 2 cos 2 a π s C1

(14.26)

> F(s) := simplify(F(s));
F s d 2048 cos a π s
C280 cos a π s

3

11

K5120 cos a π s

9

C4608 cos a π s

7

K1792 cos a π s

5

(14.27)

K12 cos a π s

We form the corresponding ratio of sine functions,
> sin(12*Pi*a*s)/sin(Pi*a*s);
sin 12 a π s
sin a π s
for which we test the equivalence as above.
> coulditbe(F(s) = sin((2*k+2)*Pi*a*s)/sin(Pi*a*s));
true

(14.28)

(14.29)

> convert(taylor(F(s), s=0, 13), polynom) =
convert(taylor(sin((2*k+2)*Pi*a*s)/sin(Pi*a*s), s=0, 15), polynom);
2
12155 4 4 4
1218503 6 6 6
26356759 8 8 8
12 K286 a2 π s2 C
a π s K
a π s C
a π s
(14.30)
6
180
2016
K

14858254463 10 10 10
31226762477 12 12 12
12155 4 4 4
2 2 2
a π s C
a π s = 12 K286 a π s C
a π s
907200
2177280
6

K

1218503 6 6 6
26356759 8 8 8
14858254463 10 10 10
a π s C
a π s K
a π s
180
2016
907200

C

31226762477 12 12 12
a π s
2177280

> is(lhs(%) = rhs(%));
(14.31)

true

As before, we plot the ratio of the sine functions for the lattice having 12 points.
> plot(sin((2*k+2)*Pi*y)/sin(Pi*y), y=-0.1..4.1, -14..14, colour=red,
title="ratio of sine functions, 12 points", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14])
;
ratio of sine functions, 12 points
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For comparison we plot the Fourier transform of this simulated finite lattice with 12 points,
> plot(eval(F(s), s=y/a), y=-0.1..4.1, -14..14, colour=red, numpoints=
800,
title="Fourier transform of simulated lattice, 12 points",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);

Fourier transform of simulated lattice, 12 points
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which yields an identical curve. In the latter plot the period of the repeating pattern is clearly two units, not
one. We confirm that this plot and the preceding one are identical by plotting both curves together.
> plot([eval(F(s), s=y/a),sin((2*k+2)*Pi*y)/sin(Pi*y)], y=0..4, -14..14,
colour=[red,blue], numpoints=800, linestyle=[2,4], thickness=[2,2],
title="Fourier transform and ratio of sine functions, 12 points",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
Fourier transform and ratio of sine functions, 12 points
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We test another sequence of δ functions to simulate a lattice of 13 points in one dimension, this time with
unequal coefficients.
> k := 6;
rho := add((k+1-j)/k*Dirac(x - j*a), j=-k..k);

kd6
ρd

13 Dirac 6 a Cx
11 Dirac 4 a Cx
5 Dirac 3 a Cx
C2 Dirac 5 a Cx C
C
6
6
3

C

3 Dirac 2 a Cx
4 Dirac a Cx
7 Dirac x
5 Dirac 2 a Kx
C
C
CDirac Kx Ca C
2
3
6
6

C

2 Dirac 3 a Kx
Dirac 4 a Kx
Dirac 5 a Kx
Dirac 6 a Kx
C
C
C
3
2
3
6

(14.32)

As above, we simulate this sequence of δ functions to represent a finite lattice with vertical lines.
> lat := [seq(plottools[line]([j,0],[j,(k+3-j)/(2*k)], colour=red),
j=-k..k)]:
plots[display](lat, view=[-8..8,-0.02..1.3], axes=framed,
title="simulated non-centrosymmetric finite lattice, 13 points",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14] );
simulated non-centrosymmetric finite lattice, 13 points
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We make a Fourier transform of this simulated lattice.
> F(s) := Fourier(rho,x,s);
4 eK2 I a π s
2 e6 I a π s
3 eK4 I a π s
13 eK12 I a π s
5 e4 I a π s
e12 I a π s
7
F s d e2 I a π s C
C
C
C
C
C
C
(14.33)
3
3
2
6
6
6
6
C2 eK10 I a π s C

e10 I a π s
e8 I a π s
11 eK8 I a π s
5 eK6 I a π s
C
C
C
3
2
6
3

We convert these exponential functions to trigonometric functions.
> F(s) := convert(F(s), trig);
7 cos 2 a π s
7 cos 6 a π s
F s d
KI sin 6 a π s K2 I sin 12 a π s C
3
3
C

7 cos 4 a π s
3

K

5 I sin 10 a π s
3

C

7 cos 12 a π s
3

K

K

I sin 2 a π s
3

2 I sin 4 a π s
3
K

4 I sin 8 a π s
3

(14.34)

C

7 cos 10 a π s
7
C
6
3

C

7 cos 8 a π s
3

Unlike the preceding case for the finite and centrosymmetric lattice, here both sine and cosine terms appear, in
imaginary and real parts respectively. We separate these real and imaginary parts,
> rF(s) := subs(I=0, F(s));
iF(s) := simplify((F(s) - rF(s))/I);
7 cos 2 a π s
7 cos 6 a π s
7 cos 4 a π s
7 cos 12 a π s
7
rF s d
C C
C
C
3
6
3
3
3
C

7 cos 10 a π s
3

iF s dKsin 6 a π s K
K

7 cos 8 a π s
3

C

sin 2 a π s
3

K

4 sin 8 a π s
3

K2 sin 12 a π s K

2 sin 4 a π s
3

(14.35)

5 sin 10 a π s
3

and plot separately the real and imaginary parts of the complex structure factor.
> plot(eval([rF(s),iF(s)], s=y/a), y=0..4, -7..16, colour=[red,blue],
numpoints=800, title="Fourier transform of simulated lattice",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], legend=["real","imaginary"]);
Fourier transform of simulated lattice
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Although the real and imaginary parts are each centrosymmetric within each repeating pattern of length 2 units,
there is between the respective maxima a significant phase shift -- not an angle in the complex plane but the
relative position of component waves along the axis of the reciprocal space. The Fourier transform of such a
non-centrosymmetric function as the latter simulated lattice is complex, but both the real and imaginary parts
separately are centrosymmetric. The Fourier transform of a periodic electronic distribution is the structure
factor F s . The observable quantity is the square, F s 2 if real or F s F s if complex, of the structure
factor F s , according to which the phase information is lost; we plot this square; for accuracy we require many
points to be plotted, so somewhat slowly.
> plot(eval(conjugate(F(s))*F(s), s=y/a), y=-0.1..4.1, 0..250, colour=

red,
numpoints=5000, title="square of structure factor",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
square of structure factor
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The curve depicted in this plot is not smooth; the minute fluctuations of the curve here are just as real as for the
case of the corresponding plot above for the centrosymmetric lattice, as we demonstrate by plotting with an
ordinate scale expanded in the region of the minima.
> plot(eval(conjugate(F(s))*F(s), s=y/a), y=0..4, 1..2, colour=red,
numpoints=5000, title="square of structure factor",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
square of structure factor
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For further elucidation we simulate a lattice in two dimensions, as a product of these Dirac δ functions for a
square array of atomic centres.

> k := 6;
rho := add(add(Dirac(x - i*a)*Dirac(y - j*a), j=-k..k), i=-k..k):
kd6

(14.36)

To plot a δ function directly is impracticable because it is an improper function. As before, we simulate this
sequence of δ functions to represent a finite lattice in two dimensions with vertical lines; rotate this figure to
improve its view.
> lat := [seq(seq(plottools[line]([j,i,0],[j,i,1], colour=red), j=-k..
k),
i=-k..k)]:
> plots[display](lat, view=[-10..10, -10..10, -0.02..1.1], axes=framed,
title="simulated centrosymmetric finite square lattice, 169 points",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[33,35]);
simulated centrosymmetric finite square lattice, 169 points

We take the Fourier transform of this finite lattice that yields a structure factor F s, t ,
> F(s) := Fourier(Fourier(rho,x,s), y,t);
F s d e2 I a π s CeK2 I a π s Ce6 I a π s CeK4 I a π s CeK12 I a π s Ce4 I a π s Ce12 I a π s C1 CeK10 I a π s
Ce10 I a π s Ce8 I a π s CeK8 I a π s CeK6 I a π s

(14.37)

e2 I a π t CeK2 I a π t Ce6 I a π t CeK4 I a π t CeK12 I a π t

Ce4 I a π t Ce12 I a π t C1 CeK10 I a π t Ce10 I a π t Ce8 I a π t CeK8 I a π t CeK6 I a π t
which simplifies to an entirely real function in cosine terms.
> F(s,t) := simplify(F(s));
(14.38)

F s, t d 1 C2 cos 12 a π s C2 cos 10 a π s C2 cos 8 a π s C2 cos 6 a π s C2 cos 4 a π s
C2 cos 2 a π s

(14.38)

1 C2 cos 12 a π t C2 cos 10 a π t C2 cos 8 a π t C2 cos 6 a π t

C2 cos 4 a π t C2 cos 2 a π t
Just as for the finite lattice in one dimension that has an infinite Fourier transform in one dimension, this finite
lattice in two dimensions has likewise an infinite Fourier transform, comprising a sum of cosine functions in
two dimensions, s and t in reciprocal space. We plot in three dimensions a portion of this Fourier transform that
implies an infinite extent in both s and t; expand the scale laterally and rotate this figure to improve its view.
> plot3d(eval(F(s,t), [s=x/a, t=y/a] ), x=-0.1..2.1, y=-0.1..2.1,
title="Fourier transform of simulated plane lattice, 169 points",
axes=boxed, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[64,46],
colour=red, grid=[100,100]);
Fourier transform of simulated plane lattice, 169 points

We plot a few cross sections of that surface in three dimensions, offsetting successive plots by three units
along the vertical axis for clarity.
> plot([seq(eval(eval(F(s,t)+3*j, [s=x/a, t=y/a] ),y=0.10*j),j=1..7)],
x=-0.1..2.1, -32..30, axes=boxed, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="Fourier transform of simulated lattice in a plane, 169
points",
legend=["y=0.1","y=0.2","y=0.3","y=0.4","y=0.5","y=0.6","y=0.7"],
colour=[red,blue,green,gold,cyan,coral,magenta]);

Fourier transform of simulated lattice in a plane, 169 points
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We undertake the corresponding commands to form a lattice according to a plane with 144 lattice points,
forming and plotting the lattice simulated in two dimensions,
> k := 5:
rho := add(add(Dirac(x - i*a)*Dirac(y - j*a), i=-k-1/2..k+1/2),
j=-k-1/2..k+1/2):
> lat := [seq(seq(plottools[line]([j,i,0],[j,i,1], colour=red),
j=-k-1/2..k+1/2), i=-k-1/2..k+1/2)]:
> plots[display](lat, view=[-10..10, -10..10, -0.02..1.1], axes=framed,
title="simulated centrosymmetric finite square lattice, 144
points",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[33,35]);

simulated centrosymmetric finite square lattice, 144 points

then taking a double Fourier transform and plotting the resulting surface in reciprocal space,
> F(s,t) := Fourier(Fourier(rho,x,s), y,t);
F s, t d 16 cos 6 a π s cos 3 a π s cos 3 a π t cos 6 a π t 2 cos 2 a π t C1 2 cos 2 a π s (14.39)
C1
> F(s,t) := simplify(F(s,t));
F s, t d 16 cos 6 a π s cos 3 a π s cos 3 a π t cos 6 a π t

2 cos 2 a π t C1

2 cos 2 a π s (14.40)

C1
> plot3d(eval(F(s,t), [s=x/a, t=y/a] ), x=-0.1..2.1, y=-0.1..2.1,
title="Fourier transform of simulated plane lattice, 144 points",
axes=boxed, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[-111,69],
colour=red, grid=[100,100]);

Fourier transform of simulated plane lattice, 144 points

and some cross sections of that surface at constant intervals along one axis, each offset a little to increase
visibility.
> plot([seq(eval(eval(F(s,t)+3*j, [s=x/a, t=y/a] ), y=0.10*j),j=1..7)],
x=-0.1..2.1, -22..40, axes=boxed, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="Fourier transform of simulated lattice in a plane, 144
points",
legend=["y=0.1","y=0.2","y=0.3","y=0.4","y=0.5",
"y=0.6","y=0.7"],
colour=[red,blue,green,gold,cyan,coral,magenta]);

Fourier transform of simulated lattice in a plane, 144 points
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Although the preceding plots with lattice points of odd number in each direction might present an illusion that
the repeating unit had length one unit, the latter plots for lattice points of even number leave no doubt that, as
for the Fourier transforms of lattices in one dimension, the repeating length is two units.
An important result of this simple derivation to simulate a finite lattice in one or two dimensions,
formed as Dirac δ functions in a sequence to represent electronic density of putative atomic centres, is
that a Fourier transform of a finite lattice of discrete entities has an infinite structure factor F s of
continuous density. Because of the symmetry between a Fourier transform and an inverse Fourier
transform, an infinite lattice, of which the electronic density might be represented as a sum of sine and
cosine functions in a Fourier series defining a continuous function, has clearly a finite Fourier transform
as the structure factor or inverse lattice of discrete entities, which is here represented as a sequence of
Dirac δ functions.
A real crystal that might serve for contemporary measurements of xray diffraction might have dimensions of
order 0.5 mm in each direction; as a typical unit cell for compounds involving small or moderately large
molecules might have dimensions of order 10K9 m, that crystal contains approximately 1017 unit cells, which
corresponds to ~106 units along each axis. Those numbers are effectively nearly infinite, but smaller crystals
might produce a diffraction pattern distorted in various ways.
Because the electronic density near an atomic nucleus for an atomic centre of hydrogen in any isotopic form
is much smaller than for almost any other atomic centre, there remains appreciable difficulty in locating
hydrogenic atomic centres in crystalline specimens subjected to xray diffraction, because xrays interact with
essentially only the electronic density; the amplitude for scattering of xrays from an atomic centre of a chemical
element is linearly proportional to atomic number Z. Apart from that weak scattering, the atomic nucleus of H
is not at the centre of the distribution of electronic density comprising that atomic centre for an H atom bound
chemically to another atomic centre; for this reason lengths of such interatomic distances to H atoms according
to data from diffraction of xrays are invariably artificially small, unless corrected explicitly. In contrast,
neutrons interact strongly with, and are scattered by, atomic nuclei, generally unaffected by the electronic
density; in particular, amplitudes of scattering from deuterium nuclei are comparable with those from atomic
nuclei of elements with large Z. For this reason the diffraction of neutrons produced in a nuclear reactor and
made monochromatic to an appropriate wave length through selective reflexion from a crystal is
complementary to xray diffraction of crystals. Scattering from protons -- hydrogen nuclei -- and from a few
other nuclides is accompanied by an atypical change of phase, such that hydrogen atoms appear with negative
maxima in a Fourier map based on neutron structure factors. As an application of that property, metallic alloys
have been prepared that produce a pattern of diffraction by xrays but not by neutrons because the positive
scattering from nuclei of one type is cancelled by negative scattering from nuclei of another type. As an atomic

nucleus is small compared with the wave length of the incident neutrons, the scattering power is independent of
sin θ , θ being the Bragg angle for the particular reflexion; although atomic or nuclear vibrations tend to
make a location of an atomic nucleus more diffuse, neutron diffraction provides superior sensitivity to
vibrational parameters than xray diffraction that suffers from distortion from spherical electronic density.
Procedures of analysis of data from diffraction of neutrons are exactly analogous to those for analysis of data
from diffraction of xrays.
Putative vibrations of atomic centres affect the diffraction pattern, smearing the spots, and must be taken
into account for precise estimates of structural parameters. In principle, nine parameters are required for each
atomic centre within a unit cell -- three coordinates or positional parameters, and up to six vibrational
parameters -- three parameters to define the dimensions of the ellipsoid of vibration and three further
parameters to define its orientation within the unit cell. A disorder of equivalent atomic centres within unit
cells, such as orientation of a methyl moiety about its axis, also contributes to a smearing of spots in diffraction
patterns. A few thousand reflexions from crystalline planes might be measurable within an accessible range of
scattering angle: for not too large molecules or not too numerous atoms at general positions within unit cells, a
large excess of observations over parameters prevails, which might convey implications about the phases of
reflexions, and which enables application of statistical methods.
Multiple phases can exist within a sample containing two or more compatible chemical substances, i.e. for
which there is no destructive chemical reaction. A simple example of two liquid phases in contact results from
the settling of an emulsion of hexane and water. At least seven mutually immiscible liquid phases can coexist
under appropriate conditions of selected components of a mixture. Even two gaseous phases in contact can
exist under conditions of total densities near those of critical values. Amorphous solid phases exhibit no order
of molecules over a range of distances much larger than the molecular dimensions; these solid phases yield no
sharp diffraction patterns and a radial distribution that becomes rapidly damped to a mean value of electronic
density. Between solid and liquid phases there are, for various substances, mesophases that exhibit order of
packing of molecules in one or two dimensions but disorder in the remaining dimensions in the case of liquidcrystalline substances, containing molecules of rod-like or discotic shape among other possibilities, whereas
plastic crystals are composed of weakly interacting molecules, perhaps of overall roughly spherical shape such
as that exhibit orientational or conformational disorder. The diffraction patterns of a plastic crystal, such as
camphor C10 H16 O, exhibit sharp features but also diffuse scattering. Quasi-periodic materials, also called
quasi-crystals, such as a rapidly cooled sample of Al 6 Mn, show no long-range translational order but exhibit
sharp diffraction patterns. Further information about these topics is available elsewhere.
I thank Dr. Andrew D. Bond of Syddansk Universitet for valued advice.
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e3.01 exercise
i) When xrays from cobalt, mostly at a wave length corresponding to the Kα line, are incident on a crystal of
La2 O3 , the angle of scattering is 14.48 o ; estimate the lattice parameter of this cubic crystal.
ii) Crystals of 'high tridymite', one of many polymorphs of SiO2 , at 493 K have an orthorhombic unit cell
with lattice parameters/10K10 m a = 8.74, b = 5.04, c = 8.24. Estimate the angle of first-order diffraction when
xrays from copper, mostly at a wave length corresponding to the Kα line, are incident on lattice planes of this
crystal in a particular set that have a spatial interval 8.74x10K10 m.
e3.02 exercise
The structure factor F h, k, l for xrays at a particular reflexion from a crystal has contributions from each
atom with coordinates (xj, yj, zj ) in a unit cell that are governed by values of integers h, k, l, according to
F h, k, l =

>

2 πI h x Cky Cl z
j
j
j

fj e

K1 , in which fj is an atomic scattering factor for atom j. For a cubic crystal with a face-centred
1 1
1
1
1 1
lattice with atomic positions at (0,0,0), (0, ,
), ( , 0,
), ( , , 0) and others required by the cubic
2 2
2
2
2 2
symmetry, show that F h, k, l = 4 fj for h, k, l all even or all odd, or zero otherwise.

in which I =

e3.03 exercise
For a crystalline structure defined with a two-fold screw axis for which atomic positions (x, y, z) and (
1
Kx, Ky, z C ) are equivalent, i) obtain a general expression for F 0, 0, l ; ii) considering atomic positions
2
1
(0, 0, 0) and (0, 0,
), show that F 0, 0, l s 0 for l even.
2
3.02 diffraction of xrays from a crystalline powder
> restart:
We proceed to calculate the intensity of xrays as a function of angle of diffraction from a simple crystalline
substance in powdered form [1], according to the formalism developed by Debye and Scherrer. For a sample
having dimensions much larger than the lattice parameters that specify the lengths of edges of the unit cell,
Bragg's law relates the angle θhkl of diffraction of xrays from planes in a crystal separated a distance dhkl is
related to the wavelength λ of xrays and the order n of diffraction according to
2 dhkl sin θhkl = n λ
or
nλ
θhkl = arcsin
2 dhkl
The spacing dhkl between planes depends on Miller indices h, k, l of planes in a particular set. The reflexion of
second order for planes in a set with spacing dhkl has the same angle 2 θhkl of diffraction as the reflexion of first
dhkl

; for instance, for a plane defined by hkl = (1,0,0) that is parallel to
2
plane yz, the reflexion in second order n = 2 is equivalent to a reflexion from planes (2,0,0) of first order, as
demonstrated in exercise 2.315; for this reason we henceforth assume n = 1: the reflexions of greater order,
with n > 1, are immaterial when we employ Bragg's law to describe the geometry of diffraction because they
are already taken into account in the description of other planes. The scattering vector s,
s = h a* + k b* + l c*
for the reciprocal lattice has a magnitude
1
|s| =
dhkl
with
1
h2
k2
l2
=
C
C
,
d2hkl
a2
b2
c2
order for planes in a set with spacing

π
rad, like orthogonal axes. As we here simulate the diffraction
2
pattern for an elemental substance, metallic lithium, with a body-centred cubic unit cell so Z = 2
(crystallographic notation, distinct from atomic number), there is only one atomic form factor fi , the same for
both atoms per unit cell; for other crystals there might be various atoms at multiple positions within a particular
unit cell depending on the basis. Scattering factor fn of each atom n, which is a Fourier transform of the
distribution of electronic density in an atomic centre as shown in the equation below, depends on the number of
electrons of that atom -- i.e. the type of atom or atomic number -- and the angle of scattering; this atomic form
factor is expressed as
if angles between edges of the unit cell be

2 πi s r

fn =
atom

ρn r e

dr

in which the exponent contains a scalar product of s with distance r from the atomic nucleus, i.e. s . r; here
i = K1 . Whereas ρ r exist in real space, f sin θ exists in reciprocal space. For Li, we express the
density ρ r of electronic charge as a function of distance r from the atomic nucleus as
K
3

2Z r
a
0

3

2

K

Zr
a
0

2Z e
Z
Zr
C
1K
e
3
3
2
a0
π a0
8 π a0
in terms of approximate wave functions for H; we take atomic number Z = 3 for Li, and a0 denotes the Bohr
radius. For scattering from a particular plane with Miller indices hkl according to a unit cell of specific type,
the structure factor Fhkl, which is essentially a Fourier transform of the distribution of electronic charge for all
atomic centres within a unit cell, is calculated according to this expression,
ρ r =

N

Fhkl =

>

2 πi s r
n

fn e

n= 1

in which the exponent contains also a scalar product, s . rn , of scattering vector s with position r n of atom n of
the basis with
r n = xn a + yn b + zn c ;
the sum runs over all N atoms of that basis that are the scattering centres within a unit cell; also
s . rn = h xn Ck yn Cl zn
because
a . a* = b . b* = c . c* = 1.
The intensity I of a reflexion is proportional to the square of structure factor Fhkl as
I = Nt Fhkl 2 ,
in which Nt is the total number of unit cells in a crystal and has no effect on the relative intensities of interest
here; a derivation of intensities does not require Bragg's law. For measured diffraction data, the linear relation
2
between intensity and Fhkl is realized only after application of several corrections.
To undertake this calculation, we define the lattice parameter for metallic lithium; its body-centred cubic
unit cell has one unique parameter to define its lattice, here given as a value/10K10 m of length a of that unit
cell applicable at 298 K,
> a := 3.51;
a d 3.51
(18.1)
the atomic number of Li,
> Z := 3;
Zd3

(18.2)

a0 d 0.52917721092

(18.3)

the Bohr radius/10K10 m,
> a0 := 0.52917721092;
and the wave length of xrays from a copper source, designated Cu Kα, here also given as a value/10K10 m.
> lambda := 1.5418;
λ d 1.5418
We define Miller indices for crystalline planes in all families with h, k, l each integer in a domain 0 ..3,
> dom := 3:

(18.4)

Miller1 := seq(seq(seq([h,k,l],l=0..dom),k=0..dom),h=0..dom);
Miller1 d 0, 0, 0 , 0, 0, 1 , 0, 0, 2 , 0, 0, 3 , 0, 1, 0 , 0, 1, 1 , 0, 1, 2 , 0, 1, 3 , 0, 2, 0 , 0,

(18.5)

2, 1 , 0, 2, 2 , 0, 2, 3 , 0, 3, 0 , 0, 3, 1 , 0, 3, 2 , 0, 3, 3 , 1, 0, 0 , 1, 0, 1 , 1, 0, 2 , 1, 0,
3 , 1, 1, 0 , 1, 1, 1 , 1, 1, 2 , 1, 1, 3 , 1, 2, 0 , 1, 2, 1 , 1, 2, 2 , 1, 2, 3 , 1, 3, 0 , 1, 3,
1 , 1, 3, 2 , 1, 3, 3 , 2, 0, 0 , 2, 0, 1 , 2, 0, 2 , 2, 0, 3 , 2, 1, 0 , 2, 1, 1 , 2, 1, 2 , 2, 1,
3 , 2, 2, 0 , 2, 2, 1 , 2, 2, 2 , 2, 2, 3 , 2, 3, 0 , 2, 3, 1 , 2, 3, 2 , 2, 3, 3 , 3, 0, 0 , 3, 0,
1 , 3, 0, 2 , 3, 0, 3 , 3, 1, 0 , 3, 1, 1 , 3, 1, 2 , 3, 1, 3 , 3, 2, 0 , 3, 2, 1 , 3, 2, 2 , 3, 2,
3 , 3, 3, 0 , 3, 3, 1 , 3, 3, 2 , 3, 3, 3
from which we eliminate 0, 0, 0 that corresponds to a point, not a plane.
> Miller := Miller1[2..nops([Miller1])];
Miller d 0, 0, 1 , 0, 0, 2 , 0, 0, 3 , 0, 1, 0 , 0, 1, 1 , 0, 1, 2 , 0, 1, 3 , 0, 2, 0 , 0, 2, 1 , 0, 2, (18.6)
2 , 0, 2, 3 , 0, 3, 0 , 0, 3, 1 , 0, 3, 2 , 0, 3, 3 , 1, 0, 0 , 1, 0, 1 , 1, 0, 2 , 1, 0, 3 , 1, 1,
0 , 1, 1, 1 , 1, 1, 2 , 1, 1, 3 , 1, 2, 0 , 1, 2, 1 , 1, 2, 2 , 1, 2, 3 , 1, 3, 0 , 1, 3, 1 , 1, 3,
2 , 1, 3, 3 , 2, 0, 0 , 2, 0, 1 , 2, 0, 2 , 2, 0, 3 , 2, 1, 0 , 2, 1, 1 , 2, 1, 2 , 2, 1, 3 , 2, 2,
0 , 2, 2, 1 , 2, 2, 2 , 2, 2, 3 , 2, 3, 0 , 2, 3, 1 , 2, 3, 2 , 2, 3, 3 , 3, 0, 0 , 3, 0, 1 , 3, 0,
2 , 3, 0, 3 , 3, 1, 0 , 3, 1, 1 , 3, 1, 2 , 3, 1, 3 , 3, 2, 0 , 3, 2, 1 , 3, 2, 2 , 3, 2, 3 , 3, 3,
0 , 3, 3, 1 , 3, 3, 2 , 3, 3, 3
How many sets of Miller indices have we accepted?
> noi := nops([Miller]);
noi d 63

(18.7)

According to formulae presented above, we calculate the interplanar distances for planes in each family of the
preceding sequence,
> for j to noi do
d[j] := evalf(a/sqrt(Miller[j][1]^2+Miller[j][2]^2+Miller[j][3]^2));
end do:
and the corresponding angles of diffraction.
> for j to noi do
theta[j] := evalf(180/Pi)*arcsin(lambda/(2*d[j]));
if Im(theta[j]) <> 0 then theta[j] := 0; end if;
end do:
We calculate the vectors for the reciprocal lattice corresponding to each plane.
> for j to noi do
s[j] := evalf(1/d[j]);
end do:
This function specifies the relative density of electronic charge about the atomic nucleus of Li as a function of
radial distance ρ from that atomic centre.
> rho := r -> 2*Z^3/(Pi*a0^3)*exp(-2*Z*r/a0)
+ Z^3/(8*Pi*a0^3)*(1-Z*r/(2*a0))^2*exp(-Z*r/a0);
K

ρdr1

2$Z3$e

2$Z$r
a0

π$a03

Z$r
Z $ 1K
2$a0
3

C

8$π$a03

2

K

$e

Z$r
a0

(18.8)

Using that relative density of electronic charge, we calculate the atomic form factors for reflexion from planes
2
in each set, integrating over the effective volume of a particular atom; rather than an integrating factor 4 π r
that one expects to appear within the integrand according to an assumption of spherical symmetry of each
2
atomic centre, there appears outside the integrand in the following formula a factor
that arises from a
sj
1
2
product of 4 π r with
, leaving just r within the integrand with ρ r and the sine or exponential
2 π r sj
function.
> for j to noi do
#f[j] := evalf(2/s[j]*Int(r*rho(r)*exp(2*Pi*I*s[j]*r), r=0..6));
f[j] := evalf(2/s[j]*Int(r*rho(r)*sin(2*Pi*s[j]*r), r=0..6));
end do:
We plot here a unit cell of metallic Li in which the atoms are, for clarity, shown as small spheres, not
properly filling space. The volume in the plot is slightly larger than the unit cell -- 1.5 times the length along
each axis, and black lines mark the frame of the plot, not the edges of the unit cell. Rotate the plot to appreciate
the geometric features.
> rLi := 1/3:
cond := rLi, colour=blue:
sLi0 := plottools[sphere]([1/2,1/2,1/2], cond):
sLi1 := plottools[sphere]([0,0,0], cond):
sLi2 := plottools[sphere]([0,0,1], cond):
sLi3 := plottools[sphere]([0,1,0], cond):
sLi4 := plottools[sphere]([1,0,0], cond):
sLi5 := plottools[sphere]([0,1,1], cond):
sLi6 := plottools[sphere]([1,0,1], cond):
sLi7 := plottools[sphere]([1,1,0], cond):
sLi8 := plottools[sphere]([1,1,1], cond):
plots[display]([seq(sLi||j, j=0..8)], axes = normal,
scaling = constrained, view = [-0.4..1.4,-0.4..1.4,-0.4..1.4],
style = patchnogrid, axes = frame, tickmarks = [2,2,2],
title="unit cell of metallic lithium",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[-110,40]);

unit cell of metallic lithium

For a lattice of such body-centred cubic unit cells, the intensities of reflected xrays reinforce for a sum
h Ck Cl equal to an even integer, but cancel for h Ck Cl equal to an odd integer. The former condition,
reinforecement, arises because each atomic centre with coordinates x, y, z has an equivalent atomic centre at
1
1
1
x C , y C , z C ; cf exercises e1.223 and e1.224. With the above expression for fj , we calculate
2
2
2
1 1 1
structure factors Fhkl for two atomic centres, one at (0,0,0) and another at ( , ,
) according to a plot of
2 2 2
the unit cell above,
> x[1],y[1],z[1] := 0$3;
x[2],y[2],z[2] := 1/2$3;
x1, y1, z1 d 0, 0, 0
x2, y2, z2 d

1 1 1
, ,
2 2 2

(18.9)

for each plane according to the formula above.
> for j to noi do
F[j] := evalf(f[j]*(exp(2*Pi*I*(Miller[j][1]*x[1]
+ Miller[j][2]*y[1] + Miller[j][3]*z[1]))
+ exp(2*Pi*I*(Miller[j][1]*x[2]
+ Miller[j][2]*y[2] + Miller[j][3]*z[2]))))
;
end do:
On taking into account explicitly the two atomic centres per unit cell in calculating the structure factor above,

we derive the intensity as a product of the number of unit cells in the sample and the magnitude Fhkl = Fhkl Fhkl
of the structure factor; because our interest involves only relative intensities, we ignore the number of unit cells.
> for j to noi do
Intensity[j] := abs(F[j]);
end do:
Omitting a normalization factor because only relative intensities are of interest, we assume a gaussian line
shape and width 0.4 units at half maximum stature to take into account that the crystallites in the powdered
sample have a finite size, that there is a distribution of those sizes and that the xray beam spreads in the region
of the sample.
> gs := Theta -> add(Intensity[j]*exp(-((Theta-theta[j])/0.4)^2),
j=1..noi);
K6.250000000$ Θ K θ 2
j

gs d Θ 1 add Intensityj$e

, j = 1 ..noi

(18.10)

We plot this intensity as a function of angle of diffraction.
> pl := plot(gs(Theta), Theta=10..65, -1..165, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], axes=frame,
labels=["theta / deg", "relative intensity"], colour=red,
title="pattern for diffraction of xrays by powdered Li metal"):
pls := plottools[scale](pl, 2,3.8):
# for exponential
plots[display](pls, labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical],
labels=["2 theta / deg", "relative intensity"]);
pattern for diffraction of xrays by powdered Li metal
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> pl := plot(gs(Theta), Theta=10..65, -2..165, labeldirections=
[horizontal,vertical],
labels=["theta / deg", "relative intensity"], titlefont=[TIMES,
BOLD,14],
title="pattern for diffraction of xrays by a powder", axes=frame,
colour=red):
pls := plottools[scale](pl, 2,8):
# for sine

plots[display](pls, labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical],
labels=["2 theta / deg", "relative intensity"]);
pattern for diffraction of xrays by a powder
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The signals in this diffraction pattern for metallic Li in its body-centred cubic unit cell correspond to values
of h, k, l in families equal to (1,1,0), (2,0,0), (2,1,1), (2,2,0), (3,1,0), (2,2,2), (3,1,2) ..., and their various
permutations, such that h2 Ck2 Cl2 = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 .... With domain only 0 .. 2 for each of h, k and l, a
signal is apparently lacking for h2 Ck2 Cl2 = 10, near angle 2 θ = 88 o for Cu Kα radiation, because in no
combination can a sum of squares of three integers, each of magnitude less than 3, equal 10; extension of the
domain of h, k, l to 3 yields an evident signal near that point. We scale this plot so that an angle on the
abscissal scale represents the angle 2 θ through which the incident beam is scattered into the diffracted beam,
neither the angle of reflexion nor its complement, and so that the maximum stature of the most intense feature
arbitrarily attains ~100 units. Application of Bragg's law to these signals yields the lattice parameter. For
o
instance, selecting the second signal near 2 θ = 37 , we evaluate angle θ2, 0, 0 as
> theta[1,1,0] := fsolve(diff(gs(theta),theta)=0, theta=37)/2;
θ1, 1, 0 d 17.65339342

(18.11)

then inserting into Bragg's law 2 dhkl sin θhkl = n λ, and λ = 1.5418 10K10 m, and taking n = 1 for diffraction in
the first order, we find for the spacing between planes with (1,1,0),
> d[1,1,0] := fsolve(1.5418 = 2*d*sin(theta[1,1,0]/180*Pi), d);
d1, 1, 0 d 2.542059651
(18.12)
As the distance between planes is dh, k, l =

a
2

with a as the length of the unit cell, we find
2

2

h Ck Cl
> 'a' = sqrt(1.^2 + 1.^2 + 0.^2)*d[1,1,0];
a = 3.595015234

(18.13)

or a = 3.595 10K10 m in rough agreement with the value used to calculate the diffraction pattern.
Comparison of these results with those from experiment, although under conditions of other radiation, at
298 K indicates a correct trend; corrections to the calculated intensities might take into account that the
intensity of lines diminishes with increasing temperature and that the atomic form factors used here are

approximate both because in practice they depend on temperature and because they assume an ideal and
spherical distribution of electronic density calculated on a basis of amplitude functions of atomic hydrogen,
thereby neglecting effects of redistribution of electronic density in the metallic sample that makes those factors
differ from the distribution assumed for isolated atoms at rest.
Whereas the diffraction of xrays yields a radial distribution of electronic density and diffraction of electrons
a distribution of electric potential reflecting both nuclear and electronic distributions, the diffraction of neutrons
for typical non-magnetic samples reflects the distribution of atomic nuclei. Although the weak scattering of
both xrays and electrons by hydrogen atomic centres makes difficult the location of these centres, neutrons are
efficiently scattered by deuterium nuclei, enabling their accurate location in crystalline samples. Diffraction of
all these 'rays' is also practised on liquid samples, with most difficulty for electrons in the presence of vapour;
because electrons interact strongly with molecular matter or material samples, the region of interaction is
confined to either a small sample or just the surface, whereas the weak interaction of neutrons with matter
requires large samples; typical dimensions of sample sizes are for electrons 150 nm, for xrays 500 µm, and for
neutrons 2 mm. The product of these experiments on diffraction by liquid samples is a radial distribution, like
that discussed for electron diffraction of gaseous samples, but the extent of this distribution is greatly curtailed
because a liquid phase generally lacks order of molecules beyond a few molecular diameters, even at
temperatures just greater than the freezing point at which disorder might be expected to be less extensive than at
greater temperatures. Although some correlation is identifiable up to 2.8 nm, or about five molecular
diameters, in liquid tetrachloromethane below 280 K, a correlation is observable up to only 0.8 nm in liquid H
2 O, despite an expectation that hydrogen bonding between adjacent molecules might impose an enhanced order
relative to other liquid substances. Experiments involving diffraction of neutrons by samples of white
phosphorus, comprising tetrahedral molecules P4 , showed a similar pattern in the radial distribution for both the
normal and supercooled liquid phases and for the liquid and solid α phase; the latter is thus deduced to be of
plastic-crystalline type, similar to such globular molecules as SF 6 and CBr 4 .
Here we have only simulated the pattern from diffraction of xrays incident on a powdered sample; a
measured diffraction pattern for a simple unit cell might however serve to yield information about the lattice
parameter of that compound: for instance, all alkali halide crystals are treatable in this way.
reference
1 F. R. Zypman, Comput. Phys. 7, 22 -26, 1993
e3.04 exercise
Repear the calculation assuming that the xrays are generated from a cobalt source, designated Co Kα, is
1.7902 10K10 m, to test of the effect of wave length on the diffraction pattern.
e3.05 exercise
For NH 4 Cl at 296 K (density = 1527.4 kg m K3 ), a powder photograph obtained with a camera of radius
0.0100 m and xrays of wave length 153.7 pm showed reflexions from planes (100), (110), (111) that produced
arcs separated by 7.99, 11.38 and 14.04 cm, respectively, on the film. The intensity of the arc for (110) was
much greater than that of the arc for (100).
i) Determine the structure of the unit cell of NH 4 Cl at 296 K.
ii) Evaluate the Avogadro constant.

4 microwave spectra of gas
4.01 microwave spectra in emission
> restart:
> Digits := 16:
For gaseous samples at small densities, an interaction with a field of electromagnetic radiation might
generate absorption or emission, or scattering, of light with transitions between states of discrete energies and
discrete angular momenta; in or near the microwave region these transitions in absorption or emission for
molecules without 'unpaired electrons' are generally associated classically with primarily rotational motions, so
involving quantum numbers pertaining to total angular momenta and their components that alter in particular

9

manners. The wavelengths of light in this region correspond to frequencies in a range 1 GHz (10 Hz) up to 2
12
THz (2 10 Hz), thus wave lengths from 0.15 mm to as large as 0.35 m, which are comparable with the sizes
of macroscopic objects or optical elements in the laboratory. Because the frequency is small relative to that, ~6
THz, associated with typical ambient temperatures, ~300 K, radiation from an incandescent lamp is negligibly
small throughout all this region; for absorption spectrometry non-thermal sources must be used. In traditional
instruments applied for this region, the source of light for molecular transitions in absorption is a reflex klystron
in which accelerated electrons, within an evacuated cavity of particular dimensions, are made to oscillate at a
particular frequency through applied electric and magnetic fields; this radiation is conducted through a gaseous
sample within a wave guide, typically a vessel of length ~2 m and a rectangular cross section such as 0.010 m x
K2
0.025 m. For a static gaseous sample with pressure typically ~50 N m , the widths of lines due to collisions
5
are smaller than the widths imposed by the modulation with an electric field, at a frequency typically 10 Hz, of
the radiation to improve the sensitivity and stability of the system for amplification and detection. Such
instruments are formally not spectrometers because their operation involves no dispersion of radiation; tunable
monochromatic radiation is generated at a particular frequency within an appropriate range for a selected
klystron, and swept through some applicable portion of that range on altering the dimensions of the cavity; any
molecular transition is detected as a decrease of the energy reaching a detector relative to an absence of sample.

About 1980, an alternative method of measuring frequencies of molecular transitions in this region was
developed based on phenomena analogous to those then well established for the recording of spectra involving
nuclear magnetic resonance or nuclear induction; cf chapter 6. According to this experiment in a typical
apparatus as illustrated in this diagram kindly provided by Professor V. Arunan and Dr. D. Mani, a pulsed
gaseous sample is released into a large evacuated space along the axis of the two (typically) spherical surfaces
defining the cavity of a Fabry-Perot interferometer; when that gaseous sample is approximately central within
this cavity formed typically from spherical mirrors of aluminium, of diameter typically 0.3 m, an intense pulse
of coherent radiation of duration about 10K6 s and with a frequency generally in a narrow band, of width
typically 106 Hz, within a range/109 Hz [4, 30] illuminates the sample. If a frequency of a molecular transition
occur within this band width, the molecules become excited on absorbing this incident radiation, and re-emit
spontaneously that coherent radiation absorbed by the polarized gas after the exciting radiation is extinguished,
i.e. after the termination of the pulse. This emission is detected as a function of time; the corresponding signal
in a temporal domain becomes converted to a signal in a frequency domain through Fourier transformation.
The widths of resulting spectral lines are typically as small as 5000 Hz, and might be measured with an
accuracy ~103 Hz, or about 0.1 -- 1 part in 106 ; the precision of such measurements is hence about 20 times
that of a traditional instrument comprising a wave guide. Because the molecules are moving during the pulse in
a direction along the axis of the mirrors forming the cavity, each molecular transition is characterised by two
spectral lines; the difference of their frequencies reflects the velocities of the emitting molecules, which might
range up to 1600 m sK1 depending on the total pressure before expansion and the mass of molecules of a noble
gas, typically He or Ar, with which the sample gas is diluted before release. The effective molecular frequency

of each rotational transition is the arithmetic mean of the two Doppler components. In general, only a single
rotational transition of a light molecule is likely to occur within the band of width 1 MHz of the pulse of
radiation, but coupling between rotational angular momenta and intrinsic nuclear angular momenta might
produce further detectable transitions regarded as resulting from splitting of the rotational transition, as in the
spectrum shown below.
According to data kindly provided by Professor M. C. L. Gerry and Dr. S. A. Cooke as presented below, we
75
35
here simulate the spectrum associated with a rotational transition of As Cl between states with rotational
3
h
35
75
quantum numbers J = 1 and J = 2. Both atomic nuclei Cl and As have nuclear spin I =
in units of
2
2π
, so electric quadrupolar moments, that produce a hyperfine structure superimposed on a rotational transition.
After defining a Fourier transformation,
> Fourier := (f, d, nu) -> int(f*exp(I*d*nu), d=-infinity..infinity);
N

I$d$ν

Fourier d f, d, ν 1

f$e

(21.1)

dd

KN

and a shape of a spectral line,
> Ft := (a,b,nu) -> a*cos(nu*l)*exp(-b*abs(l));
Ft d a, b, ν 1 a$cos ν$l $eKb$ l

(21.2)

we simulate the four contributions to the transition of interest,
> Iti := Ft(0.137/1.6,0.007,4.887) + Ft(0.180/1.6,0.007,4.953)
+ Ft(0.092/1.6,0.0075,5.103) + Ft(0.11/1.6,0.007,5.170);
Iti d 0.08562500000000000 cos 4.887 l eK0.007 l C0.1125000000000000 cos 4.953 l eK0.007 l

(21.3)

C0.05750000000000000 cos 5.103 l eK0.0075 l C0.06875000000000000 cos 5.170 l eK0.007

l

which yield this plot that shows the intensity of the signal as a function of time; expand the scale laterally to
clarify somewhat the detail.
> plot(Iti, l=0..500, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], numpoints=10000,
title="interferogram of emission by gaseous AsCl", axes=frame,
colour=red,
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], labels=["time", "intensity"]);
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We expand the scale near the origin to improve the observation of the detail.
> plot(Iti, l=0..140, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], numpoints=10000,
colour=red,
title="interferogram of emission by gaseous AsCl", axes=frame,
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], labels=["time", "intensity"]
);
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Application of a Fourier transformation of these data,
> ftIti := simplify(Fourier(Iti, l, nu));
14

12

ftIti d K4.598750000000000 1023 ν C5.842798113037500 1025 ν
10

8

(21.4)
6

K2.679959544446649 1027 ν C3.871665888991227 1028 ν C9.066474753337925 1029 ν

K4.248346833061251 10

31

4

ν C6.011188863480207 10

37

K1.663083670241732 10 K1.000000000000000 10

32

2

ν K3.052175830751675 10

26 16

ν C2.023685675000000 10
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10
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28 14

ν

8

K1.791178609116842 1030 ν C9.056727920985756 1031 ν K2.861266758596384 1033 ν
7

6

4

C2. 1015 I ν C5.783622106981122 1034 ν K7.304593372367406 1035 ν
C5.270219704273604 10

36

2

ν

yields a corresponding plot in the frequency domain; the intensity has arbitrary unit.
> pi := plot(Re(ftIti)/90, nu=4.7..5.7, numpoints=5000,
axes=frame, colour=red, legend=["microwave emission"]):
plots[display](plottools[translate](pi,18190,0), titlefont=[TIMES,
BOLD,14],
title="microwave emission of gaseous AsCl", labels=["frequency /
MHz", "intensity"],
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical]);
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Within an interval 1 MHz from 18.1947 to 18.1957 GHz, this spectrum presents four lines, each of width ~7
kHz, discernible as two couples of separation 66 or 67 kHz; the means of the two couples are 18.194920 GHz
and 18.1951365 GHz, their difference is 216.5 kHz. The asymmetry of the Doppler doublets results from the
disparate proximity of the frequences of these lines to the centre frequency of an exciting pulse; for the same
reason the relative intensity of the two components of the splitting due to coupling of rotational and intrinsic
nuclear angular momentum is likely highly distorted, so that the true ratio of intensities differs greatly from the
apparent ratio 1:1.6 of statures of these lines.
For a transition between rotational states characterised by J = 1 and J = 2, we assume that these lines imply
a rotational parameter according to 4 B0 ~ 18.1950 GHz, near the midpoint between the two doublets, such that
h NA
18.195 109
B0 =
=
2
4
8 π MAs MCl R20
MAs CMCl

> h := 6.62606896e-34:
# SI units
N[A] := 6.02214179e23:
# SI units
M[As] := 74.921596478e-3:
# SI units
M[Cl] := 34.968852682e-3:
# SI units
R[0] := evalf[4](op(select(x -> is(x > 0),
[solve(h*N[A]/(8*Pi^2*M[As]*M[Cl]/(M[As]+M[Cl])*R[0]^2)
= 18.195e9/4)])));
R0 d 2.159 10K10
75

(21.5)
K10

35

which in turn implies for As Cl as a rigid rotor an effective internuclear distance R0 = 2.16 10
m, so this
structure.
> rCl := 1.32: rAs := 1.54:
sCl := plottools[sphere]([0,1.473,0], rCl, colour=green):
sAs := plottools[sphere]([0,-0.687,0], rAs, colour=gray):
plots[display](sCl,sAs, axes=normal, scaling=constrained, axes=boxed,
view = [-1.7..1.7,-2.5..3.0,-1.7..1.7], style = patchnogrid,
tickmarks = [2,2,2], orientation=[-90,180], labels=["y","z","x"],
title="AsCl, As grey, Cl green", titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
AsCl, As grey, Cl green

By means of the icons for θ and φ in the context bar opened on clicking on the plot, and assuming the display
on which this plot is viewed to be in a vertical plane and the atomic centres to be located along axis z, we can
rotate the figure about two horizontal axes, one, axis x, perpendicular to the plane of the display by adjusting
angle θ, and another, axis y, within the plane of the display on varying angle φ; rotation about vertical axis z as

the plot is generated entails no physical action on the positions of the atomic nuclei.
Here follow the actual interferogram measured in the temporal domain and the corresponding spectrum from
the Fourier transform of that interferogram.
> restart:
We read authentic experimental data for the interferogram from this subsection.
data for interferogram
> td := [[-1.001447, -1.601515], [1.485753, -.4270707],
[.8208579e-2, 1.297638], [-1.165618, -.5091997],
[1.231287, -1.322277], [.5417662, 1.125167],
[-1.264121, 0.], [.2544660, -1.322277],
[1.075324, .3531546], [-.7716064, .8541414],
[-.8783180, -1.051251], [1.099950, -.6980963],
[-.8208579e-2, 1.355128], [-1.280538, -.3038772],
[.6402692, -1.675431], [1.370833, .7802253],
[-1.403667, 1.010186], [-.8947351, -1.437257],
[2.142439, -.7309479], [.3693861, 2.118928],
[-2.216316, -.5256255], [.8044408, -1.724709],
[1.592464, .9444833], [-1.535004, 1.231935],
[-.8619008, -1.568664], [1.592464, -.9855478],
[.5499748, 1.281212], [-1.855139, -.1642580],
[.5417662, -1.839689], [1.732010, .9855478e-1],
[-.4925147, 1.544025], [-1.042490, -1.084103],
[.5828091, -1.420831], [1.214870, .8459285],
[-.9029437, .8541414], [-.7305635, -.9198446],
[.7469807, -.6898834], [.8454837, .5995416],
[-.9029437, .7720124], [-.7059378, -1.092315],
[1.132784, -.9444833], [.9521952, 1.034825],
[-1.239495, 1.001974], [-.8701094, -1.888967],
[1.871556, -.6159673], [.7716064, 1.962883],
[-2.372279, .5174126], [-.8208579e-2, -2.817024],
[3.365517, .4106449], [-1.132784, 3.679378],
[-3.603566, -1.749347], [2.864794, -3.170179],
[2.905837, 3.342649], [-4.022204, 2.357102],
[-1.321581, -4.508881], [4.957982, -1.010186],
[-.4268461, 5.190552], [-5.007233, -1.527599],
[2.782708, -4.656713], [4.284878, 3.482269],
[-4.194584, 4.163939], [-2.741665, -4.919526],
[5.434079, -2.102502], [.9275694, 5.880435],
[-5.639294, -.4927739e-1], [1.764845, -5.363022],
[4.941565, 2.455657], [-3.283432, 4.352836],
[-3.381935, -4.016107], [4.432633, -2.743108],
[1.953642, 4.837397], [-4.580387, 1.207296],
[-.7387721e-1, -4.615649], [4.301295, .4270707],
[-1.699176, 4.319984], [-3.291640, -1.839689],
[2.224525, -3.112688], [2.306611, 2.381740],

[-2.380488, 1.757560], [-.9850295, -2.710256],
[2.618537, -.8048640], [.2134231, 1.864328],
[-1.543213, -.5749029e-1], [.1395458, -1.470109],
[1.034281, -.2874514], [.7387721e-1, 1.231935],
[-1.001447, .3285159], [-.5828091, -1.125167],
[1.535004, -.8623543], [.6320606, 1.593302],
[-1.912599, .7391608], [-.4925147, -2.422805],
[2.183482, -.2381740], [-.1805887, 2.636340],
[-2.561077, -.5584771], [1.346207, -2.923792],
[3.028966, 2.069650], [-2.413322, 2.751321],
[-2.495408, -3.318011], [4.112498, -1.691857],
[1.067115, 4.262494], [-4.243835, -.1642580e-1],
[.9193609, -4.336410], [4.325921, 1.741134],
[-2.799125, 4.205004], [-3.488646, -3.704017],
[4.194584, -2.940217], [1.666342, 4.738842],
[-4.539344, .9034188], [.5746005e-1, -4.402113],
[4.555761, .7966511], [-1.855139, 4.402113],
[-3.521480, -2.266760], [3.012549, -3.293372],
[2.199899, 3.777933], [-3.800572, 1.815050],
[-1.026072, -3.564398], [3.611775, -.2381740],
[-.2544660, 3.810785], [-3.324475, -.9444833],
[1.699176, -2.874514], [2.101396, 1.667218],
[-2.191691, 1.888967], [-.9193609, -1.847902],
[2.117813, -.6898834], [-.1141265e-16, 1.839689],
[-1.173827, .1231935], [.5828091, -1.396193],
[1.124575, .4024320], [-.4104290, 1.067677],
[-.6156434, -.6734576], [.2298402, -.9280575],
[.6566863, .5666900], [.1149201, .2545998],
[-.3201346, -.2463869], [-.1067115, -.7227350],
[.6074349, -.1149806], [-.1149201, .6570318],
[-.2873003, -.2135353], [.2134231, -1.001974],
[.8290665, .8212898e-2], [-.1395458, .4106449],
[-.5910177, -.6570318], [.3365517, -.6898834],
[.6484778, .1888967], [-.3858032, .1067677],
[-.1141265e-16, -.9280575], [1.075324, -.9034188e-1],
[.1395458, .6898834], [-.7633979, -.2135353],
[.5007233, -.8705672], [.4760976, .5502642],
[-.5499748, .2217482], [.4925147e-1, -.9444833],
[.7633979, .7391608e-1], [-.1141265e-16, .6816705],
[-.5171405, -.6652447], [.6977292, -.3942191],
[.2873003, .9855478e-1], [-.3529689, -.3777933],
[.5581834, -.4681352], [.2298402, .2792385],
[-.5910177, -.1724709], [.2544660, -.6406060],
[.4350547, .4106449], [-.4350547, .4270707],
[-.2298402, -.8623543], [.6484778, -.3285159],

[.7387721e-1, .7227350], [-.5746005, .8212898e-1],
[.4104290, -.4106449], [.6156434, -.7391608e-1],
[-.1641716, .4106449], [-.3447603, -.2545998],
[-.8208579e-2, -.5256255], [.4760976, .1971096],
[-.1559630, .7473737], [-.5171405, -.5995416],
[.7551893, -1.043038], [.8372751, .3777933],
[-.9686123, .4763481], [-.4022204, -1.240148],
[1.403667, -.6652447], [.3365517, 1.461896],
[-1.608882, -.4927739e-1], [.1641716, -1.773986],
[1.945433, .3942191], [-.6977292, 1.856115],
[-1.937225, -1.486535], [1.929016, -1.905392],
[1.420084, 2.283186], [-2.610328, .7802253],
[-.5746005, -2.841663], [3.283432, -.2792385],
[-.5499748, 3.219456], [-2.996131, -1.289425],
[1.855139, -2.652766], [2.331236, 2.472082],
[-2.815543, 2.159992], [-1.346207, -3.005921],
[3.365517, -.6323931], [-.1395458, 3.712230],
[-3.275223, -.7227350], [1.403667, -3.014134],
[3.045383, 1.535812], [-2.183482, 2.890940],
[-2.298402, -2.513147], [3.225972, -1.601515],
[1.223078, 3.359075], [-3.070009, .3285159e-1],
[.3365517, -2.932005], [2.922254, .7473737],
[-1.329790, 2.652766], [-1.896182, -1.995734],
[2.109605, -1.617941], [1.264121, 2.061437],
[-1.649924, .5420513], [.4104290e-1, -1.667218],
[1.658133, -.1396193], [-.1141265e-16, 1.215509],
[-.9686123, -.7391608e-1], [.3283432, -1.125167],
[.7962322, -.2710256], [.2790917, .9362704],
[-1.017864, -.8212898e-1], [-.3037174, -1.330489],
[1.461127, -.3367288], [.5663920, 1.486535],
[-1.658133, 0.], [.1641716e-1, -1.995734],
[2.150648, .2628127], [-.5663920, 2.225695],
[-2.257359, -1.223722], [1.296956, -2.587063],
[2.158856, 2.069650], [-2.487199, 2.143566],
[-1.321581, -3.014134], [3.258806, -1.141593],
[.3119260, 3.769720], [-3.751321, -.2135353],
[1.255913, -3.547972], [3.324475, 1.864328],
[-2.429739, 3.367288], [-2.577494, -3.104475],
[3.242389, -2.028586], [1.214870, 4.205004],
[-3.603566, .3203030], [.2544660, -3.745081],
[3.619983, 1.067677], [-1.682759, 3.490482],
[-2.585702, -2.406379], [2.717040, -2.570637],
[1.387250, 2.948430], [-2.979714, .9691220],
[.1149201, -3.326224], [2.979714, .1888967],
[-1.017864, 2.784172], [-2.158856, -1.404406],

[1.789470, -2.159992], [1.452919, 2.012160],
[-1.797679, .8705672], [-.3858032, -2.028586],
[1.707384, -.5995416], [.3283432e-1, 1.700070],
[-1.518587, -.4106449], [.2052145, -1.240148],
[.9686123, -.2463869e-1], [-.4925147e-1, 1.116954],
[-.7880236, -.2628127], [.2462574, -.6734576],
[.7305635, .4681352], [-.1641716, .7063092],
[-.7798150, -.1149806], [.2790917, -.7637995],
[.9111523, -.1971096], [-.3119260, .8377156],
[-.8619008, -.3777933], [.4678890, -1.067677],
[1.091741, .4681352], [-.9439866, 1.240148],
[-.7633979, -1.100528], [1.608882, -.6734576],
[.5581834, 1.437257], [-1.157410, .1149806],
[.1477544, -1.626154], [1.625299, .3449417],
[-.8372751, 1.264786], [-1.223078, -1.182657],
[1.198453, -1.125167], [.5828091, 1.059464],
[-1.280538, .3531546], [-.1723802, -1.544025],
[1.485753, -.8212898e-2], [-.2626745, .8130769],
[-.6895206, -.8787801], [1.124575, -.9609091],
[.5746005, .7720124], [-.8619008, .3695804],
[.9029437e-1, -.9855478], [.5007233, .5749029e-1],
[.3283432e-1, .5091997], [-.2708831, -.3285159],
[.3940118, -.7555866], [.4843062, .4599223],
[-.3283432, .1642580], [.2462574, -.6570318],
[.4678890, .1724709], [-.4678890, 0.],
[-.2626745, -.4270707], [.5746005, -.1396193],
[.8208579e-2, .6980963], [-.2626745, -.3777933],
[.2462574, -.4270707], [.5171405, -.9034188e-1],
[-.1313373, -.8212898e-1], [-.1477544, -.2628127],
[.8208579e-2, -.1149806], [.2955088, -.1396193],
[-.2626745, .2217482], [-.9029437e-1, -.4434965],
[.3693861, -.1971096], [.1805887, .6406060],
[-.5746005, -.1149806], [.3365517, -.9526962],
[.4843062, .2874514], [-.2380488, .7391608],
[-.8126493, -.6734576], [.9850295, -1.001974],
[.5335576, 1.108741], [-1.157410, .2217482],
[.1723802, -1.519386], [1.526796, -.5749029e-1],
[-.1723802, 1.494747], [-1.264121, -.4845610],
[.8208579, -1.330489], [1.149201, .9691220],
[-1.264121, 1.149806], [-.6074349, -1.617941],
[1.822305, -.2874514], [.8208579e-1, 2.118928],
[-1.822305, -.5749029], [1.001447, -2.176418],
[1.699176, 1.420831], [-1.493961, 1.732921],
[-1.067115, -1.897179], [2.060353, -.7145221],
[.2052145, 2.348889], [-2.002893, -.2463869],

[.5581834, -1.897179], [1.567839, .6406060],
[-1.034281, 1.593302], [-1.313373, -1.182657],
[1.526796, -1.075890], [.5499748, 1.535812],
[-1.321581, .4270707], [-.1723802, -1.240148],
[1.132784, -.1314064], [-.8208579e-2, .8787801],
[-.8783180, -.6406060], [.6813121, -.8705672],
[.4925147, .1642580], [-.2298402, .7227350],
[-.1641716, -.1067677], [-.5746005e-1, -.7637995],
[.8701094, -.3531546], [.1395458, .6980963],
[-1.321581, -.2792385], [.2955088, -1.470109],
[1.551421, .5009868], [-.8372751, 1.297638],
[-1.296956, -1.289425], [1.428293, -1.231935],
[1.198453, 1.732921], [-2.027519, 1.199083],
[-.4432633, -2.242121], [2.577494, -.2463869],
[.1395458, 2.472082], [-2.544660, -.7145221],
[.9439866, -2.447444], [2.520034, 1.798625],
[-2.216316, 2.242121], [-1.633507, -2.545998],
[2.979714, -1.322277], [.4432633, 3.359075],
[-3.102843, -.9034188e-1], [.9275694, -2.907366],
[2.700623, 1.190870], [-1.814096, 2.307824],
[-1.887973, -2.209270], [2.388697, -1.387980],
[.8619008, 2.726682], [-2.487199, .2545998],
[.1805887, -2.422805], [2.347654, .3942191],
[-.7633979, 2.455657], [-1.502170, -1.387980],
[1.649924, -1.552238], [1.231287, 1.387980],
[-1.617090, .9362704], [-.2955088, -1.880754],
[1.362624, -.7391608], [.2462574e-1, 1.223722],
[-1.305164, -.1149806], [-.5746005e-1, -1.215509],
[1.017864, .2217482], [-.2544660, .7063092],
[-.5417662, -.4352836], [.5499748, -.5995416],
[.5171405, .1888967], [-.1313373, .3367288],
[-.3201346, -.4763481], [-.8208579e-2, -.7555866],
[.9521952, .1067677], [-.2380488, .6652447],
[-.9275694, -.3449417], [1.026072, -1.026612],
[.9850295, .5749029], [-.9275694, .3942191],
[-.4350547, -1.387980], [1.625299, -.8787801],
[.2790917, 1.396193], [-1.510379, -.1396193],
[.6895206, -1.519386], [1.477544, .7802253],
[-.9850295, 1.051251], [-.5828091, -1.420831],
[1.469336, -.6488189], [.2790917, 1.494747],
[-1.370833, -.3285159e-1], [.1477544, -1.149806],
[1.313373, .2545998], [-.6731035, 1.371554],
[-.8208579, -.7802253], [1.108158, -1.084103],
[.4104290, 1.108741], [-.8947351, .2710256],
[-.2462574e-1, -1.075890], [1.009655, -.1314064],

[-.5746005e-1, .8705672], [-.3283432, -.4599223],
[.5417662, -.5749029], [.4432633, .5995416],
[-.3693861, .2710256], [-.9850295e-1, -.8541414],
[.5171405, .8212898e-2], [-.3283432e-1, .2874514],
[-.1149201, -.2381740], [.3529689, -.4106449],
[.3611775, .6570318e-1], [-.1313373, 0.],
[-.6566863e-1, -.3860062], [.2216316, .3038772],
[-.2462574e-1, .1642580e-1], [.3283432e-1, -.4188578],
[.2955088, .1067677], [-.3119260, .4927739e-1],
[-.3529689, -.2299611], [.2873003, -.1396193],
[.4268461, .1642580], [-.5746005e-1, .1724709],
[.8208579e-2, -.3038772], [.1641716e-1, -.4024320],
[.3119260, .2628127], [.3283432e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[-.2298402, -.2463869], [.2873003, -.3860062],
[.5253491, .4188578], [-.1887973, .2710256],
[-.1149201, -.8787801], [.7469807, -.2381740],
[-.7387721e-1, .5995416], [-.5828091, -.4927739],
[.2544660, -.9198446], [.8865265, .5009868],
[-.7387721, .3860062], [-.2873003, -.7884382],
[1.001447, -.4517094], [.1067115, .8377156],
[-.8783180, -.3285159], [.7305635, -1.149806],
[.8290665, .5995416], [-.8947351, .8212898],
[-.8126493, -.7720124], [1.305164, -.7063092],
[.4843062, 1.314064], [-1.526796, -.3038772],
[.5992263, -1.371554], [1.477544, .6077545],
[-.5007233, .6816705], [-.5581834, -.8869930],
[.8701094, -.4188578], [.2298402, .8048640],
[-.5253491, -.1231935], [.8208579e-1, -.6241802],
[.4514719, -.3285159e-1], [-.1559630, .3531546],
[-.2955088, -.1971096], [.4432633, -.4352836],
[.4843062, .2463869e-1], [-.9029437e-1, .6570318e-1],
[-.1149201, -.4188578], [.2790917, -.4845610],
[.2873003, .3285159e-1], [-.1805887, .2299611],
[-.4022204, -.6570318e-1], [.5746005, -.6898834],
[.6320606, .3203030], [-.4186375, .9526962],
[-.6731035, -.8130769], [.9932381, -.8130769],
[.8208579, .7555866], [-1.067115, .4763481],
[-.4678890, -1.642580], [1.707384, -.5749029e-1],
[-.2298402, 1.921818], [-1.830513, -.8130769],
[1.436501, -1.806838], [1.444710, 1.921818],
[-1.838722, 1.174444], [-.9193609, -2.192844],
[2.487199, -.3613675], [.1723802, 2.045012],
[-2.265568, -.9444833], [.9111523, -2.217482],
[1.699176, 1.272999], [-1.387250, 1.757560],
[-1.214870, -1.667218], [1.764845, -.9362704],

[.7059378, 2.431018], [-2.035728, .2628127],
[.3201346, -2.184631], [1.846930, .5584771],
[-1.050698, 1.773986], [-1.058907, -1.494747],
[1.313373, -1.075890], [.7305635, 1.018399],
[-1.223078, .2299611], [-.7387721e-1, -1.322277],
[.8454837, -.1396193], [-.1231287, .7555866],
[-.4022204, -.1888967], [.3940118, -.8459285],
[.4022204, .8212898e-1], [-.1477544, .5091997],
[-.3940118, -.6570318e-1], [.1149201, -.3531546],
[.6813121, -.1724709], [-.7387721e-1, .5666900],
[-.6402692, -.1888967], [.4678890, -.7802253],
[.8454837, .1642580], [-.3858032, .8130769],
[-.8701094, -.3695804], [.7633979, -.7309479],
[.9850295, .7063092], [-1.091741, .8541414],
[-.4925147, -1.026612], [1.420084, -.6898834],
[.1970059, 1.683644], [-1.584256, -.9034188e-1],
[.4186375, -1.511173], [1.452919, .5749029],
[-1.452919, 1.420831], [-.8208579, -1.281212],
[1.379041, -.7884382], [.3693861, 1.691857],
[-1.535004, -.8212898e-1], [.6813121, -1.773986],
[1.461127, .3038772], [-.9357780, .7063092],
[-.5746005, -1.149806], [1.132784, -1.018399],
[.3037174, 1.059464], [-.9604038, .2381740],
[.2462574e-1, -1.256573], [1.313373, -.9034188e-1],
[-.4760976, 1.133380], [-.6156434, -.9034188],
[.5499748, -.6570318], [.6731035, .7309479],
[-.6977292, .3860062], [-.2708831, -.7884382],
[.6484778, -.1231935], [.2708831, .2628127],
[-.7633979, -.3203030], [-.1395458, -.5584771],
[.5663920, -.9034188e-1], [-.1559630, .2956643],
[-.3611775, -.2463869], [-.2462574e-1, -.4845610],
[.3693861, -.1560451], [.1149201, .5831158],
[-.2955088, -.2628127], [.4432633, -.2053224],
[.4432633, -.1971096], [.8208579e-2, .9855478e-1],
[.2462574e-1, -.3777933], [.7387721e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[.1641716e-1, .1314064], [-.8208579e-2, -.7391608e-1],
[-.4925147e-1, -.1888967], [.1231287, -.4106449e-1],
[-.1313373, .2053224], [.5746005e-1, -.4352836],
[.6238520, -.1314064], [.1395458, -.1231935],
[-.1231287, -.1724709], [-.8208579e-1, -.4681352],
[.8208579e-2, .1149806], [-.1313373, -.3531546],
[.7387721e-1, -.2053224], [.2380488, .7391608e-1],
[-.3365517, .3860062], [-.3283432, -.3367288],
[.4760976, -.4188578], [.1723802, .4681352],
[-.8290665, -.2792385], [.4268461, -.4927739],

[.6402692, .1971096], [-.6731035, .3285159],
[-.1149201, -.7473737], [.8208579, -.3860062],
[-.1477544, .9362704], [-.3037174, -.2217482],
[.3693861, -.6816705], [.1313373, .4599223],
[-.4104290, .2710256], [-.1641716e-1, -.4681352],
[.3037174, -.2792385], [.4925147e-1, .5174126],
[-.2134231, .3449417], [-.1313373, -.5749029],
[.2052145, -.2135353], [.2134231, .2710256],
[-.9029437e-1, .4927739e-1], [.1067115, -.1478322],
[.3940118, -.3285159e-1], [.2873003, .4599223],
[-.1887973, -.4188578], [.4104290, -.6241802],
[.3119260, -.2381740], [-.5746005e-1, .3777933],
[-.2216316, -.3203030], [.2134231, -.9691220],
[.6156434, .2463869], [-.6238520, .3203030],
[-.4186375, -1.051251], [.9275694, -.4434965],
[.3447603, 1.100528], [-1.124575, -.4927739e-1],
[.1477544, -1.281212], [1.280538, .3942191],
[-.4760976, 1.174444], [-1.116367, -.7884382],
[1.182035, -1.133380], [.8619008, 1.108741],
[-1.444710, .6406060], [-.4514719, -1.585089],
[1.535004, .1314064], [-.2708831, 1.880754],
[-1.633507, -.6488189], [.9439866, -1.346915],
[1.132784, 1.092315], [-1.379041, 1.190870],
[-.6731035, -1.691857], [1.510379, -.7720124],
[.2462574, 1.494747], [-1.370833, -.3120901],
[.2544660, -1.576876], [1.354416, .6323931],
[-.4678890, 1.190870], [-.6484778, -1.141593],
[.9029437, -.5995416], [.6484778, .7637995],
[-.9275694, .1642580], [-.8208579e-1, -.9116317],
[.7223550, -.8212898e-1], [-.2134231, .2135353],
[-.4350547, -.4517094], [.2873003, -.4927739],
[.3365517, -.8212898e-1], [.4925147e-1, .1560451],
[-.2790917, -.2381740], [.1641716e-1, -.6077545],
[.5910177, -.2299611], [-.2134231, .5831158],
[-.5746005, -.3367288], [.8208579, -.8623543],
[.3365517, .1067677], [-.4186375, .5338384],
[-.2462574, -.9034188], [.5499748, -.4188578],
[.3858032, .3285159], [-.5335576, -.1478322],
[-.8208579e-1, -.7884382], [.8044408, -.5831158],
[-.1149201, .7966511], [-.8044408, -.4599223],
[.1723802, -1.149806], [.8290665, .4927739],
[-.5089319, .8130769], [-.3858032, -.9444833],
[1.157410, -.3203030], [.1149201, .9362704],
[-1.165618, -.3038772], [.6895206, -1.322277],
[1.149201, .2792385], [-.6566863, .8952059],

[-.6566863, -.7637995], [.9521952, -.7637995],
[.4760976, .8869930], [-.9357780, .4106449e-1],
[.8208579e-1, -1.314064], [.9521952, .3285159e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, .8377156], [-.5253491, -.4352836],
[.7387721, -.6898834], [.1149201, .6898834],
[-.6156434, -.2628127], [-.1313373, -.9280575],
[.3447603, -.8212898e-2], [-.4925147e-1, .4106449],
[-.1477544, -.1396193], [.2873003, -.6570318],
[.2298402, .3038772], [-.8208579e-2, .2299611],
[-.1395458, -.9855478e-1], [.2544660, -.3203030],
[.2708831, .2135353], [-.9029437e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[-.1887973, -.1231935], [-.2462574e-1, -.2053224],
[.4596804, -.6570318e-1], [-.8208579e-1, .2217482],
[-.1641716e-1, .1149806], [.1805887, -.2545998],
[.9850295e-1, .5749029e-1], [.1231287, .2135353],
[.6566863e-1, -.1971096], [-.1723802, .4927739e-1],
[-.5706327e-16, .1231935], [.9850295e-1, -.2545998],
[.1477544, .4927739e-1], [-.1723802, -.4927739e-1],
[.2462574e-1, -.1724709], [.4432633, -.2463869e-1],
[-.2380488, .1478322], [.2298402, -.2628127],
[.3201346, .8212898e-2], [.8208579e-2, -.9034188e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, -.1888967], [-.1477544, -.6570318e-1],
[.5089319, -.3038772], [.1641716e-1, -.1724709],
[-.1231287, -.1149806], [.1559630, -.3038772],
[.7387721e-1, .1642580e-1], [-.1559630, -.3285159e-1],
[.6566863e-1, -.2217482], [.1395458, -.2956643],
[.1970059, .3285159], [-.3283432, -.1560451],
[.1641716, -.1724709], [.1067115, .9855478e-1],
[.9850295e-1, -.1231935], [.3283432e-1, -.4517094],
[.3447603, -.3860062], [-.4104290e-1, .2956643],
[-.1313373, -.1888967], [.1970059, -.2463869],
[.4514719, .1314064], [-.9029437e-1, -.3285159e-1],
[-.2544660, -.1724709], [.1313373, -.2463869],
[.5007233, -.2463869e-1], [.8208579e-2, .2545998],
[-.7387721e-1, -.1231935], [.3037174, -.1971096],
[.5746005, .8212898e-1], [.1149201, .4352836],
[-.2708831, .1149806], [.2708831, -.4517094],
[.2134231, .2956643], [-.2708831, .2792385],
[-.8208579e-1, -.3120901], [.1313373, -.1642580e-1],
[.5746005e-1, .2792385], [-.3119260, -.3695804],
[.4678890, -.5009868], [.3119260, -.8212898e-2],
[-.3119260, .4927739], [-.2052145, -.5913287],
[.6648949, -.2135353], [.1641716, .2792385],
[-.6566863, .9034188e-1], [.2544660, -.6652447],
[.6813121, -.1642580e-1], [-.4104290e-1, .5256255],

[-.7305635, -.5995416], [.5253491, -.9280575],
[.2873003, .5009868], [-.6648949, .5091997],
[-.1313373, -.8541414], [.9521952, -.1971096],
[-.2462574e-1, .9773349], [-.7141464, -.2792385],
[.5828091, -.8952059], [.7469807, .6816705],
[-.5171405, .3860062], [-.2873003, -.8705672],
[.7798150, -.3449417], [.2298402, .8705672],
[-.6813121, .2053224], [.9850295e-1, -.6898834],
[.3693861, -.1396193], [-.1641716, .2217482],
[-.4843062, -.4599223], [.5992263, -.5091997],
[.4432633, .4106449e-1], [-.5007233, -.2463869],
[.8208579e-1, -.5584771], [.1805887, -.1149806],
[.1970059, .1806838], [-.4104290e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, -.2463869], [.1559630, -.4106449e-1],
[.1067115, -.4927739e-1], [-.4678890, .1806838],
[-.3119260, -.3695804], [.5746005, -.2135353],
[.2790917, .3367288], [-.5581834, .9855478e-1],
[.8208579e-1, -.7802253], [.7551893, .2792385],
[-.1395458, .5749029], [-.8865265, -.3367288],
[.2626745, -.9280575], [.5910177, .4434965],
[-.7469807, .3695804], [-.1559630, -.9198446],
[.9357780, -.2628127], [-.7387721e-1, 1.158019],
[-.9275694, -.5420513], [.5335576, -.7227350],
[.9686123, .3695804], [-.6895206, .4106449],
[-.4022204, -.8048640], [.8290665, -.3613675],
[.2708831, .3613675], [-.9932381, .2874514],
[.2462574, -1.108741], [.8454837, .8212898e-1],
[-.7798150, .7391608], [-.5171405, -.9034188],
[.8208579, -.6488189], [.1149201, .4927739],
[-.5253491, .1067677], [.3283432e-1, -.8048640],
[.4678890, -.7391608e-1], [.4925147e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, -.2628127], [-.1559630, -.4270707],
[.2052145, .1067677], [-.3283432e-1, .1724709],
[-.1970059, -.3613675], [-.1231287, -.4927739],
[.4678890, .1888967], [-.1559630, .6323931],
[-.4432633, -.1067677], [.2134231, -.5502642],
[.1970059, .2710256], [-.4514719, .8212898e-2],
[.4925147e-1, -.2956643], [.3611775, .2463869],
[.1313373, .1149806], [-.4432633, -.4106449e-1],
[.9850295e-1, -.2710256], [.3447603, .7391608e-1],
[-.3611775, .1478322], [-.1641716, -.5666900],
[.5007233, .8212898e-2], [.1559630, .1231935],
[-.3365517, -.1396193], [.2462574, -.5009868],
[.1805887, 0.], [-.2380488, .3285159e-1],
[-.2216316, -.5338384], [.4596804, -.4270707],

[.1231287, .3285159e-1], [-.4104290e-1, .1888967],
[.1970059, -.3531546], [.2298402, .1314064],
[-.1641716e-1, .2545998], [.8208579e-2, -.5009868],
[.5253491, -.8212898e-2], [-.3283432e-1, .1971096],
[-.3283432e-1, .1231935], [.9850295e-1, -.4352836],
[.1149201, -.8212898e-1], [-.1641716, .1478322],
[-.8208579e-1, -.4270707], [.3365517, -.2628127],
[-.1641716, .1314064], [-.1067115, -.3285159e-1],
[.3283432, -.6077545], [-.1231287, .1642580],
[.9029437e-1, -.1067677], [.1559630, -.6159673],
[.2380488, .1067677], [-.4925147e-1, .1971096],
[-.8208579e-2, -.1478322], [.1805887, .5749029e-1],
[.2216316, -.8212898e-2], [.4925147e-1, -.8212898e-1],
[.2626745, -.3285159e-1], [-.1149201, .4106449e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.1478322], [.2380488, .3120901],
[-.2298402, -.3449417], [.2134231, -.4434965],
[.2462574e-1, .2135353], [-.1149201, -.8212898e-1],
[.1067115, -.6488189], [.2708831, .2381740],
[.9850295e-1, .2545998], [-.3447603, -.3449417],
[.1477544, -.3695804], [.4268461, .4270707],
[-.3037174, 0.], [-.2955088, -.3777933],
[.2462574, -.2792385], [.3447603, .3942191],
[-.4268461, .5749029e-1], [.2298402, -.3285159],
[.5089319, .5749029e-1], [.1641716e-1, .5995416],
[-.4022204, -.5584771], [.5663920, -.3285159],
[.1723802, .1806838], [-.1805887, .1888967],
[-.6566863e-1, -.7637995], [.5992263, -.1560451],
[.1641716e-1, .6734576], [-.5089319, .8212898e-1],
[.3529689, -.8130769], [.8126493, .2710256],
[-.4268461, .5913287], [-.5253491, -.7720124],
[.7059378, -.2463869], [.3037174, .4681352],
[-.4022204, -.6570318e-1], [.2462574, -.7145221],
[.4432633, -.1067677], [-.1231287, .1806838],
[-.9029437e-1, -.4681352], [.5007233, -.2545998],
[-.1641716e-1, .2217482], [-.3201346, -.2135353],
[-.1231287, -.3449417], [.5417662, .1314064],
[-.4925147e-1, .5749029e-1], [-.2134231, -.2463869],
[.2955088, -.3203030], [.2462574e-1, -.1478322],
[.3693861, .1478322], [-.4925147e-1, .8212898e-1],
[-.5746005e-1, -.2874514], [.5499748, -.1888967],
[-.5706327e-16, .2545998], [-.4104290, -.4106449e-1],
[.2873003, -.7391608], [.6566863, -.2463869e-1],
[-.3611775, .4927739], [-.3775946, -.6898834],
[.6156434, -.2792385], [.3365517, .8869930],
[-1.017864, .2545998], [-.1641716e-1, -1.116954],

[.8865265, -.1724709], [-.1231287, 1.075890],
[-1.058907, -.6980963], [.7141464, -1.108741],
[.8372751, .9855478e-1], [-.4268461, .5091997],
[-.1395458, -1.026612], [.7798150, -.1971096],
[.1970059, .9116317], [-.4514719, -.3613675],
[.3447603, -.6570318], [.3283432, .5256255],
[-.6895206, .4188578], [-.4760976, -.5420513],
[.6238520, -.5420513], [.1641716, .5256255],
[-.4596804, -.2217482], [.2298402, -.7145221],
[.4186375, .7391608e-1], [-.3283432, .1806838],
[-.2380488, -.5913287], [.4678890, -.1888967],
[-.1149201, -.1314064], [-.8208579e-2, -.5584771],
[.8208579e-2, -.3531546], [.7387721e-1, -.1396193],
[-.4104290e-1, -.2463869], [-.2380488, -.1806838],
[.3693861, -.1724709], [-.8208579e-1, .2299611],
[.8208579e-1, -.1642580], [.3283432, -.1396193],
[-.5746005e-1, .1149806], [.1805887, -.4517094],
[.2955088, .1642580e-1], [-.1641716e-1, -.1231935],
[-.3283432e-1, -.6323931], [.3940118, .8212898e-1],
[.8208579e-2, .1314064], [-.1477544, -.3942191],
[.2052145, -.3367288], [.2298402, .3449417],
[-.2708831, -.9034188e-1], [.1395458, -.4517094],
[.2708831, 0.], [.1067115, .2217482],
[-.3611775, -.1971096], [.4843062, -.3777933],
[.5089319, .3120901], [-.3119260, .8212898e-1],
[-.2462574, -.5666900], [.7223550, -.2628127],
[.2462574e-1, .2381740], [-.2380488, -.1149806],
[.3365517, -.4599223], [.1723802, .1067677],
[-.3940118, -.1806838], [.1723802, -.6980963],
[.2462574, -.1396193], [.1231287, -.1642580],
[-.2216316, -.2299611], [.9029437e-1, -.2545998],
[-.2052145, .2874514], [.1887973, -.1888967],
[.2544660, -.3285159e-1], [-.1231287, .6570318e-1],
[.9029437e-1, -.3695804], [.1477544, -.2053224],
[.1559630, -.1149806], [.1067115, -.1560451],
[-.2708831, .1067677], [.3365517, -.2545998],
[.1231287, -.1888967], [.1149201, .2463869e-1],
[.1641716e-1, -.2545998], [.2626745, -.4270707],
[.1641716e-1, -.4927739e-1], [.1395458, -.4106449],
[.1477544, .1888967], [.2462574e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[.2298402, -.2217482], [.3858032, -.4106449e-1],
[-.3037174, -.2217482], [.1395458, -.3285159],
[.2955088, .8212898e-2], [-.1477544, .1642580e-1],
[-.1970059, -.6980963], [.3201346, .1724709],
[-.5746005e-1, -.4106449e-1], [-.1067115, -.5913287],

[.2544660, .6570318e-1], [-.2134231, .2381740],
[-.1231287, -.8212898e-1], [.3283432e-1, -.3695804],
[.2626745, .4927739e-1], [.1149201, .9034188e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.1888967], [-.8208579e-1, -.4927739e-1],
[.1067115, -.6570318e-1], [-.2052145, .6570318e-1],
[.3283432e-1, -.3285159], [.2544660, -.4106449e-1],
[.1149201, .5913287], [-.3529689, -.4681352],
[.9850295e-1, -.3860062], [.6566863, .4106449e-1],
[-.2134231, .5666900], [-.2462574, -.6323931],
[.5581834, -.2874514], [.1395458, .6570318e-1],
[-.1477544, -.2545998], [.5171405, -.5091997],
[.5335576, .9855478e-1], [-.2544660, -.2381740],
[.1313373, -.5749029], [.2298402, .2710256],
[.8208579e-1, -.8212898e-1], [.9029437e-1, 0.],
[-.2462574e-1, .9855478e-1], [.3283432e-1, -.8212898e-1],
[.2708831, .1149806], [-.6566863e-1, -.1971096],
[-.3283432e-1, .1314064], [.8208579e-2, -.1806838],
[.2955088, -.1231935], [-.8208579e-1, .2135353],
[-.2708831, -.9855478e-1], [.4925147, -.5749029],
[-.4925147e-1, .2545998], [-.1641716e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[-.1641716, -.6077545], [.2873003, .4106449e-1],
[-.2626745, .5420513], [-.2134231, -.5256255],
[.2462574, -.4927739], [.9850295e-1, .2956643],
[-.3283432, -.7391608e-1], [-.8208579e-2, -.4927739],
[.2790917, -.8212898e-1], [.2544660, .3449417],
[-.5253491, -.3449417], [.3940118, -.6734576],
[.3693861, .1396193], [-.3775946, .3860062],
[-.3365517, -.4188578], [.6074349, -.3777933],
[.1641716e-1, .5749029], [-.5828091, 0.],
[.2052145, -.5009868], [.9029437, .2874514],
[-.4678890, .4188578], [-.4925147e-1, -.6323931],
[.5992263, -.2299611], [.7387721e-1, .2135353],
[-.1477544, -.2463869], [.3283432e-1, -.4188578],
[.3447603, .2463869], [-.9850295e-1, .4927739e-1],
[.2216316, -.1396193], [.8208579e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.2298402, -.2545998], [-.1970059, -.1149806],
[-.3423796e-16, -.4434965], [.7387721e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.7387721e-1, .4763481], [-.1141265e-16, -.1560451],
[.3283432e-1, -.6652447], [.3447603, -.9855478e-1],
[-.1231287, .1971096], [-.1805887, -.5749029e-1],
[.6566863e-1, -.1560451], [.3529689, .5749029e-1],
[.1723802, .1314064], [-.1149201, -.1642580e-1],
[.3611775, -.4024320], [.2873003, .2710256],
[.2462574, .4681352], [-.1970059, -.3120901],
[-.1313373, -.1149806], [.2462574e-1, .1642580],

[-.1313373, -.1396193], [.9029437e-1, -.5009868],
[.1805887, .4927739e-1], [-.1149201, .2463869],
[.2955088, -.5009868], [.4268461, -.5749029e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, -.1067677], [-.3037174, .8212898e-2],
[-.8208579e-1, -.1971096], [.2380488, .1067677],
[-.1641716e-1, .2545998], [-.2626745, -.2463869e-1],
[.3775946, -.1396193], [.4432633, -.1231935],
[-.1970059, .9034188e-1], [-.3283432e-1, -.3285159],
[.5992263, -.3203030], [.3283432e-1, -.9855478e-1],
[-.2298402, -.1149806], [.1641716, -.1560451],
[-.6566863e-1, -.9034188e-1], [-.1723802, -.3038772],
[.1313373, -.1314064], [.1887973, -.1888967],
[.7988858e-16, -.4106449e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.1560451],
[.1887973, -.1560451], [-.7387721e-1, -.2956643],
[.3283432, -.5749029e-1], [-.9029437e-1, .2053224],
[.1559630, .5749029e-1], [.3201346, -.8212898e-1],
[.3365517, .3285159], [-.1641716, -.2463869e-1],
[.2052145, -.2545998], [.5171405, .1478322],
[.3423796e-16, .1478322], [.2462574e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.2299611], [.1395458, -.3285159e-1],
[.4925147e-1, -.2299611], [.1887973, -.1642580],
[-.6566863e-1, .1478322], [-.2462574, .3531546],
[-.1141265e-16, -.3367288], [.1723802, -.9855478e-1],
[-.9029437e-1, .1231935], [-.1641716, -.1971096],
[.1723802, -.9855478e-1], [.2955088, -.2299611],
[-.6566863e-1, 0.], [.8208579e-1, -.1642580],
[.9029437e-1, -.4927739e-1], [-.1970059, .8212898e-1],
[.5746005e-1, -.6077545], [.3201346, -.2956643],
[.3365517, -.6570318e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.1067677],
[.3940118, -.4434965], [.9850295e-1, -.1231935],
[.4104290e-1, .2463869e-1], [-.2380488, .2545998],
[.8208579e-2, -.2545998], [.1805887, -.6406060],
[.2544660, -.1888967], [.6566863e-1, -.1314064],
[-.7387721e-1, -.3613675], [.3119260, .2299611],
[-.2790917, -.2299611], [-.1970059, -.2463869],
[.2544660, -.9034188e-1], [.9029437e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[.8208579e-1, -.1724709], [-.2462574e-1, -.5584771],
[.1559630, -.2956643], [-.2462574e-1, -.1149806],
[-.1395458, -.3285159], [.2134231, -.4106449],
[.2955088, -.5749029e-1], [.8208579e-2, .2710256],
[-.2708831, -.5338384], [.2462574, -.5009868],
[.2052145, .4106449e-1], [-.1970059, -.3367288],
[-.2282531e-16, -.2053224], [-.8208579e-1, -.4681352],
[-.3283432e-1, .2792385], [.1641716e-1, -.1314064],
[-.4104290e-1, -.3285159e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.1888967],

[.1067115, .1642580e-1], [.1313373, .5749029e-1],
[.1477544, -.2792385], [.2955088, .5749029e-1],
[-.1313373, .3038772], [.9850295e-1, -.4106449],
[.1805887, .2792385], [.1313373, .3531546],
[-.8208579e-2, -.3285159], [.1641716e-1, -.1642580],
[-.2708831, .3285159e-1], [-.1395458, -.3860062],
[.2216316, -.1231935], [.2462574e-1, .5749029e-1],
[-.1805887, -.8212898e-1], [.7387721e-1, -.2628127],
[.4268461, -.2874514], [-.2462574e-1, .3203030],
[-.1805887, -.3038772], [.8208579e-2, -.5666900],
[.5007233, -.1478322], [-.9850295e-1, .3285159],
[-.2790917, -.3777933], [.1970059, -.3120901],
[.3037174, .7391608e-1], [-.2380488, .2135353],
[-.7387721e-1, -.2463869e-1], [.2134231, 0.],
[.9850295e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.7387721e-1, .5749029e-1],
[.2134231, -.7391608e-1], [.1477544, -.4927739e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, -.9855478e-1], [.1313373, -.5749029e-1],
[.4925147e-1, -.1724709], [.3611775, -.2053224],
[.6566863e-1, -.3285159e-1], [-.5746005e-1, -.2710256],
[.9029437e-1, .1478322], [.3283432e-1, -.1231935],
[.1395458, .1396193], [-.8208579e-2, -.6570318e-1],
[-.2790917, -.1149806], [-.1723802, -.3285159e-1],
[.2298402, .8212898e-2], [-.1149201, .1478322],
[.1067115, -.2956643], [.2216316, .2545998],
[-.3201346, -.4106449e-1], [-.7387721e-1, -.2628127],
[.3447603, -.2956643], [-.3037174, -.3120901],
[.3037174, -.3285159], [.6566863e-1, -.2710256],
[.2790917, -.2463869e-1], [-.2462574e-1, .9034188e-1],
[-.1805887, -.3613675], [-.1149201, -.1806838],
[.8208579e-1, .4106449e-1], [-.2790917, .1642580],
[-.1887973, -.4927739e-1], [.1887973, -.2545998],
[.1723802, .8212898e-2], [-.3775946, -.1067677],
[.2462574, -.3449417], [.4186375, .2874514],
[-.2380488, .2628127], [-.6566863e-1, -.3531546],
[.1641716, -.2874514], [.8208579e-2, .3285159e-1],
[-.1231287, -.3695804], [-.2134231, -.2053224],
[.3423796e-16, .1149806], [.4925147e-1, -.1314064],
[.3283432e-1, .2463869e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.2053224],
[.1559630, -.1478322], [-.3283432e-1, .3942191],
[-.2134231, -.1231935], [-.1149201, -.1396193],
[.2052145, -.3695804], [.8208579e-1, -.1149806],
[-.1641716e-1, -.3285159e-1], [.2052145, -.3285159e-1],
[-.1231287, -.6077545], [-.4104290e-1, -.2299611],
[.6566863e-1, -.8212898e-1], [.2134231, -.1560451],
[.1313373, -.9034188e-1], [-.1149201, -.9034188e-1],

[-.8208579e-2, -.1642580], [.8208579e-1, -.1806838],
[-.6566863e-1, .8212898e-2], [.2462574e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[.5746005e-1, -.1642580e-1], [-.5746005e-1, .7391608e-1],
[.1887973, -.4927739e-1], [.3365517, -.6159673],
[.7387721e-1, .1888967], [.2298402, -.3367288],
[.1067115, -.1642580e-1], [.6566863e-1, .9855478e-1],
[.1395458, -.1478322], [-.2462574e-1, -.1806838],
[.2626745, -.6570318e-1], [.2380488, -.5749029e-1],
[-.5746005e-1, -.1642580], [-.2134231, -.4845610],
[.2955088, -.8212898e-1], [.9850295e-1, .1724709],
[-.3119260, -.9034188e-1], [.4925147e-1, -.2874514],
[.1067115, -.2463869e-1], [-.1970059, -.2956643],
[-.9029437e-1, -.1149806], [.1805887, .1478322],
[.1313373, .2463869e-1], [.2462574e-1, -.3449417],
[.2052145, -.2874514], [.1149201, -.1642580],
[.5746005e-1, .2545998], [.4925147e-1, -.8212898e-1],
[-.8208579e-1, -.2628127], [.2955088, .5749029e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.3285159e-1], [.9029437e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[.2380488, -.1067677], [.8208579e-1, .9855478e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, .5749029e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.5666900],
[.4186375, -.2463869e-1], [-.6566863e-1, .1806838],
[-.6566863e-1, -.2545998], [-.7387721e-1, .1642580e-1],
[-.1641716, .1642580e-1], [-.1970059, -.1642580],
[-.5746005e-1, -.3367288], [-.1395458, .1396193],
[-.9029437e-1, .6570318e-1], [-.5746005e-1, -.4763481],
[.3037174, -.1314064], [.1723802, .9855478e-1],
[-.3365517, -.1149806], [.2462574e-1, -.4270707],
[.2462574, -.2463869], [-.7387721e-1, .9034188e-1],
[.1141265e-16, -.2710256], [.3119260, -.2874514],
[.1149201, .1971096], [-.2708831, -.3942191],
[-.1477544, -.3860062], [.2544660, -.1149806],
[-.9029437e-1, -.4599223], [.1641716e-1, -.9034188e-1],
[.2462574, -.1396193], [.8208579e-2, .1642580e-1],
[-.2216316, .7391608e-1], [-.3037174, .1396193],
[.3447603, -.5749029e-1], [.1805887, .4927739e-1],
[-.9029437e-1, -.2053224], [.7387721e-1, -.4517094],
[.3693861, .5009868], [-.4350547, .6570318e-1],
[-.6566863e-1, -.7309479], [.4925147, .2463869e-1],
[-.2380488, .5749029e-1], [.4104290e-1, -.2545998],
[.1970059, -.1971096], [.2052145, .1642580],
[-.1149201, .2463869e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.4927739],
[.3283432, -.1314064], [-.2462574e-1, .1888967],
[.4925147e-1, -.2053224], [.8208579e-1, -.3531546],
[-.5746005e-1, -.4434965], [.2462574, .1478322],
[-.1067115, -.1396193], [.2462574e-1, -.3367288],

[.2873003, -.2463869], [.2298402, -.9034188e-1],
[.1641716, .2628127], [-.3693861, -.5749029e-1],
[.4104290e-1, -.2463869], [.9850295e-1, -.8212898e-1],
[-.6566863e-1, -.1642580], [.5746005e-1, -.5009868],
[.4432633, .6570318e-1], [-.2052145, .1478322],
[.4925147e-1, -.4763481], [.2462574, -.3038772],
[.1641716e-1, .4106449], [-.2380488, -.3613675],
[.2298402, -.4517094], [.1477544, .1642580e-1],
[-.1149201, -.2053224], [-.1887973, -.3367288],
[.2216316, -.2299611], [-.7387721e-1, .7391608e-1],
[-.1723802, -.2710256], [.3775946, -.3367288],
[-.1641716e-1, .1314064], [-.8208579e-2, -.1314064],
[.3283432, -.2792385], [.1477544, 0.],
[-.2282531e-16, -.5749029e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.2381740],
[-.1395458, -.2545998], [.1805887, .1642580e-1],
[-.3858032, -.3120901], [-.4925147e-1, -.2217482],
[.1313373, .1724709], [-.1887973, -.3038772],
[.3283432e-1, -.1642580], [.3119260, -.9855478e-1],
[-.1141265e-16, -.1314064], [-.1723802, -.1560451],
[.8208579e-1, .2053224], [.1313373, .1478322],
[-.4104290, -.5666900], [.7387721e-1, -.2053224],
[.1723802, .1888967], [.1313373, -.5091997],
[.3693861, -.4599223], [.1395458, .1478322],
[-.1313373, -.4106449e-1], [.1641716, -.2874514],
[.2955088, -.4927739e-1], [-.1805887, -.6570318e-1],
[-.6566863e-1, -.2792385], [.2052145, -.7391608e-1],
[-.2216316, .1971096], [-.9029437e-1, -.1067677],
[.2873003, -.4024320], [.2052145, .3285159e-1],
[-.1313373, .1478322], [-.3283432e-1, 0.],
[.5746005e-1, -.1642580], [-.4925147e-1, -.2053224],
[.2134231, -.9855478e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.4024320],
[.1141265e-16, .2792385], [.1477544, -.2217482],
[.7387721e-1, .8212898e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.1806838],
[-.2462574e-1, -.9855478e-1], [.3940118, .1560451],
[-.1067115, -.2628127], [.4925147e-1, -.1806838],
[.3283432, .1642580e-1], [-.1559630, .1642580e-1],
[.2298402, -.4024320], [.5663920, .2381740],
[-.1559630, -.1971096], [.1559630, -.4434965],
[.2955088, .1396193], [-.2955088, .1396193],
[.1067115, -.6488189], [.1970059, .8212898e-2],
[-.8208579e-1, .4927739e-1], [.3283432e-1, -.4599223],
[.2790917, -.4927739], [.5746005e-1, .5749029e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, -.1642580], [.6566863e-1, -.3120901],
[-.1141265e-16, -.5091997], [.2462574, -.9034188e-1],
[-.6566863e-1, .1724709], [-.3201346, -.2463869],

[.1723802, -.1888967], [.7387721e-1, .2053224],
[-.3611775, .1560451], [-.5746005e-1, -.2874514],
[.6074349, -.4927739e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.8212898e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.4270707], [-.1641716e-1, -.3120901],
[.6566863e-1, -.1888967], [.8208579e-2, .4106449e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, .1478322], [.1477544, -.2710256],
[.3119260, -.1149806], [.7387721e-1, -.9855478e-1],
[.1067115, -.2463869], [.2052145, -.5091997],
[.1887973, -.3367288], [.1805887, -.1314064],
[.1641716e-1, .1478322], [.2462574e-1, -.3695804],
[.1805887, -.1560451], [-.3283432e-1, -.1067677],
[-.1149201, -.6570318e-1], [.1723802, -.2381740],
[.6566863e-1, .1642580e-1], [.1141265e-16, -.2710256],
[.3201346, -.1314064], [-.2134231, .9855478e-1],
[-.1395458, -.5174126], [-.1641716e-1, -.1724709],
[.1395458, -.3695804], [-.2626745, -.1888967],
[.1887973, .3285159], [-.5746005e-1, -.2299611],
[-.1887973, -.1888967], [.2052145, -.3038772],
[.4104290e-1, -.1396193], [.1313373, -.9034188e-1],
[-.8208579e-2, -.4352836], [.1395458, -.5091997],
[.1970059, .2792385], [-.2544660, .3120901],
[.2873003, -.5666900], [.3611775, .7391608e-1],
[.9850295e-1, 0.], [-.5746005e-1, -.2710256],
[.1970059, -.1396193], [.3858032, -.1724709],
[.7387721e-1, -.2217482], [.8208579e-2, .4106449],
[.5746005e-1, -.8212898e-2], [.1313373, -.4106449],
[.3447603, .4106449e-1], [.4104290e-1, .8212898e-2],
[-.3037174, -.3449417], [.2462574, -.8212898e-2],
[.1559630, .1642580e-1], [.2790917, -.2053224],
[-.9850295e-1, -.4024320], [-.1231287, -.3285159e-1],
[.3283432e-1, .5749029e-1], [.8208579e-2, .1231935],
[.2626745, -.2628127], [.2544660, .4106449e-1],
[-.2790917, -.1396193], [-.8208579e-1, .1642580e-1],
[.4760976, .4927739e-1], [.3037174, .4106449e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.2874514], [-.2380488, -.8212898e-1],
[-.4925147e-1, -.5995416], [.2790917, .1642580],
[-.3283432e-1, .1642580e-1], [-.4596804, -.1396193],
[.9029437e-1, -.4188578], [.7387721e-1, .1067677],
[-.1559630, -.4927739e-1], [.1805887, -.2792385],
[-.1313373, -.5749029e-1], [-.8208579e-2, -.1396193],
[.1641716, -.1314064], [-.4104290e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[-.1641716, .9034188e-1], [.2708831, -.1314064],
[.1641716e-1, .2381740], [-.4925147e-1, .3285159e-1],
[.2462574e-1, -.3695804], [.2380488, .3285159e-1],
[.1067115, -.3367288], [-.8208579e-2, -.9034188e-1],

[.3283432e-1, -.1478322], [.8208579e-2, -.3695804],
[-.1395458, -.8212898e-1], [.1231287, .3120901],
[-.2626745, -.5749029e-1], [-.5746005e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.1887973, -.1149806], [.1477544, -.8212898e-2],
[-.1559630, -.6323931], [.9029437e-1, -.1314064],
[.2134231, -.1478322], [.8208579e-2, -.3120901],
[.2462574e-1, -.2053224], [.4925147e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, -.4106449], [.2216316, .8212898e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, .4927739e-1], [-.2873003, -.3285159],
[.2216316, -.2217482], [.6566863e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[.6566863e-1, -.5749029e-1], [-.1641716e-1, -.4434965],
[-.1641716e-1, -.2874514], [.5746005e-1, -.4434965],
[.5746005e-1, .5749029e-1], [.8208579e-2, -.1642580],
[.1149201, -.3942191], [.2955088, -.8212898e-1],
[.3283432e-1, -.8212898e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.3038772],
[.4596804, -.3285159e-1], [-.3283432e-1, .4106449e-1],
[-.1477544, -.2545998], [.1067115, .8212898e-1],
[-.5746005e-1, .7391608e-1], [.4432633, -.2545998],
[-.5706327e-16, -.8212898e-1], [.1641716, -.1560451],
[-.1067115, .2135353], [.6566863e-1, -.4024320],
[.8208579e-2, -.1642580], [.8208579e-2, -.1396193],
[.8208579e-2, .5749029e-1], [.2544660, -.2545998],
[.2216316, -.3038772], [.3283432e-1, .3120901],
[-.9029437e-1, -.1642580], [.1559630, -.1971096],
[.2626745, 0.], [.2134231, -.2545998],
[.2462574e-1, .4927739e-1], [-.1805887, .4106449e-1],
[.3611775, .4927739e-1], [.2052145, .1231935],
[-.1887973, .1806838], [.1067115, -.3695804],
[.3283432e-1, .9855478e-1], [.8208579e-1, .1806838],
[.7387721e-1, -.2053224], [-.1067115, -.4927739],
[.2955088, -.9034188e-1], [.1641716e-1, -.2299611],
[.4925147e-1, -.2463869], [-.2380488, -.5749029e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.1314064], [-.1641716e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.1887973, -.9034188e-1], [.1477544, -.1642580e-1],
[.3283432e-1, -.2956643], [.4104290e-1, -.1396193],
[.1805887, -.2217482], [.1067115, -.1231935],
[.3119260, -.2217482], [.2626745, .9034188e-1],
[-.1559630, .1149806], [-.5746005, .7391608e-1],
[.2955088, -.7145221], [.9850295e-1, .3285159e-1],
[-.1313373, -.1642580], [-.1313373, -.4763481],
[-.1641716e-1, -.2217482], [.9850295e-1, .4927739e-1],
[.1067115, -.1888967], [-.1887973, -.2545998],
[.2462574e-1, -.1396193], [.2462574, -.1067677],
[.2790917, .5749029e-1], [-.3365517, .2053224],
[-.2462574e-1, -.2217482], [.2955088, -.1560451],

[-.7387721e-1, .2874514], [.5746005e-1, -.1642580],
[.2462574, -.2463869e-1], [.3283432e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[.1887973, .3695804], [.1641716, -.2710256],
[-.8208579e-2, -.1642580e-1], [.3447603, .2545998],
[-.3283432, -.2463869e-1], [.1067115, -.4188578],
[.3447603, .9034188e-1], [-.1805887, .1642580],
[.3037174, -.3531546], [.3611775, -.1149806],
[-.1477544, -.9855478e-1], [.3037174, -.1560451],
[.1477544, .1396193], [.2462574e-1, -.2956643],
[.8208579e-1, -.1396193], [.1559630, .5749029e-1],
[.6566863e-1, -.3285159], [.1723802, -.1149806],
[.1887973, -.1478322], [.3775946, -.4927739e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, 0.], [.9850295e-1, -.2299611],
[.5746005e-1, .2135353], [-.1559630, .8212898e-2],
[.1149201, -.2628127], [.2873003, .1642580e-1],
[-.7387721e-1, .1067677], [-.8208579e-2, -.2792385],
[.1887973, -.1396193], [.3423796e-16, -.1642580e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.1642580e-1], [.3037174, -.7391608e-1],
[.2462574e-1, .1478322], [-.3693861, -.1314064],
[.1641716e-1, -.2381740], [.7387721e-1, -.3285159],
[.4925147e-1, .1149806], [.1559630, .1067677],
[.3283432e-1, -.2710256], [.2298402, -.5749029e-1],
[.3693861, -.1642580e-1], [-.1231287, -.8212898e-1],
[.2873003, -.2135353], [.2626745, -.1888967],
[-.1641716e-1, .8212898e-2], [.2298402, -.1806838],
[-.2873003, -.8212898e-1], [.1313373, -.2053224],
[.2955088, -.2463869], [.4925147e-1, -.1314064],
[-.6566863e-1, -.3038772], [.1641716, -.7391608e-1],
[-.1641716, .7391608e-1], [.1149201, -.2545998],
[.1887973, -.4927739], [.2134231, -.1642580e-1],
[.1887973, .9034188e-1], [.5746005e-1, -.1478322],
[.2544660, -.3120901], [.4925147e-1, -.1971096],
[.3940118, .7391608e-1], [-.1723802, .1314064],
[-.1477544, -.8212898e-1], [.2462574e-1, -.3120901],
[-.4104290e-1, .2545998], [-.6566863e-1, .1642580e-1],
[-.1149201, -.1478322], [.9029437e-1, -.3203030],
[-.4104290e-1, -.1971096], [.2380488, -.4024320],
[.1067115, -.2463869], [.8208579e-2, .2463869],
[.9850295e-1, -.8212898e-1], [.2626745, -.8212898e-1],
[.7387721e-1, .2135353], [-.1641716e-1, -.1149806],
[.8208579e-1, -.5749029e-1], [-.4104290e-1, -.1560451],
[.1149201, -.2217482], [-.4925147e-1, .6570318e-1],
[.4350547, -.8212898e-1], [-.6566863e-1, -.1149806],
[.2626745, -.2874514], [.3529689, -.2956643],
[.1067115, 0.], [.1149201, -.1149806],

[.2873003, -.5584771], [.1559630, .9034188e-1],
[.9850295e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.3695804],
[.1477544, -.2217482], [.2380488, -.5749029e-1],
[.3693861, .3695804], [-.1313373, .2381740],
[-.1641716, -.4106449e-1], [.1970059, -.1314064],
[.3283432e-1, -.1642580], [.1313373, .1396193],
[.1559630, -.6570318e-1], [.1395458, -.2217482],
[.1231287, -.3038772], [-.1477544, -.8212898e-1],
[.1970059, -.2956643], [-.1313373, 0.],
[-.2216316, -.1971096], [.2790917, -.3285159],
[.1887973, -.2217482], [-.4104290e-1, .1396193],
[-.7387721e-1, .5749029e-1], [.8208579e-2, -.2463869],
[-.2462574e-1, .7391608e-1], [.2298402, -.1478322],
[.4268461, -.4927739e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.2381740],
[.1149201, -.5749029e-1], [.1149201, -.1314064],
[.9850295e-1, -.3203030], [.1723802, -.2545998],
[.3611775, -.1067677], [.1970059, .1149806],
[-.4925147e-1, -.8212898e-2], [.3037174, -.4681352],
[.2216316, .8212898e-2], [-.2708831, .3285159e-1],
[-.4104290e-1, -.3860062], [.1723802, -.4024320],
[.8208579e-2, -.1560451], [-.1887973, .3285159e-1],
[.1231287, -.3942191], [.2216316, -.2628127],
[.2462574, .3285159e-1], [.3283432e-1, .7391608e-1],
[-.1141265e-16, -.3367288], [.8208579e-1, -.3531546],
[.2626745, -.1806838], [-.1723802, -.1314064],
[.1641716, -.1806838], [.1970059, -.8212898e-1],
[-.1231287, -.1888967], [.9029437e-1, -.1724709],
[.1641716, -.3038772], [-.1067115, .1971096],
[-.1477544, -.3613675], [.2544660, -.3860062],
[.3447603, -.1971096], [-.5417662, -.1642580],
[-.4925147e-1, -.2792385], [.1805887, .2710256],
[.1641716, -.1231935], [.2790917, -.1888967],
[.3858032, .1642580e-1], [.7387721e-1, .5749029e-1],
[.2216316, -.1806838], [-.1887973, -.4106449e-1],
[.9850295e-1, -.4106449e-1], [.2298402, -.1642580],
[-.3201346, .1806838], [-.4104290e-1, -.2874514],
[.1313373, -.3531546], [.4925147e-1, .1806838],
[-.4925147e-1, -.8212898e-1], [.2955088, -.4106449e-1],
[-.1149201, .2381740], [-.3693861, .8212898e-2],
[-.3283432e-1, -.3038772], [.1559630, .7391608e-1],
[-.1395458, .7391608e-1], [-.2216316, -.9034188e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, -.4106449e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.1231935],
[-.1231287, -.2628127], [.5746005e-1, -.5091997],
[.4925147e-1, .1971096], [-.2216316, .1067677],
[.2052145, -.3203030], [.2052145, .1314064],

[-.3037174, .8212898e-1], [-.4514719, -.8212898e-2],
[.4678890, .8212898e-2], [-.2052145, .1314064],
[-.2544660, -.1149806], [.1805887, .3285159e-1],
[.1231287, .1149806], [-.9029437e-1, -.9034188e-1],
[.2298402, -.1888967], [-.5746005e-1, -.2463869],
[.5746005e-1, -.1149806], [.8208579e-2, -.2628127],
[.7387721e-1, -.2135353], [-.2380488, -.4599223],
[.1559630, -.1560451], [.9850295e-1, -.3120901],
[.4104290e-1, -.1067677], [.4104290e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.8208579e-1, -.4434965], [-.1723802, -.5009868],
[-.4925147e-1, -.5749029e-1], [.2462574, -.8212898e-2],
[-.1313373, -.2053224], [-.8208579e-2, -.2628127],
[.9850295e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.2052145, -.1231935],
[.6566863e-1, -.2956643], [.2134231, -.1067677],
[-.5746005e-1, -.3285159e-1], [.9850295e-1, .1478322],
[.1887973, -.3367288], [.2462574e-1, .1314064],
[.1641716, -.1560451], [.2134231, -.1478322],
[-.6566863e-1, .9034188e-1], [.7387721e-1, .1314064],
[-.5746005e-1, -.2217482], [-.1970059, .1149806],
[.4925147e-1, -.1724709], [-.4104290e-1, .6570318e-1],
[-.1313373, -.2628127], [.1067115, -.2217482],
[.1805887, -.7391608e-1], [.1641716, .8212898e-2],
[-.2380488, .4106449e-1], [-.2282531e-16, -.3367288],
[.1559630, .4106449e-1], [-.6566863e-1, .4106449e-1],
[.7387721e-1, -.1806838], [-.2298402, .8212898e-1],
[-.9029437e-1, -.5666900], [.1970059, -.8212898e-2],
[-.9029437e-1, .1642580e-1], [-.2462574, -.2545998],
[.2708831, -.3203030], [-.1313373, -.5749029e-1],
[-.5746005e-1, .2463869e-1], [-.2134231, -.1149806],
[.9850295e-1, .7391608e-1], [-.1149201, -.5256255],
[.3283432e-1, -.1642580], [.9029437e-1, .1396193],
[-.2134231, -.1067677], [.4022204, -.2299611],
[.1067115, .1642580e-1], [-.1067115, -.8212898e-1],
[.4925147e-1, -.2135353], [.1805887, .8212898e-2],
[-.1887973, -.5749029e-1], [.1723802, -.1396193],
[-.1477544, -.1149806], [-.1231287, -.8212898e-1],
[.2298402, -.2545998], [.2134231, .1642580e-1],
[-.2626745, -.5749029e-1], [.5746005e-1, -.4845610],
[.3529689, .6570318e-1], [-.6566863e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[.2708831, .9034188e-1], [-.3283432e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[.4925147e-1, .3449417], [.2380488, -.1149806],
[.1805887, .9855478e-1], [.4104290e-1, -.3285159e-1],
[.2134231, -.3038772], [.2873003, -.1314064],
[.1395458, -.3203030], [-.7387721e-1, -.1724709],
[.3201346, .9855478e-1], [.8208579e-2, -.1971096],

[.1231287, -.5338384], [.1723802, .8212898e-2],
[.7387721e-1, -.1642580e-1], [.9850295e-1, -.4188578],
[.5746005e-1, .2956643], [.1313373, -.1806838],
[.4432633, -.1642580e-1], [-.9850295e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[-.2873003, -.2956643], [.2216316, 0.],
[.1723802, .2956643], [-.1559630, -.6570318e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, -.2710256], [.2298402, -.6570318e-1],
[-.4104290e-1, .5995416], [-.3037174, .1642580],
[.2626745, -.3120901], [.3283432, -.8212898e-1],
[-.1477544, -.1149806], [.8208579e-1, -.4763481],
[.9029437e-1, -.4927739e-1], [.3283432, -.8212898e-1],
[.8208579e-2, .7391608e-1], [.1559630, -.4106449],
[-.1231287, -.2381740], [.1149201, -.2956643],
[-.2282531e-16, -.4188578], [.2462574, .3285159e-1],
[.5746005e-1, -.3777933], [.3283432e-1, .4106449e-1],
[.2955088, -.3038772], [.4104290e-1, -.1888967],
[.4104290e-1, -.1806838], [.5746005e-1, -.1067677],
[.5746005e-1, -.8212898e-1], [-.7387721e-1, .1971096],
[-.1067115, .1642580e-1], [.2462574e-1, -.1888967],
[.1559630, .1724709], [-.2298402, .2299611],
[.2462574e-1, -.2299611], [.2134231, -.4763481],
[.1477544, .1888967], [.7387721e-1, .2628127],
[-.2873003, -.2463869e-1], [.3037174, -.3367288],
[.5417662, .3285159], [-.6566863e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[.3283432e-1, -.2135353], [.3283432, -.4927739e-1],
[.2052145, -.8212898e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.1642580],
[.2134231, .6570318e-1], [-.8208579e-2, -.9034188e-1],
[-.1723802, -.1971096], [.3693861, .2463869e-1],
[-.8208579e-2, -.2053224], [-.8208579e-1, -.3367288],
[.2462574, -.2381740], [-.2790917, -.9034188e-1],
[-.2380488, -.3942191], [.2873003, -.1149806],
[-.1477544, .3285159e-1], [-.1477544, .9034188e-1],
[.1067115, .5749029e-1], [-.1149201, .9855478e-1],
[.1887973, -.2463869e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.3203030],
[.5335576, -.9034188e-1], [.2216316, -.1560451],
[-.8208579e-1, -.2956643], [.1477544, -.2463869],
[-.4104290e-1, .1724709], [-.3529689, .9034188e-1],
[.1723802, -.1149806], [.2626745, -.4599223],
[-.9029437e-1, -.9855478e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.1314064],
[.2380488, -.2628127], [-.2544660, .8212898e-1],
[.4925147e-1, .5749029e-1], [.1805887, -.3367288],
[-.8208579e-2, .1724709], [-.3283432e-1, -.1971096],
[.3940118, -.6898834], [.3529689, -.6570318e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, .8212898e-1], [-.6566863e-1, -.2299611],
[.2462574e-1, -.1478322], [-.6566863e-1, -.1478322],

[.3283432e-1, -.1560451], [-.2052145, .3038772],
[.4104290e-1, -.3038772], [.3119260, -.3285159],
[.2544660, .8212898e-1], [-.1887973, -.3203030],
[-.2462574e-1, -.4352836], [.9029437e-1, -.2463869],
[.4925147e-1, .1888967], [.1559630, -.2874514],
[.2462574, -.1478322], [-.7387721e-1, .3367288],
[.3283432e-1, -.6406060], [.3858032, .2053224],
[-.2052145, .1971096], [-.1805887, -.6570318],
[.4596804, -.1149806], [.1723802, .5749029e-1],
[.4925147e-1, -.3285159e-1], [.3119260, -.2792385],
[-.3283432e-1, -.4681352], [.1641716, -.6570318e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, .4927739e-1], [.5746005e-1, -.1642580],
[.1067115, -.8212898e-2], [.4925147e-1, .1478322],
[.4925147e-1, -.1642580], [.1067115, -.1806838],
[-.1805887, .1149806], [-.1067115, -.1560451],
[.6566863e-1, -.1806838], [.1970059, -.2545998],
[-.3037174, .1724709], [.1805887, .5749029e-1],
[.9029437e-1, -.3038772], [-.1395458, -.1724709],
[.2298402, -.3613675], [.1231287, -.4352836],
[-.3283432e-1, .4106449], [-.1970059, -.6570318],
[.3775946, -.1642580e-1], [-.5746005e-1, .2628127],
[.1141265e-16, -.1067677], [.8208579e-2, 0.],
[.1067115, -.8212898e-1], [.1067115, -.9855478e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.1971096], [.1559630, -.2792385],
[.3775946, .1231935], [-.1970059, .1560451],
[.8208579e-1, -.2545998], [.1641716, -.3695804],
[.1805887, .5338384], [-.1395458, -.1314064],
[.6566863e-1, -.1806838], [-.4925147e-1, -.1149806],
[.2462574, .7391608e-1], [.2462574e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[.2216316, -.1149806], [-.8208579e-2, -.2792385],
[.2216316, .8212898e-1], [.1723802, -.2874514],
[.2462574e-1, -.4927739], [-.4104290e-1, -.2299611],
[.3365517, -.2299611], [.1149201, 0.],
[-.4925147e-1, .1396193], [.3529689, -.3695804],
[.1641716, .3531546], [-.2790917, -.3038772],
[.3201346, -.2135353], [.2462574, .9855478e-1],
[-.2380488, -.4927739e-1], [.1149201, -.4927739],
[.6566863e-1, -.1724709], [.1231287, .8212898e-2],
[-.8208579e-1, -.1478322], [.1723802, -.1560451],
[.1887973, -.3038772], [.1970059, -.1560451],
[.2380488, -.1478322], [-.1395458, -.1724709],
[-.8208579e-2, .1806838], [.3119260, -.4106449e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, .8212898e-1], [.1805887, -.4106449],
[.2134231, .3285159e-1], [-.1141265e-16, -.2299611],
[.3283432e-1, -.2135353], [-.1641716e-1, .1067677],

[.1641716e-1, .2874514], [.3283432e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[.2380488, -.2381740], [.1970059, .1642580],
[-.9029437e-1, .6570318e-1], [.4104290e-1, -.3613675],
[.1805887, -.1806838], [.2380488, .1314064],
[-.1067115, -.3285159e-1], [-.1970059, -.1478322],
[.2790917, -.1396193], [.7387721e-1, .1888967],
[-.1641716e-1, .1478322], [-.3283432e-1, .1642580],
[-.2216316, .8212898e-2], [-.6566863e-1, .3285159],
[-.1641716e-1, -.1314064], [-.2462574e-1, .8212898e-1],
[.1723802, -.5749029e-1], [.1477544, .1314064],
[.2462574, -.3531546], [-.1231287, -.8212898e-1],
[.1641716, .2135353], [.9850295e-1, -.1231935],
[-.9850295e-1, -.2299611], [.1723802, -.2381740],
[.1149201, .1888967], [-.9029437e-1, .1149806],
[-.1559630, -.3367288], [.1067115, .4106449e-1],
[.4925147e-1, -.7391608e-1], [-.8208579e-2, -.2217482],
[.2052145, -.2874514], [-.7387721e-1, .4927739e-1],
[.1313373, -.2792385], [.1723802, -.2628127],
[-.4104290e-1, -.2463869e-1], [.1723802, -.2463869],
[.1395458, -.5749029e-1], [.1231287, -.3285159e-1],
[.2462574e-1, -.1888967], [.4925147e-1, .8212898e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, .3285159e-1], [-.1641716e-1, -.5174126],
[.9850295e-1, .3285159e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[-.4104290e-1, .8212898e-2], [.9850295e-1, .3285159e-1],
[.2462574e-1, .1314064], [-.2544660, -.2381740],
[.1641716, -.4599223], [.3858032, .2628127],
[-.2955088, -.3613675], [-.8208579e-2, -.2135353],
[.2626745, .1149806], [-.1641716e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[.4925147e-1, -.2710256], [-.6566863e-1, -.5009868],
[.4350547, .7391608e-1], [-.9850295e-1, -.4927739e-1],
[-.2462574, -.6570318e-1], [.2052145, -.1478322],
[.2544660, .3695804], [-.3447603, -.1231935],
[-.6566863e-1, -.1149806], [.3693861, -.3695804],
[.7387721e-1, .3449417], [-.2134231, -.4352836],
[.5746005e-1, -.2710256], [.5746005e-1, -.2792385],
[-.9029437e-1, .4927739e-1], [.4925147e-1, -.8212898e-1],
[-.1149201, -.1478322], [.1231287, -.5749029e-1],
[.2216316, -.1396193], [-.3611775, -.2135353],
[-.1477544, .4927739e-1], [.8208579e-1, .5749029e-1],
[.6566863e-1, -.4352836], [.1805887, -.2381740],
[.1887973, -.4927739e-1], [-.1887973, -.2463869e-1],
[.7387721e-1, -.2628127], [.1067115, -.2299611],
[-.6566863e-1, .2381740], [-.8208579e-2, -.5338384],
[.2282531e-16, -.3203030], [-.1067115, -.1067677],
[-.9850295e-1, .9034188e-1], [.5746005e-1, .9855478e-1],

[.2790917, -.4106449e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.3695804],
[.4925147e-1, .1478322], [.2873003, -.1560451],
[.1395458, -.2463869e-1], [-.2052145, .1067677],
[.1805887, .1314064], [.4925147e-1, -.9034188e-1],
[-.7387721e-1, -.2463869e-1], [-.5746005e-1, .9034188e-1],
[.1559630, -.1478322], [.1641716, .1642580],
[-.1805887, -.1888967], [.1477544, -.3285159e-1],
[-.2462574, .3285159e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.2792385],
[.1559630, .4927739e-1], [-.1149201, .4106449e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, -.2463869], [.2298402, -.4763481],
[.1313373, .4927739e-1], [.1641716e-1, -.3942191],
[-.3611775, -.1724709], [.1477544, -.3285159e-1],
[.1395458, -.7391608e-1], [.5746005e-1, -.3367288],
[.2298402, -.3285159], [.6566863e-1, .1888967],
[-.1805887, -.2874514], [.2298402, -.3531546],
[-.8208579e-2, -.8212898e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.4106449e-1],
[-.1559630, .2874514], [-.4925147e-1, -.4188578],
[.3693861, -.7391608e-1], [.2462574e-1, .2545998],
[-.1723802, .8212898e-1], [.1149201, -.2956643],
[.2708831, -.8212898e-2], [-.1067115, -.6570318e-1],
[.1723802, -.4927739e-1], [.7387721e-1, .2628127],
[-.2134231, -.2217482], [.6566863e-1, 0.],
[.7387721e-1, -.2792385], [.6566863e-1, -.3860062],
[-.2462574e-1, .8212898e-1], [-.3283432, .7391608e-1],
[.9850295e-1, -.2217482], [.9850295e-1, -.2217482],
[.7387721e-1, -.9034188e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.8208579e-1, -.1724709], [-.1149201, -.2381740],
[-.4925147e-1, .1724709], [.1641716, -.1724709],
[.4104290e-1, .1149806], [-.5706327e-16, -.1231935],
[.1641716, -.1314064], [.1805887, -.2217482],
[-.1970059, -.2053224], [-.4104290e-1, -.3531546],
[-.8208579e-2, -.2628127], [-.4925147e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, -.1724709], [.2134231, .9855478e-1],
[.1723802, -.3531546], [.1395458, .6570318e-1],
[-.1887973, .1478322], [-.1641716e-1, -.3860062],
[.1231287, .1971096], [-.2462574, .2874514],
[-.1313373, -.7391608e-1], [.1805887, -.1149806],
[.3283432e-1, .1888967], [-.2708831, -.1642580e-1],
[-.1231287, -.3285159], [.4925147e-1, .2463869e-1],
[.1477544, -.1642580], [.1395458, -.1642580e-1],
[-.1067115, .1149806], [-.2380488, -.5174126],
[.4022204, .2710256], [.2790917, .1806838],
[-.9029437e-1, -.4106449], [-.7387721e-1, -.4434965],
[.2544660, -.4024320], [-.1641716, -.4927739e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, -.3695804], [.2873003, -.2710256],

[.3283432e-1, .2135353], [.5746005e-1, -.4106449],
[.3119260, .8212898e-2], [-.1970059, -.9855478e-1],
[-.1231287, -.1067677], [.1887973, -.7391608e-1],
[.1067115, -.2053224], [.1067115, -.3203030],
[-.1141265e-16, -.1642580e-1], [.1395458, .8212898e-2],
[.3940118, -.1314064], [.2790917, -.4927739e-1],
[-.8208579e-1, .2710256], [-.4268461, -.3531546],
[.9850295e-1, -.4763481], [.2380488, 0.],
[-.2380488, -.1642580e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.1396193],
[.2380488, -.3285159], [.9850295e-1, .1642580],
[-.3365517, -.2792385], [.2708831, -.1642580],
[-.6566863e-1, -.4352836], [-.5746005e-1, .1971096],
[-.9850295e-1, -.1067677], [-.1067115, -.3695804],
[-.3283432e-1, -.1478322], [-.1641716e-1, .2135353],
[.1149201, .2053224], [-.4104290e-1, -.1149806],
[-.4925147e-1, -.3120901], [-.4104290e-1, .1067677],
[-.3283432e-1, -.1067677], [.1149201, -.4188578],
[.2790917, .2381740], [-.1395458, .3367288],
[-.9029437e-1, -.1396193], [.4843062, -.1888967],
[.8208579e-2, .2381740], [-.1559630, -.1642580e-1],
[.1149201, -.4106449e-1], [-.8208579e-1, .1396193],
[.4104290e-1, .2463869], [-.1887973, -.2381740],
[.4104290e-1, .7391608e-1], [-.1067115, -.2135353],
[.8208579e-1, -.3038772], [.8208579e-2, -.7391608e-1],
[-.4925147e-1, .8212898e-1], [.8208579e-2, -.1806838],
[-.3447603, .4106449e-1], [-.6566863e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[.9850295e-1, -.1396193], [-.1723802, .8212898e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, -.2874514], [.3283432e-1, -.3613675],
[-.5746005e-1, .2874514], [-.3423796e-16, -.7391608e-1],
[.1313373, -.1642580e-1], [.4925147e-1, .4106449e-1],
[-.1067115, .9855478e-1], [-.1641716e-1, .5749029e-1],
[.7387721e-1, -.6570318e-1], [-.9029437e-1, -.1314064],
[-.4565062e-16, -.3860062], [.1149201, -.1231935],
[-.1723802, -.5749029e-1], [-.1641716e-1, -.2628127],
[.1723802, -.4927739e-1], [.4104290e-1, .4927739e-1],
[.7387721e-1, -.2463869e-1], [.2380488, -.3777933],
[.5499748, .3695804], [-.1231287, .2545998],
[.6566863e-1, -.2956643], [.5253491, -.8212898e-1],
[.8208579e-1, .2545998], [-.1723802, -.1642580],
[-.6847593e-16, -.1971096], [.3119260, .8212898e-2],
[-.1887973, .4106449e-1], [-.9029437e-1, -.3613675],
[.8208579e-1, .6570318e-1], [-.9029437e-1, .1314064],
[.1395458, .6570318e-1], [-.4925147e-1, .8212898e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.2299611], [.2052145, -.2463869e-1],
[-.1141265e-16, .4106449e-1], [-.1067115, -.7391608e-1],

[.1149201, -.4106449], [.1641716e-1, .9034188e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, .9855478e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[-.8208579e-2, -.7391608e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.4434965],
[.1067115, -.5749029e-1], [.2955088, -.2299611],
[-.9029437e-1, -.1642580], [.1641716e-1, -.1971096],
[.1641716e-1, -.3285159e-1], [-.9850295e-1, .9034188e-1],
[.9029437e-1, -.6570318e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.3285159],
[.4104290, -.1806838], [-.4514719, -.8212898e-2],
[-.2052145, -.2135353], [.2052145, -.3038772],
[.8208579e-1, -.6570318e-1], [-.7387721e-1, .2217482],
[-.5746005e-1, -.2381740], [.4022204, -.8212898e-2],
[.4925147e-1, .1067677], [-.1887973, -.1231935],
[.2544660, -.1642580], [.2790917, -.8212898e-2],
[-.2544660, -.3367288], [.1805887, -.5584771],
[.2544660, -.4927739e-1], [-.2873003, .1396193],
[.4925147e-1, -.4927739], [.4760976, .4106449e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, .1971096], [-.2134231, -.1560451],
[.2380488, -.3203030], [.8208579e-1, .3531546],
[-.9850295e-1, -.1806838], [.1805887, -.6570318e-1],
[-.1067115, .8212898e-2], [-.9850295e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[.1231287, .7391608e-1], [.1067115, -.2299611],
[-.1231287, -.1067677], [.5499748, -.2463869],
[.9850295e-1, -.3531546], [.1641716e-1, -.1971096],
[-.8208579e-2, -.4927739e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[-.7387721e-1, -.7391608e-1], [.2134231, -.1971096],
[-.1641716e-1, .2545998], [-.2462574, -.1314064],
[-.9029437e-1, -.2874514], [.1723802, -.4106449e-1],
[.3283432e-1, .3285159e-1], [-.8208579e-2, -.2628127],
[.5746005e-1, .4927739e-1], [-.5746005e-1, -.1806838],
[-.5746005e-1, -.7391608e-1], [-.1723802, -.2463869e-1],
[.4104290e-1, -.2135353], [-.1559630, .2956643],
[-.2462574e-1, .2135353], [-.1641716e-1, -.3942191],
[-.1970059, -.8212898e-2], [-.1477544, .1478322],
[.5746005e-1, -.3860062], [.5007233, -.4927739e-1],
[-.2544660, .2463869e-1], [-.3611775, -.2299611],
[.4925147e-1, -.3860062], [.1723802, -.5749029e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.1396193], [-.1395458, -.1642580e-1],
[-.4104290e-1, -.3285159e-1], [-.1641716e-1, -.1396193],
[.3037174, -.1560451], [-.3283432e-1, .2217482],
[-.4925147e-1, .2463869e-1], [-.9029437e-1, -.3531546],
[.1887973, -.3695804], [-.2282531e-16, .2217482],
[.8208579e-2, -.1396193], [-.7387721e-1, -.1971096],
[.5007233, -.1314064], [.1723802, -.2628127],
[.8208579e-2, .3695804], [-.1067115, .3120901],
[.2462574, -.4106449], [.9850295e-1, .1478322],

[.8208579e-2, .1149806], [.5746005e-1, -.2710256],
[.9029437e-1, -.1231935], [-.1231287, -.7391608e-1],
[.1141265e-16, -.4763481], [.2790917, .7391608e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, .1314064], [-.1723802, .6570318e-1],
[.6566863e-1, -.1642580e-1], [.1723802, .1149806],
[.1887973, -.5749029e-1], [.1067115, -.2463869],
[.1559630, -.4106449], [.4925147e-1, -.1149806],
[.1149201, .1231935], [.2462574, -.3203030],
[-.1641716e-1, -.5749029e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.1724709],
[.1887973, -.4927739e-1], [.8208579e-2, -.1888967],
[.1805887, -.1642580e-1], [-.8208579e-2, -.1642580e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, -.1149806], [-.1067115, -.2956643],
[-.2462574e-1, -.2299611], [.1887973, -.1724709],
[-.1067115, -.6570318e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.1724709],
[.3283432e-1, -.3367288], [.8208579e-2, -.1478322],
[-.4925147e-1, -.1314064], [.4104290e-1, -.1724709],
[.2134231, -.2710256], [.7387721e-1, .9855478e-1],
[-.8208579e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.1231287, -.2135353],
[-.4925147e-1, .2792385], [.4925147e-1, -.1724709],
[-.2544660, .1724709], [-.8208579e-1, -.1888967],
[.5253491, -.3120901], [.2380488, .3038772],
[-.1477544, .1971096], [-.2380488, -.3613675],
[.3037174, -.3777933], [.3283432, -.2463869e-1],
[-.1141265e-16, -.9855478e-1], [.2462574e-1, -.3613675],
[.1313373, .3285159e-1], [-.2626745, -.1231935],
[.1149201, -.2628127], [.1887973, .1888967],
[-.1395458, -.1396193], [.8208579e-1, -.1642580],
[-.1641716, -.1642580e-1], [-.8208579e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[.1067115, -.1067677], [-.1231287, .3367288],
[.2462574, -.2710256], [.2955088, .3449417],
[-.2462574e-1, -.1888967], [.1149201, -.3777933],
[.2462574e-1, -.1642580e-1], [.8208579e-2, .1478322],
[.3283432e-1, .5749029e-1], [.1149201, .5749029e-1],
[-.5746005e-1, -.1478322], [-.3283432e-1, -.4106449],
[.4925147e-1, -.1478322], [.5746005e-1, -.4106449],
[-.2873003, -.2135353], [.4022204, -.1888967],
[-.4925147e-1, .1149806], [.9029437e-1, -.2792385],
[.2298402, -.1149806], [-.6566863e-1, .2710256],
[-.1559630, -.1642580e-1], [.9850295e-1, -.4434965],
[-.1141265e-16, .1642580e-1], [-.9850295e-1, .6570318e-1],
[.4104290e-1, .1642580e-1], [-.1395458, .1231935],
[-.1641716e-1, -.3120901], [.1141265e-16, -.2792385],
[-.6566863e-1, .1478322], [-.9029437e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.1559630, -.2135353], [.4022204, -.1067677],
[-.2052145, -.3285159e-1], [.2134231, -.8212898e-2],

[-.8208579e-2, .2135353], [-.2462574e-1, -.1971096],
[.4925147, -.3203030], [.8208579e-2, .6570318e-1],
[-.8208579e-2, -.2299611], [.4104290e-1, -.3695804],
[.1641716, -.4106449e-1], [.1149201, -.1478322],
[-.2708831, -.1806838], [-.7387721e-1, -.2545998],
[.2708831, -.8212898e-2], [.8208579e-1, .7391608e-1],
[-.4104290e-1, -.6570318e-1], [-.7387721e-1, -.1560451],
[-.2134231, -.1724709], [.4925147e-1, -.2135353],
[.2134231, .1314064], [-.1231287, .3695804],
[-.1141265e-16, .8212898e-2], [.6566863e-1, .8212898e-2],
[-.1805887, -.9034188e-1], [.1395458, -.1149806],
[.6566863e-1, .5749029e-1], [-.1477544, .2628127],
[.9029437e-1, -.1478322], [.3283432, -.5749029e-1],
[.2462574e-1, .2135353], [.3283432e-1, .4599223],
[.8208579e-1, -.3285159], [-.4925147e-1, -.3367288],
[.7387721e-1, .3367288], [.1067115, .1149806],
[-.8208579e-2, -.1067677], [.3201346, .8212898e-2],
[-.1067115, .1314064], [.1641716, -.1888967],
[.2462574, -.9855478e-1], [-.2380488, .1231935],
[.3283432e-1, -.5749029e-1], [.3365517, .2792385],
[.1887973, .3860062], [-.4104290e-1, .1149806],
[.1477544, -.9855478e-1], [.3201346, .9034188e-1],
[-.2216316, -.5749029e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[.1395458, .3285159e-1], [-.1067115, .1642580e-1],
[-.1477544, -.1231935], [.8208579e-1, -.2463869],
[.1395458, .1888967], [.2873003, -.1888967],
[-.1805887, -.3038772], [.1641716, -.1314064],
[.1231287, .9034188e-1], [.1477544, -.8212898e-1],
[.1149201, -.5091997], [.7387721e-1, -.1314064],
[.1231287, -.1231935], [.1067115, -.4927739e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.4106449e-1], [-.1141265e-16, .1396193],
[.1641716e-1, -.1806838], [.2708831, -.1888967],
[.6566863e-1, .2710256], [.9029437e-1, -.1396193],
[.9850295e-1, -.2463869e-1], [-.1970059, 0.],
[.3283432e-1, -.3120901], [.8208579e-2, -.2217482],
[-.1231287, -.1396193], [-.1313373, -.1067677],
[-.1313373, -.7391608e-1], [.1231287, .6570318e-1],
[.6566863e-1, .2874514], [.8208579e-2, .1642580e-1],
[.1970059, -.1478322], [.2626745, .1067677],
[-.9029437e-1, -.3285159e-1], [-.6566863e-1, 0.],
[.1805887, -.3203030], [-.8208579e-2, -.1478322],
[-.5746005e-1, -.2299611], [-.2216316, -.2463869],
[.9850295e-1, .1149806], [.2462574e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[-.3365517, -.3531546], [-.1313373, -.9034188e-1],
[.3283432e-1, -.2545998], [.2134231, -.9034188e-1],

[-.9850295e-1, -.1560451], [.9029437e-1, -.1231935],
[.5746005e-1, -.3285159e-1], [.8208579e-2, -.2135353],
[-.2790917, -.5749029e-1], [-.1231287, -.1560451],
[.1067115, -.2792385], [.8208579e-2, -.2135353],
[.3529689, -.4927739e-1], [-.2216316, -.1314064],
[.2790917, -.6077545], [-.1723802, .2463869e-1],
[-.2873003, .8212898e-2], [.1149201, -.2217482],
[.1477544, -.6570318e-1], [.2462574e-1, .2217482],
[-.2134231, -.2956643], [.1067115, -.4927739],
[.3365517, .8212898e-2], [.1477544, -.6570318e-1],
[-.1395458, .3285159e-1], [.2052145, -.3777933],
[.9850295e-1, -.2381740], [.1970059, -.1396193],
[-.1067115, -.1231935], [.1231287, -.2628127],
[-.1641716, -.8212898e-1], [.1477544, -.2463869e-1],
[-.5746005e-1, .1888967], [-.2544660, .1642580e-1],
[.9850295e-1, -.2545998], [.3119260, .1724709],
[-.7387721e-1, -.9034188e-1], [.3283432e-1, .9855478e-1],
[-.1723802, -.9855478e-1], [.1805887, -.9034188e-1],
[.3283432, -.8212898e-1], [.2216316, -.1149806],
[.4925147e-1, -.3613675], [.1805887, .3038772],
[.2462574e-1, .2463869], [-.9850295e-1, -.2135353],
[.2380488, -.5749029e-1], [-.1559630, .1560451],
[.8208579e-2, -.4270707], [.2544660, -.3449417],
[.2955088, .1642580], [-.1723802, -.4024320],
[.2462574, -.2874514], [-.1641716e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[.3283432e-1, .7391608e-1], [-.1395458, -.2545998],
[.1723802, -.1642580e-1], [-.2052145, -.1149806],
[-.2462574e-1, .9034188e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[-.9029437e-1, .2299611], [-.2462574e-1, .1806838],
[-.3283432e-1, -.3285159e-1], [.1231287, -.4106449e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.1067677], [-.3283432e-1, .2135353],
[-.7387721e-1, -.7391608e-1], [.2544660, -.2956643],
[-.1805887, -.1067677], [-.1477544, -.5749029e-1],
[.3119260, -.1724709], [.4104290e-1, .4763481],
[.6566863e-1, -.1971096], [.8208579e-1, -.4927739],
[-.6566863e-1, .4927739e-1], [-.4925147e-1, .8212898e-2],
[.1067115, -.1314064], [.8208579e-1, .8212898e-2],
[.2052145, -.1642580e-1], [.3283432e-1, -.2299611],
[-.1231287, -.1806838], [.3283432e-1, .7391608e-1],
[.7387721e-1, -.2053224], [.8208579e-1, -.2381740],
[.2216316, .1560451], [-.1887973, .1642580e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.5091997], [-.7387721e-1, .7391608e-1],
[.1641716e-1, .4106449e-1], [.8208579e-2, .8212898e-1],
[-.1149201, -.1314064], [-.9029437e-1, -.3449417],
[.1149201, .1149806], [-.3283432e-1, .1067677],

[.1641716, -.4106449e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.1067677],
[.1477544, .1231935], [-.1970059, .1642580e-1],
[-.2462574, -.3038772], [.1805887, -.2053224],
[-.7387721e-1, .2545998], [-.5746005e-1, -.2299611],
[.7387721e-1, -.2545998], [.6566863e-1, -.2710256],
[-.1887973, .3449417], [.5746005e-1, .9034188e-1],
[.2544660, .1314064], [-.2462574e-1, .9034188e-1],
[-.2134231, -.1314064], [-.8208579e-2, -.9034188e-1],
[.2462574e-1, -.1396193], [.4925147e-1, .1149806],
[-.3283432e-1, .8212898e-1], [.3119260, -.2463869],
[.8208579e-2, .1067677], [-.1067115, -.3285159e-1],
[.1723802, -.1724709], [.2462574, .1067677],
[-.2626745, -.4106449e-1], [-.8208579e-2, -.4681352],
[.1067115, -.2463869], [.7387721e-1, -.3285159e-1],
[.5746005e-1, -.2463869], [.2626745, -.1478322],
[.2052145, -.1560451], [-.8208579e-2, .1560451],
[-.8208579e-1, .5749029e-1], [.3037174, -.5913287],
[.2955088, .8212898e-1], [.4925147e-1, .1067677],
[.2462574e-1, -.3449417], [.1887973, -.2053224],
[.9029437e-1, .7391608e-1], [.4104290e-1, -.1560451],
[-.5746005e-1, -.1724709], [-.1641716e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[-.2626745, -.2217482], [.1970059, -.2217482],
[.3283432e-1, -.1806838], [.1395458, .8212898e-2],
[-.2790917, .6570318e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.3531546],
[-.9029437e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.1141265e-16, .8212898e-2],
[-.4104290e-1, -.7391608e-1], [-.8208579e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[.1805887, -.3038772], [-.3283432e-1, -.1314064],
[-.9029437e-1, -.1971096], [.2134231, -.3613675],
[.3037174, .1314064], [-.1477544, .1149806],
[-.1723802, -.2299611], [-.1559630, .1396193],
[-.1149201, -.2217482], [-.8208579e-1, -.3285159e-1],
[.1559630, -.2053224], [.1231287, -.2874514],
[.7387721e-1, -.9855478e-1], [.9850295e-1, -.2710256],
[.8208579e-1, .4106449e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.3285159e-1],
[.6566863e-1, -.3777933], [.1887973, -.8212898e-1],
[.2873003, -.1724709], [.1313373, -.3038772],
[-.1149201, -.8212898e-2], [.1805887, .1724709],
[-.1067115, -.2792385], [.3283432e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[.8208579e-2, .8212898e-1], [-.4350547, .2792385],
[-.1641716, .4927739e-1], [.2216316, -.1724709],
[-.2708831, .4927739e-1], [.1641716e-1, -.4599223],
[.5746005e-1, -.2545998], [-.1641716e-1, -.8212898e-1],
[-.1477544, -.1396193], [.4022204, -.2299611],
[.2462574e-1, -.2299611], [-.1313373, .3285159e-1],
[.3529689, -.2874514], [.2544660, -.2545998],

[.1395458, -.5749029e-1], [.1559630, -.2874514],
[.1477544, .2135353], [-.8208579e-1, .1806838],
[-.2462574e-1, -.2874514], [.7387721e-1, .1642580e-1],
[-.2216316, -.1888967], [.2298402, -.3285159e-1],
[-.3611775, .2463869], [-.3447603, -.6570318e-1],
[.5171405, -.4024320], [.9850295e-1, .3038772],
[-.3201346, .8212898e-1], [.8208579e-2, -.7391608e-1],
[-.8208579e-2, .2053224], [-.8208579e-2, -.4106449e-1],
[.1395458, .1314064], [-.2134231, .3285159e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, -.8212898e-1], [.1067115, -.4106449e-1],
[.2462574e-1, .1971096], [-.8208579e-2, -.6241802],
[.1231287, -.1478322], [.2216316, .1478322],
[.2216316, .2053224], [.9029437e-1, -.1560451],
[-.8208579e-2, -.1888967], [-.1141265e-16, .2053224],
[-.2298402, -.4927739e-1], [.1641716e-1, -.5831158],
[.3119260, -.5338384], [-.5746005e-1, .1642580],
[-.3283432e-1, .1724709], [.1641716, .1642580e-1],
[-.1559630, .3942191], [.1231287, -.7391608e-1],
[.4104290e-1, -.1642580e-1], [-.4104290e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[.5746005e-1, -.2135353], [.1641716e-1, .3777933],
[-.1149201, -.8212898e-1], [-.9850295e-1, -.1806838],
[.2052145, -.1724709], [.3529689, -.1067677],
[-.1887973, .2463869e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.1396193],
[-.2462574e-1, -.1478322], [-.3283432e-1, -.1971096],
[.3529689, -.2381740], [.6566863e-1, -.1231935],
[.2462574e-1, -.2710256], [.2052145, .1560451],
[.8208579e-1, -.4352836], [-.1641716, .4106449e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, .7391608e-1], [.1805887, -.1231935],
[-.1559630, -.9034188e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.1067677],
[.9850295e-1, .7391608e-1], [-.8208579e-1, .8212898e-1],
[.9850295e-1, -.8212898e-1], [.1641716, .2463869e-1],
[-.2216316, -.5749029e-1], [-.3283432e-1, -.3203030],
[.1887973, -.4106449e-1], [-.7387721e-1, -.2217482],
[-.2544660, -.1971096], [.1395458, -.1971096],
[-.1067115, .4927739e-1], [-.3940118, -.1560451],
[.4268461, -.3038772], [.2298402, .3695804],
[-.3037174, .1231935], [.2955088, -.3942191],
[.2462574e-1, -.4106449e-1], [-.2052145, -.1724709],
[.5746005e-1, .1806838], [-.1559630, -.2710256],
[.8208579e-1, -.2299611], [-.9029437e-1, .6570318e-1],
[.1805887, .4106449e-1], [-.1805887, -.2874514],
[-.1231287, -.9034188e-1], [.2134231, -.2792385],
[-.5746005e-1, .8212898e-2], [-.1477544, -.4927739],
[.3529689, -.3367288], [.1067115, .8212898e-2],
[-.4760976, .1067677], [-.2462574e-1, -.4188578],

[.2544660, .1642580e-1], [-.2216316, .4352836],
[-.4925147e-1, -.1971096], [-.4925147e-1, .1971096],
[.9029437e-1, .4517094], [-.4104290e-1, .1478322],
[.2134231, -.2463869e-1], [.3529689, -.2463869e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, .1971096], [.9850295e-1, .8212898e-2],
[.2216316, .3285159e-1], [-.1477544, 0.],
[-.1805887, -.1067677], [-.1559630, .2710256],
[-.4104290e-1, 0.], [.1805887, -.2135353],
[.1970059, .1478322], [.3283432e-1, .2463869],
[.9029437e-1, -.1642580e-1], [.3119260, .3285159],
[-.1805887, -.1067677], [-.9029437e-1, -.1806838],
[.3529689, .9034188e-1], [-.3611775, .1478322],
[-.3611775, -.2956643], [.2052145, -.1642580],
[-.7387721e-1, .2053224], [-.4350547, .1067677],
[.2955088, .4927739e-1], [.1805887, -.1231935],
[.1641716e-1, .5749029e-1], [.1395458, -.4599223],
[.2216316, .8212898e-2], [-.1067115, .2874514],
[-.9029437e-1, -.2135353], [.2216316, -.1314064],
[.1970059, -.1642580e-1], [-.5746005e-1, .2463869e-1],
[-.9029437e-1, -.6241802], [.3037174, .4106449e-1],
[.3283432e-1, .1067677], [-.1805887, -.7391608e-1],
[.1641716e-1, -.3285159], [.1231287, .9855478e-1],
[-.1887973, -.3449417], [-.9029437e-1, -.9855478e-1],
[.1231287, -.1642580e-1], [-.1641716e-1, .1642580e-1],
[-.1231287, -.2874514], [.3775946, -.2135353],
[-.1313373, .5502642], [-.2790917, -.3613675],
[.7387721e-1, -.1806838], [-.4104290e-1, .9034188e-1],
[-.1477544, -.4188578], [.2052145, -.1231935],
[-.7387721e-1, -.2299611], [-.1313373, .2545998],
[-.7387721e-1, -.8212898e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[-.1141265e-16, -.7391608e-1], [-.4104290e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[-.1395458, .1724709], [-.8208579e-2, -.2381740],
[.1477544, .1642580], [-.3283432e-1, -.3285159e-1],
[-.1313373, -.2463869], [.2462574, -.1971096],
[-.9029437e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.4350547, .4927739e-1],
[.1395458, -.3367288], [.1477544, -.1478322],
[-.2298402, -.4024320], [.1477544, .1888967],
[.7387721e-1, -.2792385], [.3283432e-1, .1971096],
[.7387721e-1, -.9034188e-1], [-.3283432e-1, -.3038772],
[-.1641716, .9034188e-1], [-.1641716e-1, .4106449e-1],
[.3858032, -.1560451], [.8208579e-1, .2874514],
[-.2790917, .1806838], [-.3529689, .1642580e-1],
[.2790917, -.2135353], [.5417662, .5749029e-1],
[-.1149201, .4845610], [-.2380488, -.9855478e-1],
[.1313373, -.3531546], [.2134231, -.1478322],

[-.1395458, -.8212898e-1], [.2462574, -.6241802],
[-.3283432e-1, -.2874514], [-.2544660, .1806838],
[-.1559630, -.2628127], [-.2462574e-1, .7391608e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, .8212898e-1], [-.2052145, -.8212898e-1],
[-.9029437e-1, -.2792385], [.1477544, -.2299611],
[.8208579e-1, .4106449e-1], [-.1970059, .1149806],
[.1149201, .1231935], [.3940118, -.1806838],
[-.3037174, .1888967], [-.1723802, -.4927739e-1],
[.1559630, -.2053224], [-.1641716e-1, -.2710256],
[-.1970059, -.2463869e-1], [-.9029437e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.1559630, -.2956643], [-.8208579e-2, -.1806838],
[.2462574e-1, -.1149806], [-.3119260, .8212898e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.1478322], [.1887973, -.3203030],
[.3693861, -.2053224], [.3283432e-1, .1396193],
[-.2380488, -.3285159], [.2216316, -.2545998],
[.3775946, -.8212898e-1], [-.1970059, .3285159e-1],
[-.1395458, -.1314064], [.1805887, 0.],
[-.1559630, -.1067677], [.2380488, -.1231935],
[.8208579e-2, .9034188e-1], [.1313373, 0.],
[.1313373, .3777933], [.2462574e-1, .1724709],
[.1231287, -.4927739e-1], [.3858032, .2710256],
[-.1641716, .8212898e-2], [-.1395458, -.4106449],
[.7387721e-1, .1642580e-1], [.2134231, .1560451],
[.1477544, .6570318e-1], [.1477544, -.1314064],
[.2298402, .4927739e-1], [-.2708831, .1396193],
[-.4432633, -.5009868], [.1559630, -.3285159],
[.4350547, -.3285159e-1], [-.2626745, -.1478322],
[.7387721e-1, 0.], [.3283432e-1, .5749029e-1],
[-.1723802, -.4927739e-1], [.2790917, .6570318e-1],
[.4104290e-1, -.6570318e-1], [-.1231287, .8212898e-1],
[.2052145, -.1149806], [.9850295e-1, -.3285159],
[-.1641716e-1, -.4106449], [-.4925147e-1, -.2956643],
[-.1970059, -.8212898e-1], [.2216316, .3285159e-1],
[.2298402, -.7391608e-1], [.3283432e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[-.6566863e-1, -.4763481], [-.1723802, -.3038772],
[.3283432, -.4106449e-1], [.1477544, .4106449],
[.6566863e-1, -.1314064], [.9850295e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[.3283432e-1, .2381740], [-.1067115, -.1149806],
[.1149201, -.3531546], [.4104290, -.3449417],
[.3283432e-1, .3613675], [-.3201346, .1560451],
[.1149201, -.4106449], [-.1231287, .3285159e-1],
[.2462574e-1, .9034188e-1], [.1313373, -.2545998],
[-.3283432e-1, -.1806838], [-.1231287, -.2463869e-1],
[.2052145, -.2463869e-1], [.8208579e-2, .3285159e-1],
[-.1395458, -.1396193], [.1141265e-16, -.1642580],

[.1805887, -.1971096], [-.8208579e-2, -.1314064],
[-.1805887, -.3120901], [.1149201, -.1067677],
[-.8208579e-1, -.8212898e-2], [-.4925147e-1, -.4106449e-1],
[.9850295e-1, .3285159e-1], [-.4268461, -.1888967],
[.1641716e-1, -.1396193], [.4925147e-1, .3367288],
[-.3693861, .1067677], [.2708831, -.3367288],
[.1805887, .1149806], [-.4432633, -.2381740],
[.8208579e-1, -.8048640], [.2626745, -.9855478e-1],
[-.1723802, -.4927739e-1], [.2462574e-1, -.2135353],
[.2873003, -.2710256], [.1805887, .1067677],
[-.1805887, -.9034188e-1], [-.1067115, .1888967],
[.1641716e-1, .3531546], [.1641716, .8212898e-1],
[-.2790917, .8212898e-2], [.1805887, -.1149806],
[.3283432e-1, .1724709], [-.2298402, -.2628127],
[-.5746005e-1, -.5174126], [.1067115, .3285159e-1],
[.3119260, .2792385], [-.3283432e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[.4104290e-1, -.8212898e-2], [.2544660, .3695804],
[-.1723802, -.1724709], [-.2052145, -.1231935],
[.2052145, -.2299611], [.1723802, .1642580],
[.2708831, .2381740], [.1395458, -.5749029e-1],
[.4925147e-1, .3038772], [.1231287, -.1724709],
[.1477544, .9034188e-1], [-.3775946, -.1149806],
[-.1723802, .1478322], [-.2216316, -.1642580],
[-.7387721e-1, .1478322], [.1641716, -.1888967],
[.4104290e-1, .8212898e-1], [-.2873003, .1478322],
[.8208579e-1, -.2217482], [.2955088, -.3367288],
[.2134231, -.1314064], [-.6566863e-1, .1806838],
[-.1149201, .3285159e-1], [.2462574, .1067677],
[.1559630, .2053224], [-.4760976, .9034188e-1],
[-.4104290e-1, -.1149806], [.1887973, .8212898e-2],
[.1067115, .1231935], [-.1887973, -.7391608e-1],
[.6566863e-1, -.1231935], [.1970059, -.1642580],
[-.1149201, -.7391608e-1], [.1477544, -.5502642],
[-.1141265e-16, .3285159e-1], [-.5746005e-1, .1560451],
[-.3447603, -.2710256], [-.1231287, -.1888967],
[-.2462574e-1, .2463869e-1], [-.2380488, .2217482],
[.4925147e-1, -.4106449e-1], [.2052145, -.1560451],
[.2626745, .1314064], [.6566863e-1, -.1478322],
[.4104290e-1, -.2381740], [-.8208579e-1, -.2381740],
[-.1559630, -.2545998], [.2298402, .1067677],
[-.2626745, .8212898e-2], [-.6566863e-1, .2463869],
[.1067115, -.1560451], [.7387721e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[-.2216316, .4188578], [-.4925147e-1, -.9855478e-1],
[-.1231287, -.5009868], [.2216316, .3038772],
[-.6566863e-1, -.1396193], [.1313373, -.9034188e-1],

[.3201346, -.4270707], [.4925147e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[-.1141265e-16, .9855478e-1], [-.1149201, -.2463869],
[.1887973, -.8212898e-2], [.2298402, -.8212898e-2],
[-.1231287, -.6570318e-1], [-.9850295e-1, -.3613675],
[-.1477544, .1888967], [.1395458, .6570318e-1],
[.7387721e-1, .2463869e-1], [.2544660, -.2874514],
[-.9850295e-1, .1149806], [.9850295e-1, .3038772],
[.1641716e-1, -.1642580e-1], [-.2298402, .1231935],
[.3447603, .9855478e-1], [.7387721e-1, .1806838],
[-.2462574e-1, 0.], [.1559630, -.2545998],
[.4925147e-1, -.4927739e-1], [-.1231287, -.2628127],
[-.2462574e-1, -.2463869], [.7387721e-1, .4106449e-1],
[-.1149201, .2710256], [-.1067115, -.1971096],
[.1805887, 0.], [.2462574e-1, -.1478322],
[.1149201, -.1642580], [.2544660, -.4352836],
[-.4925147e-1, .1642580e-1], [.7387721e-1, -.1642580],
[.1231287, -.2792385], [-.8208579e-1, -.4106449e-1],
[.1231287, -.1642580e-1], [.4925147e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[.2052145, .1231935], [.4925147e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[-.5746005e-1, .4106449e-1], [-.1141265e-16, .1806838],
[.1477544, .8212898e-2], [.9029437e-1, .3285159e-1],
[-.2955088, .1724709], [.1887973, .1971096],
[-.1723802, -.3777933], [.7387721e-1, .9855478e-1],
[-.5746005e-1, .7391608e-1], [-.3365517, .4106449e-1],
[.2955088, -.9034188e-1], [.2462574e-1, .9034188e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, 0.], [-.2134231, -.1478322],
[.1395458, -.2217482], [-.2380488, 0.],
[.1641716, -.1478322], [.2052145, -.1724709],
[.1805887, .1067677], [-.1723802, .2628127],
[-.1641716, -.9034188e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.2956643],
[.1641716e-1, .1888967], [.1149201, .3285159e-1],
[-.2790917, -.1231935], [.4104290e-1, -.9034188e-1],
[.2462574e-1, -.2299611], [.2052145, -.4106449e-1],
[.1723802, .8212898e-2], [-.2462574, -.4927739e-1],
[.2462574, -.2956643], [.3119260, .2135353],
[-.3693861, .4927739e-1], [-.2134231, -.1149806],
[.2544660, .6570318e-1], [.1641716, -.1396193],
[-.1313373, -.9855478e-1], [.4268461, -.2463869e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.8212898e-2], [.1149201, -.1231935],
[.4104290e-1, .2135353], [-.1141265e-16, .1642580],
[-.1970059, -.1806838], [.2462574, .1067677],
[.4104290e-1, .2628127], [-.6566863e-1, .8212898e-2],
[.6566863e-1, -.1642580], [.9029437e-1, -.1560451],
[-.2462574e-1, .2053224], [-.1805887, .7391608e-1],
[-.3693861, -.1314064], [-.8208579e-1, .1314064],

[.2380488, .2381740], [.7387721e-1, -.3285159e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, -.8212898e-1], [.1641716e-1, -.3531546],
[.2873003, -.4927739e-1], [-.5746005e-1, .4106449e-1],
[-.4843062, -.4106449e-1], [.1805887, .1314064],
[.4925147e-1, .1560451], [-.4432633, .9855478e-1],
[.2380488, -.1971096], [.2955088, -.6570318e-1],
[.1641716e-1, .5749029e-1], [-.1067115, -.2463869],
[.3119260, -.4106449], [.3283432e-1, .1231935],
[-.2873003, -.9855478e-1], [.1477544, -.4681352],
[.6566863e-1, .3285159e-1], [-.2708831, 0.],
[-.4104290e-1, .4106449e-1], [-.4104290e-1, -.1231935],
[-.8208579e-2, -.3613675], [.1477544, -.1806838],
[.2462574e-1, .2463869e-1], [-.2052145, .8212898e-2],
[.1149201, -.2299611], [.7387721e-1, .4106449e-1],
[-.2052145, -.8212898e-2], [-.8208579e-1, -.2463869],
[.8208579e-1, -.4927739e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.1806838],
[-.9029437e-1, -.5749029e-1], [.1395458, .2463869],
[.1559630, -.2217482], [-.1641716e-1, .1642580e-1],
[-.4925147e-1, -.1560451], [-.7387721e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.1395458, .1806838], [-.2052145, -.5749029e-1],
[-.1231287, -.4927739e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.4927739e-1],
[.9029437e-1, .2463869e-1], [.1641716e-1, -.1067677],
[.1149201, -.1560451], [-.8208579e-1, .4927739e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, -.6570318e-1], [-.8208579e-1, .2299611],
[.1477544, -.3120901], [-.1141265e-16, -.3203030],
[-.8208579e-1, -.1067677], [-.6566863e-1, .1067677],
[.1067115, -.5749029e-1], [-.1149201, -.1724709],
[.9850295e-1, -.2792385], [-.1641716e-1, .2135353],
[-.3201346, -.1724709], [-.5746005e-1, .7391608e-1],
[.3529689, -.1806838], [-.1313373, -.1231935],
[-.2052145, .2628127], [.2708831, -.3367288],
[.6566863e-1, .4434965], [-.2626745, .1560451],
[.1477544, -.1888967], [-.9029437e-1, .2874514],
[-.3119260, .6570318e-1], [.4925147e-1, -.2545998],
[.1231287, -.1149806], [.2462574e-1, .3120901],
[-.2955088, -.1888967], [.3529689, .6570318e-1],
[.9850295e-1, .3038772], [-.2462574e-1, .1888967],
[-.4925147e-1, -.1314064], [-.3283432e-1, -.1314064],
[.1395458, -.1971096], [.4925147e-1, -.2463869],
[-.1559630, 0.], [.4104290e-1, -.4270707],
[.1149201, -.5749029e-1], [.1970059, -.1642580],
[.2873003, -.2463869e-1], [.3283432e-1, -.4927739e-1],
[-.6566863e-1, .3285159e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.4927739],
[.8208579e-1, .9855478e-1], [-.5828091, .1888967],
[-.1313373, -.2628127], [-.1067115, -.1231935],

[.1313373, .5749029e-1], [.3283432e-1, .1806838],
[.1395458, .2628127], [-.1149201, 0.],
[.4104290, -.2956643], [.2544660, .1478322],
[.8208579e-2, -.1806838], [-.3858032, -.3695804],
[.3283432, -.4106449e-1], [.1477544, .3285159e-1],
[-.4104290e-1, -.1642580e-1], [.8208579e-2, -.8212898e-2],
[-.4925147e-1, -.8212898e-1], [-.1149201, .1149806],
[.1970059, -.1231935], [-.9029437e-1, 0.],
[-.6566863e-1, -.8212898e-2], [.6566863e-1, -.4024320],
[-.5746005e-1, -.1642580e-1], [-.8208579e-1, -.4106449e-1],
[.1641716, .4106449e-1], [-.1641716e-1, -.4106449e-1],
[-.1313373, -.4024320], [.9029437e-1, .5749029e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, .1888967], [-.2626745, -.1067677],
[.1641716, .2299611], [.7387721e-1, -.2135353],
[-.8208579e-2, .2710256], [-.1723802, -.1642580e-1],
[.1641716, -.8212898e-2], [.1970059, -.2135353],
[-.1231287, -.1231935], [.1887973, .8212898e-2],
[-.1970059, .2463869e-1], [.1641716, -.3120901],
[.1887973, -.1724709], [-.1395458, .4106449e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.1396193], [.1067115, .1314064],
[.1231287, .1478322], [.1641716e-1, .4106449e-1],
[.1067115, -.2874514], [-.1723802, -.2299611],
[.1313373, .8212898e-2], [.2790917, .9034188e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, -.9855478e-1], [-.1559630, -.2710256],
[-.8208579e-2, -.1806838], [.3201346, .2792385],
[.4104290e-1, .2217482], [-.2462574, -.3777933],
[.9850295e-1, -.7391608e-1], [.4760976, .2463869e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, .4106449e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.5913287],
[.2216316, .4106449e-1], [-.3201346, .7391608e-1],
[-.6566863e-1, .3285159e-1], [.2708831, -.3777933],
[.3423796e-16, -.8212898e-2], [-.1641716e-1, .1642580e-1],
[.5746005e-1, -.4927739e-1], [-.5746005e-1, -.1724709],
[-.5746005e-1, -.3120901], [.8208579e-1, .6570318e-1],
[-.4925147e-1, -.5749029e-1], [-.2134231, .6570318e-1],
[.2298402, .3285159], [-.8208579e-1, -.1560451],
[.9850295e-1, -.2381740], [-.1231287, -.1806838],
[-.2626745, -.2874514], [-.1559630, .1560451],
[.2790917, -.2299611], [.1641716e-1, .8212898e-2],
[-.8208579e-1, .1971096], [-.8208579e-1, -.2381740],
[.2134231, -.9034188e-1], [.9029437e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[-.1559630, .7391608e-1], [.4104290e-1, -.1149806],
[.1067115, .1888967], [.1887973, -.1149806],
[.9029437e-1, -.4106449e-1], [.5089319, .3695804],
[.4925147e-1, .1067677], [.3119260, .4927739e-1],
[-.1067115, .4106449e-1], [.4925147e-1, -.4352836],

[.3858032, -.3367288], [-.1559630, .1314064],
[-.4925147e-1, -.3777933], [.1723802, .1971096],
[.1887973, .6159673], [-.1149201, -.1971096],
[.1395458, -.2299611], [.2216316, .1560451],
[-.3529689, .5749029e-1], [.1313373, .4106449e-1],
[.3201346, .3285159e-1], [-.1887973, -.3285159e-1],
[-.1477544, -.2381740], [.4843062, -.1724709],
[.2298402, .3285159e-1], [-.7387721e-1, -.2463869],
[-.9029437e-1, -.4106449e-1], [-.5746005e-1, -.2956643],
[.1723802, .8212898e-1], [-.3447603, 0.],
[.6566863e-1, -.4845610], [.4104290e-1, -.1478322],
[.1641716e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.2462574, .3531546],
[.2462574, .9855478e-1], [.1559630, -.2135353],
[-.9850295e-1, -.4927739e-1], [-.8208579e-1, .2792385],
[-.1477544, -.8212898e-2], [-.2955088, -.1888967],
[.8208579e-1, -.1642580], [-.1149201, -.1478322],
[-.1641716, -.3860062], [.4432633, -.2710256],
[.1395458, .2463869e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.9034188e-1],
[.2462574e-1, -.2628127], [.8208579e-2, -.1560451],
[.1887973, -.2135353], [.2298402, -.2463869],
[.2462574e-1, .2463869e-1], [-.2380488, .1888967],
[-.3037174, -.9034188e-1], [.5746005e-1, .6570318e-1],
[-.7387721e-1, .8212898e-1], [-.1970059, -.5749029e-1],
[.2380488, .3285159e-1], [-.1723802, -.1067677],
[-.3119260, .8212898e-1], [.1723802, .1642580e-1],
[.9029437e-1, -.1231935], [.2462574e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.3120901], [.3037174, -.2463869e-1],
[-.1723802, .5091997], [-.8208579e-2, .2135353],
[-.2790917, -.6570318e-1], [.2134231, -.9034188e-1],
[.1477544, .1560451], [-.3775946, .6570318e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, -.3285159], [-.9850295e-1, -.1888967],
[-.1970059, -.3120901], [.1395458, .1560451],
[.1477544, -.1231935], [-.2626745, -.2628127],
[.2052145, -.1478322], [-.1641716, .1067677],
[-.1313373, .1231935], [.2708831, -.1478322],
[-.3283432e-1, .3285159], [-.1559630, .1396193],
[.3693861, -.3120901], [-.1970059, -.1971096],
[.5746005e-1, -.1642580], [.1149201, -.3695804],
[.3119260, -.1642580], [.8208579e-1, .1642580e-1],
[.1641716, -.4927739e-1], [-.9029437e-1, 0.],
[.1395458, -.2956643], [-.5746005e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.3611775, -.1314064], [-.1887973, .5749029e-1],
[-.3283432e-1, -.3531546], [-.1641716e-1, -.3285159],
[.2955088, -.8212898e-2], [-.1641716, .1067677],
[-.2216316, -.2874514], [.1231287, -.9855478e-1],

[.8208579e-2, -.1642580], [-.1395458, .1149806],
[.1887973, -.2053224], [.6566863e-1, -.1149806],
[.1477544, .7391608e-1], [-.4925147e-1, -.1888967],
[-.1641716, -.9855478e-1], [.1805887, -.1396193],
[-.1970059, -.1560451], [.1141265e-16, .7391608e-1],
[.4104290e-1, -.4106449e-1], [.3283432e-1, -.9034188e-1],
[-.1723802, -.1231935], [-.6566863e-1, .6570318e-1],
[.4432633, -.1724709], [.1970059, .4270707],
[-.3283432e-1, -.3285159e-1], [.1395458, -.2299611],
[.2134231, .4106449e-1], [-.2380488, -.1314064],
[-.1149201, -.6570318e-1], [-.1641716e-1, -.1888967],
[-.6566863e-1, -.6570318e-1], [-.1641716e-1, -.3695804],
[.1313373, -.2217482], [-.1641716, -.1067677],
[.1559630, .5749029e-1], [.2298402, .9034188e-1],
[-.3119260, .1149806], [.1477544, -.1888967],
[-.2708831, -.1396193], [-.4925147e-1, -.1314064],
[.5746005e-1, -.1149806], [-.2544660, -.8212898e-2],
[.7387721e-1, -.3203030], [-.3283432e-1, -.2628127],
[.3283432e-1, -.2463869e-1], [-.5746005e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[-.1395458, .2956643], [-.2380488, -.4927739e-1],
[.4104290e-1, -.3285159e-1], [-.3283432e-1, .1396193],
[.2216316, .3285159e-1], [-.8208579e-2, -.1642580],
[-.1395458, -.2545998], [-.1141265e-16, -.9034188e-1],
[-.1477544, .9855478e-1], [-.9850295e-1, .1396193],
[-.1723802, .2463869e-1], [.1231287, -.1314064],
[.1723802, -.4927739], [.1231287, -.2381740],
[.1395458, .1560451], [.2462574e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.4104290, -.3038772], [.4104290e-1, -.1314064],
[-.1231287, .3285159e-1], [.9850295e-1, -.9034188e-1],
[-.1141265e-16, .2135353], [.1141265e-16, -.2463869e-1],
[.3283432e-1, 0.], [.1641716e-1, .2545998],
[-.7387721e-1, -.3942191], [-.8208579e-2, -.7391608e-1],
[.9850295e-1, -.2463869], [.1231287, -.6570318e-1],
[-.4925147e-1, .3285159], [-.3447603, -.1067677],
[-.1149201, -.3203030], [.2790917, .7391608e-1],
[-.1805887, .1067677], [-.1395458, -.2792385],
[-.1149201, -.1067677], [.2462574e-1, -.3367288],
[-.1641716, .2463869], [-.6566863e-1, -.1149806],
[.1149201, -.7391608e-1], [-.3858032, .2628127],
[.6566863e-1, -.9034188e-1], [.2626745, -.6570318e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, .4024320], [-.1141265e-16, -.4927739e-1],
[.5746005e-1, -.1560451], [.2052145, -.3942191],
[.9029437e-1, .4927739e-1], [-.2134231, .5749029e-1],
[-.1477544, -.4517094], [.1723802, -.2628127],
[.1149201, .1396193], [.8208579e-2, .1971096],

[-.3529689, -.1149806], [.3037174, .3285159e-1],
[.4925147e-1, .1806838], [-.2052145, -.7391608e-1],
[.1067115, .3285159e-1], [.1067115, -.2792385],
[-.1805887, .8212898e-1], [-.1641716, -.7391608e-1],
[-.1641716e-1, .2874514], [-.2708831, -.7391608e-1],
[-.1149201, -.2792385], [-.1641716, .1149806],
[-.2790917, .1888967], [.4925147e-1, -.4927739e-1],
[-.2380488, .3367288], [-.1723802, -.8212898e-1],
[.1149201, -.5420513], [.1395458, -.1478322],
[-.1805887, .1067677], [-.9029437e-1, .2463869e-1],
[.1805887, -.3695804], [.2380488, .3203030],
[-.6566863e-1, -.1724709], [.1067115, -.3285159],
[.1149201, .9855478e-1], [-.7387721e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[.3283432e-1, -.4927739e-1], [-.9850295e-1, .7391608e-1],
[-.9029437e-1, -.4106449e-1], [-.1641716, .1971096],
[.1477544, -.1724709], [-.2462574, -.2710256],
[-.8208579e-1, -.1642580e-1], [-.1805887, -.1971096],
[.1805887, .2874514], [-.1067115, .9034188e-1],
[-.1313373, -.1396193], [-.3283432e-1, .1231935],
[.1067115, -.1478322], [-.5746005e-1, .3038772],
[-.8208579e-2, -.2956643], [.1723802, -.9855478e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, .5666900], [-.2052145, .8212898e-2],
[-.1559630, -.2381740], [-.2462574e-1, .1560451],
[-.2462574e-1, -.1642580e-1], [-.2134231, -.2463869],
[-.8208579e-2, .5749029e-1], [.6566863e-1, -.1067677],
[-.2873003, .1396193], [.3447603, .2381740],
[-.2052145, .4927739e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.2710256],
[.2380488, -.1806838], [.1395458, .1724709],
[-.3529689, -.2545998], [-.4104290e-1, -.4434965],
[-.4104290e-1, .1396193], [-.8208579e-2, .1396193],
[.9850295e-1, -.2463869e-1], [-.7387721e-1, .1971096],
[.7387721e-1, -.1067677], [.1723802, .8212898e-2],
[.5746005e-1, .1642580], [.4104290e-1, -.3038772],
[-.2380488, -.5749029e-1], [-.1231287, .8212898e-1],
[.7387721e-1, .8212898e-1], [-.6566863e-1, -.4106449e-1],
[-.1477544, 0.], [.8208579e-1, -.2463869e-1],
[.8208579e-1, -.2299611], [-.2380488, .1314064],
[-.1641716e-1, -.3449417], [.1231287, -.1888967],
[.1641716e-1, .1888967], [-.1067115, .1642580e-1],
[-.5746005e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.2708831, .1971096],
[-.1641716, -.2956643], [.1887973, .2710256],
[-.9850295e-1, .7391608e-1], [.2708831, -.2299611],
[.1231287, .1478322], [.5746005e-1, -.1888967],
[.1723802, -.4845610], [.1641716, .2956643],
[-.2298402, -.3038772], [.1887973, -.4106449e-1],

[.9850295e-1, .8212898e-2], [-.1231287, .1231935],
[-.1313373, -.2628127], [.2708831, -.1149806],
[-.3283432e-1, -.4106449e-1], [-.2052145, .1478322],
[.2216316, .1724709], [-.8208579e-2, -.9034188e-1],
[-.1149201, .9855478e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.3285159],
[.1723802, -.8212898e-1], [-.1149201, .2956643],
[-.5746005e-1, -.1149806], [.2216316, -.2545998],
[.7387721e-1, .7391608e-1], [-.1641716, -.3860062],
[.4104290e-1, .6570318e-1], [-.1723802, .4845610],
[-.8208579e-1, -.2545998], [.4104290e-1, -.3038772],
[-.1313373, -.1149806], [-.1231287, -.2710256],
[.7387721e-1, -.5749029e-1], [-.1149201, -.4927739e-1],
[.5746005e-1, -.1971096], [-.4268461, -.1806838],
[.9850295e-1, -.1642580e-1], [-.1141265e-16, -.8212898e-1],
[.9029437e-1, .2217482], [-.2462574, .2053224],
[-.2298402, -.2628127], [-.4925147e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[.1641716e-1, .1231935], [-.3611775, .6570318e-1],
[.1559630, .1806838], [-.6566863e-1, -.3695804],
[.1641716e-1, .3285159e-1], [-.1149201, .1231935],
[.9850295e-1, -.2381740], [.2052145, -.3695804],
[-.7387721e-1, .1560451], [-.8208579e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[-.1559630, -.1067677], [-.1641716, -.1971096],
[.1313373, .1724709], [.1149201, .2463869e-1],
[.1149201, -.1971096], [-.4104290e-1, -.1396193],
[-.1067115, .1314064], [-.4350547, -.2463869],
[.1641716, -.2463869], [.1559630, -.7391608e-1],
[-.2708831, .1642580], [-.1141265e-16, -.1231935],
[-.4104290e-1, -.3367288], [-.1231287, -.2135353],
[-.2380488, -.8212898e-2], [.8208579e-2, .2053224],
[-.1231287, -.2792385], [.1477544, .8212898e-1],
[-.2462574e-1, -.1888967], [-.7387721e-1, .1149806],
[-.1641716e-1, -.1149806], [.3611775, -.2299611],
[.1395458, -.1560451], [-.1477544, -.1067677],
[-.4678890, -.2463869], [.2298402, -.2874514],
[.1395458, .2053224], [-.1641716e-1, .2628127],
[-.9850295e-1, .5749029e-1], [-.1231287, .9855478e-1],
[.8208579e-1, .4106449e-1], [.1313373, .6570318e-1],
[-.1067115, .4024320], [-.1149201, 0.],
[-.3283432e-1, .4106449e-1], [.2462574, .1067677],
[.7387721e-1, .8212898e-2], [.1641716e-1, -.6570318e-1],
[.1641716, -.4927739e-1], [.4104290e-1, -.1149806],
[-.1067115, .2463869e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.2710256],
[-.8208579e-1, .8212898e-1], [.2544660, -.2463869e-1],
[.1641716e-1, .1971096], [.1231287, .1971096],
[-.5746005e-1, -.2628127], [-.7387721e-1, -.1642580e-1],

[.2380488, 0.], [-.1149201, -.8212898e-1],
[.2134231, -.2053224], [.1723802, .9034188e-1],
[-.1559630, .1971096], [.3283432e-1, -.3285159e-1],
[.8208579e-1, -.1067677], [.4925147e-1, -.1478322],
[-.2873003, .1806838], [-.6566863e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[.2626745, .3285159e-1], [-.4104290e-1, .3285159e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.3860062], [.2462574e-1, -.1231935],
[-.3693861, .1067677], [-.5746005e-1, .1642580e-1],
[.6566863e-1, .2628127], [.1887973, .2792385],
[-.2873003, -.8212898e-2], [.4022204, .3285159e-1],
[.9029437e-1, .2299611], [-.4760976, -.2053224],
[.2216316, -.3613675], [-.1231287, -.1642580],
[-.1887973, -.2792385], [.2216316, -.4845610],
[.1559630, .9855478e-1], [-.2873003, .2710256],
[-.3283432, -.2628127], [.1805887, -.4270707],
[-.1641716e-1, .2545998], [-.2216316, -.4927739e-1],
[.1395458, -.1888967], [-.8208579e-2, -.9034188e-1],
[.4104290e-1, -.1396193], [-.3037174, -.6570318e-1],
[-.3611775, -.2299611], [-.2052145, -.4927739],
[.9850295e-1, -.1971096], [.1559630, .4106449e-1],
[-.1723802, .6570318e-1], [-.3423796e-16, -.9034188e-1],
[.1067115, -.2628127], [-.1970059, .2463869e-1],
[.8208579e-2, .1642580e-1], [.3611775, -.2545998],
[-.6566863e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.1723802, -.3285159e-1],
[.2052145, -.1149806], [.2462574e-1, .1642580],
[.2380488, .1888967], [.9029437e-1, .7391608e-1],
[-.3365517, .3860062], [-.8208579e-1, -.2956643],
[.2626745, .9855478e-1], [.3283432e-1, .1724709],
[-.1477544, -.2135353], [.2380488, -.3285159e-1],
[.3940118, -.1231935], [-.1149201, .2299611],
[-.4925147e-1, -.5749029e-1], [.2790917, -.2135353],
[-.1141265e-16, -.5749029e-1], [-.1395458, -.2135353],
[.4104290e-1, .1314064], [.9850295e-1, -.1642580e-1],
[-.1887973, -.9855478e-1], [-.1723802, .9034188e-1],
[-.2380488, -.2463869], [.3283432e-1, -.1314064],
[.1313373, .3777933], [-.4104290, .5749029e-1],
[-.4104290, -.2628127], [.4432633, -.9034188e-1],
[.8208579e-1, .8212898e-1], [-.8208579e-2, .1314064],
[-.6566863e-1, -.3695804], [.4104290e-1, .1149806],
[-.2052145, -.7391608e-1], [-.1149201, -.2381740],
[.3037174, .3038772], [-.5746005e-1, .4106449e-1],
[-.4104290e-1, -.3777933], [.2462574e-1, -.1478322],
[.1970059, -.1888967], [-.3201346, .1724709],
[.1559630, -.2217482], [.2626745, .9034188e-1],
[.1641716e-1, .9034188e-1], [-.9029437e-1, -.9034188e-1],

[-.1887973, -.4599223], [.1559630, -.4927739e-1],
[.1559630, .5749029e-1], [.1395458, .1478322],
[-.1231287, .1971096], [.3283432e-1, -.1478322],
[.2462574e-1, .9034188e-1], [.9850295e-1, -.5749029e-1],
[-.1395458, -.8212898e-2], [.9029437e-1, -.2217482],
[-.8208579e-2, -.4106449e-1], [-.8208579e-2, .1149806],
[.1149201, -.9034188e-1], [.2462574e-1, -.8212898e-2],
[.8208579e-1, -.1724709], [-.7387721e-1, -.3285159e-1],
[.2955088, -.3367288], [-.1641716e-1, .3285159e-1],
[.2462574e-1, .9034188e-1], [.8208579e-2, -.1067677],
[-.1641716e-1, -.3449417], [.3037174, -.1314064],
[.1231287, .6570318e-1], [-.1067115, -.8212898e-1],
[.1641716e-1, -.3285159e-1], [-.1477544, .6570318e-1],
[.1313373, -.8212898e-1], [.2462574, -.9855478e-1],
[-.1067115, .4927739e-1], [-.1970059, -.3038772],
[.8208579e-2, -.4845610], [.3611775, .9034188e-1],
[-.1149201, -.2463869e-1], [-.3365517, -.1396193],
[.4104290e-1, .1067677], [-.1641716, .2053224],
[-.7387721e-1, -.8212898e-1], [-.6566863e-1, .1806838],
[-.1970059, -.1396193], [.1641716, .1149806],
[-.8208579e-1, -.1231935], [-.1149201, -.2956643],
[.2790917, -.9855478e-1], [-.1970059, 0.],
[-.2134231, .3285159e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.3120901],
[.2134231, -.1971096], [-.8208579e-1, -.8212898e-1],
[-.3037174, -.3285159e-1], [-.4104290e-1, -.4106449e-1],
[.3693861, .3285159e-1], [-.2462574e-1, -.1888967],
[-.8208579e-2, .2463869], [-.2462574, -.7391608e-1],
[-.1805887, -.4106449e-1], [-.9850295e-1, .4106449e-1],
[.2955088, .9034188e-1], [-.5746005e-1, .2956643],
[.1805887, -.9855478e-1], [-.2955088, -.2463869e-1],
[.3775946, -.4927739e-1], [.1149201, .7391608e-1],
[-.3037174, -.1149806], [.2462574, -.8212898e-2],
[.1970059, .2956643], [.4925147e-1, -.7391608e-1],
[.1231287, -.2381740], [.2134231, -.1724709],
[.4925147e-1, -.4927739e-1], [.4925147e-1, .6570318e-1],
[.1559630, -.4106449e-1], [.1641716, -.3613675],
[.3037174, -.8212898e-2], [-.8208579e-2, -.1642580e-1],
[-.1395458, .2463869e-1], [.8208579e-1, -.2463869],
[-.9850295e-1, -.4927739e-1], [.3447603, -.8212898e-1],
[-.6566863e-1, .2053224], [-.1723802, -.3285159e-1],
[-.4104290e-1, -.1642580e-1], [.2052145, -.7391608e-1],
[-.3611775, -.3285159e-1], [-.1887973, -.1971096],
[.1149201, -.2217482], [.1149201, -.9855478e-1],
[-.2544660, .1314064], [-.1970059, -.1724709],
[.1231287, -.1806838], [-.1141265e-16, .2053224],

[-.6566863e-1, .9855478e-1], [.2052145, 0.],
[.8208579e-2, -.2381740], [-.9850295e-1, .2053224],
[.3283432e-1, -.1642580e-1], [-.1231287, .8212898e-1],
[.2544660, .2299611], [.1641716, .4106449e-1],
[-.6566863e-1, -.1149806], [.2955088, -.4845610],
[.9850295e-1, .2628127], [-.1313373, .4927739e-1],
[-.8208579e-2, -.4270707], [.2462574e-1, .4927739],
[-.3693861, -.1314064], [-.1149201, -.4024320],
[.4104290e-1, .3120901], [-.9029437e-1, .4927739e-1],
[-.2544660, .1067677], [-.2298402, .1560451],
[-.1805887, .1314064], [.1231287, .6570318e-1],
[-.1231287, -.1642580e-1], [-.8208579e-2, -.1314064],
[-.2955088, -.2217482], [-.1641716e-1, -.1067677],
[.3940118, .1724709], [-.2955088, .4845610],
[-.8208579e-2, -.6570318e-1], [.1723802, -.8212898e-2],
[.9029437e-1, .1231935], [-.2134231, -.8212898e-1],
[-.9850295e-1, -.2956643], [.9850295e-1, -.1724709],
[-.1723802, -.8212898e-2], [-.1395458, -.1396193],
[.1149201, -.4927739e-1], [-.2626745, .1231935],
[-.1149201, 0.], [.1559630, -.3367288],
[-.1067115, .5338384], [-.1231287, .2053224],
[.2216316, .1971096], [-.8208579e-2, .3120901],
[-.3529689, .1314064], [-.1641716e-1, -.1888967],
[-.2955088, -.1396193], [.1149201, -.7391608e-1],
[.8208579e-2, -.2792385], [-.2708831, .8212898e-1],
[-.2955088, -.2710256], [.2462574e-1, -.4106449e-1],
[-.2216316, .1314064], [-.3119260, -.1067677],
[.4925147e-1, -.1724709], [-.1805887, .3860062],
[-.6566863e-1, -.3367288], [0., .3285159e-1]]:
> ntd := nops(td);
ntd d 4096

(21.1.1)

> td[1];
K1.001447, K1.601515

(21.6)

0., 0.03285159

(21.7)

> td[4096];
The points themselves have as coordinates the real and imaginary components of the complex values.
> plots[pointplot](td, colour=red, symbol=point,
title="points in list",titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14]);
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We separate these components of coordinates of these points into real and imaginary components,
> td1 := [seq([i,td[i][1]], i=1..ntd)]:
> td2 := [seq([i,td[i][2]],i=1..ntd)]:
> pr := plots[pointplot](td1, colour=red, symbol=point, style=line,
legend="real part"):
> pi := plots[pointplot](td2, colour=blue, symbol=point, style=line,
legend="imaginary part"):
and plot together the real and imaginary coordinates as a function of time, first throughout the domain of
temporal measurement,
> plots[display]([pr,pi], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="microwave emission signal in temporal domain",
view=[0..4096,-6..6]);
microwave emission signal in temporal domain
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and then on increasingly expanded scales near the origin to improve observation of the detail of the
interferogram.
> plots[display]([pr,pi], view=[0..512,-6..6],titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="microwave emission signal in time domain");
microwave emission signal in time domain
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> plots[display]([pr,pi], view=[0..96,-6..6], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="microwave emission signal in time domain");
microwave emission signal in time domain
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> restart:
The real and imaginary parts appear to differ by mostly a phase lag,

π
rad.
2

12

According to a discrete Fourier transform with 2 points applied externally, that interferogram in the
temporal domain yields according to the following data a spectrum in the frequency domain, which we read in
this subsection,
data for spectrum
> lfd := [5.042023E-03,8.881446E-03,2.751397E-03,3.818787E-03,
4.658024E-03,9.516615E-03,7.765382E-03,8.883690E-03,1.066554E-02,
5.117440E-03,4.202287E-03,6.621305E-03,5.947314E-03,3.730730E-03,
1.459078E-03,6.552226E-03,8.253754E-03,7.048166E-03,5.819891E-03,
5.305248E-03,2.731315E-03,2.132088E-03,3.700952E-03,4.185883E-03,
5.211968E-03,2.958099E-03,6.305292E-03,6.967099E-03,4.557678E-03,
3.904465E-03,2.858464E-03,8.145665E-04,4.725689E-03,5.347063E-03,
1.466433E-03,3.255937E-03,7.156004E-03,7.393540E-03,3.238016E-03,
3.670902E-03,1.647608E-03,3.344210E-03,4.984884E-03,8.316082E-03,
1.002259E-02,4.547402E-03,7.510058E-03,7.823500E-03,1.667980E-03,
2.205677E-03,3.810813E-03,7.065301E-03,2.614180E-03,3.392588E-03,
4.397070E-03,4.724698E-03,2.886093E-03,3.472768E-03,3.244907E-03,
5.674935E-03,3.951240E-03,6.518386E-03,3.601687E-03,3.235652E-03,
1.840626E-03,5.789351E-03,5.061831E-03,4.011291E-03,8.509760E-03,
1.081005E-02,1.165811E-02,5.835844E-03,9.025987E-03,2.731948E-03,
9.973937E-03,1.003668E-02,2.841293E-03,2.049763E-03,6.255464E-03,
5.933306E-03,3.742577E-03,7.279049E-03,6.476696E-03,6.189335E-03,
5.733757E-03,2.580111E-03,3.350228E-03,6.124265E-03,6.661949E-03,
6.955303E-03,6.595683E-03,5.255557E-03,2.275527E-03,4.914068E-03,
8.272775E-03,4.852124E-03,2.015335E-03,3.067528E-03,1.050817E-03,
4.340303E-03,7.029334E-03,7.681045E-03,8.089173E-03,3.834491E-03,
7.574734E-03,4.196961E-03,3.560349E-03,4.253589E-03,7.671667E-03,
2.438328E-03,7.878043E-03,6.069988E-03,5.221440E-03,7.327067E-03,
1.457370E-03,3.489447E-03,1.693252E-03,5.751093E-03,8.197528E-03,
1.636598E-03,1.195958E-02,1.338922E-02,7.659734E-03,1.076040E-02,
1.250845E-02,1.151646E-02,1.029754E-02,6.222384E-03,1.149274E-02,
1.046084E-02,8.247688E-03,1.315294E-02,1.234054E-02,2.222529E-02,
1.399337E-02,1.792911E-02,2.262061E-02,1.710764E-02,1.674455E-02,
2.256059E-02,1.727732E-02,2.861059E-02,2.692532E-02,2.998113E-02,
3.209486E-02,3.994753E-02,5.199658E-02,6.418849E-02,7.418850E-02,
8.871278E-02,1.127596E-01,1.231186E-01,1.285307E-01,1.368724E-01,
1.239703E-01,1.053737E-01,1.010431E-01,8.620942E-02,7.295396E-02,
5.951654E-02,5.472582E-02,5.613078E-02,5.178577E-02,4.904058E-02,
4.229524E-02,4.860664E-02,4.088115E-02,3.884602E-02,3.861640E-02,
3.921429E-02,3.470916E-02,3.054967E-02,3.930379E-02,3.523418E-02,
2.981512E-02,2.901453E-02,3.609030E-02,3.573131E-02,3.004406E-02,
3.258758E-02,3.456769E-02,3.118830E-02,3.266101E-02,3.232878E-02,
4.005202E-02,3.535793E-02,3.751748E-02,4.196410E-02,4.119762E-02,
4.505211E-02,4.615280E-02,4.254375E-02,5.003561E-02,3.802495E-02,
5.013638E-02,4.898047E-02,5.899688E-02,6.105163E-02,7.276967E-02,
7.776248E-02,7.479119E-02,8.746214E-02,9.852835E-02,1.160691E-01,

1.315334E-01,1.513437E-01,1.671615E-01,1.800903E-01,1.742800E-01,
1.517302E-01,1.320145E-01,1.141808E-01,8.445029E-02,7.178335E-02,
6.362258E-02,5.498376E-02,5.145276E-02,3.786262E-02,3.973786E-02,
3.737923E-02,3.778429E-02,3.168395E-02,2.748938E-02,2.692937E-02,
2.578640E-02,2.394428E-02,2.307445E-02,2.158284E-02,1.675812E-02,
1.581050E-02,1.191280E-02,1.909438E-02,1.908063E-02,1.237179E-02,
1.984633E-02,1.592427E-02,2.301172E-02,2.453614E-02,1.569488E-02,
1.410303E-02,6.638190E-03,7.847430E-03,5.564563E-03,1.082251E-02,
2.056175E-02,1.311353E-02,7.456998E-03,1.060202E-02,8.734611E-03,
1.764286E-02,1.325223E-02,6.756017E-03,1.287081E-02,7.453029E-03,
9.909756E-03,1.561683E-02,7.477155E-03,1.012985E-02,1.525465E-02,
6.248401E-03,9.755580E-03,1.299831E-02,5.225692E-03,8.786932E-03,
1.171419E-02,8.827769E-03,5.646253E-03,9.702164E-03,1.392702E-02,
1.439812E-02,7.877729E-04,1.006215E-02,3.182764E-03,6.776532E-03,
1.109884E-02,1.568565E-02,1.134001E-02,9.734296E-03,2.363284E-03,
8.043239E-03,4.379879E-03,6.861125E-03,8.357109E-03,2.865628E-03,
5.284317E-03,1.247316E-02,7.984261E-03,5.351784E-03,7.037428E-03,
1.523009E-03,6.100607E-03,5.989992E-03,1.608350E-03,6.740385E-03,
7.311215E-03,6.257206E-03,7.941925E-03,5.930657E-03,7.377390E-03,
5.879199E-03,2.611369E-03,6.517315E-03,9.930594E-03,9.916930E-03,
1.191797E-02,8.229528E-03,6.078386E-03,3.587289E-03,9.428176E-03,
7.027980E-03,9.147372E-03,9.641864E-03,2.146765E-02,2.081032E-02,
1.209756E-02,1.662489E-02,2.210886E-02,2.175922E-02,1.777787E-02,
2.015818E-02,2.640523E-02,3.053003E-02,3.160376E-02,2.895112E-02,
4.791887E-02,4.773836E-02,5.960269E-02,6.923648E-02,7.944228E-02,
9.185847E-02,9.146404E-02,9.195729E-02,8.742453E-02,8.081674E-02,
6.650668E-02,6.444303E-02,5.450371E-02,4.710711E-02,5.549552E-02,
4.436106E-02,3.875822E-02,3.984128E-02,3.705914E-02,3.615388E-02,
3.524169E-02,4.084449E-02,3.057134E-02,3.412217E-02,3.207238E-02,
3.039290E-02,3.321169E-02,3.650458E-02,2.114525E-02,2.796959E-02,
2.612887E-02,2.618870E-02,2.879538E-02,2.716402E-02,2.715734E-02,
2.515773E-02,2.431392E-02,2.282207E-02,2.553074E-02,2.604340E-02,
2.393487E-02,2.303819E-02,3.149473E-02,3.576341E-02,2.863928E-02,
2.752416E-02,2.861973E-02,2.170178E-02,3.493877E-02,3.107188E-02,
3.806611E-02,4.101679E-02,4.242949E-02,4.717024E-02,4.845458E-02,
5.178000E-02,6.041070E-02,6.762200E-02,8.654612E-02,9.075612E-02,
1.008747E-01,1.104805E-01,1.023811E-01,9.496178E-02,7.687178E-02,
6.025623E-02,5.016176E-02,3.753093E-02,3.470055E-02,2.932472E-02,
2.595701E-02,1.869505E-02,1.582090E-02,1.416712E-02,6.588189E-03,
8.124096E-03,6.032413E-03,1.221341E-02,1.892582E-02,1.894134E-02,
1.535911E-02,6.323637E-03,8.407857E-03,3.610589E-03,7.005407E-03,
6.027029E-03,3.939398E-03,4.316287E-03,1.072510E-03,2.864993E-03,
9.115465E-03,4.736327E-03,1.090455E-02,1.405768E-02,2.894880E-03,
4.986854E-03,1.480178E-03,3.730178E-03,2.334655E-03,3.228423E-03,
4.320921E-03,6.732918E-03,7.464311E-03,7.285469E-03,2.869281E-03,

5.746214E-03,1.402768E-03,4.349412E-03,5.174608E-03,8.466488E-03,
6.316485E-03,4.042162E-03,1.271386E-02,1.011623E-02,3.287307E-03,
7.442923E-03,5.670760E-03,2.066266E-03,3.968814E-03,6.534119E-03,
4.088033E-03,3.879135E-03,2.373488E-03,2.928573E-03,7.464416E-03,
7.462560E-03,6.050217E-04,4.060894E-03,2.771499E-03,5.707427E-03,
5.977074E-03,5.589094E-03,1.600662E-03,2.485177E-03,3.524918E-03,
4.876197E-03,7.003170E-03,7.766653E-03,8.006664E-03,9.781019E-03,
4.756080E-03,6.480955E-03,8.172107E-03,7.412236E-03,7.864220E-03,
6.778692E-03,4.572004E-03,3.008474E-03,3.360823E-03,7.270400E-03,
4.265280E-03,3.250967E-03,7.481379E-03,6.349159E-03,2.753889E-03,
3.533972E-03,2.498665E-03,3.519450E-03,8.695116E-03,7.047435E-03,
2.151124E-03,1.685710E-03,6.935865E-03,4.761203E-03,5.575200E-03,
1.042359E-02,3.007166E-03,5.922025E-03,8.078828E-03,8.818991E-03,
5.672169E-03,3.910389E-03,3.266713E-03,2.543421E-03,2.285274E-04,
4.205796E-03,5.817573E-03,4.894240E-03,8.628032E-04,4.677235E-03,
3.563786E-03,4.349445E-03,3.153306E-03,4.260358E-04,4.877004E-03,
9.908555E-03,7.566258E-03,3.365691E-03,4.832676E-03,2.048736E-03,
1.635543E-03,4.302453E-03,5.966260E-03,7.324125E-03,4.795486E-03,
8.091153E-03,1.662570E-02,1.198934E-02,2.445689E-03,5.351273E-03,
1.070366E-03,3.953525E-03,1.307950E-03,3.838995E-03,5.421179E-03,
9.492014E-03,3.638842E-03,4.680191E-03,3.447798E-03,3.289695E-03,
3.573569E-03,3.932984E-03,1.108179E-03,7.300848E-03,7.542050E-03,
4.607521E-03,3.689687E-03,7.218016E-03,2.353663E-03,1.084843E-02,
6.787248E-03,5.516269E-03,7.763448E-03,2.217961E-03,5.059715E-03,
7.127134E-03,1.086931E-02,7.934871E-03,5.987068E-03,5.001586E-03,
5.284567E-03,5.990798E-03,3.203561E-03,8.377334E-03,1.037019E-02,
5.340961E-03,1.146967E-02,9.542357E-03,1.797720E-03,4.878271E-03,
8.122378E-03,5.253927E-03,1.981546E-03,2.998112E-03,5.314041E-03,
7.554657E-03,5.169337E-03,1.199655E-03,2.264414E-03,7.309555E-03,
1.006649E-02,6.328485E-03,2.902243E-03,4.965528E-03,3.251372E-04,
5.622274E-03,5.715569E-03,5.726409E-03,2.125373E-03,6.054773E-03,
6.067782E-03,1.387022E-03,3.118275E-03,4.475955E-03,5.903860E-03,
3.340451E-03,2.892551E-03,1.395200E-03,4.600360E-03,4.114856E-03,
5.198617E-03,2.223904E-03,5.025398E-03,6.071050E-03,3.864193E-03,
2.793865E-03,4.590810E-03,5.712177E-03,2.847377E-03,3.093876E-03,
4.384466E-03,5.580826E-03,6.778161E-03,3.619077E-03,4.192963E-03,
6.094732E-03,6.263181E-03,7.276927E-03,4.790378E-03,2.516266E-03,
2.958678E-03,1.716496E-03,2.077852E-03,3.240137E-03,5.166119E-03,
1.974034E-03,3.760267E-03,5.878069E-03,3.159334E-03,1.687491E-03,
3.548348E-03,5.924959E-03,4.330228E-03,2.396150E-03,7.025337E-03,
7.185887E-03,3.381082E-03,1.898611E-03,5.926195E-04,4.282498E-03,
3.942535E-03,3.293050E-03,6.648262E-03,5.563540E-03,2.681704E-03,
1.007860E-02,1.181829E-02,6.932635E-03,5.014773E-03,3.160993E-03,
1.719795E-03,3.019351E-03,1.560682E-03,4.504977E-03,3.730438E-03,
2.967454E-03,4.866012E-03,6.740104E-03,4.773420E-03,5.514912E-03,

5.742524E-03,2.962306E-03,5.041012E-03,4.787227E-03,4.353835E-03,
3.963976E-03,2.098804E-03,2.446271E-03,6.518948E-03,1.002692E-02,
9.737616E-03,6.092273E-03,3.879452E-03,2.845851E-03,2.798329E-03,
1.662134E-03,4.288846E-03,8.417967E-03,6.255117E-03,2.896509E-03,
7.763157E-03,8.799602E-03,2.696886E-03,2.811249E-03,3.999962E-03,
8.503148E-03,7.020430E-03,3.909125E-03,3.066420E-03,5.494473E-03,
1.343326E-03,5.144646E-03,4.755297E-03,4.573740E-03,3.096715E-03,
7.377726E-03,6.069355E-03,4.367068E-03,6.753749E-03,2.455326E-03,
2.556387E-03,6.970449E-04,2.165663E-03,7.429888E-03,7.784386E-03,
9.519468E-03,8.925960E-03,4.157473E-03,9.215693E-03,2.756263E-03,
6.335698E-03,5.883935E-03,3.898115E-03,1.533887E-03,3.732872E-03,
4.504671E-03,1.762821E-03,2.448381E-03,8.307247E-03,9.998455E-03,
5.721297E-03,8.889165E-03,7.635186E-03,3.138625E-03,7.452886E-03,
4.342104E-03,6.529520E-03,7.097047E-03,2.188720E-03,3.732446E-03,
1.739374E-03,6.317935E-03,1.002570E-02,7.545251E-03,6.234625E-03,
5.902148E-03,5.391381E-03,6.564677E-03,5.759211E-03,3.389726E-03,
5.582784E-03,4.288047E-03,1.964666E-03,2.966206E-03,5.226128E-03,
5.444114E-03,5.569893E-03,5.138006E-03,4.360853E-03,3.152064E-03,
5.955556E-04,3.917881E-03,3.850987E-03,6.958089E-04,1.604798E-03,
1.909622E-03,7.158680E-04,2.715456E-03,3.823787E-03,3.518382E-03,
4.853589E-03,7.114917E-03,7.103573E-03,3.416742E-03,8.951492E-04,
7.400457E-04,1.764467E-03,2.824105E-03,4.074305E-03,3.253133E-03,
3.732005E-03,5.993423E-03,2.876427E-03,3.483504E-03,4.195821E-03,
2.063870E-03,6.386349E-03,7.948422E-03,7.002627E-03,4.392874E-03,
6.220223E-03,1.627977E-03,3.138555E-03,1.921074E-03,4.675310E-03,
3.596914E-03,3.675141E-03,2.255254E-03,4.022778E-03,3.344997E-03,
1.757612E-03,1.206520E-03,4.237448E-03,5.939068E-03,5.516966E-03,
3.524390E-03,1.406835E-03,3.869880E-03,1.787474E-03,7.013864E-03,
6.916777E-03,2.360053E-03,5.506928E-03,3.202898E-03,4.475327E-03,
3.287236E-03,2.970616E-03,5.437472E-03,4.198257E-03,2.722235E-03,
3.290409E-03,4.057203E-03,4.134123E-03,2.851998E-03,3.207934E-03,
3.421450E-03,3.756835E-03,4.425165E-03,3.106833E-03,2.013057E-03,
2.900115E-03,2.837467E-03,2.758559E-03,3.665886E-03,1.666758E-03,
4.535594E-03]:
and which we fit with four lorentzian curves to approximate the total profile.
> LorDist := (x, x_m, b) -> b/Pi/((x - x_m)^2 + b^2);
b
LorDist d x, x_m, b 1
π$ x Kx_m 2 Cb2
> dp1 := plot(0.0029*LorDist(x,18194.887,0.0070)+0.005,
x=18194.7..18195.7, colour=blue, numpoints=500):
dp2 := plot(0.0038*LorDist(x,18194.953,0.0070)+0.005,
x=18194.7..18195.7, colour=blue, numpoints=500):
dp3 := plot(0.00205*LorDist(x,18195.103,0.0075)+0.005,
x=18194.7..18195.7, colour=blue, numpoints=500):

(21.8)

dp4 := plot(0.0021*LorDist(x,18195.170,0.0064)+0.005,
x=18194.7..18195.7, colour=blue, numpoints=500):
s := 0.0029*LorDist(x,18194.887,0.0070)
+0.0038*LorDist(x,18194.953,0.0070)
+0.00205*LorDist(x,18195.105,0.0075)
+0.0023*LorDist(x,18195.17,0.0070) + 0.0045:
dps := plot(s, x=18194.7..18195.7, colour=green, numpoints=500):
With an interval 0.001221 MHz between points on the frequency axis and an offset 18194.7 MHz for the
beginning of the scan, we obtain this plot of intensity versus frequency as a secondary experimental spectrum
for a segment of the frequency domain derived from the primary decay curve above.
> lp1 := plots[listplot](lfd, colour=red):
lp2 := plottools[scale](lp1,0.001221,1):
lp3 := plottools[translate](lp2, 18194.700-0.001221,0):
plots[display]([lp3,dp1,dp2,dp3,dp4,dps], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="spectrum of AsCl from experimental Fourier transform",
view=[18194.7..18195.7,0..0.184],
labels=["frequency/MHz","intensity"]);
spectrum of AsCl from experimental Fourier transform
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The blue curves represent the separate four individual transitions, and the green curve is their sum; except
within the two doublets, the green curve provides a satisfactory fit to the red experimental data. The evident
electronic noise -- random fluctuations of electrical signal observable in the original measurement in the
temporal domain -- yields, through the Fourier transform, a corresponding random fluctuation, apart from a
possible systematic raising, of the intensity as the ordinate variable in the spectrum. The curves of separate
spectral lines from this fit have been applied in the simulation above in this section.

5 infrared and Raman spectra of a liquid sample
5.01 infrared spectrum in absorption and Raman scattering
> restart:
> Digits := 14:
with(inttrans):

For about eight decades after the discovery of techniques to implement spectral measurements in the mid
and far infrared regions, practically all experiments involved direct measurement of absorption or emission,
even though A. A. Michelson developed an interferometric technique to enhance the resolving power in optical
spectra with visible light about the same year that K. Angstrom made original observations of the absorption of
gaseous samples in the mid-infrared region. A few subsequent experiments involved measurement of refractive
index as a function of wave length in the infrared region, but for several decades a prism of a suitable substance
or a reflective diffraction grating served in general to disperse the radiation, so to enable the attribution of
signals registered by a detector to a response of a sample to radiation of a particular wave length or
wavenumber. The first interferogram of a spectrum was generated in the far infrared region by Rubens and
Wood [Philosophical Magazine, 21, 249-261, 1911], but P. Fellgett made the first Fourier transform of a
spectrum in the mid-infrared region [Cambridge, doctoral dissertation, 1949], using a graphical technique
practised in crystallography. Following both the development of computers and algorithms for rapid Fourier
transformation and the recognition of the multiplex advantage discovered by Fellgett, whereby a total signal of
light of all frequencies in a spectrum becomes measurable concurrently from which the individual contributions
at separate wavenumbers are subsequently distinguished through Fourier transformation of the accumulated
signals in the distance domain recorded with an interferometer of typically Michelson type, either the sensitivity
or resolution becomes greatly enhanced with the same duration of measurement or a greatly decreased duration
of measurement becomes practicable. The basic optical design of a typical instrument (from internet) is shown
below.
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Here we assume a sample of liquid benzene C 6 H6 as a film of thickness about 50 µm. We simulate a
measurement of signals in the spatial domain as a movable mirror in an interferometer is translated through a
position at which the distance from the beam splitter in one arm of a Michelson interferometer equals the
distance of another fixed mirror in the other arm of the interferometer; we perform Fourier transformation to
obtain a conventional spectrum in the wavenumber domain. In practice, the process to generate such a
spectrum in absorption, which is the conventional mode for almost all samples in gaseous, liquid or solid forms
of aggregation, is somewhat complicated, likely involving three stages: first a rough interferogram is obtained,
under conditions of poor resolution, to serve as a guide to subsequent operations involving Fourier
transformation; an interferogram is then measured for the optical system under the required conditions but
without a sample, and eventually the latter process is repeated with the sample present within the common
optical path. A ratio of the latter two spectra after Fourier transformation yields a plot in a form of absorbance
or transmittance, whichever is preferable, as a function of wavenumber that pertains to only the sample.
Because the background spectrum has a complicated form, embodying not only the distribution of energy from
the source, typically a SiC rod heated resistively to 1500 K or a rod composed of oxides of Zr, Y and Er heated
to 2000 K, but also the transmission of optical components, especially the beam splitter, and any atmosphere in
the optical path until the detector, and because the absorption of a typical sample is a minute fraction of the total
energy reaching the detector at any location of the movable mirror, such a direct simulation is impracticable.

We proceed instead as if we were to measure an emission spectrum of our liquid sample, but we use only the
characteristics of the absorption spectrum as a basis of a simulated interferogram, which we subject to Fourier
transformation to generate an intended spectrum.
Here is first a procedure to effect a Fourier transformation of input formula f , which represents an
interferogram measured in terms of displacement l of a moving mirror, through direct integration to another
formula, representing an electromagnetic spectrum as a function of wavenumber ν; we include here an external
factor 2 π to simply subsequent relations between features of an interferogram and a direct spectrum without
complicating the wavenumber scale.
> Fourier := proc(f, l, nu)
if type(f, `+`)
then add(1/sqrt(2*Pi)*int(op(i,f)*exp(-I*l*nu), l=-infinity..
infinity), i=1..nops(f));
else 1/sqrt(2*Pi)*int(f*exp(-I*l*nu), l=-infinity..infinity);
end if
end proc;
Fourier d proc f, l, nu
(22.1)
local i;
if type f, `C` then
add int op i, f * exp KI* l * nu , l = Kinfinity ..infinity / sqrt 2 * Pi , i = 1 ..nops f
else
int f * exp KI* l * nu , l = Kinfinity ..infinity / sqrt 2 * Pi
end if
end proc
For each line in the eventual spectrum we define a contribution to the interferogram with stature a, line width
b and wavenumber ν in the spectrum.
> Ft := (a,b,nu) -> a*cos(nu*l)*exp(-b*abs(l));
Ft d a, b, ν 1 a$cos ν$l $eKb$ l

(22.2)

For the absorption spectrum of liquid benzene, we define eight contributions to the interferogram;
I l =

>
j

Kb l
j

aj cos νj l e

each triple, (aj, bj, νj ) with j = 1 ..8, of data specifies consecutively the relative maximum stature of a particular
absorption line, half its width at half maximum stature and its wavenumber at maximum stature, the latter two
quantities in SI unit m K1 . An external multiplicand 488.8 is applied here as a scaling factor to have the eventual
absorbance spectrum span a conventional range appropriate to the thickness of the sample of liquid benzene.
> Iti := 488.8*(Ft(5.627,545.,67380.) + Ft(0.515,510.,103540.)
+ Ft(1.031,305.,147890.) + Ft(1.144,500.,303580.)
+ Ft(0.357,415.,307140.) + Ft(0.547,440.,309100.)
+ Ft(0.331,840.,181520.) + Ft(0.221,780.,195990.));
Iti d 2750.4776 cos 67380. l eK545. l C251.7320 cos 103540. l eK510. l
(22.3)
C503.9528 cos 147890. l eK305. l C559.1872 cos 303580. l eK500. l
C174.5016 cos 307140. l eK415. l C267.3736 cos 309100. l eK440. l
C161.7928 cos 181520. l eK840. l C108.0248 cos 195990. l eK780. l

We plot this interferogram in two views, first to show the overall form; expand each figure laterally to improve
the view.
> plot(Iti, l=-0.006..0.006, numpoints=10000, axes=frame,
title="interferogram of absorption by liquid C6H6",
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
labels=["displacement / m", "intensity"], colour=red);
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As the pattern of that interferogram is evidently symmetric about the point representing zero displacement, l, of
the moving mirror in the Michelson interferometer, as shown in the diagram above, to exhibit the detail near the
centre of the pattern we expand the central portion on only one side.
> plot(Iti, l=-0.0001..0.0030, numpoints=10000, axes=frame,
title="interferogram of infrared absorption by liquid C6H6",
labels=["displacement / m", "intensity"], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], colour=red);
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We undertake a calculation of a Fourier transform of that interferogram, first a full Fourier exponential
transform apparently involving both real and imaginary parts,
> ftIti := map(Fourier, Iti, l, nu);
ftIti dK
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but, because that Fourier transform is symmetric about the zero difference of path, the imaginary part is an
artefact that we eliminate here.

> ftIti := map(evalc, ftIti);
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We plot this quantity; expand this figure laterally to improve the view. The ordinate scale pertaining to
intensity here represents linear absorbance appropriate to the stated thickness, 50 µm, of the sample of liquid
benzene; the domain of the plot represents the typical maximum extent of wavenumber range in the midinfrared region with conventional optical materials.
> spi := plot(ftIti, nu=20000..400000, -0.02..2.1, colour=red,
title="absorption spectrum of liquid C6H6", numpoints=5000,
labels=["wavenumber / m^-1", "intensity"], axes=frame, thickness=2,
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["infrared absorption"], view=[0..400000, -0.02..2.1]):
spi;
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Of eight contributions to the interferogram for the infrared spectrum above, only six fully separate features
appear here, although three incompletely resolved components of the composite feature near 306000 m K1 are
discernible. Of these six features, each of the first five pertains to a separate vibrational mode, whether
fundamental mode or combination, whereas the incompletely resolved components pertain to combinations of
vibrational modes. Although other but weaker signals are discernible in an experimental spectrum on the same
intensity scale as above, including further contributions into the interferogram slews the calculations and might
cause numerical instability in the production of the Fourier transform.
If the extent of our interferogram were only that in the first plot above, with a domain extending to 0.006 m
corresponding to the full displacement of the moving mirror from the zero position, the optical resolution would
1
K1
K1
be
m or ~ 170 m , but this resolution is satisfactory to yield an accurate plot of the absorption
0.006
K1
signals as the widths of the spectral lines are at least 600 m . The imaginary part of this Fourier transform,
which might arise through error arising from finite numerical accuracy, is made identically zero throughout the
entire domain of this plot.
Because the absorption spectrum corresponds to the real part of that interferogram, for comparison we
undertake a calculation of a Fourier cosine transform of that interferogram,
> #ftItir := map(inttrans[fouriercos], Iti, l, nu);
ftItir := Pi/4*map(int, expand(cos(l*nu)*Iti), l=0..infinity);
ftItir d

2

1
4

π

1.4990102920000 106 ν C4.540361425 109
2

ν C134760. ν C4.540361425 10

9

2

ν K134760. ν C4.540361425 10

2

C

128383.32000000 ν C1.0720791700 1010
2

2

ν C207080. ν C1.0720791700 1010

ν K207080. ν C1.0720791700 1010
2

C

153705.60400000 ν C2.1871545125 1010
2

2

ν C295780. ν C2.1871545125 1010

ν K295780. ν C2.1871545125 1010
2

C

279593.60000000 ν C9.2161066400 1010
2

ν C607160. ν C9.2161066400 1010

2

ν K607160. ν C9.2161066400 1010

9

(22.6)

2

C

72418.164000000 ν C9.4335151825 10
2

2

ν C614280. ν C9.4335151825 1010

ν K614280. ν C9.4335151825 1010
2

C

117644.38400000 ν C9.5543003600 10
2

ν K618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010
2

135905.95200000 ν C3.2950216000 10
2

ν K363040. ν C3.2950216000 1010
2

84259.344000000 ν C3.8412688500 10
2

ν C391980. ν C3.8412688500 10

10

10

2

ν C363040. ν C3.2950216000 1010
C

10

2

ν C618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010
C

10

10

2

ν K391980. ν C3.8412688500 10

10

which we plot directly; expand this figure laterally to improve the view.
> spi := plot(ftItir, nu=20000..400000, -0.02..2, colour=red,
title="absorption spectrum of liquid C6H6", numpoints=5000,
labels=["wavenumber / m^-1", "intensity"], axes=frame, thickness=2,
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["infrared absorption"], view=[0..400000, -0.02..2]):
spi;
absorption spectrum of liquid C6H6
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This spectrum from the Fourier cosine transform has clearly a form identical with that of the real part of the
complex Fourier transform above, consistent with the imaginary part of the complex Fourier transform being
zero. A calculation of the Fourier sine transform between endpoints KN and N yields necessarily
> int(sin(l*nu)*Iti, l=-infinity..infinity);
0.
(22.7)
because, according to its formulation to simulate an interferogram, Iti is a rigorously even function.
Calculation of the Fourier sine transform between end points 0 and N yields, however,
> Digits := 20:
#ftItirn2 := 1/sqrt(2*Pi)*map(inttrans[fouriersin], Iti, l, nu);

ftItirn := 1/Pi*map(int, expand(sin(l*nu)*Iti), l=0..infinity);
1
ftItirn d
π

2

2750.4776000000000000 ν ν K4.539767375 10
2

ν C134760. ν C4.540361425 10

9

2

ν K134760. ν C4.540361425 10

2

C

251.73200000000000000 ν ν K1.0720271500 10
2

ν C207080. ν C1.0720791700 10

10

9
9

(22.8)

10

2

ν K207080. ν C1.0720791700 10

10

2

C

503.95280000000000000 ν ν K2.1871359075 1010
2

ν C295780. ν C2.1871545125 10

10

2

ν K295780. ν C2.1871545125 10

10

2

C

10
559.18720000000000000 ν ν K9.2160566400 10
2

ν K607160. ν C9.2161066400 10

10

2

ν C607160. ν C9.2161066400 10
2

C

174.50160000000000000 ν ν K9.4334807375 10
2

ν C614280. ν C9.4335151825 1010

10

10

2

ν K614280. ν C9.4335151825 1010
2

C

267.37360000000000000 ν ν K9.5542616400 1010
2

ν C618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010

2

ν K618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010
2

C

161.79280000000000000 ν ν K3.2948804800 1010
2

ν C363040. ν C3.2950216000 1010

2

ν K363040. ν C3.2950216000 1010
2

C

108.02480000000000000 ν ν K3.8411471700 1010
2

ν C391980. ν C3.8412688500 1010

2

ν K391980. ν C3.8412688500 1010

a non-zero formula that we plot.
> Digits := 14:
nr := plot([1.495-ftItirn, 1.495137], nu=20000..400000, 1.05..1.9,
title="infrared dispersion of liquid C6H6?", colour=[magenta,grey],
labels=["wavenumber / m^-1", "refractive index"], numpoints=5000,
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["Fourier sine transform","n=1.495137"], axes=frame,
view=[0..400000, 1.05..1.9], thickness=[2,1]):
nr;
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This curve resembles the optical dispersion of liquid benzene in the mid-infrared region; in this plot versus
wavenumber, the ordinate values are only qualitatively accurate. The quantity resulting from the calculation of
the sine transform is here adjusted according to an offset to conform approximately to a value for nr = 1.495137
at 633 nm of pure liquid benzene at 298.15 K [Rev. Sci. Instr. 62, 1411, 1991]
Refractive index nr ν at particular wavenumber ν is related to absorption index κ ν through the
following reciprocal relations, or transforms, due to Kramers and Kronig,
N

nu' κ nu'

2
nr ν = 1 C
P
π
0

and

N

κ ν =K

2

2

2ν
P
π

dnu'

nu' Kν

nr nu' K1
2

2

dnu'

nu' Kν

0

in which nu' is a dummy variable to replace wavenumber for the purpose of integration; letter P before the
integral implies that the Cauchy principal value of this improper integral is desired, and we declare that ν > 0.
Two ancillary relations are
N

nr ν

2

Kκ ν

2

K1 =

N

2 nr ν k ν = K

2ν
π

2 nr nu' κ nu' nu'

2
P
π

P

2

0

nu'2 Kν

dnu'

2

nr nu' 2 Kκ nu' K1
2

nu'2 Kν

dnu'

0

These relations are fundamental to a causal system, according to which a material responds only when acted
upon, and from which these symmetry properties and relations result, which are useful in the modeling and
analysis of optical properties. Near a maximum of absorption of index value κmax , the corresponding minimum
nmax Knmin
nmin and maximum nmax of refractive index correspond to a rule
= η, with η = 1.22 for a line of
κmax
gaussian profile and η = 1 for an absorption line of lorentzian profile. Two other quantities of prospective

2

2

2

interest in a description of the curve for dispersion are ∆ nr = nmax Knmin and ∆(nr ) = nmax Knmin .
For comparison with the above curve, we undertake a Kramers-Kronig transform of the infrared absorption
spectrum exhibited above; we arrange an offset at large wavenumber to 1.495, similarly as the result of the
1
Fourier sine transform above, and we insert a factor
to take into account that the curve obtained from
2π
the Fourier transform is absorbance.
> Digits := 20:
nri := 1.495 + evalf(1/sqrt(2*Pi))*2/evalf(Pi)*
map(int, expand(subs(nu=omega, nu*ftIti)/(omega^2 - nu^2)),
omega=0..infinity, 'CauchyPrincipalValue') assuming nu>0;
nri d 1.0243309003255313064 10K17 5.7016615710896125704 10

28

6

ν

4

4

K1.6135877632678751878 1040 ν C1.3514745368379539830 1032 ν ln ν
2

4

C1.5221784557125270362 1051 ν K4.7865269762315621757 1061
2

K1.88669614750 1011 ν C8.8991208698458008306 1021

2

K 5.4292507137074544718 10K28 1.0757456416736773899 10
2

K1.88669614750 1011 ν C8.8991208698458008306 1021

ν

39 6

ν C2.7029490736759079660 10

31

6

ν ln ν

2

6

4

C 9.6630411001247937710 10K8 6.0440256658092188624 1018 ν K1.7104818307057138825 1030 ν C1.6
C8.8991208698458008306 1021

2

6

4

C 1.2856639476896361697 10K17 2.7114864340408320632 1028 ν K1.7790972946540529210 1039 ν C5.2
C4.7836448615491126562 10

20

2

K 1.2856858210274031229 10K17 2.7114864340408320632 10
C4.7836448615491126562 1020

28 6

ν K1.7791167895303456901 10

39

4

ν C3.8

2

6

4

C 1.4059728523739758490 10K7 2.4794438745753423939 1018 ν K1.6268550046776966528 1029 ν C3.5
C4.7836448615491126562 1020

2

6

6

6

4

6

4

K 2.9391746529096743984 10K27 1.1861168847637614594 1038 ν C1.0597283638332443216 1031 ν ln ν
C4.7836448615491126562 1020

2

K 1.0243383807471646524 10K17 5.7016615710896125704 1028 ν K1.6135954346998490700 1040 ν C1.5
C8.8991208698458008306 1021

2

K 0.000059722155792727742086 2.0846583157419039923 1016 ν K5.7636987120193636173 1027 ν C5.3
C9.2161066400 1010

2

K 2.1775609649510378572 10K13 7.8411182092427392 10
C3.8412688500 10

10

16 6

ν ln ν C1.2213892011755145547 10

10

ν K

2

K 1.1838882703734877718 10K6 1.8054002773195041251 10
C1.0720791700 10

23 6

16

6

ν K5.8063137527396344315 10

26

4

ν C6.2

2

6

6

K 2.5920774628852489966 10K13 4.8031835871478680012 1024 ν C2.18579536271187500 1017 ν ln ν K
C9.2161066400 10

10

2

6

4

C 9.2934079693399255518 10K6 2.8614372112236349870 1015 ν C7.0570063883184652800 1019 ν ln ν
C3.8412688500 10

10

2

7 6

C 396.64976158852456758 6.7040668757261425029 10 ν
4

2

K7.7252295127732140997 1018 ν C6.3513057494866187520 1022 ν ln ν
2

2

C2.9674917884341930837 1029 ν K3.7999347471402099771 1039
C3.8412688500 1010

2

2

ν K391980. ν C3.8412688500 1010

2

C 0.000040957710227438147402 K6.6618733261991476679 10
C3.2950216000 10

10

2

2

ν C363040. ν C3.2950216000 10

10

ν C391980. ν

14 6

ν C6.5850223609179144868 10

4

25

ν K2

2

6

K 5.9903525345107740416 10K15 5.0708700765936497664 1019 ν ln ν C9.4126813901055083676 1024 ν
C4.540361425 109

2

6

6

K 1.9888287337449027904 10K12 1.3847498969657472 1016 ν ln ν C1.3720969830904455838 1022 ν K
C3.2950216000 1010

2

6

4

C 0.000059721507773362020778 2.0846583157419039923 1016 ν K5.7636582103106091254 1027 ν C8.7
C9.2161066400 1010

2

6

4

C 1.1837733798513170454 10K6 1.8054002773195041251 1016 ν C2.3558899140336234240 1020 ν ln ν
C1.0720791700 1010

2

6

4

C 0.000040954201933551821454 6.6618733261991476679 1014 ν K6.5846753801457847634 1025 ν C2.2
C3.2950216000 1010

2

6

K 6.7152549856439697790 10K8 3.55008656000 1011 ν ln ν
6

4

C1.2083300317857833276 1019 ν K3.4633836389942583550 1030 ν
2

C3.3090073689695145251 1041 ν K1.0538459499759715643 1052
C9.5543003600 1010

2

2

ν C618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010

2

2

ν K618200. ν

K 9.2939967818248483290 10K6 2.8614372112236349870 10
C3.8412688500 10

10

2

2

ν K391980. ν C3.8412688500 10

15

6

ν K3.2973602573821476223 10

8 6

10

2

4

22

2

37

ν C3.1692937978710311040 10

C1.7637268534626607353 10

28

ν K2.6701839384509997855 10

2

2

ν K134760. ν C4.540361425 10

9

2

2

ν K134760. ν C4.540361425 109

2

ν ln ν
2

ν C134760. ν

2

C 1.0876499372798978864 10K6 5.1810802610224801937 10
C4.540361425 109

ν C9.2218496

8 6

18

9

20 4

C 197.53295276517271166 2.8524212481466821734 10 ν

K3.8844615035816147297 10

C4.540361425 10

4

ν C1.2

2

10

C 3439.9986521305833426 3.6191369931365169977 10 ν K1.0006215301479126373 10
C9.2161066400 10

26

16

6

ν C1.2677175191484124416 10

21

4

ν ln ν

2

6

4

C 843.40612488634385254 3.2347416191075455824 107 ν K3.1973350752645551571 1018 ν C1.0535394
C3.2950216000 1010

2

6

C 126.90987825390947015 1.6839364802636826775 108 ν
4

2

K5.4155022255529238320 1018 ν C2.3558899140336234240 1022 ν ln ν
2

2

C5.8059132629977641112 1028 ν K2.0750435731168497325 1038
C1.0720791700 10

10

2

2

ν K207080. ν C1.0720791700 10

C 0.13256000639976009715 6.1210641624705722104 10
C9.5543003600 1010

2

2

10

12

ν C207080. ν

6

ν C1.7182418950400000 10

16

4

ν ln ν K1.754

2

2

ν C618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010

6

6

K 1.1042918317063167749 10K14 2.355889914033623424 1018 ν ln ν C1.9357847822786866313 1024 ν
C1.0720791700 1010

2

6

4

K 1.0879346227937479882 10K6 5.1810802610224801937 1016 ν K7.0562665715801040465 1026 ν C3.2
C4.540361425 109

2

6

C 261677.29687331202482 3.1007849434079160363 106 ν
4

2

K8.8876892008409722734 1017 ν C8.3162907719936000000 1020 ν ln ν
2

C8.4915756122892624854 1028 ν K2.7043946856061359207 1039
C9.5543003600 1010

2

2

ν C618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010

2

ν K618200. ν

2

6

4

K 0.13256108084055780019 6.1210641624705722104 1012 ν K1.7544674514085347333 1024 ν C1.67627
C9.5543003600 1010

2

2

ν C618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010

2

C1.495

To avoid numerical instability, we convert this expression into partial fractions,

> nri := subs(lnnu = ln(nu), map(convert, subs(ln(nu)=lnnu, nri),
parfrac, nu)):
and form a plot.
> Digits := 14:
nrip := plot(nri, nu=20000..400000, numpoints=5000, colour=blue,
thickness=2, legend="Kramers-Kronig transform"):
which we compare with the preceding curve for the result of the Fourier sine transform of the interferogram.
> plots[display]([nr, nrip], view=[0..400000, 1.08..1.92]);
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Although the two curves appear to coincide almost quantitatively, to test whether these two curves are identical
we plot their difference over a large domain,
> plot(1.495-ftItirn-nri, nu=0..1500000, numpoints=5000,
labels=["wavenumber / m^-1", "difference"], colour=red,
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="difference between transforms", view=[0..1500000,-0.0175..0]
);

difference between transforms
0

5. #105
1. #106
wavenumber / m^-1

1.5#106

K0.002

K0.004

difference

K0.006

K0.008

K0.010

K0.012

K0.014

K0.016

which demonstrates that there is a systematic but slight difference between the two curves but that that
difference tends to zero at large wavenumber.
For comparison with the results of simulations above, here are experimental (including some calculated)
data for the infrared dispersion of benzene in a form wavelength/µm versus nr . These data are combined from
P. N. Schatz, Journal of Chemical Physics 32, 894 (1960), from J. H. Jaffe and U. Oppenheim, Journal of the
Optical Society of America, 47, 782 (1957) and from D. H. Son, C. H. Choi and K.Kim, Vibrational
Spectroscopy, 4, 349 (1993).
> lambda := [1.367,1.530,1.700,1.958,2.01,2.09,2.12,2.17,2.19,2.31,
2.39,2.42,2.47,2.49,2.59,2.65,2.68,2.78,2.90,2.91,
2.95,3.02,3.04,3.083,3.09,3.11,3.13,3.16,3.18,3.20,3.33,
3.34,3.36,3.38,3.41,3.44,3.46,3.50,3.53,3.54,3.62,
3.72,3.77,3.80,3.91,3.98,4.03,4.16,4.26,4.35,4.44,
4.50,4.56,4.67,4.73,4.78,4.90,4.96,5.02,5.18,5.24,
5.25,5.31,5.37,5.43,5.47,5.58,5.63,5.72,5.79,5.88,
5.96,6.06,6.15,6.24,6.36,6.45,6.90,6.99,7.09,7.25,
7.36,7.50,7.57,7.64,7.80,7.94,8.11,8.28,8.34,8.38,
8.78,8.86,9.06,9.15,9.25,9.32,9.40,9.42,9.47,10.32,
10.47,10.59,10.72,10.84,10.99,11.15,11.29,11.43,11.57,
12.00,
12.14,12.30,12.46,12.57,12.61,12.75,13.02,13.14,13.29,
13.33,
13.44,13.71,14.00,14.20,14.40,14.56,14.60,14.70,14.77,
14.80,
14.84,14.90,15.00,15.06,15.20,15.40,15.60,16.00,16.32,
16.61,
16.85,17.14,17.46,17.78,18.21,18.46,18.89,19.27,19.73,
20.23,20.68]:
> nrd := [1.4791,1.4781,1.4769,1.4765,1.479,1.480,1.479,1.477,1.477,

1.4756,
1.475,1.475,1.4749,1.478,1.478,1.4749,1.477,1.4749,1.476,
1.4741,
1.475,1.475,1.4727,1.4733,1.4734,1.4728,1.4725,1.4711,1.4697,
1.4673,1.4877,
1.4866,1.4835,1.4816,1.4802,1.4794,1.4784,1.4785,1.480,1.4769,
1.478,
1.477,1.4759,1.477,1.476,1.4756,1.475,1.475,1.477,1.476,1.473,
1.475,1.476,1.475,1.4735,1.474,1.473,1.471,1.468,1.476,1.473,
1.4722,1.471,1.470,1.464,1.453,1.484,1.476,1.477,1.4709,1.472,
1.469,1.471,1.468,1.470,1.470,1.464,1.489,1.481,1.476,1.481,
1.475,1.473,1.471,1.474,1.472,1.468,1.469,1.466,1.462,1.457,
1.472,1.470,1.467,1.464,1.462,1.455,1.452,1.452,1.441,1.473,
1.472,1.468,1.466,1.465,1.461,1.461,1.457,1.454,1.449,1.456,
1.450,1.445,1.442,1.436,1.434,1.426,1.430,1.419,1.408,1.405,
1.399,1.376,1.328,1.272,1.166,1.014,0.984,1.120,1.503,1.752,
1.930,2.012,1.928,1.868,1.770,1.691,1.646,1.598,1.575,1.566,
1.556,1.550,1.544,1.539,1.534,1.527,1.525,1.520,1.518,1.515,
1.512]:
We convert data for the domain from wave length to wavenumber,
> nu0 := map(x->1000000/x, lambda):
> nu0 := map(evalf[5], nu0):
> nrr := [seq(nrd[-j],j=1..nops(nrd))]:
nur := [seq(nu0[-j],j=1..nops(nu0))]:
> couple := (nur, nrr) -> [nur, nrr]:
> dli := zip(couple, nur, nrr):
and plot these points.
> plots[pointplot](dli, colour=green, title="infrared dispersion of
benzene",
view=[0..500000, 0.95..2.05], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
labels=["wavenumber / m^-1", "refractive index"],
labeldirections=[HORIZONTAL,VERTICAL]);
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We fit these data with a cubic spline.
> sp3 := CurveFitting[Spline](nur,nrr, 'nu', degree=3):
> plot([sp3, 1.478], nu=40000..500000, colour=[green,grey], thickness=
[2,1],
title="infrared dispersion of benzene, cubic spline",
view=[0..500000, 0.95..2.05], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
labels=["wavenumber / m^-1", "refractive index"],
labeldirections=[HORIZONTAL,VERTICAL]);
infrared dispersion of benzene, cubic spline
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To explain that result that the sine transform of our interferogram produces a curve resembling the infrared
dispersion, we undertake a derivation as follows. For some function κ ν of wavenumber presumably well
behaved, the integrand of the Fourier cosine integral

N

2
κ ν cos ν, l dν, including the external
π 0
factor, that produces an interferogram I l from a spectrum κ ν is
> integ := sqrt(2/Pi)*kappa(nu)*cos(nu*l);
2 κ ν cos l ν
integ d
π

(22.10)

Deferring that integration, replacing κ ν by κ ω in which ω is a dummy variable that becomes eventually
integrated out, the Fourier sine indefinite integral with sin ω l in terms of that dummy variable of that
interferogram is
> sqrt(2/Pi)*int(sqrt(2/Pi)*kappa(omega)*cos(nu*l)*sin(omega*l),l);
cos ν Kω l
cos ν Cω l
2
K
κ ω
2 ν Kω
2 ν Cω
(22.11)
π
Assuming that κ ν --> 0 as l/N, we evaluate that result at the lower limit,
> eval(-%, l=0);
1
1
2
K
κ ω
2 ν Kω
2 ν Cω
K
π

(22.12)

and expand the result,
> normal(%, expanded);
2ωκ ω

K

2

(22.13)

2

π ν Kπ ω

to obtain, with the integration deferred in the Fourier cosine transform above,
> n[r](nu) - 1 = Int(%, omega=0..infinity);
N

nr ν K1 =

K
0

2ωκ ω
2

2

(22.14)

dω

π ν Kπ ω

which is exactly the right side of the Kramers-Kronig relation:
N

nr ν K1 =

nu' κ nu'

2
P
π

2

0

2

dnu'

nu' Kν

We hence prove that a Fourier sine transform of a Fourier cosine transform of a formula κ ν well behaved
yields an expression equivalent to the Kramers-Kronig transform. That expression has also the form of a
Hilbert transform.
The absorption index of a liquid sample of length d of absorbing path is related to the absorbance according
to
Io ν
lne 10 log10
I ν
κ ν =
,
4πνd
in which Io ν is the radiant power incident on the sample, I ν is the radiant power transmitted by the
sample, and the briggsian logarithm of their ratio yields the absorbance. A numerical factor in that formula is

lne 10

= 5.4575, which we apply below. In recognition of that distinction between absorbance, which is the
4π
result of a Fourier transform of the interferogram, and absorption index, which appears in the Kramers-Kronig
transform, we repeat the latter calculation with the absorbance adjusted according to the relation above with
absorption index.
> Digits := 20:
nrni := 1.495 + 2/evalf(Pi)*map(int, expand(subs(nu=omega,
ftIti)/(omega^2 - nu^2))/(5.4575*5.0e-6),
omega=0..infinity, 'CauchyPrincipalValue') assuming nu>0:
nrni := subs(lnnu = ln(nu), map(convert, subs(ln(nu)=lnnu, nrni),
parfrac, nu)):
and form an accurate plot of the infrared dispersion of benzene.
> Digits := 14:
nrip := plot(nrni, nu=20000..400000, numpoints=5000, colour=blue,
title="true infrared dispersion of benzene", thickness=3,
view=[0..400000, 0.9..2.1], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend="Kramers-Kronig transform of absorption index"):
nrip;
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For comparison we recalculate the Fourier sine transform of the interferogram and adjust the result with a
factor to take into account the thickness of the sample and the wavenumber factor.
> Digits := 20:
ftItirns := map(int, expand(sin(l*nu)*Iti), l=0..infinity)/(5.4575*
5.0e-6*nu);
ftItirns d
(22.15)
1
36646.816307833256986
ν

2

2750.4776000000000000 ν ν K4.539767375 109

2

ν C134760. ν C4.540361425 10

9

2

ν K134760. ν C4.540361425 10
2

C

251.73200000000000000 ν ν K1.0720271500 10
2

ν C207080. ν C1.0720791700 1010

2

503.95280000000000000 ν ν K2.1871359075 10
2

ν C295780. ν C2.1871545125 1010

2

559.18720000000000000 ν ν K9.2160566400 10
2

ν K607160. ν C9.2161066400 10

10

2

174.50160000000000000 ν ν K9.4334807375 10
2

ν C614280. ν C9.4335151825 10

10

10

ν C607160. ν C9.2161066400 10
2

C

10

ν K295780. ν C2.1871545125 1010
2

C

10

ν K207080. ν C1.0720791700 1010
2

C

9

10

10

2

ν K614280. ν C9.4335151825 10

10

2

C

267.37360000000000000 ν ν K9.5542616400 1010
2

ν C618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010

2

ν K618200. ν C9.5543003600 1010
2

C

161.79280000000000000 ν ν K3.2948804800 1010
2

ν C363040. ν C3.2950216000 1010

2

ν K363040. ν C3.2950216000 1010
2

C

108.02480000000000000 ν ν K3.8411471700 10
2

ν C391980. ν C3.8412688500 1010

10

2

ν K391980. ν C3.8412688500 1010

We plot that result,
> Digits := 14:
nrisp := plot([1.495-ftItirns*sqrt(2/Pi), 1.495137], nu=20000..400000,
numpoints=5000, colour=[green, grey],
title="true infrared dispersion of benzene", thickness=[2,1],
view=[0..400000, 0.9..2.1], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["sine transform corrected","n=1.495137"]):
nrisp;
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and then compare the latter two plots.
> plots[display]([nrisp, nrip]);
true infrared dispersion of benzene
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We plot the difference of these two curves,
> plot((1.495-ftItirns*sqrt(2/Pi)) - nrni, nu=20000..400000, numpoints=
1000, colour=blue,
title="difference of dispersion curves of benzene", thickness=
2,
view=[0..400000, -0.002..0.002], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
axes=frame);
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which shows only slight deviations from zero likely arising from numerical instability.
On the approach along the wavenumber axis to a local absorption feature at a particular wavenumber in the
direction of increasing wavenumber, the refractive index either increases, an effect known as normal dispersion,
or decreases, a phenomenon known as anomalous dispersion. At wavenumber ν, this refractive index nr ν is
c
a ratio
of the speed c of light in vacuo to the speed vp (magnitude of the phase velocity) in a medium;
vp
nr ν is related to the electric relative permittivity e through a formula
r

er ν =

2

nr ν

,

µr ν

in which µr ν is the magnetic relative permeability at wavenumber ν; as for a diamagnetic material and for
2

wavenumbers in the infrared and visible spectral regions µr ν is typically nearly unity, er ν ~ nr ν .
Outside a region of absorption, the variation of refractive index is commonly represented with Sellmeier's
empirical formula,
2

nr v

2

=1C

Sj νj

> ν Kν
j

2
j

2

in which νj denotes a wavenumber at which a local maximum of absorption occurs, or a resonance, and Sj is a
measure of the strength of that absorption; notice the resemblance to the formula of Lorenz or Cauchy below.
On the basis of a single interferogram of liquid benzene measured with a Michelson interferometer, we thus
generate information about both the absorption index κ and the relative variation of refractive index n; these
quantities are combined within this relation for the complex index η of refraction defined by Sir Joseph Larmor
in Cambridge in 1895,
η ν = nr ν Ki κ ν ,
with i = K1 , that is applicable at each frequency of electromagnetic radiation, or the corresponding
wavenumber ν.
We define likewise a complex electric relative permittivity

e = e Ki e with its real, e , and imaginary, e ,
r

2

2

r

parts; then
2

2

e = n Kκ ,

e2 Ce2

eC
2

e = 2 n κ,

2

r

2

and κ =

Ke C
r

e2 Ce2
r

2

.
2
2
Following Maxwell, Helmholtz and Drude, we express the variation of this complex index of refraction with
wavenumber ν as
fj
e
2
N e2 c2
η ν =
= 1C
2
2
e
me e
j ν Kν Ki Γ ν
0
0
j
j
r

n =

r

2

>

in which appear density N of electric charge, rest mass me of an electron and its charge e; Γ denotes the full
width of a corresponding absorption feature at half its maximum stature, and oscillator strength fj denotes the
effective number of electrons that contribute to a particular optical transition at wavenumber νj . A typical value
of f for a vibrational transition is 10

K5

at most. A sum rule

>f = Z over all transitions yields formally the
j

j

total number Z of electrons per atom or molecule; another sum rule applies to the real index of refraction,
N

nr ν K1 dν = 0. For response function η for the complex index of refraction, its imaginary part with
0

absorption index κ describes how a system dissipates energy, according to the absorption spectrum above,
because this part is out of phase with the driving force; from a measurement of either the refractive index nr or
the absorption coefficient κ as a function of frequency, the other quantity is calculable through the reciprocal
relations of Kramers and Kronig, as presented above, or of the corresponding sine and cosine transforms as also
proved above.
The internal transmittance τ of a sample describes the attenuation of the radiation with distance z along the
sample as
K2 ν κ z
τ=e
A Hilbert transform (1905),
N

i
Hi( f ν ) =
P
π

KN

f ν
dν
ν Kω

in which the Cauchy principal value of this improper integral must be taken, relates the real and imaginary
parts of the relative permittivity, as
e ν K1 = Hi e2 ν
and e2 ν = iHi e ν K1
or of the complex index of refraction, as
η ν K1 = Hi κ ν
and κ ν = iHi η ν K1
in which iHi ... denotes an inverse Hilbert transform,
iHi ν = KHi ω
These Kramers-Kronig relations (1927) above are Hilbert transforms (T.-Y. Wu and T. Ohmura, Quantum
Theory of Scattering, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs NJ USA, 1962).
A separate plot of both an isolated line at 147890 m K1 and a lorentzian curve, of normalized form,
Γ
A ν =
2
2
π ν Kν0 CΓ
for which the curve for absorbance A ν has a maximum at ν = ν0 and half width Γ at half maximum stature,
having the same half width at half maximum stature, 305 m K1 , and scaled to have the maximum stature,
> spip := plot(ftIti, nu=143000..153000, numpoints=5000,

title="absorption spectrum of liquid C6H6", axes=frame, linestyle=4,
colour=red, labels=["wavenumber / m^-1", "intensity"],
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["infrared absorption"], thickness=2):
spil := plot(sqrt(Pi/2)*488.8*1.031*305/(Pi*((nu - 147890)^2 + 305^2)
),
nu=143000..153000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=blue,
linestyle=1, title="absorption spectrum of liquid C6H6",
numpoints=5000, labels=["wavenumber / m^-1", "intensity"],
thickness=3, axes=frame, legend=["model lorentzian function"],
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical]):
plots[display]([spip, spil], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="absorption and lorentzian forms compared");
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shows that the two curves are indistinguishable. Preparing a spectrum in this way from a Fourier transform of a
product of a cosine function with an exponential decay therefore yields a curve of exactly lorentzian form in a
frequency domain; for this reason an analysis of observed shapes of spectral lines yields information about
molecular dynamics, or a quantitative description of the temporal evolution of molecular interactions implicated
in the exponential decay. In practice, absorption lines of liquid benzene in an experimental spectrum are fitted
best with both gaussian and lorentzian components of the shapes, with the lorentzian component generally
dominating but to an extent varying with each line.
These curves are for gaussian and lorentzian profiles and their derivatives,
> y := exp(-((x-100000)/100)^2);
K

yde

2
x
K 1000
100

(22.16)

> dy := diff(y,x);
K

dy d K

x
C20 e
5000

2
x
K 1000
100

> plot([y,120*dy], x=99000..101000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],

(22.17)

title="gaussian profile and its derivative", colour=[red,blue],
legend=["gaussian profile", "derivative"]);
gaussian profile and its derivative
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> L := 100/(Pi*((x-100000)^2 + 100^2));
100
Ld
2
π x K100000 C10000

(22.18)

> dL := diff(L, x);
100 2 x K200000

dL dK
π

x K100000

2

C10000

2

> plot([L,150*dL], x=99000..101000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="lorentzian profile and its derivative", colour=[red,
blue],
legend=["lorentzian profile", "derivative"]);

(22.19)

lorentzian profile and its derivative
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We plot next one line of the absorption spectrum of benzene, its derivative with respect to wavenumber and
the refractive index as a function of wavenumber,
> plot([ftIti, 400*diff(ftIti,nu), 7*(nrni-1.493)], nu=143000..153000,
title="curves for liquid C6H6", axes=frame, numpoints=2000,
colour=[red, blue, green], labels=["wavenumber / m^-1",
"intensity"],
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
legend=["infrared absorption", "derivative of absorption",
"refractive index"], thickness=2);
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demonstrating that the derivative of an absorption feature resembles a dispersion feature in the curve of
refractive index versus wavenumber but is much narrower; for a purpose of this display the curves have been
shifted and scaled conveniently.

In 1928 (later Sir) Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman discovered that sunlight scattered from liquid
trichloromethane contained signals that he attributed to intramolecular motions, as predicted by Adolf Smekal
in 1923. For the purpose of this simulation, we suppose here that we have a monochromatic source of light,
such as that from an ideal laser, with a wavenumber remote from any wavenumbers pertaining to intense
spectral transitions of a liquid sample in absorption; we illuminate that sample with such light and collect the
radiation scattered perpendicular thereto. The latter radiation passes a filter that rejects perfectly the radiation
scattered at the source frequency -- Rayleigh scattering, and the remaining scattered light is admitted to an
interferometer. The radiation scattered with wavenumber less than that of the exciting light, according to
Stokes's law, attracts our interest; the wavenumber scale in spectra below represents a difference between
wavenumbers of exciting light and scattered light.
For a spectrum of liquid benzene due to Raman scattering, we define seven contributions to the
interferogram, incorporating a factor 7.58 to scale the eventual Raman spectrum conveniently.
> ItR := Ft(1.216,410.,60665.) + Ft(17.2,165.,99170.)
+ Ft(3.775,655.,117650.) + Ft(2.592,735.,158510.)
+ Ft(4.57,925.,304700.) + Ft(10.52,465,306130.)
+ Ft(1.457,615.,160640.);
ItR d 1.216 cos 60665. l eK410. l C17.2 cos 99170. l eK165. l C3.775 cos 117650. l eK655. l
(22.20)
C2.592 cos 158510. l eK735. l C4.57 cos 304700. l eK925. l C10.52 cos 306130. l eK465 l
K615. l

C1.457 cos 160640. l e

We plot this interferogram in two views, first to show the overall form; expand each figure laterally to improve
the view.
> plot(ItR, l=-0.02..0.02, numpoints=10000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="interferogram of Raman scattering by liquid C6H6",
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], axes=frame,
labels=["displacement / m", "intensity"], colour=red);
interferogram of Raman scattering by liquid C6H6
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As the pattern of that interferogram is evidently symmetric about the point representing zero displacement of
the moving mirror in the Michelson interferometer, to exhibit the detail near the centre of the pattern we expand
the central portion on only one side.
> plot(ItR, l=-0.0002..0.005, numpoints=10000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,

14],
title="interferogram of Raman scattering by liquid C6H6",
labels=["displacement / m", "intensity"], axes=frame,
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], colour=red);
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We perform a Fourier transform of that interferogram,
> ftItR := simplify(Fourier(ItR, l, nu));
ftItR d K1.2853494246301 10

120 4

26

ν K14146.022511143 ν C5.1331120928155 10

15 24

ν
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20
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8

6

10

(22.21)

K7.9265178873905 1026 ν C6.8948513870148 1037 ν K3.6946284454979 1048 ν
C1.2042527018051 1059 ν K2.0292472423223 1069 ν K1.5206990054385 1078 ν
K1.9084094110083 10100 ν C2.1142060638315 10110 ν C8.5646360612234 1089 ν
2

3
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of which we plot the real part; expand this figure laterally to improve the view. The ordinate scale here is
linear in intensity of scattered light; the domain of the wavenumber scale is that conventionally accessible in
typical measurements of Raman scattering, not too near the exciting line.
> spR := plot(19*Re(ftItR), nu=5000..400000, -0.02..2, numpoints=5000,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="Raman scattering by liquid C6H6",
axes=frame, colour=blue, labels=["wavenumber / m^-1", "intensity"],
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical],legend=["Raman scattering"],
view=[0..400000, -0.02..2], thickness=2):
spR;
Raman scattering by liquid C6H6
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For a simulated extent of the displacement of the moving mirror in the interferometer from the zero position,
1
0.02 m, the optical resolution is
m K1 or 50 m K1 , which is again fully satisfactory to achieve an accurate
0.02
record of the Raman spectrum as the widths of lines are at least 330 m K1 .
Despite the seven contributions introduced into the interferogram for this Raman spectrum, only five fully
separated features appear here because the features near 160000 and 306000 mK1 contain each two poorly
resolved components. Each of these five features pertains to a separate vibrational mode, apart from the
unresolved components that relate to combination modes of vibration. Although other and weak signals are
discernible in an experimental spectrum with an intensity scale of the same range as above, including further
contributions to the interferogram slews the calculations and might cause numerical instability in the production
of the Fourier transform.
Here we depict a free molecule of benzene according to a classical structure, with slightly overlapping
spheres to represent the atomic centres and their surrounding electronic density.
> rC := 0.87: condC := rC, colour=blue:
rH := 0.65: condH := rH, colour=red:
sc := plottools[sphere]([0,0,0], 0.1, colour=black):
sC1 := plottools[sphere]([1.39,0,0], condC):
sC2 := plottools[sphere]([0.695,1.204,0], condC):

sC3 := plottools[sphere]([0.695,-1.204,0], condC):
sC4 := plottools[sphere]([-0.695,1.204,0], condC):
sC5 := plottools[sphere]([-0.695,-1.204,0], condC):
sC6 := plottools[sphere]([-1.39,0,0], condC):
sH1 := plottools[sphere]([2.48,0,0], condH):
sH2 := plottools[sphere]([1.24,2.15,0], condH):
sH3 := plottools[sphere]([1.24,-2.15,0], condH):
sH4 := plottools[sphere]([-1.24,2.15,0], condH):
sH5 := plottools[sphere]([-1.24,-2.15,0], condH):
sH6 := plottools[sphere]([-2.48,0,0], condH):
plots[display]([sc,seq(sC||j, j=1..6),seq(sH||j, j=1..6)], axes =
normal,
scaling = constrained, view = [-3.2..3.2,-2.8..2.8,-1..1],
style = patchnogrid, axes = boxed, tickmarks = [2,2,2],
title="benzene, C blue, H red",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], orientation=[-30,45]);
benzene, C blue, H red

Comprising N = 12 non-collinear atomic centres, the benzene molecule has thus 3 N K6 = 30 vibrational
degrees of freedom; because of its highly symmetric geometric structure -- including a centre of inversion,
denoted with a small black sphere in the plot -- reflected in its belonging to point group D6 h , only four
fundamental vibrational modes contribute significantly to absorption in the mid-infrared region, as shown
above. Plotting the infrared absorption and Raman scattering spectra together demonstrates an application of
the rule of mutual exclusion arising from that centrosymmetric structure, whereby vibrational modes active in
infrared absorption are inactive in Raman scattering and vice versa; although that rule is rigorous for free

molecules, such as in a dilute gaseous phase, exceptions might arise for samples in condensed phases, and
accidental coincidences are not precluded. Of 30 maximum possible fundamental modes of vibration of C 6 H6 ,
only 20 separate wavenumbers arise, because of degeneracies; vibrational modes of symmetry classes A 2 g , B
1 g , B 2 g , A 1 u , B 1 u , B 2 u and E 2 u are inactive in either infrared or Raman spectra with conventional conditions
of measurement. Of four fundamental modes of vibration that are active in infrared spectra, namely ν4 at
67360 m K1 of symmetry class A2 u and ν12 at 303580 mK1 , ν13 at 147890 mK1 and ν14 at 103540 mK1 of
symmetry class E1 u , lines assigned to all these modes are discernible in the spectra above or below; of eight
fundamental modes of vibration that might be formally active in Raman spectra, namely ν1 at 306130 mK1 , ν2
near 134750 m

K1

and ν3 at 99170 m

K1

K1

of symmetry class A1 g , ν11 near 84980 m

K1

ν15 at 304700 m , ν16 at 158510 m , ν17 at 117650 m

K1

and ν18 at 60665 m

K1

K1

of symmetry class E1 g , and

of symmetry class E2 g , no

significant signal appears for modes ν2 and ν11 .
K1

For a gaseous sample, the wavenumbers/m of these fundamental modes of vibration are v1 307300, v2
135000, ν3 99540, ν4 67400, ν5 305700, ν6 101000, ν7 99000, ν8 70700, ν9 130900, ν10 114600, ν11 84600,
ν12 306400

[3047, 3083 perturbed], ν13 148200, ν14 103700, ν15 305600, ν16 159900 [158500, 160600

perturbed], ν17 117800, ν18 60800, ν19 96700 and ν20 39800; the differences between these values for a free
molecule and for benzene as a liquid material, which arise from intermolecular interactions, are significant.
Because intensities of transitions that contribute to infrared absorption here are related to derivatives of
electric dipolar moment with respect to displacements of atomic centres from their equilibrium positions, and
because intensities of transitions that contribute to Raman scattering here are related to derivatives of electric
dipolar polarizability with respect to other displacements of atomic centres from their equilibrium positions,
there is no particular relation between the intensities of infrared absorption and Raman scattering in the figure
below: the separate spectra are merely scaled conveniently for display together. Expand this figure laterally to
improve the view.
> plots[display]([spi, spR], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6");
vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6
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For clarity, we expand the separate regions about 90000 m ,
> plots[display]([spi, spR], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6",
view=[55000..125000, -0.02..2.05]);
vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6
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about 180000 m
> plots[display]([spi, spR], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6",
view=[154000..204000, -0.002..0.1]);
vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6
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> plots[display]([spi, spR], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],

title="vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6",
view=[290000..320000, -0.01..0.50]);
vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6
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Plotting the refractive index with the absorption and Raman spectra demonstrates unequivocally that the
wavenumbers of features in the dispersion coincide completely with those of the absorption lines but not at all
with those of the Raman lines.
> plots[display]([spi, spR, nr], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6");
vibrational spectra of liquid C6H6
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The preceding simulation of an application of Fourier transformation in infrared spectrometry is, for
pedagogical purposes, an inaccurate representation of the contemporary practice of such spectrometry,
explained as follows. A traditional dispersive infrared spectrometer for the mid-infrared spectral region
operated in a mode 'double beam', or many current dispersive spectrometers for the visible and near-ultraviolet
spectral regions operated likewise with a 'double beam', transmit light from a source alternately through a
sample and a reference, i.e.in spatial separation, to a detector as the wave length or wavenumber of the

instrument is scanned slowly through a desired range; the difference between the two signals is displayed as an
absorption spectrum of the sample. Such dispersive spectrometers contain a prism or a diffraction grating, or
both in sequence, for the purpose of dispersing the incident radiation within a broad spectral domain produced
by a source lamp, into narrow particular segments, according to the specific selected optical resolution of the
instrument; the scanning of such a spectrometer involves rotating the prism or diffraction grating about an axis
perpendicular to the optical path. For an interferometric instrument, such an operation with concurrent sample
and reference beams is impracticable; an interferogram must instead be recorded without a sample and then
with a sample, i.e. in temporal separation. The interferogram recorded with a sample is based on the reception
by a detector of all light, i.e. at all applicable wave lengths or wavenumbers, produced by a source minus the
light not transmitted by the sample because of the, typically, small absorption of the sample at particular wave
lengths or wavenumbers. Each interferogram is separately transformed into a spectrum for reference or sample;
a ratio of these two spectra then becomes the absorption spectrum of the sample. As discussed in 0 Overview
and principles, the computational process that converts either interferogram into a spectrum is typically called
Fourier transformation, but the actual algorithm, misleadingly called a 'fast Fourier transform', is based on
Fourier series at discrete increments, such as of the displacement of a moving mirror in the interferometer in the
diagram above.
In contrast, the interferogram for the infrared absorption spectrum of benzene generated above is based on
what would be the light absorbed by the sample, i.e. what would not be received by a detector, exactly the
reverse of the real application as described above. The interferogram thus generated is thereby sufficiently
simple as to be amenable to a true direct Fourier transformation, according to the fundamental definition of a
Fourier transform as implemented in procedure Fourier at the beginning of this section.
I thank Professor C. D. Keefe of Cape Breton University for kindly providing infrared and Raman spectra of
liquid benzene from which derived data of line wavenumber, relative intensity and width form the basis of these
simulations.
e5.01 exercise
Select a common transparent organic liquid substance of not complicated structure that might have about six
lines of at least moderate intensity in its infrared spectrum in absorption. Record the spectrum for a sample of
known thickness such that no absorption exceeds absorbance 1.5 or that no transmittance is less than 0.04, and
measure the approximate characteristics of about eight most prominent lines -- wavenumber at maximum
absorption, width and net stature. With the known index of refraction of this substance in the visible region
from some compilation, use this information to predict the infrared dispersion in the same domain as for the
absorption spectrum.

6 spectra measured with nuclear induction or magnetic resonance
6.01 basis of experiments
If a gaseous sample be subjected to an externally applied electric or magnetic field, in general spectral
features become more numerous than in the absence of such a field, providing that the resolution of spectral
measurements is sufficiently great and that the widths of individual components be sufficiently small to make
such additional features detectable and discernible; with fields of appropriate strength, what appears to
constitute a single line without a field becomes multiple lines in a close set, described properly as a multiplet or
unrigorously as a splitting phenomenon and as a Stark effect for an electric field or a Zeeman effect for a
magnetic field. For a sample comprising a stable and sufficiently unreactive chemical compound in the
presence of a magnetic field, one might observe at small frequencies new spectral features that have no
counterpart in the same region for a sample without a magnetic field. Because energies of states between which
transitions have these frequencies are so small, all states involved in corresponding transitions are appreciably
populated -- almost equally populated -- at thermal equilibrium at all but the smallest temperatures; for this
reason these transitions are described as being resonant. The characteristics of these transitions in relation to
the known characteristics of macroscopic or molecular properties indicate that these transitions involve states of
energy of the atomic nuclei within atomic centres, rather than other aspects of the constituents of these samples.
The near absence of these transitions in lack of an applied field and their relation to nuclear properties were the
impetus for the original term nuclear induction, although magnetic resonance was a term also early applied to
these phenomena. Although spectra based on nuclear induction or magnetic resonance have abundant and

complicated features for samples containing molecules with many atomic centres in disparate chemical
environments, in many cases one finds, within particular segments of an entire recorded scan, features for
which a simple or simplified explanation or analysis is useful; in such cases a treatment applied here might be
illuminating. Because frequencies of tumbling motion, as distinct from free rotation in a dilute gaseous sample,
in a liquid phase not too viscous are great enough that averaging of orientation occurs within a radiative lifetime
of a transition, according to a classical point of view, sharp lines might be observable in such a liquid phase.
The observation of such phenomena in rare gaseous samples was originally difficult, because the transitions are
weak, consistent with their magnetic rather than electric origin, but with contemporary instruments of greatly
enhanced sensitivity such measurements are practicable, for instance for H 2 O molecules in water vapour within
ordinary atmospheric air near 295 K. The inherent weakness of the transitions is partially compensated by their
narrow lines, of width typically of order 1 Hz providing that no chemical or physical process adversely affects
the lifetimes of states of molecules in these samples, for samples either in the gaseous state of aggregation at
moderate total pressures or in a liquid or solution phase for which the viscosity is not great. For the
identification of the functional groups or the topology -- order of connexion of atomic centres -- of molecules,
spectra due to nuclear magnetic resonance of samples in a liquid phase -- a pure liquid or commonly a solution
in an appropriate solvent, provide the most powerful spectrometric method. For solid samples under typical
conditions, the lines are broad, of width typically >> 1 Hz and impeding measurements, but samples comprising
some mesophases, or solid hydrogen, are exceptional in this regard; information from spectra due to nuclear
magnetic resonance of a solid sample provides information about the structure of, and dynamics of processes in,
those samples. For instance, for crystalline benzene as temperature increases near 90 K, the width of the signal
decreases abruptly and markedly -- even though remaining much greater than for liquid benzene; this transition
is attributed to the onset of reorientation -- not free rotation -- of benzene molecules about their six-fold axes,
but benzene apparently shows no mesophase.
Elsewhere one can find an example of spectra involving spectral transitions between states of intrinsic
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nuclear angular momenta for a gaseous sample of H Cl with no applied magnetic field; that experiment
required special apparatus available in only a few locations in the world, whereas the spectral phenomena
described and simulated in the succeeding sections are accessible with instruments available in nearly all
departments or institutes of chemistry and in many external chemical laboratories..
Here we summarise the concepts relevant to the content of this section. In a presence of a magnetic field of
sufficient strength or flux density, many chemical samples in various appropriate states of aggregation exhibit
spectral transitions in a region of radio frequencies up to 109 Hz. Unlike spectral transitions described in
preceding chapters in this book, these transitions are associated primarily with no particular external motion of
atomic nuclei or electrons within a molecule; they instead imply transitions between molecular states involving
primarily the intrinsic net angular momenta of nuclei, also called nuclear spin, that have discrete energies.
Proportional to this intrinsic nuclear angular momentum of a single atomic nucleus with an odd mass number,
such as 1 H, is a magnetic dipolar moment that interacts with an externally applied magnetic field so as to cause
a difference of energy between states in which a nuclear dipolar moment reinforces or opposes the dipolar
moment associated with the external field. When populations of two such states differ, a radiative transition is
observable in absorption or emission according to experimental conditions.
An interaction of a particular magnetic atomic nucleus with an external magnetic field depends on the local
environment of that nucleus, because electrons that are distributed about each nucleus and that seem to be in
motion produce a local magnetic field that has an effect of shielding, to a slight extent, that nucleus from the
external field. For this reason the frequency of a transition between two states of an atomic nucleus of a
particular type, such as 1 H in an external magnetic field of given density B of magnetic flux, depends not only
on the intrinsic properties of that nuclide but also slightly on its local environment: the electronic distribution
composing such an environment within a particular molecular moiety or group, such as for atomic centre
hydrogen as isotope1 H in an aldehyde moiety HCO, might vary slightly between disparate molecules
containing such a moiety, and the electronic distribution that exists and effects shielding in that moiety is also
different from the electronic distribution within another moiety or group; a nucleus of hydrogen 1 H in a methyl
group CHD 2 is sensitive to the moiety to which the methyl group is attached, such as a phenyl group in toluene,
F in fluoromethane or lithium in methyllithium, but the frequency of that transition for moiety 1 HCD 2 might
still be distinct from a frequency for 1 H within an aldehyde group 1 HCO or other moiety. In this way the

effective density Beff of magnetic flux differs from the density B0 of the externally applied field; a conventional
formula
Beff = B0 1 Kσ
involves a dimensionless parameter σ called the shielding parameter with contributions from diamagnetic and
paramagnetic effects. The effective hamiltonian operator HI for magnetic nuclei of a single type according to
its characteristic nuclear magnetogyric ratio γI of magnetic dipolar moment to angular momentum I and its
chemical and magnetic equivalence is
γI B0 1 KσI Iz
HI
=K
h
2π
in which appear Planck's constant h, the density B0 of magnetic flux due to the externally applied magnetic
field, the shielding parameter σ due to the local magnetic fields generated by other magnetic nuclei, and the
component Iz of nuclear angular momentum parallel to the applied magnetic field. Relative to a frequency νref
for a standard substance, typically tetramethylsilane for hydrogen nuclei1 H, a chemical shift, conventionally of
an atomic nucleus of a particular type, within a molecule in a chemical sample for which the frequency of a
transition is νs , is defined on a relative scale,
νs Kνref
νref
generally expressed in parts per million because a range of shifts νs Kνref tends to be much smaller than the
absolute frequency νref of a signal for a reference compound; the designation of a chemical shift as parts per
million implies no unit, consistent with the nature of this ratio, merely a factor 10K6 . Relative to the shielding
parameter for that reference compound, the chemical shift δs is expressed as
νs Kνref

=

σref Kσ

=

δs

νref
σref
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On this basis, a spectrum of hydrogen atomic centres in molecules of a particular compound, typically organic
for general purposes of illustration, due to magnetic resonances of those nuclei in atomic centres considered to
constitute not only the total molecule but also characteristic moieties thereof, known as organic functional
groups, is expected to comprise lines numbering according to the extent or number of those distinct moieties,
such as the three distinct groups CH 3 , CH2 and OH for protons in ethanol; with regard to spectral transitions
13
involving nuclei C, there would be analogously two such distinct groups -- methyl and methylene. Such a
spectrum might be considered to arise in zero order. Chemical shifts for 1 H vary within a total range about 20
parts per million, or the corresponding range in frequency depending on the density of magnetic flux, whereas
chemical shifts for 13 C vary within a total range about 400 parts per million.
A magnetic atomic nucleus, which has a non-zero intrinsic angular momentum, interacts, through its
magnetic dipolar moment, with not only an external field but also other magnetic atomic nuclei within a
chemical sample through their respective magnetic dipolar moments. In a fluid sample of small viscosity in
which molecules undergo rapid and random tumbling motion, magnetic dipolar interactions between atomic
nuclei either two within a particular molecule or one each in separate molecules, adjacent or distant, tend to
average to zero. Within a molecule of a given chemical compound, the distances between any two magnetic
nuclei, and the environments of these nuclei, are common to other molecules in the same sample; a scalar
interaction between two magnetic nuclei then remains finite and depends on the relative orientations of nuclear
angular momenta. Such effects tend to be smaller than a typical difference between chemical shifts of
particular interacting atomic nuclei: these couplings between momenta might exhibit themselves as a spectral
multiplet -- closely spaced lines possibly conforming, in appropriate conditions, to a recognisable nearly
symmetric pattern. An effective hamiltonian operator for a simple system of two coupled nuclear angular
momenta is

H
= Kν0, 1 Iz, 1 Kν0, 2 Iz, 2 CJ1, 2 I 1 I 2
h
in which appear the frequencies ν0, 1 and ν0, 2 at which would appear the signals in the absence of coupling
between the nuclear momenta, and the vector angular momenta of the two magnetic nuclei I 1 and I 2 . For this
reason the number of signals or lines in a spectrum such as that to which we allude above is typically greater
than the number of distinct functional groups. In a fluid sample, atomic nuclei that are chemically equivalent,
such as three hydrogen nuclei within a particular methyl group CH 3 that might be able to reorientate about the
axis of the bond connecting that methyl group to another part of the same molecule, are generally
indistinguishable and exhibit no net magnetic interaction with each other; only atomic centres in disparate
chemical environments thus produce multiplets. The interval of frequency between lines in such a multiplet
depends on only intramolecular interaction, not on the strength of an external magnetic field like the
frequencies at the centres of those multiplets: for this reason the interval, designated J, is expressed generally in
hertz; the coupling coefficient J1, 2 in the above formula is a signed quantity; although this sign is indeterminate
from ordinary spectra at great resolution, the sign of J has typically no effect on the appearance of the
spectrum, but the relative signs of two coupling coefficients might have an observable effect. The magnitude of
J depends on several factors:
• the number of intervening bonds -- J commonly decreases with increasing number of intervening bonds;
• the product of magnetogyric ratios γI of the coupled nuclei;
• the interbond angle for geminal coupling coefficients -- thus operating through two bonds, J increases or
becomes more positive as the interbond angle increases;
• the dihedral angle for vicinal coupling coefficients, thus operating through three bonds, and
• other factors expressed in terms of the types of bonds.
The magnitude of J can yield information about the structure of the molecule in three dimensions, but is readily
∆ν
> 8; if that condition of weak coupling be not
measured in only a limit of weak coupling, such that
J
obeyed, remeasurement of the spectrum with a much increased magnetic field fulfills that condition because, as
B0 increases, so does ∆ ν but J remains constant. Such magnitudes served formerly to determine molecular
topology or connectivity -- which nuclei were neighbours within a molecule, but this function is superseded by
experiments that provide spectra in two dimensions. If J have a positive sign, the antiparallel arrangement of
nuclear spins of the coupled nuclei has an energy less than that of the parallel arrangement, and vice versa. In
1
1
1
13
13
13
general, the signs of parameter J for coupling between H and H, or H and C, or C and C, depend on
the number of intervening chemical bonds -- positive if bonds number odd, and negative if bonds number even,
but, in the case of coupling to atoms with unshared pairs of 'valence' electrons, the sign of J might be typically
reversed from an expectation of the number of intervening bonds. The multiplets arising from the interactions
of these magnetically inequivalent nuclei involving only the components of spins parallel or antiparallel to the
applied field are called first-order spectra; consideration of other terms in the full hamiltonian operator yields
spectra of second and greater orders. In general, coupling between protons in all possible chemical
environments, not too remote from one another, is typically observable, although not necessarily to produce
simply recognisable multiplets; in contrast, because under conditions of natural abundance,13 C is magnetically
dilute, being present to a relative extent 0.01 among non-magnetic 12 C nuclei, effects of coupling between two
13
C nuclei in disparate environments are typically undetectable. The total range of parameter J for coupling
between two 1 H centres that are inequivalent chemically is within +15 Hz.
Heteronuclear coupling is readily observable in appropriate conditions: for instance, in the region of
transitions of 1 H nuclei with a given magnetic field, a conventional spectrum of iodomethane as a solute in a
dilute solution with a solvent presenting no signals in the same region exhibits a single strong signal due to all
the chemically and magnetically equivalent protons, with weak satellites separated a fixed difference of
frequency independent of strength of applied magnetic field due to coupling between 1 H and13 C in the rare
cases in which a molecule H

3 CI

13

contains such an atomic centre comprising carbon with nucleus C. For
heteronuclear coupling, the behaviour of the system invariably conforms to conditions of first order because,
with the difference ∆ ν, enormous, of frequencies at which the distinct nuclei have their resonances for a
∆ν
particular field, the ratio
is invariably much greater than 10.
J
One obtains the exact spectrum on forming, according to matrix mechanics for instance, a matrix for an
effective hamiltonian for the magnetic nuclei; its diagonalization yields the exact energies of the states
accessible to the nuclear degrees of freedom through their coupled angular momenta, between which states
transitions are practicable according to the various selection rules -- for transitions of type magnetic dipole. To
illustrate this procedure, such a calculation is performed explicitly in section 6.19 and succeeding in the
1 h
simulation of no more than six like nuclei of intrinsic angular momentum
, such as all protons.
2 2π
As in spectra in other regions of frequency, a narrow spectral line is characterised by its frequency, width
and shape; in spectra due to nuclear magnetic resonance, the latter is typically an approximately lorentzian
distribution. Any line in a spectrum has a finite width that depends on a rate of relaxation of states involved in
a corresponding transition; for a non-viscous fluid the dominant mechanism of relaxation is called transverse
because it involves the relative orientations of angular momenta of interacting nuclei in rapidly tumbling
molecules rather than longitudinal relaxation of nuclear dipolar moments along the static field, which is
characterised with a quantity T1 . The coefficient of magnetisation in an equation for a rate of transverse
relaxation, of first kinetic order, is the reciprocal of a quantity T2 denoting a period of relaxation; with other
terms containing My and Mz omitted, a pertinent equation has a form
Mx
v
Mx = vt
T2
1

Because for nuclei of hydrogen H this period T2 has a magnitude typically about a second, widths of
corresponding spectral lines are typically about 1 Hz. In an experiment with pulsed radiation, these relaxation
periods crucially affect the rate of repetition of pulses, and thus the duration of an experiment for which effects
of numerous pulses must be accumulated to provide a spectrum with an acceptable ratio of signal to noise.
As a systematic classification of couplings between inequivalent magnetic nuclei of the same -- such as two
hydrogen atomic centres 1 H, or distinct -- such as 1 H and 13 C, types, we accept Pople's notation to label
systems of coupled spins, which assists one to recognise common patterns of multiplets. To each type of
magnetic nucleus involved in a coupled system, one assigns a majuscule letter ('capital' letter or 'upper case'); a
particular letter is selected from the English alphabet on the basis of the relative chemical shifts of those nuclei.
For disparate shifts or distinct nuclides, one might select A and X for an isolated binary interaction, or A, M and
X for a ternary interaction. For atomic nuclei of the same nuclide with chemical shifts similar but not identical,
one might select A and B. Multiple nuclei that are chemically equivalent receive the same letter with an
appropriate numeral, but chemically equivalent nuclei that are magnetically inequivalent, through unequal
coupling to another nucleus, are denoted with primed letters, such as A and A'. This notation is applied in
ensuing sections.
During measurements of spectra due to nuclear magnetic resonance in which either the frequency is scanned
for a sample held in a constant external magnetic field or the magnetic field is scanned with a receiver tuned to
a constant frequency, the rate of acquisition of data is limited by the duration of 'spin-lattice' relaxation, which
might be of order several seconds, because the spin system must be in equilibrium at all times. To scan thus a
broad range of either frequency or field might thus require a protracted duration. As an alternative operation,
the signal or power at all frequencies might be measured at the same time, for a brief period, from which the
individual contributions to the total power at the separate frequencies are then recovered through a Fourier
transform. For nuclear magnetic resonance, a sample containing magnetic nuclei in a fixed magnetic field is
irradiated with a pulse, or with multiple pulses in a prescribed sequence, of energy in a broad region of radio
frequencies, during which all magnetic nuclei of interest interact with that field. Those nuclei then induce, in
receiver coils, currents that are characteristic of their frequencies of precession in the applied magnetic field.
The signals from all nuclei that are superimposed in the electrical response decay temporally according to
various phenomena of relaxation. This complicated oscillation in the temporal domain is called a free-induction

decay. After amplification of the signal, its conversion from analogue to digital form and its storage in a
computer memory, Fourier transformation yields a spectrum in the frequency domain. The form of the pulse,
or the intervals between pulses in a sequence -- necessarily imperfect impulses, can be modified for particular
purposes, such as to eliminate intense signals due to a solvent. The multiplex operation conveys an advantage
of increased sensitivity, or decreased duration of measurement, by a factor about 5000 for measurements of
signals from 13 C and 15 N nuclei. Relaxation periods are also measurable, yielding information about rapid
chemical or physical processes.
For spectra associated with nuclear magnetic resonance in two dimensions, one introduces two temporal
domains by administering two pulses of radiant energy at appropriate frequencies in a broad range within the
region of radio frequencies, and performs a Fourier transformation to produce two frequency domains: after an
initial pulse to excite a sample that proceeds to return to the original state through emission according to a freeinduction decay, having the form of a sinusoidal curve of gradually decreasing amplitude, after a period τ1 of
evolution to develop characteristic coherences and polarizations; a further pulse causes the nuclear spins to
transfer and to mix coherences, after which during a second period of free-induction decay the signal S τ1, τ2
is measured as a function of time τ2 . For each period τ2 during detection, there is thus a curve of signal for
varied τ1 ; Fourier transformation of this curve yields a profile along a line parallel to one axis of a plane defined
with all those curves, so that all those curves collectively produce a spectrum in two dimensions.
Corresponding to the variable durations of the two pulses and the two periods of free induction decay are
several experiments that one might conduct to elicit information of various kinds, principally about molecular
structure and connectivity. The results are plotted on a surface in two dimensions that displays the spectrum in
a plane, rather than on a line as for such spectra in one dimension, as is visible in succeeding sections.
1
According to these spectra in two dimensions from measurements on H, the purpose of these experiments is to
ascertain which protons are at adjacent sites within a molecule, or connectivities between 1 H atomic centres.
The basic experiment is called correlation spectroscopy, COSY; an experiment with double-quantum filtering,
DQ-COSY is superior as it yields a cleaner spectrum. Because the ratio of signal to noise is small, an
experiment of this type is unsuitable for connectivity between carbon atomic centres.
In compounds containing atomic centres of carbon, one seeks to determine the number of attached atomic
centres of hydrogen, i.e. whether the carbon is primary as in a methyl group CH 3 , secondary as in a methylene
group CH2 , tertiary as in a methine group CH, or quaternary as for a carbon lacking attached hydrogen. With
13
measurements for this purpose made on C nuclei, there are devised three experiments, commonly known by
their acronyms: a test for attached protons, APT, is useful for solids but of little practical interest for liquids; in
a routine experiment for distortionless enhancement with transfer of polarisation, DEPT, quaternary carbon
atoms produce no signal, and, as typically operated, signals for CH and CH 3 are positive but for CH2 are
13

negative; an experiment in which insensitive nuclei, such as C, have signals enhanced with transfer of
polarisation, such as from 1 H or 19 F, INEPT, performs less well than the DEPT experiment, but is explicable
with a vector model. Both DEPT and INEPT experiments reflect scalar couplings between atomic centres of
1
H and 13 C, whereas the nuclear Overhauser effect depends on dipolar or vector couplings; because the nuclear
Overhauser effect is interpreted as depending primarily on the distance between interacting atomic nuclei, this
effect complements information from scalar coupling that is interpreted as depending on the number of bonds
intervening between the interacting nuclei. Nuclei with resonances involving coupling through this effect but
not in a scalar coupling imply a proximity in space but many intervening bonds; in structures of stereochemical
interest, a common condition is that one of a pair of inequivalent hydrogen centres shows a coupling through
this effect to a neighbouring hydrogen. Both DEPT and INEPT experiments serve to increase the ratio of signal
to noise in spectra from measurements on resonance of 13 C nuclei, in that the observed signal is proportional to
the magnetogyric ratio, a ratio of magnetic dipolar moment to intrinsic nuclear angular momentum, for which
the symbol is γH for a proton, but use of the nuclear Overhauser effect is more robust and almost as effective.
In the latter experiment, one excites nuclear spins selectively and observes the transfer of polarization to
neighbouring nuclei, typically protons, via their interaction as dipoles through space, which depends
accordingly on the inverse sixth power of their separation. Although no example of this Overhauser effect is

explicitly presented in succeeding sections presenting spectra in two dimensions, we treat related phenomena.
13
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For connectivity between C and H atomic centres, measurements are practicable in a region of frequency
suitable for either atomic centre. The purpose is generally to determine which atomic centres 1 H are attached to
13
1
which atomic centres C; when the connectivities between H atomic centres are also known, the molecular
topology can be determined. The most important experiments are with heteronuclear correlation, HETCOR, in
13
which measurements are made on C nuclei, heteronuclear coherence with multiple quanta, HMQC, and
heteronuclear coherence with a single quantum, HSQC; in both cases signals of 1 H are measured. Of these
three experiments, the latter performs best.
To illustrate these effects we employ Maple procedures that approximately simulate spectra that might be
measured in a prototypical experiment. Simulations of several such experiments are in sections below the next
one in which are presented procedures to perform required calculations and to generate appropriate plots. The
first simulations yield spectra that might be obtained in a simple experiment in which a sample is maintained in
a magnetic field and radiated continuously at a suitable radio frequency; either the magnetic field is fixed, as
might occur with a permanent magnet, and the frequency is swept over a small range, or the frequency of an
oscillator is fixed and the magnetic field is scanned. In either case, the sample absorbs radiant energy when a
difference of energy between states of nuclear angular momentum matches the energy of photons; these states
of magnetic atomic nuclei within the sample lose their energetic degeneracy because the magnetic field is
applied. An alternative strategy is to irradiate a sample with radiation in a brief and intense pulse, with
frequencies therefore within a broad range; thereby excited states depending on nuclear spins become
populated, and relax radiatively during a period of free decay of induction. Signals thus observed as a function
of time are converted to constituent frequencies with a Fourier transform, as discussed in preceding sections of
this chapter. If one applies a single pulse of radiant energy to a sample, the Fourier transform of the freeinduction decay produces a spectrum entirely analogous to that which one can measure with continuous
irradiation and either field or frequency swept. The possibility to apply multiple pulses creates conditions that
are impracticable with a continuous wave, namely to affect the magnetisation of a sample within a period of
recovery from an initial pulse depending on relaxation period T1 . Chemists exploit these possibilities to
produce spectra in one and two dimensions that greatly enhance knowledge of molecular topology deduced
from such spectra; these effects are simulated in succeeding subsections.
6.02 free-induction decay and conversion to a spectrum
> restart:
For about two decades after the discovery of the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance, a spectrum
due to magnetic resonance typically of protons was measured on maintaining a fixed frequency from an
oscillator provided by an electric circuit and scanning a field from an electromagnet to bring the differences of
energies of the magnetic spin states into resonance with that frequency. After improvements in stable electric
circuits, the use of a permanent magnet with a scanned frequency became practicable, and instruments of both
the latter and former types were in common use; in either case the interval to acquire a spectrum of a sufficient
sample for proton resonance was of order typically 10 minutes. With the development of computers and
algorithms for rapid Fourier transform and the recognition of the multiplex advantage, whereby all frequencies
in a spectrum, with a fixed magnetic field, were measurable simultaneously and the individual contributions
from separate frequencies were subsequently distinguished through Fourier transformation of the accumulated
signals in the temporal domain, either the sensitivity could be greatly increased with the same duration of
measurement or a greatly decreased duration of measurement was practicable.
Here we assume a sample of liquid iodomethane, or its solution in an innocuous solvent, in either case
containing molecules of 127 I13 C 1 H3 , which is likely present in natural abundance among molecules of 127 I12 C
1

H3 , such that an intramolecular heteronuclear coupling occurs between magnetic nucleus 13 C and protons that

constitute atomic nuclei 1 H of hydrogen atoms, for which JCH = 151 Hz but with no intermolecular effects other
than spin-lattice relaxation.
> J := 151;
J d 151
(25.1)

We assume a centre frequency 500 Hz to represent the chemical shift of
appropriate calibrant.
> cf := 500;
cf d 500

13

13

C in I CH3 relative to an

(25.2)
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We simulate a measurement in the temporal domain for the C nucleus of a free-induction decay, on which we
perform Fourier transformation to obtain a conventional spectrum in the frequency domain. Here first is an
arrow function to effect the Fourier transformation.
> Fourier := (f, t, nu) -> inttrans[fourier](Heaviside(t)*f, t, nu);
Fourier d f, t, ν 1 inttrans fourier Heaviside t $f, t, ν
(25.3)
13

For each line in the frequency spectrum arising from coupling of magnetic angular momenta of C and the
1
three magnetically and chemically equivalent H nuclei, we define a contribution to the free-induction decay
with amplitude a, line width b in the spectrum and frequency ν in the spectrum. To ensure that the coupling
parameter appears correctly in the eventual spectrum, we omit a customary factor 2 π in the argument of the
cosine function.
> Ft := (a,t2,nu) -> a*cos(nu*t)*exp(-t/t2);
K

Ft d a, t2, ν 1 a$cos ν$t $e

t
t2

(25.4)

We define four contributions to the free-induction decay,
> It := Ft(1,1,cf-3/2*J) + Ft(3,1,cf-1/2*J) + Ft(3,1,cf+1/2*J) + Ft(1,1,
cf+3/2*J);
547 t
849 t
1151 t
1453 t
It d cos
eKt C3 cos
eKt C3 cos
eKt Ccos
eKt
(25.5)
2
2
2
2
which we plot, first over a large range and then with a smaller range to show the detail of the pattern; expand
these figures laterally to improve the view.
> plot(It, t=0..4, numpoints=5000, axes=frame, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
title="free-induction decay of I 13C 1H3", labels=["time / s",
"intensity"], labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], colour=red);
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> plot(It, t=0...1, numpoints=5000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=
red,
title="free-induction decay of I 13C 1H3", labels=["time / s",
"intensity"], labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical], axes=frame);
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We undertake a Fourier transform of that free-induction decay,
> ftIt := simplify(Fourier(It, t, nu));
7

5
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3

4

ftIt d K2048 I ν C1734502912 I ν K14336 ν K406785595868032 I ν C8672371200 ν
2

C24714528386164122208 I ν K1220322098233984 ν C24713714842723875680
8
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6

5

603229065473171778476225 C256 ν K2048 I ν K285192448 ν C1711126016 I ν
4

3

2

C104282141811808 ν K417117159778688 I ν K14376398388973523216 ν

(25.6)

C28751962548190469920 I ν
which we plot; expand this figure laterally to improve the view.
> plot(Re(ftIt), nu=00..800, -0.02...1.6, axes=frame, colour=red,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="NMR spectrum of 13C in 1H3 13C
I",
labels=["frequency / Hz", "intensity"],
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical]);
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According to the emission excited by the pulse of radiation in the region of radio frequency, the spectrum
shows a prototypical quartet -- four lines with relative statures and integrated areas 1:3:3:1 in accordance with
Pascal's triangle for one magnetic centre interacting with three other and equivalent magnetic centres. The
frequency scale here and in following spectra is not an absolute frequency but offset from a convenient
reference point, such as that corresponding to δ = 0 set to a particular calibrant. The signals for the chemical
shift of 13 C are here so far removed from the signals for the chemical shift of 1 H in the magnetic flux at the
same density that an exact spectrum is obtained that is also just that expected according to coupling in first
order. The corresponding pattern in the spectrum for the proton magnetic resonance of the same compound
presents one intense central feature, for protons in I12 CH3 , and two weak satellites as a doublet, for protons in I
13

CH3 , with relative intensity about 0.01, reflecting the natural abundance of I 13 CH3 among I12 CH3 ; as all
protons in iodomethane are chemically and magnetically equivalent, there is only one line present in the
spectrum for I12 CH3 , whereas a doublet with interval the same JCH = 151 Hz as shown above. These features
appear in the following plot. As above, the frequency scale here is not absolute but offset from a convenient
reference point, such as that corresponding to δ = 0 set to a particular calibrant, such as tetramethyl silane Si
(CH3 )4 that is a conventional reference for spectra due to magnetic resonance of protons; the particular offset is
such that the chemical shift of protons in I 12 CH3 corresponds to a frequency 1000 Hz from a standard of a
particular calibrant.
> s := 1/((nu-1000)^2+1^2) + 0.01/((nu-1000-J/2)^2+1^2) + 0.01/(
(nu-1000+J/2)^2+1^2);
(25.7)
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2

(25.7)
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> plot(s, nu=850..1150, -0.01..1, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="NMR spectrum of 1H in natural iodomethane", numpoints=1000,
labels=["frequency / Hz", "intensity"], axes=frame, colour=red,
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical]);
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In succeeding sections within this group, we assume experiments involving direct measurements of freeinduction decays following excitation of a sample with one or more pulses, as appropriate, with their
subsequent Fourier transformation to spectra in the frequency domain.
As an alternative mechanism to simulate a free-induction decay of signals in the spectrum of 13 C in 1 H3
13

127

C I, these commands are kindly provided by Dr. P. C. Stein of Syddansk Universitet.
> restart:
> interface(imaginaryunit=i):
> with(inttrans, fourier, invfourier):
We assume a centre frequency of the eventual pattern at 0.
> f := 0;
fd0

(25.8)

We apply the same value JCH = 151 Hz obtained from the actual experimental spectrum, which we divide here
by 2 π to ensure that the separation between lines in the spectrum is properly reproduced.
> J := 151/(2*Pi);
151
Jd
2π

(25.9)

We assume line width 1 Hz, corresponding to a relaxation period due to 'spin-lattice' effects or inhomogeneity
of the supposed magnetic field.
> t2 := 1;
t2 d 1
(25.10)

We form an arrow function for the free-induction decay taking into account the four components of the quartet
to be displayed in the eventual spectrum.
> FID := t -> (exp(i*2*Pi*(f+3*J/2)*t) + 3*exp(i*2*Pi*(f+J/2)*t) +
3*exp(i*2*Pi*(f-J/2)*t) + exp(i*2*Pi*(f-3*J/2)*t))*exp(-t/t2);
2 i$π$ f C

FID d t 1 e

3$J
$t
2

2 i$π$ f C

C3$e

J
$t
2

2 i$π$ f K

C3$e

J
$t
2

2 i$π$ f K

Ce

3$J
$t
2

K

$e

t
t2

The observable quantity is the real part of the free-induction decay,
> FIDdisp := t -> evalc(Re(FID(t)));
FIDdisp d t 1 evalc R FID t

(25.11)

(25.12)

which we plot; expand the scale laterally to improve the view.
> plot(FIDdisp(t), t=0..5, axes=framed, numpoints=512*10, axes=frame,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="free-induction decay of I 13C
1H3",
labels=["time / s", "intensity"], colour=red,
labeldirections=[horizontal,vertical]);
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We obtain the spectrum by calculating the Fourier transform of the free-induction decay; because the latter
quantity is defined for only positive time we include a Heaviside function to make zero the signal at negative
time.
> Spec := nu -> fourier(FID(t)*Heaviside(t),t,nu);
Spec d ν 1 fourier FID t $Heaviside t , t, ν
(25.13)
To display the spectrum we take the real part of the Fourier transform of the free-induction decay,
> Specdisp := nu -> simplify(evalc(Re(Spec(nu))));
Specdisp d ν 1 simplify evalc R Spec ν
and plot it.
> plot(Specdisp(nu), nu=-300..300, axes=framed, numpoints=512,
title="NMR spectrum of 13C in 1H3 13C I", colour=red,
labels=["frequency / Hz", "intensity"], labeldirections=

(25.14)

[horizontal,vertical]);
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As above, we obtain the expected quartet for three chemically equivalent protons coupled to atomic nucleus C
.
e6.01 exercise
Show that the difference between the free-induction decay produced with the parameters in the latter case
and the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum generated from that free-induction decay is zero throughout
all the appropriate domain of time.
6.03 procedures to produce spectra and expressions in simulation of experiments with nuclear induction
To execute succeeding tests, we invoke procedures in a suite in Maple's application library at http://www.
maplesoft.com, with other procedures and commands from internet at http://www.richmond.
edu/~rkanters/POF/; the procedures, in this and ten succeeding subsections, and most auxiliary commands, are
adapted from work of Dr. R. P. F. Kanters and Dr. P. C. Stein, presented here with their kind permission.
> restart:
The spin state is an algebraic polynomial that describes the state of all spins as a product-operator
expression. In general the terms in this polynomial consist of an amplitude, one or more cartesian (Ix, Iy and Iz),
or step (Ip, Im), spin operators and temporal modulations (Sin or Cos). Spin-state expressions are returned from
procedures spinsystem, xpulse, ypulse, zpulse, pulse, QFpulse, shift, couple, evolve, QF, xy_pm, pm_xy, nmrsubs
and cleanup. To normalize spin-state expressions, we use procedure cleanup. All procedures comprising this
product-operator formalism return normalized spin-state expressions. The following procedure to implement a
product-operator formalism is slightly modified from procedures reported in a paper of title A computer-algebra
application for description of NMR experiments using the product-operator formalism, by R. P. F. Kanters, B.
W. Char and A.W. Addison, published in Journal of Magnetic Resonance, series A, volume 101, pages 23--29
(1993).
> pof_norm := proc(s)
local n,i,j,r,c,p,f,a,b;
global Cos,Sin,Iz;
c := false;
r := 1;

if type(s,`*`) then
n := convert(s,list);
else
n := [s];
end if;
for i to nops(n) do
if type(n[i],function) then
a := op(n[i]);
if op(0,n[i])=Sin then
if type(a,constant) then
r := r*sin(a);
else
f := false;
j := i+1;
while not f and j<=nops(n) do
if type(n[j],function) and indets(a)=indets(op(n[j])) then
b := op(n[j]);
if op(0,n[j])=Sin then
f := true;
n := subsop(j=1,n);
if sign(evalf(a-b))=1 then
r := r*(Cos(a-b)-Cos(a+b))/2;
else
r := r*(Cos(b-a)-Cos(a+b))/2;
end if;
elif op(0,n[j])=Cos then
f := true;
n := subsop(j=1,n);
if sign(evalf(a-b))=1 then
r := r*(Sin(a+b)+Sin(a-b))/2;
else
r := r*(Sin(a+b)-Sin(b-a))/2;
end if;
end if;
end if;
j := j+1;
end do;
if f then
c := true;
else
r := r*n[i];
end if;
end if;
elif op(0,n[i])=Cos then

if type(a,constant) then
r := r*cos(a);
else
f := false;
j := i+1;
while not f and j<=nops(n) do
if type(n[j],function) and indets(a)=indets(op(n[j])) then
b:=op(n[j]);
if op(0,n[j])=Cos then
f := true;
n := subsop(j=1,n);
if sign(evalf(a-b))=1 then
r := r*(Cos(a+b)+Cos(a-b))/2;
else
r := r*(Cos(a+b)+Cos(b-a))/2;
end if;
elif op(0,n[j])=Sin then
f := true;
n := subsop(j=1,n);
if sign(evalf(a-b))=1 then
r := r*(Sin(a+b)-Sin(a-b))/2;
else
r := r*(Sin(b+a)+Sin(b-a))/2;
end if;
end if;
end if;
j := j+1;
end do;
if f then
c := true;
else
r := r*n[i];
end if;
end if;
else
r := r*n[i];
end if;
# added else because of exp(...)
elif type(n[i],`^`) then
a := op(1,n[i]);
p := op(2,n[i]);
if type(a,function) then
if op(0,a)=Sin then
r := r*((1-Cos(2*op(a)))/2)^iquo(p,2)*a^irem(p,2);
c := true;

elif op(0,a)=Cos then
r := r*((1+Cos(2*op(a)))/2)^iquo(p,2)*a^irem(p,2);
c := true;
else
r := r*n[i];
end if;
elif type(a,indexed) and op(0,a)=Iz then
r := r*(1/4)^iquo(p,2)*a^irem(p,2);
else
r := r*n[i];
end if;
else
r := r*n[i];
end if;
end do;
if c then
RETURN(monopoly(pof_norm,expand(r)));
else
RETURN(r);
end if;
end proc:
The other procedures required to implement the subsequent tests follow here.
> spinlabel := proc(s,n,l)
local i;
subs(seq(Iz[i]=n*Iz[i],i=eq_spins(l)),s);
end proc:
testT := proc()
global T;
if type(T,string) then
ERROR(`no spinsystem defined. Use spinsystem() first!`);
end if;
end proc:
eq_spins := proc(s)
local i,r;
global Equiv;
r:={};
for i in s do
if type(Equiv[i],set) then
r:= Equiv[i] union r;
end if;
end do;
r;
end proc:
monopoly := proc(f)
if type(args[2],`+`) then

map(args[1],args[2..nargs]);
else
f(args[2..nargs]);
end if;
end proc:
nmrsubs := proc()
cleanup(subs(args))
end proc:
spinsystem := proc(s)
local i,j,k,l,m,n;
global J,W,T,Equiv,Decouple;
if not type(s,list) then
ERROR(`argument should be a list`);
end if;
J := table(symmetric);
W := 'W';
Equiv := 'Equiv';
Decouple := {};
T := map(proc(s)
if type(s,list) then
op(s);
else
s;
end if;
end proc, s);
for i in s do
if type(i,list) then
for j to nops(i) do
for k to j-1 do
J[i[k],i[j]] := 0;
end do;
end do;
m := i[1];
l := subsop(1=NULL,i);
member(m,T,'n');
for j in l do
W[j] := W[m];
end do;
for j in l do
for k to n-1 do
J[T[k],j] := J[T[k],m];
end do;
for k from n+nops(l)+1 to nops(T) do
J[j,T[k]] := J[m,T[k]];
end do;

end do;
Equiv[i[1]] := convert(i,set);
else
Equiv[i] := {i};
end if;
end do;
convert(map(proc(s) global Iz; Iz[s];end,T),`+`);
end proc:
# hidden pulses that do not expand to the equivalent set
# for use in the pulse() procedures
x_pulse := proc(n,k,b)
local i,s,c;
global Iy,Iz;
s := sin(b);
c := cos(b);
subs({seq(Iy[i]=Iy[i]*c+Iz[i]*s,i=k),seq(Iz[i]=Iz[i]*c-Iy[i]*s,i=k)}
,n);
end proc:
y_pulse := proc(n,k,b)
local i,s,c;
global Ix,Iz;
s := sin(b);
c := cos(b);
subs({seq(Ix[i]=Ix[i]*c-Iz[i]*s,i=k),seq(Iz[i]=Iz[i]*c+Ix[i]*s,i=k)}
,n);
end proc:
z_pulse := proc(n,k,b)
local i,s,c;
global Ix,Iy;
s := sin(b);
c := cos(b);
subs({seq(Ix[i]=Ix[i]*c+Iy[i]*s,i=k),seq(Iy[i]=Iy[i]*c-Ix[i]*s,i=k)}
,n);
end proc:
xpulse := proc(s,k,b)
local i,spins;
global T;
testT();
if nops(k)=0 then
spins := T
else
spins := eq_spins(k)
end if;
if nops(spins)=0 then
s

else
cleanup(x_pulse(s,spins,b))
end if;
end proc:
ypulse := proc(s,k,b)
local i,spins;
global T;
testT();
if nops(k)=0 then
spins := T
else
spins := eq_spins(k)
end if;
if nops(spins)=0 then
s
else
cleanup(y_pulse(s,spins,b))
end if;
end proc:
zpulse := proc(s,k,b)
local i,spins;
global T;
testT();
if nops(k)=0 then
spins := T
else
spins := eq_spins(k)
end if;
if nops(spins)=0 then
s
else
cleanup(z_pulse(s,spins,b))
end if;
end proc:
pulse := proc(s,p,a,b)
local k;
global T;
testT();
if nops(p)=0 then
k := T;
else
k := eq_spins(p);
end if;
if nops(k)=0 then
s

else
if type(a,list) then
if nops(a)<>2 then
ERROR(`tilted rf pulse needs [theta,phi]`);
end if;
z_pulse(s,k,-a[2]);
y_pulse(%,k,Pi/2-a[1]);
x_pulse(%,k,b);
y_pulse(%,k,a[1]-Pi/2);
z_pulse(%,k,a[2]);
else
z_pulse(s,k,-a);
x_pulse(%,k,b);
z_pulse(%,k,a);
end if;
cleanup(%);
end if;
end proc:
decouple := proc(s)
global Decouple;
Decouple := eq_spins(s);
end proc:
shift := proc(s,p,t)
local i,n,notXY,doXY;
global Ix,Iy,Iz,T,Decouple;
testT();
if nops(p) = 0 then
doXY := convert(T,set)
else
doXY := eq_spins(p)
end if;
doXY := doXY minus Decouple;
notXY := convert(T,set) minus doXY;
n := subs({seq(Ix[i]=0,i=notXY),seq(Iy[i]=0,i=notXY),seq(Iz[i]=0,i=
Decouple)},s);
if nops(doXY)=0 then
n
else
seq(Ix[i]=Ix[i]*Cos(2*Pi*W[i]*t)+Iy[i]*Sin(2*Pi*W[i]*t),i=doXY);
seq(Iy[i]=Iy[i]*Cos(2*Pi*W[i]*t)-Ix[i]*Sin(2*Pi*W[i]*t),i=doXY);
cleanup(subs({%,%%},n));
end if;
end proc:
t_couple := proc(s,k,l,t)
local a,C,S,tk,tl;

global Ix,Iy,Iz,J;
if J[k,l]<>0 then
tk := has(s,{Ix[k],Iy[k]});
tl := has(s,{Ix[l],Iy[l]});
if (tk or tl) and not (tk and tl) then
a := Pi*J[k,l]*t;
S := Sin(a);
C := Cos(a);
Ix[k]=Ix[k]*C+2*Iy[k]*Iz[l]*S, Iy[k]=Iy[k]*C-2*Ix[k]*Iz[l]*S;
Ix[l]=Ix[l]*C+2*Iy[l]*Iz[k]*S, Iy[l]=Iy[l]*C-2*Ix[l]*Iz[k]*S;
cleanup(subs({%,%%},s));
else
s;
end if;
else
s;
end if;
end proc:
couple := proc(s,t)
local i,j,n,c;
global T,Decouple;
testT();
n := s;
c := convert(convert(T,set) minus Decouple,list);
for i to nops(c) do
for j to i-1 do
n := monopoly(t_couple,n,c[j],c[i],t);
end do;
end do;
n;
end proc:
evolve := proc(s,p,t)
testT();
couple(shift(s,p,t),t);
end proc:
t_evo := proc(s)
if QC(s)=1 then
s
else
0
end if;
end proc:
#observe by quadrature detection
observe := proc(s,k,t,p)
local i,s1,s2,s3;

global Ix,Iy,Iz,T;
testT();
s1 := seq(Ix[i]=cos(p)-I*sin(p),i=T);
s2 := seq(Iy[i]=sin(p)+I*cos(p),i=T);
s3 := seq(Iz[i]=0,i=T);
subs(s1,s2,s3,evolve(monopoly(t_evo,s),k,t));
end proc:
cleanup := proc(s)
monopoly(pof_norm,expand(s));
end proc:
# hidden version of pm_xy and xy_pm for use in QF related
procedures
# both assume that T has beed defined.
h_pm_xy := proc(s)
local i;
global Ip,Im,Ix,Iy,T;
seq(Ip[i]=Ix[i]+I*Iy[i],i=T);
seq(Im[i]=Ix[i]-I*Iy[i],i=T);
expand(subs(%,%%,s));
end proc:
h_xy_pm:=proc(s)
local i;
global Ip,Im,Ix,Iy,T;
seq(Ix[i]=(Ip[i]+Im[i])/2,i=T);
seq(Iy[i]=I*(Im[i]-Ip[i])/2,i=T);
expand(subs(%,%%,s));
end proc:
c_spins := proc(s)
local i,r,l;
global Ix,Iy,Iz,Ip,Im;
if type(s,`*`) then
l := convert(s,set)
else
l := {s}
end if;
r := {};
for i in l do
if member(op(0,i),{Ix,Iy,Iz,Ip,Im}) then
r := r union {op(i)}
end if;
end do;
r;
end proc:
collect_spins := proc(s)
local i,r,res;

if type(s,`+`) then
r := convert(s,set)
else
r := {s}
end if;
res := {};
for i in r do
res := res union c_spins(i)
end do;
end proc:
# pm_xy and xy_pm visible to user: collects spins present
pm_xy := proc(s)
local i,l;
global Ip,Im,Ix,Iy;
l := collect_spins(s);
seq(Ip[i]=Ix[i]+I*Iy[i],i=l);
seq(Im[i]=Ix[i]-I*Iy[i],i=l);
expand(subs(%,%%,s));
end proc:
xy_pm := proc(s)
local i,l;
global Ip,Im,Ix,Iy;
l := collect_spins(s);
seq(Ix[i]=(Ip[i]+Im[i])/2,i=l);
seq(Iy[i]=I*(Im[i]-Ip[i])/2,i=l);
expand(subs(%,%%,s));
end proc:
# QC will take a monomial term and return the number of
# transversal spin operators
QC := proc(s)
local i,qc;
global Ix,Iy,Ip,Im;
if(s=0) then
RETURN(0)
end if;
if type(s,`+`) then
ERROR(`expect single spinstate term`)
end if;
if not type(s,`*`) then
RETURN(QC(2*s))
end if;
qc := 0;
for i in s do
if type(i,indexed) then
if member(op(0,i),{Ix,Iy,Ip}) then

qc := qc+1
elif member(op(0,i),{Im}) then
qc := qc-1
end if;
end if;
end do;
qc;
end proc:
SQjump := proc(s,k,a,b,p,n)
local new,i,qc,ns;
qc := QC(s);
new := 0;
ns := h_xy_pm(pulse(h_pm_xy(s),k,a,b));
for i in ns do
if modp(QC(i)-qc,n)=p then
new := new+i;
end if;
end do;
expand(evalc(h_pm_xy(new)));
end proc:
QFpulse := proc(s,k,a,b,p,n)
testT();
monopoly(SQjump,h_xy_pm(s),k,a,b,p,n);
end proc:
# select only term with QC of i=q+2k (k=0...)
preQF := proc(s,q)
local i,t,p;
i := QC(s);
if (i>=q) and irem(i-q,2)=0 then
s
else
0
end if;
end:
doQF := proc(s,q)
local r;
if iquo(QC(s),q,'r')<>0 and r=0 then
s;
else
0;
end if;
end proc:
# applies a device to be able to use the h_ conversion routines.
QF := proc(s,q)
local n,oldT;

global T;
oldT := T;
if type(T,string) then
T := collect_spins(s)
end if;
monopoly(preQF,s,q);
monopoly(doQF,h_xy_pm(%),q);
n := expand(evalc(h_pm_xy(%)));
T := oldT;
n;
end proc:
CFT := proc(s,t)
local c;
global Cos,Sin;
if type(s,function) and has(op(1,s),t) then
c := expand(coeff(collect(op(s),t),t)/(2*Pi));
if op(0,s)=Cos then
if has(c,W) then
(Ab(c,t)+I*Di(c,t))/2;
else
(Ab(c,t)+Ab(-c,t)+I*Di(c,t)+I*Di(-c,t))/2;
end if;
elif
op(0,s)=Sin then
if has(c,W) then
(Di(c,t)-I*Ab(c,t))/2;
else
(Di(c,t)-Di(-c,t)-I*Ab(c,t)+I*Ab(-c,t))/2;
end if;
end if;
else
s;
end if;
end proc:
MonCFT := proc(s,t)
if not has(s,t) then
RETURN(s*(Ab(0,t)+I*Di(0,t)));
end if;
if type(s,`*`) then
map(CFT,s,t);
else
CFT(s,t);
end if;
end proc:
# real or cosine transform, only positive chemical shifts, for

TPPI
Cos_FT := proc(s,t)
local c;
global Cos,Sin;
if type(s,function) and has(op(1,s),t) then
c := expand(coeff(collect(op(s),t),t)/(2*Pi));
if op(0,s)=Cos then
if has(c,W) then
Ab(c,t)/2;
else
(Ab(c,t)+Ab(-c,t))/2;
end if;
elif op(0,s)=Sin then
if has(c,W) then
Di(c,t)/2;
else
(Di(c,t)-Di(-c,t))/2;
end if;
end if;
else
s;
end if;
end proc:
Sin_FT := proc(s,t)
local c;
global Cos,Sin;
if type(s,function) and has(op(1,s),t) then
c := expand(coeff(collect(op(s),t),t)/(2*Pi));
if op(0,s)=Cos then
if has(c,W) then
-Di(c,t)/2;
else
-(Di(c,t)+Di(-c,t))/2;
end if;
elif op(0,s)=Sin then
if has(c,W) then
Ab(c,t)/2;
else
(Ab(c,t)-Ab(-c,t))/2;
end if;
end if;
else
s;
end if;
end proc:

MonCosFT := proc(s,t)
if not has(s,t) then
RETURN(s*Ab(0,t));
end if;
if type(s,`*`) then
map(Cos_FT,s,t);
else
Cos_FT(s,t);
end if;
end proc:
MonSinFT := proc(s,t)
if not has(s,t) then
RETURN(-s*Di(0,t));
end if;
if type(s,`*`) then
map(Sin_FT,s,t);
else
Sin_FT(s,t);
end if;
end proc:
combi := proc(a,b,t)
local c,v,i,s,d;
global Cos,Sin;
if type(a,`*`) then
c := 1;
v := 1;
for i in a do
if not has(i,t) then
c := c*i;
else
v := v*i;
end if;
end do;
RETURN(c*combi(v,b,t));
end if;
if has(b,W) and not has(a,W) then
RETURN(combi(b,a,t));
end if;
if has(a,W) and has(b,W) then
ERROR(`More than one chemical shift term present`)
end if;
if not type(a,function) or not type(b,function) then
RETURN(a*b);
end if;
s := op(a) + op(b);

d := op(a) - op(b);
if op(0,a)=Sin then
if op(0,b)=Sin then
Cos(d)/2-Cos(s)/2;
elif op(0,b)=Cos then
Sin(s)/2+Sin(d)/2;
end if;
elif op(0,a)=Cos then
if op(0,b)=Sin then
Sin(s)/2-Sin(d)/2;
elif op(0,b)=Cos then
Cos(s)/2+Cos(d)/2;
end if;
else
a*b;
end if;
end proc:
MonoPreFT := proc(s,t)
local i,combining,c,k;
if not type(s,`*`) then
RETURN(s);
end if;
k := 1;
c := 1;
combining := false;
for i in s do
if has(i,t) then
if combining then
c := monopoly(combi,c,i,t);
else
c := i;
combining := true;
end if;
else
k := k*i;
end if;
end do;
expand(k*c);
end proc:
do_ph_cor := proc(s,p,t)
local n,i,k;
global Cos,Sin;
if type(s,`*`) then
n := convert(s,list);
else

n := [s];
end if;
for i to nops(n) do
k := n[i];
if type(k,function) and has(op(1,k),t) then
if op(0,k)=Sin then
n := subsop(i=cos(p)*k+sin(p)*Cos(op(k)),n);
elif op(0,k)=Cos then
n := subsop(i=cos(p)*k-sin(p)*Sin(op(k)),n);
end if;
end if;
end do;
convert(n,`*`);
end proc:
FT := proc(s,p,t,v)
monopoly(MonoPreFT,s,t);
expand(monopoly(do_ph_cor,%,p,t));
expand(monopoly(MonCFT,%,t));
subs(t=v,%);
end proc:
CosFT := proc(s,p,t,v)
monopoly(MonoPreFT,s,t);
expand(monopoly(do_ph_cor,%,p,t));
expand(monopoly(MonCosFT,%,t));
subs(t=v,%);
end proc:
SinFT := proc(s,p,t,v)
monopoly(MonoPreFT,s,t);
expand(monopoly(do_ph_cor,%,p,t));
expand(monopoly(MonSinFT,%,t));
subs(t=v,%);
end proc:
getW := proc(s)
local i;
if type(s,indexed) and op(0,s)=W then
RETURN(op(s));
end if;
for i in op(s) do
if type(i,indexed) and op(0,i)=W then
RETURN(op(i));
end if;
end do;
RETURN(0);
end proc:
pA := proc(v0,v,T2)

2*T2/(1+(2*Pi*T2*(v0-v))^2);
end proc:
pD := proc(v0,v,T2)
4*Pi*T2^2*(v0-v)/(1+(2*Pi*T2*(v0-v))^2);
end proc:
plotsub := proc(s)
local n,i;
global Ab,Di,Jv,T2,Wv,pA,pD;
n := evalc(Re(s));
if type(s,`*`) then
n := convert(n,list);
else
n := [n];
end if;
for i in n do
if type(i,function) and (op(0,i)=Ab or op(0,i)=Di) then
n:=subs(i=op(0,i)(op(1,i),op(2,i),T2[getW(op(1,i))]),n);
end if;
end do;
convert(subs('Ab'=pA,'Di'=pD,W=Wv,J=Jv,Cos=cos,Sin=sin,n),`*`);
end proc:
nmrplot := proc()
local n,i;
n := args[1];
if type(n,set) then
n := {seq(monopoly(plotsub,op(i,n)),i=1..nops(n))};
else
n := monopoly(plotsub,n);
end if;
# Must eval n here
plot(eval(n),args[2..nargs]);
end proc:
nmrplot2d := proc()
local n,i;
n := args[1];
if type(n,set) then
n := {seq(monopoly(plotsub,op(i,n)),i=1..nops(n))};
else
n := monopoly(plotsub,n);
end if;
# Must eval n here
plot3d(eval(n),args[2..nargs]);
end proc:
with(plots,display):
crit_A := 1:

crit_D := 10:
super2d := proc()
if type(args[1],`+`) then
convert(args[1],set);
else
{args[1]};
end if;
display(map(monosuper,%,args[2..nargs]));
end proc:
monosuper := proc()
local i,s,r1,r2,w,t,v,d;
global Ab,Di,Jv,T2,Wv,pA,pD,crit_A,crit_D;
if type(args[1],`*`) then
s := convert(args[1],list);
else
s := [args[1]];
end if;
for i in s do
if type(i,function) and (op(0,i)=Ab or op(0,i)=Di) then
w := T2[getW(op(1,i))];
v := op(1,i):
t := op(2,i);
if op(0,i)=Ab then
d := crit_A/w;
else
d := crit_D/w;
end if;
if t=args[2] then
r1 := t=v-d..v+d;
elif t=args[3] then
r2:=t=v-d..v+d;
end if;
s := subs(i=op(0,i)(v,t,w),s);
end if;
end do;
r1 := eval(subs(W=Wv,J=Jv,r1));
r2 := eval(subs(W=Wv,J=Jv,r2));
convert(subs('Ab'=pA,'Di'=pD,W=Wv,J=Jv,Cos=cos,Sin=sin,s),`*`);
plot3d(%,r1,r2,args[4..nargs]);
end proc:
6.04 spectra of systems A, AX and A2 X3
> # no restart here!
For a fluid sample consisting of rapidly tumbling molecules containing a single hydrogen nucleus1 H in a

particular moiety or chemical environment within a molecule, which we designate A, we suppose a chemical
shift, denoted Wv relative to an appropriate standard, equal to 10 units and a value T2 = 1 s. After executing
procedures in the preceding subsection, we generate a simple spectrum with instructions in this sequence.
> spinsystem([[A]]):
ypulse(%, T, Pi/2):
observe(%, {}, t, 0):
spec := evalc(Re(FT(%, 0, t, v))):
T2 := table([A=1]):
Wv := table([A=10]):
Jv := table(symmetric, []):
nmrplot(spec, v=5..50, numpoints=1000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="magnetic nucleus of single type A in a sample", colour=red);
magnetic nucleus of single type A in a sample
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In this spectrum we observe a single line, of stature 2 units because the area is normalised; with a smaller
relaxation period T2 and thereby broader line the stature is correspondingly diminished but the area under the
curve remains constant. This curve resembles that of an experimentally observable spectrum due to protons in
water vapour in atmospheric air (101058 N m K2 , 295 K), for which the chemical shift relative to liquid
tetramethylsilane is +2.6 ppm and the width of the line is 81 Hz. Such a signal is rigorously dependent on a
magnetic field for its existence: in the absence of a magnetic field the two spin states are degenerate, which
implies that a transition between them occurs at zero frequency.
We suppose that the same molecule contains hydrogen nuclei also in a second and inequivalent chemical
environment X, characterized with a chemical shift Wv = 32 units and the same period of transverse relaxation
T2 = 1 s, but that there is negligible coupling between these nuclei because they are far apart.
> spinsystem([[A], [X]]):
ypulse(%, T, Pi/2):
observe(%, {}, t, 0):
spec := evalc(Re(FT(%, 0, t, v))):
T2 := table([A=1, X=1]):
Wv := table([A=10, X=32]):
Jv := table(symmetric, [(A,X)=0]):

nmrplot(spec, v=5..50, numpoints=500, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
colour=red,
title="magnetic nuclei of two types A and X with no coupling");
magnetic nuclei of two types A and X with no coupling
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In this spectrum we observe two lines, each of stature 2 units because their areas are separately normalised. In
the absence of a magnetic field, there is again no signal, because the degeneracy of the states involved in the
separate remains.
We further suppose a coupling JA K X between these nuclear angular momenta, characterised with a
parameter J = 2 Hz; in input statements J and T2 are assumed implicitly to have standard units, Hz and s
respectively.
> spinsystem([[A], [X]]):
ypulse(%, T, Pi/2):
observe(%, {}, t, 0):
spec := evalc(Re(FT(%, 0, t, v))):
T2 := table([A=1, X=1]):
Wv := table([A=10, X=32]):
Jv := table(symmetric, [(A,X)=2]):
nmrplot(spec, v=5..50, numpoints=1000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="AX with coupling", colour=red);

AX with coupling
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We observe two multiplets, specifically doublets, with centres at chemical shifts characteristic of hydrogen
nuclei in their respective environments; the stature of each line within a multiplet is 1 unit because the total area
of each multiplet remains normalised. Altering the sign of J from positive to negative, by stating [(A,X) = K2]
in the definition of the coupling parameter, has no discernible effect on the plot. Each line purports to
correspond to a specific relative orientation of nuclear angular momenta within a particular molecule; numerous
molecules within an ensemble comprising a sample yield the plotted features. In the absence of a magnetic
field, one would still be able, in principle, to observe a signal, comprising a single line at ν = 2 Hz, but in
practice this signal would be weak.
We proceed to suppose not just a single atomic nucleus in each environment but two in A and three in X,
such as if A were a methylene moiety CH2 and X a methyl moiety CH3 .
> spinsystem([[A,A2], [X,X2,X3]]):
ypulse(%, T, Pi/2):
observe(%, {}, t, 0):
spec := evalc(Re(FT(%, 0, t, v))):
T2 := table([A=1, X=1]):
Wv := table([A=10, X=32]):
Jv := table(symmetric, [(A,X)=2]):
nmrplot(spec, v=5..50, numpoints=1000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="system A2X3", colour=red);

system A2X3
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A quartet is here centred at chemical shift 10 units with relative statures in a ratio 1:3:3:1 and total intensity 2
units, and a triplet centred at 32 units with relative statures 1:2:1 has total intensity 3 units, according to their
generation with Pascal's triangle and a weak coupling describable with intensity ratios of first order. Strong
coupling between magnetic nuclei generates spectra more complicated than weak coupling, including the
effects of second order such as slanting of multiplets and even extra lines that are observed in real spectra. All
spectra simulated in these sections include effects of only first order.
6.05 spectrum of system A2MX
> # no restart here!
As a further example, a more complicated system of nuclear spins comprises atomic nuclei of one nuclide
but in three inequivalent chemical environments, designated A, M and X; environment A contains two
equivalent nuclei.
> spinsystem([[A,A2], M, X]):
The process being simulated involves a chemical sample in a magnetic field that is irradiated at radio
frequencies to populate a system of atomic nuclei into excited states of angular momenta. To subject all spins
present to a y pulse, we use a global list T; the system of nuclear angular momenta comprising this sample
relaxes to equilibrium after the pulse by emitting radiation.
> ypulse(%, T, Pi/2):
The detection of signals with quadrature detection yields a free-induction decay. To observe all spins, we
use an empty set as an argument for spins for which we require a chemical shift to evolve during observation.
> observe(%, {}, t, 0);
Cos 2 π WM t Cos π JM, X t
2 I Sin 2 π WA t Cos π JA, M t Cos π JA, X t C
(29.1)
2
C

Cos 2 π WX t Cos π JM, X t

C

Cos 2 π WM t Cos 2 π JA, M t Cos π JM, X t

C

Cos 2 π WX t Cos 2 π JA, X t Cos π JM, X t

2

C2 Cos 2 π WA t Cos π JA, M t Cos π JA, X t

2
2

C

I Sin 2 π WX t Cos π JM, X t
2

C

I Sin 2 π WX t Cos 2 π JA, X t Cos π JM, X t

C

I Sin 2 π WM t Cos 2 π JA, M t Cos π JM, X t

C

2

I Sin 2 π WM t Cos π JM, X t
2

2

Coefficients WA , WM and WX denote frequencies that correspond to particular chemical shifts. To simulate an
experimental spectrum, we perform a Fourier transform of an expression for a complicated free-induction
decay, but our interest is in only the real part of that transform.
> spec := evalc(Re(FT(%, 0, t, v)));
JA, M
JA, X
JA, M
JA, X
Ab K
K
CWA, v
Ab
K
CWA, v
2
2
2
2
spec d
C
(29.2)
2
2
Ab K

JA, M
2

C

C

C

C

2

CWA, v

Ab

JA, M
2

C

JA, X
2

CWA, v

2
Ab KJA, M K

JM, X
2

CWM, v

Ab JA, X C

JM, X
2
8
JM, X
2
8

CWM, v

CWX, v

JM, X
2

Ab K
C

JM, X
2

CWX, v

4

CWM, v

8

C

C

2
4

Ab K

C

CWX, v

Ab KJA, M C

C

8
Ab JA, M K

JM, X

C

2
Ab

C

JA, X

C

JM, X
2

CWM, v

4

Ab KJA, X K

JM, X
2

C

Ab JA, M C

CWX, v

Ab
C

8
Ab JA, X K

JM, X
2
8

CWX, v

C

JM, X
2
8

JM, X
2

CWM, v

CWM, v

4

Ab KJA, X C

JM, X
2

CWX, v

8

To plot the spectrum we define global variables Jv, Wv and T2 required for nmrplot; as Jv is a symmetric
table, on defining a value of Jv[M, X] a value of Jv[X, M] becomes automatically known.
> T2 := table([A=1, M=1, X=1]):
Wv := table([A=10, M=25, X=40]):
Jv := table(symmetric, [(A,X)=2, (M,X)=5, (A,M)=0.7]):
On plotting the spectrum according to an approximation involving calculating effects of coupling to first order,
> nmrplot(spec, v=5..50, numpoints=1000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="system A2MX", colour=red);

system A2MX
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we observe that features pertaining to site A at a chemical shift about 10 Hz from a standard origin comprise a
doublet (J[M, X]) of doublets (J[A, M]); for site M at a chemical shift about 25 Hz there is a doublet (J[M, X])
of triplets (J[A, M]), and for site X about 40 Hz there is also a doublet (J[M, X]) of triplets (J[A, M]). In
practice, at least the segment of the spectrum simulated between 30 and 50 units is unlikely to be correct
because effects of multiple order are applicable when multiplets are so near one another. The smaller interval in
the doublet of doublets equals that within the central triplets, whereas the larger interval in the doublet of
doublets equals that within triplets for site X.
What would be the effect if couplings between A and X and between M and X became equal? The spectrum
again calculated in first order is
> Jv[M,X] := Jv[A,X]:
nmrplot(spec, v=5..50, numpoints=1000, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="system A2MX with Jax = Jmx", colour=red);
system A2MX with Jax = Jmx
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Site X seems to become a quartet, but with intensities in ratio 1 : 4 : 4 : 1. To investigate the spectrum

expression we substitute J[M, X] with J[A, X]:
> subs(J[M,X] = J[A,X], spec);
JA, M
JA, X
JA, M
JA, X
Ab K
K
CWA, v
Ab
K
CWA, v
2
2
2
2
C
2
2
3 Ab

JA, X
2

C

C

C

8
Ab KJA, M C

JA, X
2

3 Ab K

Ab JA, M C
JA, X
2

JA, X
2
8

CWM, v

CWM, v

CWM, v
4

JA, X
2
8

C

8

Ab
C

CWX, v

Ab

C

C

Ab KJA, M K

Ab
C
JA, X
2

JA, X

Ab JA, M K

2

2
8

JA, M
2

C

C

JA, X
2

CWA, v
(29.3)

2

JA, M
2

C

JA, X
2

CWA, v

2
CWM, v

8

3 JA, X

C

CWX, v

Ab K

CWM, v

Ab K
C
Ab K

C

JA, X
2

CWM, v

4
3 JA, X
2

CWX, v

8

CWX, v

8

We form a short procedure to obtain only lines that contribute to the multiplet for X.
> map(proc(s) if(member(W[X], map(op, map(indets, indets(s))))) then s
else 0 end if end,spec);
JM, X
JM, X
JM, X
Ab
CWX, v
Ab K
CWX, v
Ab KJA, X K
CWX, v
2
2
2
C
C
(29.4)
4
4
8

C

Ab JA, X C

JM, X
2
8

CWX, v

C

Ab JA, X K

JM, X
2
8

CWX, v

C

Ab KJA, X C

JM, X
2

CWX, v

8

We achieve the same effect with a procedure oneD(spinsystem, pulsset, evolutionset) to calculate an entire
spectrum in one dimension,
> oneD := proc(s, p, e)
spinsystem(s):
ypulse(%, p, Pi/2):
observe(%, e, t, 0):
evalc(Re(FT(%, 0, t, v))):
end:
and recalculate our spectrum with observation of only spins X.
> oneD([[A,A2],M,X], {A,A2,M,X}, {X});
JM, X
JM, X
JM, X
Ab
CWX, v
Ab K
CWX, v
Ab KJA, X K
CWX, v
2
2
2
C
C
(29.5)
4
4
8

C

Ab JA, X C

JM, X
2
8

CWX, v

C

Ab JA, X K

JM, X
2
8

CWX, v

C

Ab KJA, X C

JM, X
2
8

CWX, v

On substituting J[M, X] = J[A, X], we obtain
> subs(J[M,X] = J[A,X], %);
JA, X
JA, X
3 Ab
CWX, v
3 Ab K
CWX, v
2
2
C
8
8
Ab
C

3 JA, X
2

Ab K
C

3 JA, X
2

CWX, v

8

(29.6)

CWX, v

8

3
J[X, A] up have ratios 1:3:3:1. This intensity relationship is expected
2
for a real quartet, but a real quartet also has all chemical shifts of three spins the same, which is here
inapplicable: despite the resemblance this multiplet is not a true quartet.
We verify the intensities in a true quartet for system A3X and spins X.
> oneD([[A,A2,A3], X], {A,A2,A3,X}, {X});
JA, X
JA, X
3 JA, X
3 Ab
CWX, v
3 Ab K
CWX, v
Ab K
CWX, v
2
2
2
C
C
(29.7)
8
8
8
and observe that intensities from K

Ab
C

3 JA, X
2

CWX, v

8

6.06 spectrum of system AB
> # no restart here:
In this example adapted from Dr. P. C. Stein, Syddansk Universitet, we consider a molecule to contain two
coupled nuclei A and B of the same nuclidic species, for instance 1 H; three independent parameters describe
completely this system -- the chemical shifts δA and δB of the separate nuclides, and their coupling parameter
JAB. To prepare here a plot of the spectrum we represent these parameters by faa, fbb and Jab respectively, in
which faa and fbb specify not directly the chemical shifts, which depend on the operating frequency of the
spectrometer, but the frequencies of the two signals. We calculate here the appearance, exact in first order, of
the spectrum for this system -- the relative position and intensity of each line, according to values of those three
variables. A general solution, according to the method involving diagonalization of an energy matrix as
explicitly calculated in section 6.18, for such a system of two spins yields four lines,each having a position and
intensity as follows,
faa Cfbb
J
J
• one line at
C KC, with relative intensity 1 C
;
2
2C
2
• one line at

faa Cfbb
J
J
K CC, with relative intensity 1 C
;
2
2
2C

• one line at

faa Cfbb
J
J
K KC, with relative intensity 1 K
, and
2
2
2C

faa Cfbb
J
J
C CC, with relative intensity 1 K
,
2
2
2C
faa Cfbb
1
in which the first term pertains to the mean chemical shift, νav =
, and C =
2
2
• one line at

2

JAB C faa Kfbb

2

1
2

.

> phiab := arctan(Jab/abs(faa - fbb))/2;
Jab
arctan
faa Kfbb
phiab d
2

(30.1)

> fab[1] := (faa + fbb)/2 + Jab/2 - sqrt(Jab^2 + (faa - fbb)^2)/2;
Aab[1] := 1 + sin(2*phiab);
fab1 d

faa
fbb
Jab
C
C
K
2
2
2

2

Jab C faa Kfbb
2

2

Jab

Aab1 d 1 C
faa Kfbb

1C

(30.2)
Jab2
faa Kfbb

2

> fab[2] := (faa + fbb)/2 - Jab/2 + sqrt(Jab^2 + (faa - fbb)^2)/2;
Aab[2] := 1 + sin(2*phiab);
faa
fbb
Jab
fab2 d
C
K
C
2
2
2

Jab2 C faa Kfbb
2

2

Jab

Aab2 d 1 C

(30.3)
2

faa Kfbb

1C

Jab

faa Kfbb

2

> fab[3] := (faa + fbb)/2 - Jab/2 - sqrt(Jab^2 + (faa - fbb)^2)/2;
Aab[3] := 1 - sin(2*phiab);
fab3 d

faa
fbb
Jab
C
K
K
2
2
2

Jab2 C faa Kfbb
2

2

Jab

Aab3 d 1 K

(30.4)
2

faa Kfbb

1C

Jab
faa Kfbb 2

> fab[4] := (faa + fbb)/2 + Jab/2 + sqrt(Jab^2 + (faa - fbb)^2)/2;
Aab[4] := 1 - sin(2*phiab);
fab4 d

faa
fbb
Jab
C
C
C
2
2
2

Jab2 C faa Kfbb
2
Jab

Aab4 d 1 K

2

(30.5)
2

faa Kfbb

1C

Jab
faa Kfbb 2

For the purpose of plotting, we assume parameters in a list including width of line equal to one unit, values
faa and fbb different by 100 units, and Jab = 15 units.
> pars := [lw=1, faa=-50, fbb=+50, Jab=15];
pars d lw = 1, faa = K50, fbb = 50, Jab = 15
We obtain the signal on assuming a lorentzian shape and adding all lines.

(30.6)

> Signalab := add(eval(Aab[i]/(1 + (f - evalc(fab[i])/lw)^2), pars), i=
1..4):
We set the plot limit to the sum of the coupling.
> ula:= max(eval(abs(faa) + 5*Jab, pars), eval(abs(fbb) + 5*Jab, pars));
ula d 125
(30.7)
We plot the signal.
> plot(Signalab, f=-ula..ula, axes=framed, numpoints=1024,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="system AB", colour=red);
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The essential features of this spectrum are that
• it is symmetric about its midpoint, and
faa Cfbb
2
2
+ Jab
C faa Kfbb .
2
The latter property makes difficult the measurement of exact chemical shifts in spectra that manifest effects of
second order.
• the two doublets are centred not at faa and fab but at

e6.02 exercise
Test other sets of parameters for this plot of system AB, varying the relative values of faa = fbb and JAB.
6.07 test for attached protons, APT spectrum
> # no restart here!
A useful way to determine to how many protons a carbon in a molecule is bonded is to use a test for
attached protons, which distinguishes between carbon atoms with an even or odd number of attached
hydrogens. An appropriate spin-echo sequence can distinguish between S, I2 S and I1 S, I3 S spin systems: the
former appears as positive signals in the spectrum, whereas the latter as negative signals, i.e. pointing
downwards, but retaining relative simplicity in the spectrum as the proton decoupling is still broad-band. Even
though this technique does not distinguish fully between CHn groups, it is so easy and reliable that it is
commonly employed as a first attempt to assign lines in a spectrum and to elucidate the structure.
A pulse sequence for an APT spectrum is
13

C channel :

π
x Kτ H Kπ x Kτ Kobserve H
2
in which τ{H} denotes broad-band decoupling on protons during that particular temporal domain. We define a
procedure that simulates an experiment to test for protons attached to a particular 13 C site, specifically to
13
1
distinguish spins such as C that are coupled to other nuclei such as H of even number from those that are
coupled to them of odd number. For this approach to succeed, we ensure that all couplings between spins of C
and H are equal; this simulation thus works for only spins in one set CHn .
> APT := proc(ALL,H,C,tau,t)
local i,j,s;
global J;
s := spinsystem(ALL);
for i in H do
for j in C do
J[i,j] := J;
end do;
end do;
s := xpulse(s, C, Pi/2);
decouple(H):
s:=shift(s, {}, tau);
decouple({}):
s := xpulse(s, C, Pi);
s := evolve(s, {}, tau);
decouple(H);
s := observe(s, {}, t, -Pi/2);
decouple({}):
s;
end proc:
We define also a procedure to obtain the real part of a spectrum after Fourier transform.
> spectrum := (s) -> evalc(Re(FT(s, 0, t, nu))):
We calculate APT spectra to see how the appearance of a spectrum depends on relationships between timing in
the pulse sequence and physical parameters τ and J of our spin system. We do this for systems quaternary CH
0 , tertiary CH 1 methine, secondary CH2 methylene and primary CH3 methyl.
> CH0 := APT([C0], {H}, {C0}, tau, t);
CH0 dKCos 2 π WC0 t KI Sin 2 π WC0 t

(32.1)

> CH1 := APT([H,C1], {H}, {C1}, tau, t);
CH1 dKCos π J τ Cos 2 π WC1 t KI Cos π J τ Sin 2 π WC1 t

(32.2)

> CH2 := APT([[H,Hb], C2], {H}, {C2}, tau, t);
Cos 2 π WC2 t
I Sin 2 π WC2 t
Cos 2 π J τ Cos 2 π WC2 t
CH2 dK
K
K
2
2
2
K

I Cos 2 π J τ Sin 2 π WC2 t
2

> CH3 := APT([[H,Hb,Hc], C3], {H}, {C3}, tau, t);

(32.3)

CH3 dK
K

3 Cos π J τ Cos 2 π WC3 t

K

4

Cos 3 π J τ Cos 2 π WC3 t
4

K

3 I Cos π J τ Sin 2 π WC3 t

(32.4)

4

I Cos 3 π J τ Sin 2 π WC3 t
4

A signal of a quaternary C has no dependency on J; CH and CH 3 have dependencies Cos({2n+1} π J τ),
whereas CH2 has a dependency Cos(2 π J τ). For τ =

π
1
, all these Cos evaluate to Cos({2n+1} ) = 0, only
2J
2

1
, for CH and CH3 with Cos({2n+1} π) = K1 as multiplier,
J
negative signals arise. For CH2 in that case with multiplier Cos(2 π) = 1 as multiplier, positive signals arise, as
a signal for quaternary C is observed. When τ =

for CH0 . We proceed by making Fourier transforms and performing substitutions for particular τ lengths of
interest.
> print(seq(spectrum(nmrsubs(tau=1/(2*J), CH||i)), i=0..3));
KAb WC0, ν , 0, 0, 0
(32.5)
> print(seq(spectrum(nmrsubs(tau=1/J, CH||i)), i=0..3));
KAb WC0, ν , Ab WC1, ν , KAb WC2, ν , Ab WC3, ν

(32.6)

1
, we obtain positive signals for carbons with attached protons of even
J
number, and negative signals for carbons with protons of odd number.
We generate general expressions for spectra after Fourier transform, assuming positive values of J and τ.

If, in an APT spectrum, τ is set to

> J := 'J':
assume(J, real);
spectra := [seq(spectrum(CH||i), i=0..3)];
Ab WC2, ν
spectra d KAb WC0, ν , KCos π J~ τ Ab WC1, ν , K
2
K

3 Cos π J~ τ Ab WC3, ν
4

K

K

Cos 2 π J~ τ Ab WC2, ν
2

, (32.7)

Cos 3 π J~ τ Ab WC3, ν
4

We see from the modulations how signals have intensities that depend on a product J τ. We make the
absorption signal produce unit intensity.
> Ab:=() -> 1:
These carbons have the following intensities depending on J τ.
> spectra;
Cos 2 π J~ τ
3 Cos π J~ τ
Cos 3 π J~ τ
1
K1, KCos π J~ τ , K K
,K
K
2
2
4
4

(32.8)

We plot modulation intensities of observed signals depending on a product τ J , with that product turned into a
JT
variable, JT such that τ =
.
J
> plot(convert(subs(Cos=cos, tau=JT/J, spectra), set),
JT=0..4, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
colour=[red,blue,green,magenta],
title="modulation of APT signals");

modulation of APT signals
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A straight line, red, at amplitude K1 pertains to quaternary carbon C, a blue curve equivalent to Kcos x
cos x K1
between K1 and 1 is for methylidene CH, another curve, magenta, equivalent to K
is for methylene
2
0.5
1
CH2 and another curve, green, of more complicated form is for methyl CH 3 . For τ =
or J T = , we have
J
2
1
only one negative signal and the other three are zero, whereas, for τ =
or J T = 1, we obtain negative signals
J
for C and CH2 but positive signals for CH and CH 3 .
6.08 insensitive nuclei enhanced with transfer of polarisation, INEPT and refocused INEPT spectra
> # no restart here!
Insensitive nuclei enhanced with transfer of polarization (INEPT) is a method to enhance signals used for
NMR spectra that involves the transfer of polarization of nuclear spin from spins with large differences of
Boltzmann populations to nuclear spins of interest with small such differences. INEPT uses J-coupling for this
transfer, in contrast to the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) that arises from dipolar cross-relaxation.
The sensitivity of detection of a NMR signal depends on the gyromagnetic ratio γ of the nucleus. In general,
3

the signal intensity produced from a nucleus with a gyromagnetic ratio of γ is proportional to γ because the
magnetic moment, the Boltzmann populations and the nuclear precession all increase in proportion to this ratio
γ. For example, as the gyromagnetic ratio of 13 C is one quarter that of the proton, the signal intensity it
1
produces is
that of a proton. As noise also increases as the square root of the frequency, the sensitivity
64
5
2

becomes roughly proportional to γ . For a13 C nucleus the sensitivity is thus

1
that of a proton, and 15 N
32

1
. Techniques to enhance the sensitivity are therefore desirable in recording an NMR signal from an
300
insensitive nucleus. We define a procedure to simulate an INEPT experiment, according to which we employ
transfer of polarisation to enhance signals from insensitive nuclei, in this case supposed to be13 C. The
sensitivity of experimental measurements on a particular nucleus depends also the relaxation period T1 for
transfer of energy from states of nuclear spin to vibrational modes of molecules, among other factors: as T1 of
about

13

1

1

13

C is 10 --100 times that of H, the sensitivity of detection of effects on H is much greater than on C, even
apart from the large ratio arising from the relative natural abundances of these magnetic nuclei. For this INEPT
13
1
strategy to work, we ensure that all couplings between C and H spins are equal; this simulation thus works for
spins in only one set CHn . To label a particular spin operator in an equilibrium spin state, a multiplication with
its magnetogyric ratio γ, represented here as χ because γ is a reserved name in Maple, is performed; in this way
we test how the magnetogyric ratio affects the intensity of a transition. We subtract a spectrum with pulse Ky
1
13
from that with pulse y on H to eliminate natural C signals and to average the population inversions. This
1
13
experiment thus involves three pulses on H and two concurrently on C, followed by measurement of freeinduction decay of the latter nuclei.
> Ab := 'Ab':
Di := 'Di':
> INEPT := proc(ALL,Hs,Cs)
local i,j,s,tmp,delta;
global J;
spinsystem(ALL);
spinlabel(%, chi[H], Hs);
s := spinlabel(%, chi[C], Cs);
for i in Hs do
for j in Cs do
J[i, j] := J;
end do;
end do;
delta := 1/(4*J);
xpulse(s, Hs, Pi/2);
evolve(%, {}, delta);
xpulse(%, Hs union Cs, Pi);
tmp := evolve(%, {}, delta);
pulse(tmp, Hs, Pi/2, Pi/2);
xpulse(%, Cs, Pi/2);
s := observe(%,{},t,Pi/2);
pulse(tmp, Hs, -Pi/2, Pi/2);
xpulse(%, Cs, Pi/2);
s-observe(%, {}, t, Pi/2);
end proc:
We define a procedure to obtain the real part of a spectrum after Fourier transform.
> spectrum := (s) -> subs(I=0,FT(s, 0, t, nu)):
We form an INEPT spectrum for a system CH n .
> CH := INEPT([H,C], {H}, {C});
CH dK2 I χH Cos 2 π WC t Sin π J t C2 χH Sin 2 π WC t Sin π J t

(33.1)

J
J
: K . A transfer of polarization occurs as the statures of lines are
2
2
proportional to γ of H, and not to γ of C. For a methylene carbon,
Intensities have a ratio K1 : +1 for +

> spectrum(INEPT([[H,Hb], C], {H}, {C}));
(33.2)

KχH Ab J CWC, ν CχH Ab KJ CWC, ν

(33.2)

the intensities are K1 : 0 : +1 for +J : 0 : KJ ; the central line of the triplet becomes cancelled. For a methyl
carbon,
> spectrum(INEPT([[H, Hb, Hc], C], {H}, {C}));
3J
3J
J
3 χH Ab
CWC, ν
3 χH Ab K
CWC, ν
3 χH Ab
CWC, ν
2
2
2
K
C
K
(33.3)
4
4
4
C

J
CWC, ν
2
4

3 χH Ab K

J
3J
J
3J
:+
: K : K
.
2
2
2
2
One can modify an INEPT scheme to observe spectra with protons decoupled; in this case, radiant energy in
13
five pulses is applied to protons, and concurrently three pulses to C nuclei. According to this refocused
INEPT experiment, we first define our pulse procedures.
> RINEPT := proc(ALL,Hs,Cs,delta)
local i,j,s,tmp,obs1,del;
global J;
spinsystem(ALL);
spinlabel(%, chi[H], Hs);
s := spinlabel(%, chi[C], Cs);
for i in Hs do
for j in Cs do
J[i,j] := J;
end do;
end do;
del := 1/(4*J);
xpulse(s, Hs, Pi/2);
evolve(%, {}, del);
xpulse(%, Hs union Cs, Pi);
tmp := evolve(%, {}, del);
pulse(tmp, Hs, Pi/2, Pi/2);
xpulse(%, Cs, Pi/2);
evolve(%, {}, delta):
xpulse(%, Hs union Cs, Pi):
s := evolve(%, {}, delta):
decouple(Hs):
obs1 := observe(s, {}, t, 0);
decouple({}):
pulse(tmp, Hs, -Pi/2, Pi/2);
xpulse(%, Cs, Pi/2);
evolve(%, {}, delta):
xpulse(%, Hs union Cs, Pi):
s := evolve(%, {}, delta):
relative intensities are K1 : K1 : 1 : 1 for +

decouple(Hs):
s := observe(s, {}, t, 0);
decouple({}):
obs1 - s;
end proc:
> RCH1 := spectrum(RINEPT([H, C1], {H}, {C1}, delta));
RCH1 d 2 χH Sin 2 π J δ Ab WC1, ν

(33.4)

> RCH2 := spectrum(RINEPT([[H, Hb], C2], {H}, {C2}, delta));
RCH2 d 2 χH Sin 4 π J δ Ab WC2, ν

(33.5)

> RCH3 := spectrum(RINEPT([[H, Ha, Hb], C3], {H}, {C3}, delta));
3 χH Sin 6 π J δ Ab WC3, ν
3 χH Sin 2 π J δ Ab WC3, ν
RCH3 d
C
2
2

(33.6)

We modify these expressions so that we can plot them with nmrplot2d; for this purpose we assign a value to γH ,
expressed here as χH , convert Sin into sin, and arrange that J δ is rewritten as a single variable Jd that equals the
1
.
J
> CH1 := subs(Sin=sin, delta=Jd/J, chi[H]=1, RCH1);
CH1 d 2 sin 2 π Jd Ab WC1, ν

(33.7)

> CH2 := subs(Sin=sin, delta=Jd/J, chi[H]=1, RCH2);
CH2 d 2 sin 4 π Jd Ab WC2, ν

(33.8)

length of the δ interval expressed in

> CH3 := subs(Sin=sin, delta=Jd/J, chi[H]=1, RCH3);
3 sin 6 π Jd Ab WC3, ν
3 sin 2 π Jd Ab WC3, ν
CH3 d
C
2
2
> Wv := table([(C1)=10, (C2)=20, (C3)=30]):
> T2 := table([(0)=0.1, (C1)=0.1, (C2)=0.1, (C3)=0.1]):
> nmrplot2d(CH1 + CH2 + CH3, Jd=0..1, nu=0..40, axes=FRAME,
orientation=[220,60], numpoints=40*40, titlefont=[TIMES,
BOLD,14],
title="INEPT spectrum");

(33.9)

INEPT spectrum

To plot the intensities of signals pertaining to carbons of three kinds, we undertake the following command.
> col := [red,blue,green]:
display([seq(nmrplot(subs(W[C||i]=0, nu=0, CH||i), Jd=0..1,
colour=col[i]), i=1..3)], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="modulation of signals of various carbons");
modulation of signals of various carbons
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The red curve pertains to CH, blue to CH 2 and green to CH3 .
6.09 distortionless enhancement with transfer of polarisation, DEPT
> # no restart here!
Distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer is a useful method to determine the presence of primary,
secondary and tertiary carbon atoms because this experiment differentiates between CH, CH2 and CH3 groups
1

by a variation of the parameter for the selection angle -- the tip angle of the final H pulse::
3π
• angle
= 135° makes recognisable all CH and CH 3 in a phase opposite to CH 2 ;
4
•

angle

π
= 90° makes recognisable only CH groups, others being suppressed;
2

π
= 45° makes recognisable all carbons with attached protons (regardless of number) in phase.
4
Signals from quaternary carbons and other carbons with no attached protons are always absent, because
1
13
attached protons are lacking. The polarization transfer from H to C has a secondary advantage of increasing
13
the sensitivity over the normal C spectrum.
We define a procedure that simulates a DEPT experiment, thus employing transfer of polarisation to attain
enhancement of signals due to 13 C in which distortion from incorrect durations of pulses, related to differences
in JC, H , is less severe than in the INEPT experiment. A sequence of two pulses to 13 C, concurrently with three
•

angle

pulses to 1 H followed by their broad-band decoupling, is based on development of multiple-quantum
coherence. For this method to work, we ensure that all couplings between C and H spins are equal; this
simulation works for spins in only one set CHn . We label initial spin operators with γ, represented here by χ
because γ is a reserved name in Maple, of that particular nucleus.
> Ab := 'Ab': Di := 'Di':
> DEPT := proc(ALL,Hs,Cs,theta)
local i,j,s;
global J;
spinsystem(ALL);
spinlabel(%, chi[H], Hs);
s := spinlabel(%, chi[C], Cs);
for i in Hs do
for j in Cs do
J[i,j] := J;
end do;
end do;
xpulse(s, Hs, Pi/2);
evolve(%, {}, 1/(2*J));
xpulse(%, Hs, Pi);
xpulse(%, Cs, Pi/2);
evolve(%, {}, 1/(2*J));
ypulse(%, Hs, theta);
xpulse(%, Cs, Pi);
s := evolve(%, {}, 1/(2*J));

decouple(Hs):
s := observe(s, {}, t, 0);
decouple({}):
s;
end proc:
We define a procedure to obtain the real part of a spectrum after Fourier transform.
> spectrum := (s) -> evalc(Re(FT(s, 0, t, nu))):
3π
We form a DEPT spectrum with θ =
for a system of CH spins.
4
> obs := DEPT([H, C], {H}, {C}, 3*Pi/4);
χH 2 Cos 2 π WC t
I χH 2 Sin 2 π WC t
I χC 2 Cos 2 π WC t
obs d
C
K
2
2
2
C

χC

(34.1)

2 Sin 2 π WC t
2

If we make a Fourier transform of this with phase correction zero we obtain
> spectrum(obs);
χH 2 Ab WC, ν
χC 2 Di WC, ν
C
2
2

(34.2)

The absorption part of this signal is enhanced because of polarization transfer, and there is a dispersion
contribution of the non-enhanced carbon signal. We form DEPT spectra in which we keep variable the y-pulse
of angle θ on protons, so that we can test specific values of θ. We calculate spectra for spinsystems CH, CH2
and CH3 .
> for i from 1 to 3 do
CH||i := spectrum(DEPT([[seq(H||j, j=1..i)], C||i],
{H1}, {C||i}, theta));
end do;
CH1 d χH sin θ Ab WC1, ν KχC cos θ Di WC1, ν
CH2 dKχC cos θ
CH3 dKχC cos θ

2
3

Di WC2, ν C2 χH cos θ sin θ Ab WC2, ν
Di WC3, ν C3 χH cos θ

2

sin θ Ab WC3, ν

We set dispersion parts to zero.
> Di := () -> 0:
π π
3π
Values θ =
,
and
are commonly used; we substitute these into our expressions to test these
4 2
4
spectra.
> for i to 3 do
print(seq(eval(subs(theta=i*Pi/4, CH||j)), j=1..3));
end do;
χH

2 Ab WC1, ν
2

, χH Ab WC2, ν ,

3 χH

2 Ab WC3, ν
4

(34.3)

χH Ab WC1, ν , 0, 0
χH

2 Ab WC1, ν
2

, KχH Ab WC2, ν ,

3 χH

2 Ab WC3, ν
4

(34.4)

> addspectra := proc(c1,c2,c3) local i; global CH1,CH2, CH3;
eval(convert([seq(args[i]*subs(theta=i*Pi/4,
CH1+CH2+CH3), i=1..3)], `+`));
end proc:
3π
π
To obtain only methylene carbons, we subtract a spectrum with θ =
from that with θ = .
4
4
> addspectra(1, 0, -1)/2;
χH Ab WC2, ν

(34.5)

For only methyl carbons, we calculate
> addspectra(1, -sqrt(2), 1)*sqrt(2)/3;
χH Ab WC3, ν

(34.6)

and for only methine carbons we use only θ =

π
.
2

> addspectra(0, 1, 0);
χH Ab WC1, ν

(34.7)

To view those spectra we choose chemical shifts of a CH carbon to be 10 Hz, of CH 2 to be 20 Hz and of CH3
to be 30 Hz.
> Wv := table([(C1)=10, (C2)=20, (C3)=30]):
T2 := table([(C1)=1, (C2)=1, (C3)=1]):
Here is a spectrum for CH 2 group,
> nmrplot(subs(chi[H]=1, addspectra(1, 0, -1)/2), nu=0..40, colour=blue,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="signal for CH2 group", axes=
frame);

signal for CH2 group
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for a CH3 group,
> nmrplot(subs(chi[H]=1, addspectra(1, -sqrt(2), 1)
*sqrt(2)/3), nu=0..40,titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
colour=green, title="signal for CH3 group");
signal for CH3 group
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and for a CH group.
> nmrplot(subs(chi[H]=1, addspectra(0, 1, 0)), nu=0..40, colour=red,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="signal for CH group");

signal for CH group
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π π
3π
,
and
radians are
4 2
4
> nmrplot(eval(subs(theta=Pi/4, chi[H]=1, {CH1,CH2,CH3})),
nu=0..40, title="theta=Pi/4 radians",
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], colour=[green,red,blue]);
The spectra that we would obtain if we use three standard angles

theta=Pi/4 radians
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π
radians,
2
> nmrplot(eval(subs(theta=2*Pi/4, chi[H]=1, {CH1,CH2,CH3})),
nu=0..40, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="theta=Pi/2 radians", colour=green);

theta=Pi/2 radians
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radians.
4
> nmrplot(eval(subs(theta=3*Pi/4, chi[H]=1, {CH1,CH2,CH3})),
nu=0..40, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="theta=3/4*Pi radians", colour=[red,blue,green]);
and

theta=3/4*Pi radians
2
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6.10 Fourier transform in two dimensions
> # no restart here!
We investigate the modulation of a signal with two independent temporal variables:
> Ab := 'Ab':
Di := 'Di':
> FID1 := Cos(Pi*J[1,2]*t1) * Sin(2*Pi*W[1]*t1);

FID1 d Cos π J1, 2 t1 Sin 2 π W1 t1

(35.1)

> FID2 := Sin(Pi*J[1,2]*t2) * Cos(2*Pi*W[2]*t2);
FID2 d Sin π J1, 2 t2 Cos 2 π W2 t2

(35.2)

> FID := FID1*FID2;
FID d Cos π J1, 2 t1 Sin 2 π W1 t1 Sin π J1, 2 t2 Cos 2 π W2 t2

(35.3)

We assign values to coupling parameters, chemical shifts and relaxation periods.
> Jv[1, 2] := 4:
Wv[1] := 5:
Wv[2] := 10:
T2[1] := 1:
T2[2] := 1:
> nmrplot2d(subs(Cos=cos, Sin=sin, FID), t2=0..0.5, t1=0..0.5,
numpoints=40*40, axes=FRAME, orientation=[120,60],
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="spectrum in two
dimensions");
spectrum in two dimensions

We make a Fourier transform in temporal domain t2, for our observation. As we lack quadrature in t2, we
execute only CosFT or SinFT. As the term contains sines for t2 of odd number, we make a real Fourier
π
transform (CosFT) with phase correction
to produce lines in absorption mode. As procedures FT, SinFT
2
and CosFT are implemented under an assumption of quadrature detection, they yield information about only

positive chemical shifts.
> spec2FID1 := CosFT(FID, Pi/2, t2, v2);
J1, 2
Cos π J1, 2 t1 Sin 2 π W1 t1 Ab
CW2, v2
2
spec2FID1 d
4

K

Cos π J1, 2 t1 Sin 2 π W1 t1 Ab K

J1, 2
2

(35.4)

CW2, v2

4

> nmrplot2d(subs(Cos=cos, Sin=sin, spec2FID1), v2=6..14, t1=0..0.2,
numpoints=40*40, axes=FRAME, orientation=[120,60],
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="spectrum in two
dimensions");
spectrum in two dimensions

To obtain frequency information in t1 we use CosFT with phase correction

π
.
2

> spec12 := CosFT(spec2FID1, Pi/2, t1, v1);
J1, 2
J1, 2
J1, 2
J1, 2
Ab
CW2, v2 Ab
CW1, v1
Ab
CW2, v2 Ab K
CW1, v1
2
2
2
2
spec12 d
C
16
16
Ab K
K

J1, 2
2

CW2, v2 Ab
16

J1, 2
2

CW1, v1

Ab K
K

J1, 2
2

CW2, v2 Ab K
16

J1, 2
2

CW1, v1

(35.5)

> nmrplot2d(spec12, v2=6..14, v1=1..8, numpoints=40*40,
axes=FRAME, orientation=[120,60], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="spectrum in two dimensions");
spectrum in two dimensions

We might have determined this result also with convolution for each dimension and then forming a twodimensional version of the pattern; each point in the two-dimensional grid is a product of the intensities of onedimensional spectra with that particular frequency in v1 and v2.
We scrutinise shapes possible for a two-dimensional line, at 0,0.
> T2[0] := 1:
If the line were pure absorption, from Ab 1 Ab 2 , it would resemble
> nmrplot2d(Ab(0,v1)*Ab(0,v2), v2=-2..2, v1=-2..2, numpoints=30*30,
axes=FRAME, orientation=[30,60], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="signal in pure absorption");

signal in pure absorption

whereas for pure dispersion, i.e. in both frequency domains,
> nmrplot2d(Di(0,v1)*Di(0,v2), v2=-2..2, v1=-2..2, numpoints=40*40,
axes=FRAME, orientation=[30,60], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
title="signal in pure dispersion");

signal in pure dispersion

The line might have incorrect phase, i.e. with absorption in one dimension and dispersion in the other: as a line
of this shape can be avoided, it has no name.
> nmrplot2d(Ab(0,v1)*Di(0,v2), v2=-2..2, v1=-2..2, numpoints=30*30,
axes=FRAME, orientation=[-60,60], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
title="line with incorrect phase");

line with incorrect phase

One can have also a line shape of phase so called twisted or mixed; such a shape results from combination of
real with real and imaginary with imaginary parts of the spectrum; the line shape is the real part of
Ab CI Di = Ab Ab KDi Di:
> nmrplot2d(Ab(0,v1)*Ab(0,v2)-Di(0,v1)*Di(0,v2), v2=-2..2, v1=-2..2,
numpoints=30*30, axes=FRAME, orientation=[120,60],
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="line with twisted phase")
;

line with twisted phase

6.11 correlation spectroscopy, COSY
> # no restart here!
We examine correlation spectra in which homonuclear coupling and shift evolve for a variable length,
COSY. For this purpose an apt sequence of two pulses is
π
π
x -- t1 -x -- free-induction decay
2
2
We define a procedure to simulate a COSY spectrum in which we focus on spins in a set d1 during temporal
domain t1, and spins in set d2 during a temporal domain of observation.
> crit_A := 1:
crit_D := 10:
Ab := 'Ab':
Di := 'Di':
> COSY := proc(s, d1, d2)
spinsystem(s):
xpulse(%, {}, Pi/2):
evolve(%, d1, t1):
xpulse(%, {}, Pi/2):
observe(%, d2, t2, 0);
end proc:
> COSY([H], {}, {});
Sin 2 π WH t1 Cos 2 π WH t2 CI Sin 2 π WH t1 Sin 2 π WH t2

(36.1)

A signal is modulated with a chemical shift of H in both temporal domains, which gives a signal on the
diagonal. With complex modulation of t2, quadrature dectection, we can make a Fourier transform for that
π
temporal domain. As for domain t1 we have only the sine part, we need to do a CosFT with phase shift
and
2
extract the real part of the spectrum.
> evalc(Re(CosFT(FT(%, 0, t2, v2), Pi/2, t1, v1)));
Ab WH, v1 Ab WH, v2
(36.2)
2
Thus the real part of the spectrum shows a pure absorption signal on the diagonal. We define the required
Fourier transforms, allowing ourselves to set phase corrections for these transforms.
> spectrum := (s,p1,p2) ->
evalc(Re(CosFT(FT(s, p2, t2, v2), p1, t1, v1))):
For a slightly more complicated case of two protons A and B that couple with each other, we examine the real
part of the spectrum after Fourier transform, and use the same phase corrections as for a single spin, to obtain
diagonal signals in pure absorption.
> spc := spectrum(COSY([A,B], {}, {}), Pi/2, 0);
JA, B
JA, B
Ab K
CWA, v2 Ab K
CWA, v1
2
2
spc d
(36.3)
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Pure absorption signals in directions both v1 and v2 prevail for signals that lie on the diagonal; the same
chemical shift for both temporal domains -> same frequencies in v1 and v2. All these signals have positive
intensity. We have also signals that have a modulation of chemical shift in one frequency domain different
from that in the other, called cross signals; with a phase correction so that diagonal signals appear in pure
absorption mode, these are pure dispersion signals. We plot this spectrum, with poor resolution, with for A a
chemical shift 5 Hz, for B 15 Hz, and a coupling parameter 2 Hz between the two. We make lines broad so that
they are visible under poor resolution.
> T2 := table([(A)=0.1, (B)=0.1]):
Wv := table([(A)=5, (B)=15]):
> Jv := table(symmetric, [(A,B)=2]):
> nmrplot2d(spc,v2=0..20, v1=0..20, orientation=[120,60], axes=FRAME,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="homonuclear COSY AB");
homonuclear COSY AB

Signals appear on the diagonal, and there are cross signals. The spectrum is symmetric about the body
diagonal, because coupling is symmetric, i.e. JA, B = JB, A . We focus separately on the diagonal and cross
signals. For the diagonal signals for A,
> obs_diag := COSY([A,B], {A}, {A});
obs_diag d Sin 2 π WA t1 Cos π JA, B t1 Cos 2 π WA t2 Cos π JA, B t2
(36.4)
CI Sin 2 π WA t1 Cos π JA, B t1 Sin 2 π WA t2 Cos π JA, B t2

The same signal is observed as for a single A spin, but here coupling is modulated with a cosine present; if the
coupling be 0 Hz we hence obtain exactly the same spectrum.
> spc_diag := spectrum(obs_diag, Pi/2, 0);
JA, B
JA, B
Ab
CWA, v2 Ab
CWA, v1
2
2
spc_diag d
(36.5)
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This expression implies four positive absorption signals, corresponding to (A C

J
J
, A C ), (
2
2

J
J
J
J
J
J
, A K ), (A K , A C ) and (A K , A K ).
2
2
2
2
2
2
> obs_cross := COSY([A,B], {A}, {B});
obs_cross d Sin 2 π WA t1 Sin π JA, B t1 Cos 2 π WB t2 Sin π JA, B t2
AC

(36.6)

CI Sin 2 π WA t1 Sin π JA, B t1 Sin 2 π WB t2 Sin π JA, B t2
The coupling modulation has a sine form such that, if J = 0, the intensity of the signal becomes 0: a cross
signal is absent. For this reason, coupling between spins A and B is called active coupling for the cross signal
between A and B. Cross peaks are thus due to a polarization transfer achieved by coupling through bonds
between spins A and B. If we make a Fourier transform of this condition with the same phase corrections to put
diagonal signals in phase, we obtain pure dispersion signals.
> spc_cross := spectrum(obs_cross, Pi/2, 0);
JA, B
JA, B
Di
CWB, v2 Di K
CWA, v1
2
2
spc_cross dK
(36.7)
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There are four dispersion signals in both frequency domains, but in a so-called anti-phase pattern; two signals
J
J
J
J
have positive amplitude (A C , A C
) and (A C , A C
), with no line connecting these two parallel
2
2
2
2
J
J
J
J
) and (A C , B K
).
to the diagonal, and two with negative amplitude (A K , B C
2
2
2
2
We make the signals sharper and examine the separate patterns.
> T2 := table([(A)=1.5, (B)=1.5]):
> nmrplot2d(spc_diag, v2=3..7, v1=3..7, numpoints=100*100, axes=FRAME,
title=`diagonal peak COSY`, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],

orientation=[120,60]);
diagonal peak COSY

These signals might be slightly decapitated because of the resolution of our grid. We plot them with another
procedure that ensures automatically that the centre of a signal lies on a grid point:
> super2d(spc_diag, v2, v1, title="diagonal signal COSY",
axes=FRAME, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], numpoints=20*20);

diagonal signal COSY

A superposition of the cross signal looks like this.
> super2d(spc_cross, v2, v1, title="cross signal COSY AB",
axes=FRAME, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], numpoints=20*20);

cross signal COSY AB

Superposition is unwise because the grids are broad such that signals overlap -- they are not additive when they
overlap. We undertake a normal surface plot.
> nmrplot2d(spc_cross, v2=13..17, v1=3..7, title="cross signal COSY AB",
orientation=[120,60], axes=FRAME,
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], numpoints=50*50);

cross signal COSY AB

π
rad out of phase in both frequency directions with the cross signals,
2
either the cross signals are pure dispersion and the diagonal signals are pure absorption, or vice versa. A
solution to this problem involves the power spectrum, also called a magnitude calculation: one multiplies the
complex spectrum with its complex conjugate to obtain the lengths of complex vectors as real numbers. As
phase information thereby becomes lost, all signals are in phase, but they are also all positive, so that which
coupling is active is undistinguished, and signals are in general broader.
We investigate a power signal in one dimension. What happens to the real and imaginary parts when we do
the multiplication?
> evalc((a + b*I)*conjugate(a + b*I));
a2 Cb2
(36.8)
Because signals on the diagonal are

We obtain a sum of products of real and imaginary parts. To scale this properly with a single signal in
absorption we take the square root of half the sum of squares. We assume that one has a dispersion signal and
the other an absorption signal, both at 0 Hz with relaxation period 1 s.
> pline := simplify(sqrt(pA(0, v, 1)^2 + pD(0, v, 1)^2));
pline d 2

1
2 2

4 π v C1

> plot([pline, pA(0,v,1)], v=-2..2, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="absorption and power lineshapes", colour=[red,blue],
legend=["power", "absorption"]);

(36.9)

absorption and power lineshapes
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The width of the power line is definitely much greater than that of the absorption line. One might consider
also using data manipulation to attain line narrowing before the magnitude calculation.
A conclusion is that, because the diagonal signal has total intensity still larger than cross signals, cross
signals remain difficult to detect. DQF - COSY solves these problems.
6.12 multiple-quantum filtered correlation spectroscopy
> # no restart here!
We investigate a few multiple-quantum filtered spectra, for which a suitable sequence of pulses denoted
nQF-COSY is
π
π
π
Kt1 K ( ) Kτ K ( ) K observe
2
2
2
The angles for the direction of pulses are unspecified because these are cycled through sequences to produce a
specific quantum filtering. A constant interval τ is present to allow accumulation of multiple quantum
coherences.
In this implementation of the product-operator formalism, we can achieve the same results as from this pulse
sequence with a sequence
π
π
π
x Kt1 K ( ) x K QF(n) K ( ) x K observe
2
2
2
in which we select only one step in the phase cycle and obtain quantum filtering using procedure QF after a
second pulse generates multiple quantum coherences. As we proceed to perform several nQF pulse
experiments, we define a procedure nQF(order, nucleus, system, dom1, dom2), in which order denotes an order
of quantum filter, nucleus is a set containing nuclei that receive pulses, system is a list specifying a spin system,
and dom1 and dom2 are spins of which chemical shifts evolve during temporal domains t1 and t2 respectively.
> Ab := 'Ab':
Di := 'Di':
> nQF := proc(order,nucleus,system,dom1,dom2)
spinsystem(system):
xpulse(%, nucleus, Pi/2):
evolve(%, dom1, t1):
xpulse(%, nucleus, Pi/2):

QF(%, order):
xpulse(%, nucleus, Pi/2):
observe(%, dom2, t2, 0):
end proc:
As we require the real parts of specta, we define function realp(s) that evaluates to only the real part of its
argument s.
> realp := (s) -> evalc(Re(s)):
We begin with a simple system AM of two spins, and perform a Double QF-COSY sequence, denoted DQFCOSY, in which we focus on only the cross signal. We first examine the real part to discover a phase
correction required to obtain lines due purely to absorption.
> AM := nQF(2, {A,M}, [A,M], {A}, {M}):
realp(%);
Cos 2 π WA t1 Sin π JA, M t1 Sin 2 π WM t2 Sin π JA, M t2
(37.1)
2
To determine the effect of Fourier transformation on the shape of lines to be obtained, we examine the kind of
modulation resulting when we combine both shift and coupling modulation for each temporal domain:
products of trigonometric functions sin * cos yield sums of sines, sin * sin yield cosines, and cos * cos yield
cosines. A complex Fourier transform of Cos yields real absorption signals and imaginary dispersion signals,
whereas that of Sin yields real dispersion and imaginary absorption lines. As cosine transforms yield only real
parts of the same results, we seek cosine modulations in both temporal domains to produce pure absorption
π
signals after Fourier transformation. For t1 we have Cos * Sin -> Sin, which a phase shift
converts into
2
Cos; for t2, Sin * Sin -> Cos for which no phase shift is required.
We apply this scheme.
> CosFT(realp(FT(AM, 0, t2, v2)), Pi/2, t1, v1);
JA, M
JA, M
JA, M
JA, M
Ab
CWM, v2 Ab
CWA, v1
Ab
CWM, v2 Ab K
CWA, v1
2
2
2
2
K
C
(37.2)
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This expression implies pure absorption signals, but signs are such that on a line parallel to a diagonal, for both
π
J
J
arguments +
or K , the lines have negative intensities; we use a phase correction K for domain t1
2
2
2
instead. We include this in a new function nQFFT(FID) to perform Fourier transformation of a free-induction
decay.
> nQFFT := (s) -> CosFT(realp(FT(s, 0, t2, v2)), -Pi/2, t1, v1):
We proceed to perform DQF-COSY on AM to obtain an entire spectrum; we examine the modulation present
in the real part of the free-induction decay to evaluate requirements for the presence of particular terms.
> AM := nQF(2, {A,M}, [A,M], {}, {}):
realp(AM);
(37.3)

Cos 2 π WA t1 Sin π JA, M t1 Sin 2 π WA t2 Sin π JA, M t2
2
C

Cos 2 π WA t1 Sin π JA, M t1 Sin 2 π WM t2 Sin π JA, M t2

C

Cos 2 π WM t1 Sin π JA, M t1 Sin 2 π WA t2 Sin π JA, M t2

C

Cos 2 π WM t1 Sin π JA, M t1 Sin 2 π WM t2 Sin π JA, M t2

(37.3)

2
2
2

If the absolute value of a chemical shift were zero, the corresponding nucleus would be inactive in spectra due
to nuclear induction; the only way for certain terms to become zero is hence for the term to have sine
modulation depending on a coupling. As all terms present have sine modulation π JA, M in both t1 and t2, if
JA, M were zero every term would evaluate to ... * sin(0) = 0, such that nothing would be observed. A coupling
JA, M for a cross signal between A and M is called the active coupling because in a COSY sequence it produces
sine modulation for the cross signal and must consequently be present for the cross signal to exist. That the
presence of cross signals and diagonal signals in this spectrum depends on the size of coupling between two
spins is readily verifiable with a substitution; for this purpose we use nmrsubs because AM is an expression for
free-induction decay with sine and cosine terms.
> nmrsubs(J[A,M]=0, AM);
0
(37.4)
To plot a spectrum, we define numerical values, and include couplings with a spin X, not yet present but to be
invoked below.
> T2 := table([A=1, M=1]):
Wv := table([A=0, M=50]):
Jv := table(symmetric, [(A,M)=2, (A,X)=10, (M,X)=20]):
We perform Fourier transforms for both temporal domains.
> spec := nQFFT(AM);
JA, M
JA, M
Ab
CWA, v2 Ab
CWA, v1
2
2
spec d
(37.5)
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To plot this, we can use super2d as no dispersion signal is present.
> crit_A := 1:
super2d(spec, v2, v1, numpoints=16*16, axes=FRAME, style=wireframe,
orientation=[120,60], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="AM DQF-COSY");

AM DQF-COSY

We examine DQF-COSY cross signals between A and M in the spectrum of a homonuclear spin system AMX,
first the real part of the free-induction decay.
> AMX := nQF(2, {A,M,X}, [A,M,X], {A}, {M}):
realp(%);
Cos 2 π WA t1 Sin π JA, M t1 Cos π JA, X t1 Sin 2 π WM t2 Sin π JA, M t2 Cos π JM, X t2
(37.6)
2
Because terms Cos(π JA, X t1) and Cos(π JM, X t2) are present, splitting in phase of magnitude JA, X in v1 and one
of magnitude JM, X in t2 is present. As these splittings are in phase, the signals remain even when those
couplings are zero, because cos(0) = 1. Couplings of spin A with X and M with X are called passive couplings
for the cross signal between A and M as they produce cosine modulation and need not be present for the cross
signal to appear. We examine the cross signal, with active coupling JA, M = 2 Hz, JA, X = 10 Hz and JM, X =
20 Hz.
> super2d(nQFFT(AMX), v2, v1, numpoints=16*16, axes=FRAME,
style=wireframe, orientation=[120,60], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
title="AMX DQF-COSY AM cross signal");

AMX DQF-COSY AM cross signal

We examine the cross signal of a heteronuclear AMX DQF-COSY spectrum in which X is a heteronucleus, by
having {A,M} as the nucleus set in call to nQF:
> AMX := nQF(2, {A,M}, [A,M,X], {A},{M}):
realp(%);
Cos 2 π WA t1 Sin π JA, M t1 Cos π JA, X t1 Sin 2 π WM t2 Sin π JA, M t2 Cos π JM, X t2
(37.7)
2
K

Sin 2 π WA t1 Sin π JA, M t1 Sin π JA, X t1 Cos 2 π WM t2 Sin π JA, M t2 Sin π JM, X t2
2

We have the same modulation in the free-induction decay, but there is subtracted from that a new term; the
result is that two of four anti-phase patterns cancel, depending on the relative signs of the heteronuclear
couplings. We investigate the cross signal that would be obtained.
> spec := nQFFT(AMX):
> super2d(spec, v2, v1, numpoints=12*12, axes=FRAME, orientation=[120,
60],
titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="AMX DQF-COSY, hetero X, equal signs of J");

AMX DQF-COSY, hetero X, equal signs of J

With two couplings to a heteronucleus of opposite signs, we obtain
> Jv[M,X] := -Jv[M,X]:
> super2d(spec, v2, v1, numpoints=12*12, axes=FRAME,
orientation=[120,60], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="AMX DQF-COSY, hetero X, J with opposite signs");

AMX DQF-COSY, hetero X, J with opposite signs

in which other anti-phase patterns appear.
6.13 homonuclear and heteronuclear J-resolved spectra
In this introductory exploration of homonuclear and heteronuclear J-resolved spectra in two dimensions
π
involving nuclear induction, the pulse sequence that we test is a simple example with a pulse
on carbon, a
2
variable evolution period t1 and observation domain t2 of time during which we observe carbons with
decoupling of protons in a broad band, according to a pulse sequence designated
π
13
C:
x Kt1- free-induction decay {1 H}
2
that we simulate with this procedure.
> Ab := 'Ab':
Di := 'Di':
> het_Jres := proc(ALL,H,C,t1,t2)
local s;
spinsystem(ALL);
xpulse(%, C, Pi/2);
s := evolve(%, {}, t1);
decouple(H);
s := observe(s, {}, t2, -Pi/2);
decouple({});
s;
end proc:

We apply this procedure to a spin system in a methine group CH.
> CH := het_Jres([H,C], {H}, {C}, t1, t2);
CH d Cos 2 π WC t1 Cos π JC, H t1 Cos 2 π WC t2

(38.1)

CI Cos 2 π WC t1 Cos π JC, H t1 Sin 2 π WC t2
CI Sin 2 π WC t1 Cos π JC, H t1 Cos 2 π WC t2
KSin 2 π WC t1 Cos π JC, H t1 Sin 2 π WC t2
After Fourier transformation of the observation domain t2 into f2,
> spec1 := FT(CH, 0, t2, f2);
spec1 d Cos 2 π WC t1 Cos π JC, H t1 Ab WC, f2 CI Cos 2 π WC t1 Cos π JC, H t1 Di WC, f2

(38.2)

CI Sin 2 π WC t1 Cos π JC, H t1 Ab WC, f2 KSin 2 π WC t1 Cos π JC, H t1 Di WC, f2
there is a line at the chemical shift of C, but it has modulations depending on the value of t1, chemical shift and
coupling. We plot the real part of this spectrum as a function of v2 and t1, first eliminating contributions from
dispersion.
> Di := () -> 0:
> s1 := evalc(Re(spec1));
s1 d Cos 2 π WC t1 Cos π JC, H t1 Ab WC, f2
(38.3)
If C is on resonance, its relative frequency is 0.
> nmrsubs(W[C]=0, Sin=sin, Cos=cos, s1);
cos π JC, H t1 Ab 0, f2
The intensity of the line for C is modulated in t1 with a frequency that is half the size of the coupling
coefficient.
> Jv := table(symmetric, [(C,H)=5]):
T2[C] := 0.5:
Wv[C] := 0:
> nmrplot2d(s1, t1=0..0.5, f2=-5..5, axes=FRAME,
orientation=[220,60], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="modulation of signal");

(38.4)

modulation of signal

Making a Fourier transform for t1 and examining the real part of that,
> s2 := evalc(Re(FT(spec1, 0, t1, f1)));
JC, H
JC, H
Ab WC, f2 Ab
CWC, f1
Ab WC, f2 Ab K
CWC, f1
2
2
s2 d
C
2
2
we obtain a spectrum in two dimensions as follows:
> nmrplot2d(s2, f1=-5..5, f2=-5..5, axes=FRAME, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
title="spectrum in two dimensions");

(38.5)

spectrum in two dimensions

This short procedure to do two Fourier transforms converts an observed signal into a spectrum in two
dimensions.
> spectrum := (s,t1,f1,t2,f2) ->
evalc(Re(FT(FT(s,0,t2,f2), 0, t1, f1))):
We test the effect of the presence of a methylene group CH2 .
> spectrum(het_Jres([[H,Hb], C], {H}, {C}, t1, t2), t1, f1, t2, f2);
Ab WC, f1 Ab WC, f2
Ab WC, f2 Ab JC, H CWC, f1
Ab WC, f2 Ab KJC, H CWC, f1
C
C
2
4
4
> nmrplot2d(%, f1=-8..8, f2=-5..5, axes=FRAME, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
title="spectrum in two dimensions");

(38.6)

spectrum in two dimensions

During t1 the chemical shift evolves; to have the whole range of 13 C in the t1 domain, we must measure large
frequencies. If we modify the pulse sequence so that chemical shifts refocus in t1, we have a modulation with
only the C,H coupling coefficients, thus less frequency modulation in t1. We avoid thereby the measurement of
such large frequencies and can measure with greater resolution in t1. The pulse sequence used for J-resolved
spectra becomes
π
t1 1
t1
13
C:
xK
{ H} K (π) x K
- free-induction decay {1 H}
2
2
2
π
This sequence is exactly the same as that for APT except with a variable interval between pulse
and the
2
start of the free-induction decay. An additional advantage is enhancement due to the nuclear Overhauser effect
t1
during broad-band decoupling of the first
and t2 domains; the spin-echo makes the relaxation in t1 go with
2
the real T2, not T2* (T2 + field inhomogeneities). This procedure simulates this pulse sequence.
> het_JRes := proc(ALL,H,C,t1,t2)
local s;
s := spinsystem(ALL):
decouple(H):
xpulse(s, C, Pi/2):
evolve(%, {}, t1/2):
s := xpulse(%, C, Pi);
decouple({}):
s := evolve(s, {}, t1/2);
decouple(H);

s := observe(s, {}, t2, Pi/2):
decouple({}):
s;
end proc:
> het_JRes([H, C], {H}, {C}, t1, t2);
π JC, H t1
π JC, H t1
Cos
Cos 2 π WC t2 CI Cos
2
2
> spectrum(%, t1, f1, t2, f2);
JC, H
Ab WC, f2 Ab
, f1
4
2

C

Sin 2 π WC t2

Ab WC, f2 Ab K

JC, H
4

(38.7)

, f1

2

> spectrum(het_JRes([[H,Hb], C], {H}, {C}, t1, t2), t1, f1, t2, f2);
JC, H
JC, H
Ab
W
,
f2
Ab
,
f1
Ab
W
,
f2
Ab
K
, f1
Ab WC, f2 Ab 0, f1
C
C
2
2
C
C
2
4
4

(38.8)

(38.9)

There is information not about chemical shifts in domain f1 but about coupling.
We proceed to examine homoscalar J-resolved spectra in two dimensions due to nuclear induction. By dint
of such a homonuclear system, we can perform no broad-band decoupling; the pulse sequence becomes
π
t1
t1
xK
K (π) x K
K free-induction decay
2
2
2
simulated with this procedure.
> JRes := proc(system,t1,t2)
local s;
s := spinsystem(system);
s := xpulse(%, {}, Pi/2):
s := evolve(%, {}, t1/2):
s := xpulse(%, {}, Pi):
s := evolve(%, {}, t1/2):
s := observe(%, {}, t2, Pi/2):
end proc:
> HH := JRes([H1,H2], t1, t2);
HH d Cos π JH1, H2 t1 Cos 2 π WH1 t2 Cos π JH1, H2 t2
(38.10)
CI Cos π JH1, H2 t1 Sin 2 π WH2 t2 Cos π JH1, H2 t2
KI Sin π JH1, H2 t1 Sin 2 π WH1 t2 Sin π JH1, H2 t2
KSin π JH1, H2 t1 Cos 2 π WH1 t2 Sin π JH1, H2 t2
KI Sin π JH1, H2 t1 Sin 2 π WH2 t2 Sin π JH1, H2 t2
CCos π JH1, H2 t1 Cos 2 π WH2 t2 Cos π JH1, H2 t2
CI Cos π JH1, H2 t1 Sin 2 π WH1 t2 Cos π JH1, H2 t2
KSin π JH1, H2 t1 Cos 2 π WH2 t2 Sin π JH1, H2 t2

In t1 there is no modulation dependent on chemical shift of either proton. As dispersion contributions remain
set to zero, the spectrum includes only signals from absorption.
> spc := spectrum(HH, t1, f1, t2, f2);
JH1, H2
JH1, H2
JH1, H2
JH1, H2
Ab
CWH1, f2 Ab
, f1
Ab K
CWH1, f2 Ab K
, f1
2
2
2
2
spc d
C
(38.11)
2
2
Ab K
C

JH1, H2
2

CWH2, f2 Ab K
2

JH1, H2
2

, f1

Ab
C

JH1, H2
2

CWH2, f2 Ab

JH1, H2
2

, f1

2

We must define a width of lines at 0 because in f1 there is no chemical shift according to which we can
artificially determine the widths of lines.
> T2 := table([(0)=0.5, (H1)=0.5, (H2)=0.5]):
Wv := table([(H1)=10, (H2)=20]):
> Jv := table(symmetric, [(H1,H2)=3]):
crit_A := 1:
> super2d(spc, f1, f2, orientation=[20,60], numpoints=10*10,
axes=FRAME, titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14], title="Homo-J-Res");
Homo-J-Res

π
rad or 45 o with axis f2; if we tilt the spectrum by such an angle, the couplings
4
would lie along axis f1, and a projection on axis f2 would produce a homonuclear decoupled spectrum. We thus
obtain a homonuclear decoupled spectrum in which we retain coupling information, but, in another dimension,
from which we can obtain also values of T2.
Lines lie on lines at an angle

6.14 homonuclear A2MX J-resolved spectrum, with hetero X
> # no restart here !
> Ab := 'Ab':
Di := 'Di':
We calculate with a formalism of product operators the J-resolved spectrum for a spin system A2MX in
which X is a heteronucleus that is coupled to only spin M, not A of which there are two atomic centres per
molecule. The pulse sequence for a J-resolved spectrum is
πx
τ
τ
K Kπ y K Kt2
2
2
2
We define a set H to contain the spins on which we pulse and that we observe.
> H := {A, A2, M}:
To define JA, X to be zero, we first initialize the spin system so as to define a J table to contain all couplings
possible in the system.
> spinsystem([[A, A2], M, X]):
> J[A, X] := 0:
Because evolution of spin X is not our interest in that this spin is not being pulsed on or observed, we begin
with an x pulse on only Iz terms of A, A2 and M.
> xpulse(Iz[A] + Iz[A2] + Iz[M], H, Pi/2):
We examine an expression for the product operator that we obtain after an interval τ s of evolution with a
refocusing pulse, π radians,at the midpoint of that interval.
> evolve(%, {}, tau/2):
ypulse(%, H, Pi):
evolve(%, {}, tau/2);
Cos 2 π JA, M τ IyM
K
C2 IxA2 IzM Sin π JA, M τ C2 IxA IzM Sin π JA, M τ
(39.1)
2
K2 IzA IzA2 Cos 2 π JA, M τ IyM KIyA2 Cos π JA, M τ KIyA Cos π JA, M τ K

IyM
2

CIzA2 Sin 2 π JA, M τ IxM CIzA Sin 2 π JA, M τ IxM C2 IzA IzA2 IyM
This expression lacks information on a chemical shift because chemical shifts refocus: only JA, M is present,
not JM, X , as heteronuclear, but not homonuclear, couplings also refocus; in a τ domain only homonuclear
couplings are hence present.
In the observation domain, both homonuclear and heteronuclear couplings evolve, in addition to chemical
shifts. We observe magnetization along axis y. If we observe it along axis x, we must perform a phase
correction in the Fourier transform of a domain of observation period. We assign the result to a variable for
subsequent use.
> obs := observe(%, H, t, -Pi/2);
Cos 2 π WM t Cos π JM, X t
obs d
(39.2)
2
C

Cos 2 π JA, M τ Cos 2 π WM t Cos 2 π JA, M t Cos π JM, X t

K

Sin 2 π JA, M τ Cos 2 π WM t Sin 2 π JA, M t Cos π JM, X t

2
2

C

I Cos 2 π JA, M τ Sin 2 π WM t Cos 2 π JA, M t Cos π JM, X t
2

C2 I Cos π JA, M τ Sin 2 π WA t Cos π JA, M t K2 I Sin π JA, M τ Sin 2 π WA t Sin π JA, M t
K

I Sin 2 π JA, M τ Sin 2 π WM t Sin 2 π JA, M t Cos π JM, X t

C

I Sin 2 π WM t Cos π JM, X t

2
K2 Sin π JA, M τ Cos 2 π WA t Sin π JA, M t

2

C2 Cos π JA, M τ Cos 2 π WA t Cos π JA, M t
We examine first the modulation present in spectral features because of the length of τ. For this purpose we
ensure that we obtain only absorption lines from Fourier transformation of a temporal domain v2 of
observation; our interest is only the real part of that spectrum.
> Di := proc() 0 end:
> spc1 := evalc(Re(FT(obs, 0, t, v)));
JM, X
JM, X
Ab
CWM, v
Ab K
CWM, v
2
2
spc1 d
C
(39.3)
4
4

C

C

C

C

Cos 2 π JA, M τ Ab KJA, M K

JM, X
2

CWM, v

8
Cos 2 π JA, M τ Ab JA, M C

JM, X
2

CWM, v

8
Cos 2 π JA, M τ Ab JA, M K

JM, X
2

CWM, v

8
Cos 2 π JA, M τ Ab KJA, M C

CCos π JA, M τ Ab K

JM, X
2

8
JA, M
2

CWM, v

CCos π JA, M τ Ab

JA, M
2

CWA, v

CWA, v

Before we plot this result, we must define T2 for A and B, values of coupling coefficients for A,M and M,X,
and chemical shifts of A and M.
> T2 := table([A=0.5, M=0.5]):
Jv := table(symmetric, [(A,M)=4, (M,X)=10]):
Wv := table([A=5, M=15]):
> nmrplot2d(spc1, v=0..30, tau=0..0.5, shading=Z, axes=FRAME,
numpoints=900, orientation=[120,60], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,
14],
title="spectrum of system with heteronuclear coupling");

spectrum of system with heteronuclear coupling

To obtain a real spectrum, we ensure that dispersion features can be generated by undefining procedure Di.
> Di := 'Di':
> sp2 := evalc(Re(FT(FT(obs, 0, t, v), 0, tau, j)));
JM, X
Di KJA, M K
CWM, v Di KJA, M, j
JA, M
JA, M
2
sp2 dKDi
CWA, v Di
,j K
(39.4)
2
2
8

K

K

Di JA, M C

JM, X
2

CWM, v Di JA, M, j
8

Di KJA, M C

JM, X
2

K

CWM, v Di KJA, M, j
8

Di
K

v Ab

JM, X
2

CWM, v Di 0, j
4

JA, M
2

,j C

Di K
K

Ab KJA, M K

Di JA, M K

2

KDi K

JA, M
2

CWA, v Di K

CWM, v Di 0, j
4

JM, X
2

CWM, v Ab KJA, M, j
8

CWM, v Di JA, M, j
8

JM, X
2

JM, X

CAb

JA, M
2

JA, M
2

,j

CWA,

C

K

Ab JA, M C

2

CWM, v Ab JA, M, j
8

JA, M
2

CWA, v Ab K

Ab K
C

JM, X

JM, X
2

JA, M
2

,j C

CWM, v Ab 0, j
4

C

Ab JA, M K

2

CWM, v Ab JA, M, j
8

Ab KJA, M C

JM, X
2

CAb

CWM, v Ab KJA, M, j
8

Ab
C

JM, X

JM, X
2

CWM, v Ab 0, j
4

Lines along axis j lack information about chemical shift; to give those lines a width, we define T2 from spin '0',
before we make a stack plot of the spectrum in two dimensions.
> T2[0] := 0.5:
> nmrplot2d(sp2, v=0..30, j=-7.5..7.5, shading=Z,
axes=FRAME, numpoints=900, orientation=[120,60],
labels=["v","J",""], titlefont=[TIMES,BOLD,14],
title="A2MX J-resolved");
A2MX J-resolved

Features visible in this plot are clearly not pure absorption lines. To make a superposition spectrum, we
eliminate the contributions from dispersion to view the pure absorption spectrum.
> Di := proc()
0;
end proc:

crit_A := 1:
> super2d(sp2, v, j, shading=Z, axes=FRAME, numpoints=8*8,
orientation=[100,60], labels=["v","J",""], titlefont=[TIMES,
BOLD,14],
title="A2MX J-resolved");
A2MX J-resolved

π
radians from the frequency axis. For these
4
π
to become parallel to the coupling axis, we must tilt the spectrum another
radians. If we so tilt the spectrum
4
and project lines onto axis v, we should obtain a homonuclear decoupled spectrum in one dimension.
Homonuclear couplings produce features along lines at an angle

6.15 input to simulate a spectrum due to proton magnetic resonance
The following sections present commands and procedures, adapted with permission from a worksheet from
Professor Hanspeter Huber, University of Basel Switzerland, to simulate a spectrum attributed to proton
magnetic resonance, based on a diagonalization of a full spin hamiltonian corresponding to the system being
simulated; six, at most, magnetic nuclei can be treated with these procedures. This calculation is pure matrix
mechanics. These sections have no particular relation to Fourier transformation, but are related to the topics of
the preceding sections on spectra produced by nuclear induction.
> restart:
> with(LinearAlgebra):
interface(rtablesize=32):
We demonstrate this simulation as an application to a molecule containing four chemically equivalent atomic

1

centres with nuclei H having distinct chemical shifts δ expressed as frequencies A 150, B 140, C 120 and D
115 Hz, with coupling parameters/Hz JAB = 7, JAC = 3, JAD = 5, JBC = 2, JBD = 6 andJCD = 1. We specify here
the number n of spins.
> NSpins := 4;
NSpins d 4
(40.1)
We specify here the chemical shifts δ / Hz as a vector.
> nue := <150.0|140.0|120.0|115.0>;
nue d 150.0 140.0 120.0 115.0

(40.2)

We specify here the coupling parameters Ji, j / Hz as a symmetric matrix of order the same as the number of
components in the preceding vector.
> J := <<0.0|7.0|3.0|5.0>, <7.0|0.0|2.0|6.0>,
<3.0|2.0|0.0|1.0>, <5.0|6.0|1.0|0.0>>;

Jd

0.

7.0 3.0 5.0

7.0

0.

3.0 2.0

2.0 6.0
0.

1.0

5.0 6.0 1.0

0.

(40.3)

For other cases, insert above other input data, including a value of the number of spins, a vector of chemical
shifts and a matrix of coupling parameters.
6.16 preparation -- number of basis functions, basis and total spin component
> # no restart here!
With rows of number n of spins and columns of number 2n of basis functions,
> MatDim := 2^NSpins:
here is formed a rectangular matrix. For one spin, the two functions are simply α, β; for two spins the four
functions are simply α α, α β, β α, β β and analogously for three, four, five and six spins. These matrices are
prepared simply with use of permute in package combinat, for instance with the following two commands for
three spins in a system. Here we cater for systems with spins numbering less than nine; spins numbering more
than eight likely cause a protracted calculation of the frequencies and intensities of the lines in the spectrum.
> ba||1 := <<0.5|-0.5>>:
k := NSpins:
combinat[permute]([seq(0.5, j=1..k), seq(-0.5, j=1..k)], k);
ba||k := convert(%, Matrix);
if NSpins < 9 then
basis := ba||NSpins:
else
print("prepared for eight spins maximum");
end if:
0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 , 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, K0.5 , 0.5, 0.5, K0.5, 0.5 , 0.5, 0.5, K0.5, K0.5 , 0.5, K0.5,
0.5, 0.5 , 0.5, K0.5, 0.5, K0.5 , 0.5, K0.5, K0.5, 0.5 , 0.5, K0.5, K0.5, K0.5 , K0.5, 0.5,
0.5, 0.5 , K0.5, 0.5, 0.5, K0.5 , K0.5, 0.5, K0.5, 0.5 , K0.5, 0.5, K0.5, K0.5 , K0.5, K0.5,
0.5, 0.5 , K0.5, K0.5, 0.5, K0.5 , K0.5, K0.5, K0.5, 0.5 , K0.5, K0.5, K0.5, K0.5

ba4 d

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

K0.5

0.5

0.5

K0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

K0.5 K0.5

0.5

K0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

K0.5

0.5

K0.5

0.5

K0.5 K0.5

0.5

K0.5 K0.5 K0.5

0.5
(41.1)

K0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

K0.5

0.5

0.5

K0.5

K0.5

0.5

K0.5

0.5

K0.5

0.5

K0.5 K0.5

K0.5 K0.5

0.5

0.5

K0.5 K0.5

0.5

K0.5

K0.5 K0.5 K0.5 0.5
K0.5 K0.5 K0.5 K0.5
This vector contains the components of total spin in each row of matrix basis.
> Fz := Vector(MatDim):
for i to MatDim do
Fz[i] := add(basis[i,j], j=1..NSpins);
end do:
6.17 formation of hamiltonian matrix
> # no restart here!
We form the hamiltonian matrix and set the diagonal elements for independent spins,
> HMat := Matrix(MatDim):
for i to MatDim do
for j to NSpins do
HMat[i,i] := HMat[i,i] + nue[j]*basis[i,j]:
end do;
end do;
then add to the diagonal elements to take into account the coupling between spins.
> for i to MatDim do
for j to NSpins-1 do
for k to j do
HMat[i,i] := HMat[i,i] + J[j+1,k]*basis[i,j+1]*basis[i,k];
end do;
end do;
end do;
This procedure finds pairs of exchanged spins.
> Findij := proc(k,l,i::evaln,j::evaln)

local o,basissum,value:
value := 0:
for o to NSpins do
basissum := basis[k,o] + basis[l,o];
if (basissum=0) then
if (value=0) then
value := 1:
i := o:
else
if (value=1) then
value := 2:
j := o:
else
j := -1:
end if:
end if:
end if;
end do;
end proc:
With the above procedure, we set the off-diagonal elements of the hamiltonian matrix, which is displayed if its
order be not greater than 16.
> for k to MatDim-1 do
for l to k do
if (Fz[k+1]=Fz[l]) then
Findij(k+1,l,i,j):
if (j>0) then
HMat[k+1,l] := 0.5*J[i,j]:
HMat[l,k+1] := HMat[k+1,l]
end if:
end if;
end do;
end do;
print(HMat);
268.500, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,
(42.1)
0, 147.500, 0.50, 0, 3.00, 0, 0, 0, 2.50, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,
0, 0.50, 145.500, 0, 1.00, 0, 0, 0, 1.50, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 25.500, 0, 1.00, 3.00, 0, 0, 1.50, 2.50, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,
0, 3.00, 1.00, 0, 121.000, 0, 0, 0, 3.50, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 1.00, 0, 6.000, 0.50, 0, 0, 3.50, 0, 0, 2.50, 0, 0, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 3.00, 0, 0.50, 0., 0, 0, 0, 3.50, 0, 1.50, 0, 0, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, K114.000, 0, 0, 0, 3.50, 0, 1.50, 2.50, 0 ,
0, 2.50, 1.50, 0, 3.50, 0, 0, 0, 111.000, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 1.50, 0, 3.50, 0, 0, 0, K5.000, 0.50, 0, 3.00, 0, 0, 0 ,

0, 0, 0, 2.50, 0, 0, 3.50, 0, 0, 0.50, K9.000, 0, 1.00, 0, 0, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3.50, 0, 0, 0, K124.000, 0, 1.00, 3.00, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2.50, 1.50, 0, 0, 3.00, 1.00, 0, K29.500, 0, 0, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1.50, 0, 0, 0, 1.00, 0, K139.500, 0.50, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2.50, 0, 0, 0, 3.00, 0, 0.50, K147.500, 0 ,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, K256.500
6.18 solution of eigenvalues -- diagonalization
> # no restart here!
By diagonalization of the hamiltonian matrix, we find the eigenvalues, displayed as a column vector, and
eigenvectors, displayed as a matrix, after sorting the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors into
ascending order.
> Energy1, vecs1 := evalf(Eigenvectors(HMat)):
> Energy1 := map(simplify, Energy1):
vecs1 := map(simplify, map(fnormal, vecs1, 10)):
ss := proc(aa,bb) evalb(aa[1] < bb[1]); end proc:
evalul := [seq([Re(Energy1[i]), i], i=1..RowDimension(HMat))]:
ev2 := sort(evalul, ss):
ev3 := [seq(op(1, ev2[j]), j=1..RowDimension(HMat))]:
ev4 := [seq(op(2, ev2[j]), j=1..RowDimension(HMat))]:
evecll := convert(Transpose(map(Re, vecs1)), listlist):
evecl := [seq(evecll[ev4[i]], i=1..RowDimension(HMat))]:
evecl2 := map(proc(a) map(Re, a) end proc, evecl):
Energy := convert(ev3, Vector);
vecs := Transpose(Matrix(evecl2));
K256.5000000
K148.0119257
K139.6242100
K124.8967448
K112.4671195
K30.08502619
K10.30220314
K5.811870474
Energy d

0.7312992877
7.223476071
26.24432445
109.8010377
121.5323178
145.4052466
148.2613980
268.5000000
(43.1)

vecs d

0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1. ,

0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.04032785043, K0.1352820055, 0.2709451629,
0.9521875667, 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.03165064072, K0.05408524573, K0.9622680763,
0.2647889205, 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., K0.008131376183, K0.03599545594, K0.04029708090, K0.1400539671,
0.08602260468, K0.9848854507, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.2854661190, 0.9500783316, K0.009453984906,
0.1255821676, 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.05754068713, 0.03298822269, K0.2939166198, K0.06797484756,
K0.9490203096, K0.06287876535, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.04483089787, K0.3130251643, K0.03883030475, 0.9379321972,
K0.05500072442, K0.1255219437, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0. ,
0., 0.05963552779, 0.05302582997, 0.3271258316, 0.9416053077, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,
0., 0., 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., K0.9570167168, 0.2759071020, K0.02322692712,
0.08634109447, 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.1101569798, K0.1073283893, 0.9443767685, K0.02622285831,
K0.2838956780, K0.05669375142, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.03788556307, 0.9423185919, 0.1022477435, 0.3049869350,
K0.01293127722, K0.08343563910, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0. ,
0., 0.1137062851, 0.05668356590, K0.9401388175, 0.3162227980, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,
0., 0., 0. ,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., K0.9904762817, 0.01215067729, 0.09043943466, 0.04840280013,
K0.09039640380, K0.01074542975, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0. ,
0., 0.03435231403, K0.9966732974, K0.03383651646, 0.06570652109, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0. ,
0., K0.9911278440, K0.02485101512, K0.08934642887, 0.09521155190, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,
0., 0., 0., 0., 0. ,
1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.

6.19 calculation of the spectral lines -- frequency and intensity
> # no restart here!
This procedure tests whether a transition is possible.
> Test1 := proc(k,l)
local o,basissum,value:
value := 0:

(43.1)

for o to NSpins do
basissum := basis[k,o] + basis[l,o];
if basissum=0 then
value := value + 1;
end if;
end do;
value;
end proc:
These parameters prepare for the calculation of the lines in the spectrum.
> MaxNumberofLines := 1000:
Line := Matrix(MaxNumberofLines,4):
LineNumber := 0:
IntensityThreshold := 0.00001:
After calculation of the frequencies of the lines with their intensities as transitions between eigenstates,
> for i to MatDim-1 do
for j to i do
Intensity := 0:
for k to MatDim-1 do
for l to k do
Test2 := Test1(k+1,l):
if Test2=1 then
Intensity := Intensity +
vecs[k+1,MatDim-i]*vecs[l,MatDim-j+1];
end if;
end do;
end do;
Intensity := Intensity^2:
if Intensity > IntensityThreshold then
LineNumber := LineNumber + 1:
Line[LineNumber,1] := Energy[MatDim-j+1] - Energy[MatDim-i]:
Line[LineNumber,2] := Intensity:
Line[LineNumber,3] := MatDim - i:
Line[LineNumber,4] := MatDim - j + 1:
end if;
end do;
end do;
they are printed.
> print("No.
Frequency
Intensity
from state
i to j");
for i to LineNumber do
print(i," ",Line[i,1]," ",Line[i,2]," ",
Line[i,3]," ",Line[i,4]);
end do;
"No. Frequency
Intensity
from state i to j"
1, " ", 120.2386020, " ", 2.041754493, " ", 15, " ", 16

2, " ", 123.0947534, " ", 0.5241815392, " ", 14, " ", 16
3, " ", 146.9676822, " ", 1.074577255, " ", 13, " ", 16
4, " ", 158.6989623, " ", 0.3594867110, " ", 12, " ", 16
5, " ", 122.0170736, " ", 1.976283351, " ", 11, " ", 15
6, " ", 119.1609222, " ", 0.7309165529, " ", 11, " ", 14
7, " ", 95.28799335, " ", 0.0002838983366, " ", 11, " ", 13
8, " ", 83.55671325, " ", 0.00002718514094, " ", 11, " ", 12
9, " ", 141.0379219, " ", 1.582916338, " ", 10, " ", 15
10, " ", 138.1817705, " ", 0.09536522791, " ", 10, " ", 14
11, " ", 114.3088417, " ", 0.9849458196, " ", 10, " ", 13
12, " ", 102.5775616, " ", 0.0001557744544, " ", 10, " ", 12
13, " ", 147.5300987, " ", 0.04517858672, " ", 9, " ", 15
14, " ", 144.6739473, " ", 1.301886801, " ", 9, " ", 14
15, " ", 120.8010185, " ", 0.8738941285, " ", 9, " ", 13
16, " ", 109.0697384, " ", 0.0006494311857, " ", 9, " ", 12
17, " ", 154.0732685, " ", 0.4288384071, " ", 8, " ", 15
18, " ", 151.2171171, " ", 0.01414982082, " ", 8, " ", 14
19, " ", 115.6129082, " ", 1.281472552, " ", 8, " ", 12
20, " ", 158.5636011, " ", 0.008379544967, " ", 7, " ", 15
21, " ", 155.7074497, " ", 0.3818628054, " ", 7, " ", 14
22, " ", 131.8345209, " ", 0.001439670652, " ", 7, " ", 13
23, " ", 120.1032408, " ", 0.7619051326, " ", 7, " ", 12
24, " ", 178.3464242, " ", 0.0001582670079, " ", 6, " ", 15
25, " ", 151.6173440, " ", 1.214013659, " ", 6, " ", 13
26, " ", 139.8860639, " ", 0.3152766363, " ", 6, " ", 12
27, " ", 138.7114440, " ", 2.220126287, " ", 5, " ", 11
28, " ", 119.6905956, " ", 1.067250735, " ", 5, " ", 10
29, " ", 113.1984188, " ", 0.7243438717, " ", 5, " ", 9
30, " ", 106.6552490, " ", 0.0009177474074, " ", 5, " ", 8
31, " ", 102.1649164, " ", 0.0001456657115, " ", 5, " ", 7
32, " ", 82.38209331, " ", 0.00005641452283, " ", 5, " ", 6
33, " ", 151.1410692, " ", 0.4870603577, " ", 4, " ", 11
34, " ", 132.1202209, " ", 0.001865660091, " ", 4, " ", 10
35, " ", 125.6280441, " ", 0.00002983312140, " ", 4, " ", 9
36, " ", 119.0848743, " ", 1.225306943, " ", 4, " ", 8
37, " ", 114.5945417, " ", 0.8276537989, " ", 4, " ", 7
38, " ", 94.81171861, " ", 0.00006785720134, " ", 4, " ", 6
39, " ", 165.8685344, " ", 0.00008760838427, " ", 3, " ", 11

40, " ", 146.8476861, " ", 1.593194216, " ", 3, " ", 10
41, " ", 140.3555093, " ", 0.003614199802, " ", 3, " ", 9
42, " ", 133.8123395, " ", 0.4970208703, " ", 3, " ", 8
43, " ", 129.3220069, " ", 0.005561290043, " ", 3, " ", 7
44, " ", 109.5391838, " ", 0.7319282567, " ", 3, " ", 6
45, " ", 174.2562502, " ", 0.0002367367601, " ", 2, " ", 11
46, " ", 155.2354018, " ", 0.001072545982, " ", 2, " ", 10
47, " ", 148.7432250, " ", 1.493621044, " ", 2, " ", 9
48, " ", 142.2000552, " ", 0.001215298977, " ", 2, " ", 8
49, " ", 137.7097226, " ", 0.3202263991, " ", 2, " ", 7
50, " ", 117.9268995, " ", 0.7973963642, " ", 2, " ", 6
51, " ", 144.0328805, " ", 2.012840720, " ", 1, " ", 5
52, " ", 131.6032552, " ", 0.5419844493, " ", 1, " ", 4
53, " ", 116.8757900, " ", 0.8314064421, " ", 1, " ", 3
54, " ", 108.4880743, " ", 0.6137683891, " ", 1, " ", 2

6.20 plot of the simulated spectrum
> # no restart here!
These loops locate the smallest and largest frequencies as bounds for a plot.
> Minimum := 10000:
Maximum := -10000:
for i to LineNumber do
if Line[i,1] < Minimum then
Minimum := Line[i,1];
end if:
if Line[i,1] > Maximum then
Maximum := Line[i,1];
end if:
end do:
These assignments prepare for a plot.
> LineWidth := 1.0:
Sidespace := 5:
Minimum := Minimum - Sidespace:
Maximum := Maximum + Sidespace:
Points := 5000:
HzperPoint := (Maximum - Minimum)/Points:
omegaB := 0.45*LineWidth:
spectrum := Array(1..Points,1..2):
This procedure forms a lorentzian curve.
> lorentz := proc(Amplitude,omegaB,Deltaomega)
Amplitude*omegaB^2/(Deltaomega^2 + omegaB^2);
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end proc:
Into each field of the array spectrum is summed the contributions from all lines according to their lorentzian
shapes.
> omega := Minimum - HzperPoint:
for i to Points do
y := 0:
omega := omega + HzperPoint:
for j to LineNumber do
Amplitude := Line[j,2]:
Deltaomega := Line[j,1] - omega:
y := y + lorentz(Amplitude,omegaB,Deltaomega):
end do:
spectrum[i] := <omega|y>;
end do:
> pl1 := plots[pointplot](spectrum, style=line, colour=red):
plr := plottools[reflect](pl1, [[(Maximum+Minimum)/2,0],[(Maximum+
Minimum)/2,10]]):
For the first plot, between these limits of frequencies as bounds of the abscissal axis,
> print(`spectrum between `, Minimum,` and `, Maximum,` Hz`);
spectrum between , 77.38209331, and , 183.3464242, Hz
(45.1)
the spectrum is plotted directly on a frequency scale.
> plots[display](plr, labels=[" frequency / Hz",""], axes=frame);
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If this calculation be rerun with a different magnetic field, we plot the second spectrum below, for comparion
with the spectrum above, between these limits of frequencies as bounds of the abscissal axis.
> print(`spectrum between `, Minimum,` and `, Maximum,` Hz`);
spectrum between , 77.38209331, and , 183.3464242, Hz
(45.2)
> plots[display](plr, labels=[" frequency / Hz",""], axes=frame);
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On inserting view = [.. ... .., .. ... .. ], in the above command, we can plot any so specified portion of the entire
spectrum.
e6.03 exercise
According to the following data for chemical shifts and coupling parameters for atomic nuclei 1 H in ethanol,
H3 C CH2 OH, with A representing three chemically equivalent protons in CH 3 , B two chemically equivalent in
CH2 and C one proton in OH,
δA = 1.226, δB = 3.687, δC = 2.61, JAB = 7.15+0.25 Hz, JBC = 4.8+0.2 Hz, JAC = 0.4+0.2 Hz,
compare the spectra for magnetic resonance of protons simulated for magnetic fields of density of magnetic
flux such that the standard frequencies for resonance of protons are 40 MHz and 200 MHz.
summary
This chapter presents an outline of the nature of Fourier transforms and their chemical applications in five
areas -- diffraction of xrays and electrons, microwave spectra, infrared and Raman spectra, and spectra
involving nuclear magnetic resonance. Of the experimental techniques, the scattering of electrons by gaseous
molecules and of xrays by a crystalline powder have some resemblance, and microwave spectra and nuclear
magnetic resonance involve similarity, but the treatments of the data from these measurements are specific to a
particular technique despite all involving Fourier transforms. We take advantage of the symbolic capability of
this mathematical processor to apply continuous Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms, whereas for most
experiments discrete Fourier transforms are applied.
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